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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
Article 1 of the Civil Code - an overwhelmingly influential provision that lays the foundation
for virtually the entire legal framework of the country – declares that “the human person is
the subject of rights [and duties] from its birth to its death”. The message this exceptionally
important article purports to convey is pretty clear: that a human person starts to hold
rights and to assume duties as of birth and ceases to do so upon death. In the context of the
purpose at hand, that means a human person will no longer have rights or duties as of
death. The same - albeit with certain slight qualifications - goes also for an absentee, whom
the law assimilates to the dead, at the time when he is duly declared absent.
The implication of the provision is that a person will permanently stop to have both rights
and duties from the moment at which he is considered dead in terms of the language of the
law. That does not, though, in any way mean that the rights and duties of such a person will
die, or be disposed of with him – at least not in its modern sense. True enough, those rights
and duties, such as an academic or military rank, that have strictly to do with the person of
the dead - and thus do not form part of the inheritance - will terminate upon death.
The vast majority of the rights and duties that the dead had acquired while alive will,
however, pass to other persons – usually his surviving next of kin. Nevertheless, the
devolution does not happen arbitrarily. The law systematically regulates how a person’s
estate is disposed of upon death.
Speaking in rough general terms, the Law of Successions is that branch of law which governs
the manner in which, and, of course, to whom, the rights and duties of a dead person,
technically referred to as the deceased, should pass. What is at stake here is the devolution
of private rights and duties. And the parties involved at both ends of the game are persons
who act in an individual capacity representing private interests. It goes without saying,
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therefore, that the Law of Successions belongs to the civil/private law category in the family
tree of laws.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE
The Course, hence its name, is a study of primarily how the Ethiopian Law of Successions
regulates the devolution of the succession of a person. As a matter of rule, succession
relates only to the disposition of the estate of a person who has died. It has nothing to do
with the rights and obligations of a living person.
Those rights and duties that devolve by succession were acquired by the deceased during
his lifetime. And they are generally of proprietary nature. Moreover, they devolve to
persons validly designated by him or, in default of such designation, in accordance with the
provisions of the law. The successors are mostly the deceased’s next of kin, viz. people who
are related to him pursuant to either of the lines of familial relationship stipulated by family
law.
Consequently, the Law of Successions is inextricably intertwined with many other branches
of law including, but not limited to, the laws of family, property, and contracts, not to
mention the basic law – the constitution. Among the most striking instances of the intimate
link the Ethiopian Law of Successions has with family law and, by extension, with the
country’s Constitution is that it promotes equality with respect to succession by, for
example, providing for an identical treatment of men and women, as well as all children –
irrespective of whether they are legitimate, illegitimate, or were adopted. What is more,
taking a cue from property law, it recognizes the right of a person to dispose of his property
however he likes after his death, on condition that he does so by a legally valid will.
We can make one simple inference from the mutual interrelation the Law of Successions has
with various other branches of laws: That is, the Course presupposes cross-disciplinary
knowledge. Naturally, this implies the indispensability of an interdisciplinary approach. But
mainly because of the requirements of the level at which the Course is intended to be
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administered, the approach employed here is chiefly specific. That is, it is largely confined to
the study of the provisions of the Ethiopian Law of Successions.
Generally, the Course explores how the Ethiopian Law of Successions strives to strike a
balance between its two apparently contradictory major objectives. On the one hand, the
law goes to a great length to respect the right of the deceased to dispose of his property in
whatever lawful way he thinks fit even after his death. And on the other, it tries to protect
the interests of rightful successors and creditors, who have legitimate claims over the
succession.
Specifically, in connection with what is technically called testate succession, the Course
researches what, besides allowing the deceased power to stipulate the modalities of
devolution of his own succession, the law has to say about the types, and the validity
requirements of wills by which the deceased may dispose of his estate; his power of
disherison and the scope thereof; whom he may or may not designate to receive his
inheritance and the conditions he may or may not attach thereto ; etc. It also assesses the
manner in which the Law regulates intestate succession - the devolution of the succession of
a person who has left no will at all, or that of a person a competent court of law has
declared the will purportedly left by him not valid. The Course also examines possible
scenarios of partly testate and partly intestate successions.
A succession, whether testate or intestate, consists in the gross rights and obligations of the
deceased when it opens at the time of the death of the later. So, before any right or duty is
exercised in connection with the inheritance, the net worth of the succession must be
determined and persons who have legitimate claims over the succession must be screened
out. In other words, there should be a winding up of the deceased’s affairs in which the
assets and claims owned are identified and collected, debts and taxes ascertained and paid,
maintenance claims entertained, and singular legacies ordered by the deceased, if any, paid
before any property or right of the inheritance is delivered to properly identified successors.
The Course deals in a detailed fashion with how the law governs this winding up process,
which is in the law of successions technically referred to as “liquidation” of a succession.
Furthermore, the Course looks into the prescriptions of the Law for the treatment of issues
3
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that may arise subsequent to liquidation. It, among others, specifically dwells upon the
manner of partition of the property of the inheritance remaining after the winding up of the
liquidation process. It also considers the notion of collation, the right of creditors who
appear after partition, and pacts in relation to succession.

GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVES
Overall, the Course is designed to sufficiently equip students with the knowledge and skills
they need to oversee the devolution of the succession of a dead person themselves, to give
sound expert advice on succession-related issues, and to solve both real and hypothetical
cases in the area of successions in accordance with the relevant provisions of the law.
Specifically, it is expected that after completing the Course, students will be able to, inter
alia:


Discuss the meaning, time, place, and manner of opening of a succession;



Identify those things that make up the inheritance of a dead person and those that do
not;



Enumerate the kinds of successions recognized by law;



Elaborate the meaning of capacity to succeed and the conditions required therefor;



Identify those persons who have the capacity to succeed a dead person and those that
do not;



Discuss the meaning of intestate succession, and enumerate, in order of t heir
preference, the persons called to the succession of a person who had died intestate;



Dissertate about the power of a person to dispose of his property after his death;



Name the kinds of wills recognized by the Law, and discuss the validity requirements
attached to each;



State the available legal methods to prove the existence and contents of a will;



elaborate the possible grounds for the partial or full invalidation of a will;



Internalize the meaning of liquidation of a succession;
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Explain the modes of appointment, duties, liabilities, and scope of power of a
liquidator;



Identify the types, modes of payment, and the of the recipients of the debts of a
succession;



Discuss the meaning of partition and the manner it is lawfully conducted;



Understand the nature of conventions relating to an inheritance and explain the
rationale for the prohibition of pacts on future successions; and



Fully appreciate and help enforce the rights of women and children with respect to
succession.

GOALS AND SCOPE OF THE MATERIAL
Everyone is born. Everyone gets personality. Everyone acquires rights and duties upon birth
through, among other countless different ways, succession. Conversely, everyone dies, and
leaves behind all his lifetime estate to his successors. This is our daily experience. And we all
are passing, or are bound to pass through this apparently endless human lifecycle.
But the lawyer stands apart from all others. What sets the lawyer apart is the fact that he is
exceptionally interested in succession-related matters. Throughout his career, a lawyer is
professionally enveloped in successions. His own inevitable individual humane fate aside, he
grapples with issues of succession as a matter of career and occupation.
It is, unfortunately, remarkable how few books have been written to elaborate directly how
lawyers – prospective or current – deal with successions. More so is the number of
commentaries written to explain the rather general and often obscure governing legal rules.
This problem is more pronounced and, so to say, compounded in our country.
Needless to say, ours is a nation where successions are more often than not carried out
arbitrarily at worst, and in accordance with custom at best. At that, it is a country where,
because of little or no legal awareness or by choice, people as of right tend to settle
successions in extra-legal ways at the peril of violating the provisions of the applicable rules
5
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of law. What is most depressing is the fact that due largely to a chronic lack of reference
materials, law students find it so frustrating to learn how to “deal with successions like a
lawyer”.
To add insult to injury, the Ethiopian Law of Successions was promulgated some fifty years
ago as part of the 1960 Civil Code of the Empire of Ethiopia. It is, therefore, only a small
exaggeration to say that most of its provisions are virtually obsolete. As such, they require
an arduous task of retuning and tweaking, as well as a great deal of commenting, to make
them relevant to the present social conditions and constitutional order.
This material is a modest attempt to fill that void. It is directed to “legal succession”,
namely, the devolution of succession pursuant to all pertinent legal provisions. That is not
just about the “Ethiopian Law of Successions” prope r. The purpose is to explain the
devolution of succession in accordance with not only the provisions of the Ethiopian Law of
Successions, but also with the rules of all relevant laws, including the Constitution, as are
currently in force.
The material is not intended to be a comprehensive survey of successions. Nor is it meant to
be a lawyer’s treatise on legal succession. Rather, it is a snapshot of the devolution of
succession in compliance with all the pertinent rules of law effective today. It focuses only
on certain issues that may be helpful to those who study and practice law. The intention
here is to provide a detailed explanation of, among other matters, the manner of
devolution, liquidation, and partition of succession.

CONTENTS AND ORGANIZATION
The material is organized as follows: The first Chapter, which is entitled “Devolution of
Successions”, is meant to introduce the student to the basics of lawful devolution of
succession. The Chapter is divided into three Sections. The first Section is on general
consideration of successions. It discusses the meaning, time, place, and manner of opening
of succession; outlines the types of succession; and explains who may succeed and what.
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The second Section takes a detailed look at intestate succession, which is one of the two
kinds of successions. The third, and the last Section of the Chapter, on its part, examines the
other type of succession - testate succession. It considers the law relating to wills; how a
valid will may be made and revoked, the precise effect of gifts in wills, the manner of
interpretation of the terms of a will, the powers of the deceased etc.
Whether testate or intestate, a succession should be liquidated. The second Chapter deals
with the legal rules governing the liquidation of a succession. This Chapter is divided into six
distinct Sections. The First Section is meant to introduce the essence of the process of
liquidation, the contents of the Chapter and its general objectives. The Second, which is
entitled “The Liquidator of a Succession”, examines issues such as who the liquidator is, how
he is appointed, and what his functions, powers and duties are. Section Three explores the
procedure of determining the identity of the rightful heirs and legatees of a succession.
Whereas, the Fourth Section looks into how a succession should be administered. And the
Fifth Section examines the nature of debts that may be claimed from a succession, the order
to be followed in paying such debts, and the manner of their payment. The Sixth, and the
last, Section provides a brief overview of possible grounds for the closure of the liquidation
process and matters precedent and subsequent thereto.
What follows after the winding up of the liquidation process is partition, which roughly
means practically bestowing on properly identified heirs actual right over the inheritance.
The third, and the final, Chapter looks into how the law handles issues related to partition. It
also dwells upon the meaning and effects of collation, the recourse of creditors who appear
after partition, and conventions made in connection with future successions.
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CHAPTER ONE
DEVOLUTION OF SUCCESSIONS
INTRODUCTION
Devolution of successions is a key chapter in the law of successions. It is devoted to the
study of many of the general rules and guiding principles of the law of successions. It deals
with the issues like, what constitutes the inheritable property of the decedent (or the
deceased), what rights and powers does the testator (will maker) have, what rights and
obligations of the heirs and/legatees have, the mechanisms of devolution of succession (via
intestate and testate ways), the formalities of making a will, mechanisms of revocation and
lapse of will, etc.
The chapter is divided into three sections: General considerations of devolution of
successions, intestate successions, and wills.
Upon completion of this chapter, you will be expected to:


Decide which rights of the deceased shall be transferred to the heirs upon the
death of the deceased;



Advise people the things that make up inheritance;



Pass a judgment on which persons have capacity to succeed the deceased;



Prepare a tree of relationship that elaborates intestate successions;



Explain the importance of the concept of representation;



Disqualify wills that are not made according to the requirements of the law;



Evaluate whether the reasons given by the testator to disinherit his child/children
are justifiable or not.

8
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1.1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE DEVOLUTION
OF A SUCCESSION
1.1.1.

The Concept of Patrimony

The literal meaning of patrimony is the estate that descended from the father to his
descendants. However, this does not exclude the estate that descends from the mother to
her descendants and/or from other ancestors in the paternal as well as in the maternal
line.1
In the law of property, patrimony may have a different meaning. As it is discussed in Marcel
Planiol,2 a person’s rights and obligations appreciable in money looked upon as a whole are
called his/her patrimony. There is a link between a person and patrimony. This link can be
expressed in the following four ways:
A)

Only persons have patrimony with the exclusion of other beings. Persons
are beings that are capable of having rights or owing obligations.

B)

Every person necessarily has a patrimony, irrespective of the fact that the
person has no property at all. Patrimony is linked to the personality of the
person.

C)

Patrimony is a unit. All the property and all the charges of a person form a
single mass. However, this principle of unity of patrimony is subject to
exceptions. One example of the exceptions is — an heir seems to have two
patrimonies.

D)

Patrimony is inseparable from the person. Therefore, there can’t be a total
transfer of property of the person while he/she is still alive. A person can
dispose only part of the constituent elements of his/her patrimony, one
after the other. His/her patrimony, considered as a universality, is the
consequence of his/her own personality and necessarily remains attached

1
2

Black’s Law Dictionary, (6th Edition)
Marcel Planiol, Treatise on the Civil Code, Volume 1, Part II, pp 265ff.
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to his/her personality. Transmission of patrimony in its totality takes place
only after the person’s death. At that moment, the deceased’s patrimony is
attributed to his/her successors.
Many legal experts argued, based on these principles of patrimony, that a person should
not have the right to regulate his/her estate after his/her death, as death has brought a
complete separation of the person and and patrimony. (See Wills below for details of
discussion on this point)

1.1.2.

Opening of Succession

As it is expressed in Article 826 of the Civil Code3, the succession of the person opens at the
place he/she had his/her principal residence at the time of his/her death. (For detailed
consideration of the concept of residence, refer your Law of Persons material.) According
to Article 174 of the 1960 Civil Code, the residence of the person is the place where he
normally resides. The normality of residence will show that the person’s socio-economic life
in the society. When a person has many residences, one of such residences may be
considered as a principal residence of such person. For the purpose of opening of the
succession of the deceased, it is appropriate to consider the principal residence of the
deceased the place where he/she has most of his/her inheritable property.

Example
Ato Markos has his business in Jimma town. After he encountered a severe
illness, he went to Addis Ababa for treatment. If Ato Markos died in Addis
Ababa, even if his place of death is Addis Ababa, his succession shall open at
Jimma.

The succession of the deceased shall open just at the time of his/her death. Assume that
Ato Markos, in the above example, died on August 29th just at 3:00 O’clock in the
3

Civil Code of 1960 the Emp ire of Ethiopia, Gazette Ext raordinary, Proclamat ion № 165 of 1960.
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afternoon; Ato Markos’s succession has opened at the moment when his death occurred.
That is, his succession has opened just at 3:00 O’clock. The deceased may have his/her
societal ties at his/her principal residence. 4
According to Article 1 of the Civil Code, the human person is subject of rights (and also
duties) from its birth to its death. This means a dead pers on has no rights or duties. But
there are certain rights and obligations of the deceased person that pass to the heirs and/or
legatees of the deceased. There are also rights and obligations of the deceased that
terminate with his/her death. Most of the rights and obligations that are associated with
the person of the deceased shall extinguish with the death of the deceased. However, many
of the rights or obligations that are related with the property and/or money of the deceased
shall pass onto his/her heirs and/or legatees.

Example
Wro. Semira was employee in the National Bank of Ethiopia. She was
head of one of the departments. Upon death of Wro. Semira, her
successors cannot claim employment at the national Bank, as such rights
which are specific to individuals cannot be transferred to heirs of the
deceased.

Some obligations of the deceased could also pass to his heirs and/or legatees. For instance,
if the deceased is a debtor, his heirs and/or legatees are bound to pay back his debts. As
you will learn in the future, the heirs and/or legatees of the deceased will not be bound to
pay the debts of the deceased from their own personal property. They are only bound to
pay such debts from the property of the inheritance, according to the rules of the Ethiopian
law of successions.

4

You must not take opening of succession and opening of will (Art icle 965 of the Civ il Code) as one and the
same. Opening of a will is quite different in that it is usually made somet ime after the death of the deceased.
The succession of the deceased is opened just at the time of h is/her death. If an heir d ies after the opening of the
succession, but before the opening of the will such an heir is said to have died after getting the right in the
succession. In such circumstances, the succession will pass to the heir of the heir who died after opening of the
succession, but before opening of the will.
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Things making up a Succession

Generally speaking, what transfer from the deceased to his/her heirs and legatees are those
rights and duties of the deceased which arise from various relations which the deceased
had with third parties during his/her lifetime. It is possible to indicate some of the principal
relations between the deceased and third parties which can serve as source of rights and
duties of the deceased like: contractual relations the deceased had with third parties;
contract of insurance between the deceased; rights which arise from court proceedings
between the deceased and third parties; and those rights generally referred to as property
rights – those rights we create and exercise against things, corporeal (movable or
immovable) or incorporeal.
Under this sub-section, discussions will be made on the features of inheritable property of
the deceased. As a matter of principle, all of the property which were owned or possessed
by the deceased on the day of his/her death shall constitute his/her inheritance. All the
inheritable property left by the deceased at the time of his/her death are called the
hereditary estate. The hereditary estates are not limited to corporeal (tangible) things.
They also include incorporeal (intangible) things such as the works of the mind or literary
rights.
Sometimes it may be difficult to clearly identify the property of the deceased that constitute
the inheritance.

Exercise
Identify the inheritable property from the following lis t
A)

Life insurance

B)

Pension allowance

C)

Indemnity payments

D)

Land

E)

Personal chattels

12
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A. LIFE INSURANCE

As prescribed in Article 827 of the Civil Code, life insurance could or could not constitute a
hereditary estate.
Art. 827. — Things making up inheritance. — Life insurance
(1)

Monies due in performance of a contract of life insurance to which the deceased
was a party, shall form part of the inheritance where the deceased has not
determined the beneficiary or the insurance is made to the benefit of the heirs
of the deceased without any other indication.

(2)

In other cases, they shall not form part of the inheritance.

Read also the following provision, which is taken from the Commercial Code of 1960.
Art 691. — Definition
A life insurance is a contract whereby the insurer undertakes against the p ayment of
one or more premiums to pay to the subscriber or to the beneficiary a specified sum on
certain conditions dependent upon the life or death of the subscriber or third party
insured.
From the definition of life insurance it can be seen that:
A)

Life insurance is a contract.

B)

The contract is made between the insurer (insurance company e.g. the Ethiopian
Insurance Corporation) and the subscriber (a person who buys the life insurance
policy and makes a periodical payment of premiums to the insurer).

C)

The insurer undertakes or commits itself to pay the agreed amount of money to
the beneficiary upon death of the subscriber.

How life insurance would make up inheritance is an important question that deserves
13
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discussion. Read the following example carefully.

Example
Assume Wro. Genet has bought a life insurance policy from the Ethiopian Insurance
Corporation. The money to be collected from the insurer may or may not form part of
the inheritance of Wro. Genet. The following conditions are important to make the
insurance money to constitute the inheritance.
A)

If she designates no beneficiary at all. In this case, she simply pays the
premiums for the life insurance to the insurance company without indicating
any beneficiary.

B)

If she concludes the contract of life insurance to the benefit of her heirs
without any other indication.

Only under the above two conditions that the money to be collected from the insurer upon
death of the subscriber forms part of the inheritance. If the subscriber, Wro. Genet,
designates her spouse or only one of her children, or any other person, the money to be
collected upon death of the subscriber of the life shall not form part of the inheritance of
the subscriber. In this case, the money will be available only to the designated beneficiaries.
Read Art. 827 (2) of the Civil Code again.

Exercise
Art. 701 of the Commercial Code provides for the beneficiary of the life
insurance as follows:
Art. 701.— Beneficiary of insurance policy
(1)

An insurance policy for the event of death may be made to the
benefit of specified beneficiaries.

14
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(2) The following persons shall be deemed to be specified beneficiaries
notwithstanding that they are not mentioned by name:
(a)

The subscriber’s spouse, even where the marriage
took place after the policy was entered into.

(b)

The subscriber’s children, whether or not born at the
time when the policy is entered.

How do you understand Art. 701(2) of the Commercial Code?

There is no unanimity in decisions of courts of various levels regarding the rule under Art.
701(2) is concerned. Some courts make this provision applicable to all cases. For instance, if
Ato Kassa buys a life insurance policy to the benefit of his brother Gobena, some courts
make his wife Wro. Chaltu and his children Meron and Abdissa beneficiary of the life
insurance. These courts mainly base their arguments on the expression of the law that says
the subscriber’s spouse is beneficiary even if the marriage is concluded after the policy was
entered and also the subscriber’s children are beneficiaries even if they are not mentioned
by name. Other courts do not accept this argument. The Federal Supreme Court usually
rejects decisions on such arguments. According to the latter courts, it is only the person
who is indicated as beneficiary who is going to collect the money. The spouse shall be
beneficiary only when the subscriber makes her/him beneficiary, even the insurance is
entered before the conclusion of the marriage. The subscriber must indicate that his wife or
her husband shall be beneficiary of the life insurance. Likewise, he/she must indicate that
the insurance is made to the benefit of his/her children without indicating their name. If a
spouse or the children are not indicated in this manner and if another person is appointed
as beneficiary, they have no chance of becoming beneficiaries.
Which line of argument do you favor?
For detailed information on this issue, read Journal of Ethiopian Law, Vol. 16, pp 67—
80 and Ethiopian Bar Review, Vol. 1 № 1, pp 35—94
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B. PENSIONS AND INDEMNI TIES
In Ethiopia, pension is regulated by ‘Public Servants’ Pensions Proclamation № 345/2003
and the amendment Proclamation № 424/2004. The main purpose of pension scheme in
Ethiopia is to support the person who was a public servan during the time when he/she is
unable to work. In addition to this, the pension scheme has the purpose of supporting those
persons who were maintained by the pensioner during his/her life time. Pension is money
payable to the spouse, children or parents of the deceased person based on conditions
specified under Proclamation № 345/2003. The mechanism of payment is regualted by
Articles 34 — 39 of this Proclamation. According to Art 35(1) of this Proclamation, if a
person who is a government employee dies, the widow or the widower would be entitled to
receive 50% of the pension to which the deceased was or would have been entitled. The
Proclamation also prescribes the amount of orphan's pension and parent's pension.
Accordingly, each of the deceased's children would receive 20% of the pension to which the
deceased was or would have been entitled. Orphans are entitled to receive this amount so
long as they are less than 18 years of age. The money collected from pension allowance can
be given to the persons who were supported by the pensioner. Pension money is not the
estate left by the deceased at the time of his death. The purpose of pension is, as indicated
above, to support the pensioner when he/she is unable to earn his/her livelihood through
his/her work or to support those who were dependent on the pensioner (only spouse and
very close relatives) upon his/her pension allowance. The spouse or the relative of the
pensioner has no right to pass the pension allowance to which he/she is entitled to his/her
heirs when he/she (the spouse or the relative) dies. Therefore, pension allowance does not
constitute the hereditary estate of the deceased.
Indemnity is money to be paid to the spouse or relatives of the deceased person. Assume
that a car hits Dawit and killed him. The driver or the owner of the car may be obliged to
pay compensation to the spouse or relatives of Dawit. These persons sustained injury
because of the death of Dawit. The one who caused the death of the person may pay
compensation or indemnity to these persons. However, such money cannot form part of
the inheritance of the deceased. For instance, if the person who is entitled to receive the
indemnity payment dies, the money cannot go to his heirs.
16
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Exercise
Urban lands and extra houses were nationalized by Proclamation № 47/1975. The
owners of the extra houses were getting compensation from government. Are these
compensations inheritable?

A person’s succession may be conducted in one of the two types of successions. As it is
prescribed in Art. 829, succession could be either testate or intestate. It could also be the
combination of the two types. Testate succession is a succession in which the estate of the
deceased person shall pass to his heirs and/or legatees according to the order of the
deceased in the will he/she made. If the deceased made a valid will, his/her succession
would be conducted in accordance with the will. A person who left a will is called a testator.
The testator shall regulate as to what should happen to his property after his death. If the
testator had no will at all, or his/her will is not valid, the succession of such person shall be
conducted by the operation of the law. That is, in the case where there is no will, or where
the will is invalid, the law shall distribute his estate among his heirs.
Sometimes it may happen that the succession is a combination of both intestate and
testate. Many circumstances could lead to such a situation. For instance, property which
was not included in the will may be discovered later; the will may be partially invalidated;
the testator may appoint a universal legatee5 who is not a legal heir to take only some
portion of the hereditary estate and with respect to the rest of the estate he/she may keep
silent; etc.

1.1.4

Capacity to Succeed

The law requires someone who alleges to have a right in the succession of the deceased to
fulfill some requirements. One is expected to have capacity to succeed. This is one of the
most important requirements to succeed the deceased. The capacity to succeed depends

5

Detailed discussion on universal legatees shall be made in Section 1.3 below.
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mainly on two conditions. The first one is; the heir and/or legatee must survive the
deceased person. The second requirement is such heir and/or legatee must not be
unworthy. The first condition is an objective condition and the heir and/or legatee shall
lose his right to succeed the deceased for reasons outside his volition.

The second

condition is a subjective condition which occurs with a willful act of the heir and/or legatee.
(Read Articles 830 & 831 of the Civil Code)
A. THE CONDITION OF SURVIVORSHIP
This condition requires the heir to be alive at the time of the death of the deceased. To
survive the deceased means, to be alive at the time of the death of the deceased. That is,
when the deceased is dead, the heir and/or the legatee of the deceased must be a living
person. If the heir lives even for a very short time after the death of the deceased, we
believe that he/she has survived the deceased. (See Article 830)
If two or more persons who have a reciprocal right to succeed each other die together, say
in an accident, how do we conduct the succession of these persons? That is, which person
has survived the other?
B. COMMORIENTS
This Latin word signifies those who die at the same time, as, for example, by shipwreck.
When several persons die by the same accident, and there is no evidence as to who
survived, the presumption of law is, they all died at the same time. Consider that
“Frewoyni” is a mother and “Senait” is her daughter. If “Frewoyini” and “Senait” die
together, we may face some difficulties in conducting the successions of these persons.
After an accident, death may not occur immediately and some persons die before others.
Death is usually considered as a process that may take longer time than we expect. When
persons who have reciprocal rights to succeed each other (such as Frewoyni and Senait) die
together, we could know by a post–mortem examination who survived whom. However,
this examination is not always successful. It could be impossible to determine who died first
and who died second by a post–mortem examination. As research works in the field of
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forensic science reveal, determining the time of death through post mortem examination is
one of the serious problems of the discipline. The law had to devise a mechanism for
resolving the legal problems attached with commorients. That is, the law assumes that such
persons have died simultaneously (at the same time) and hence no one has survived the
other.

Exercise
What will be the effect of dying together?

Art. 832. — Persons dying simultaneously
Where two or more persons are dead and it is not possible to prove which of such
persons survived the other, the succession of each one of such persons shall be
regulated as if he had been the last survivor without, however, receiving anything from
the succession of the other persons.

Exercise
Explain the contents of Art. 832 in your own words

According to Art. 832 of the Civil Code, if two or more persons with reciprocal rights to
succeed each other die together and if it is not possible to determine the exact time of
death of such persons, the law has devised an ingenious method to deal with the problem.
That is, when the succession of each of these persons is considered, he/she will be seen as
the last survivor. Assume that A & B (persons who have the reciprocal right to succeed each
other) died in an accident and it was impossible to identify which of them died next to the
other. Let’s now consider the succession of A. In this case, A shall be seen as the la st
survivor. That is, B has died before A. Because B died before A, he did not survive A and has
no capacity to succeed A. Let’s again consider the succession of B now. At this time, B will
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be considered as the last survivor. This means, A died before B. Therefore, A has no capacity
to succeed B. As the final analysis, the effect of the assumption made by law is — these
persons have not survived one another and they cannot succeed each other.

Example
Wro. Sania and her son Shemsu are living together in the same house. One
night their house was inundated and they were taken by the flood. Their
bodies were discovered seven days from the date where they were taken
by the flood. Determine which person shall succeed the other!

It is not known which of these persons died first. It is simply presumed that
they died simultaneously. Therefore, they cannot succeed each other.

This assumption is made by the Ethiopian law and in some other countries there are
different assumptions. For instance, according to Australian law, the elder person is
presumed to have died before the younger one. The same is true with England and Wales
laws.
C. DEATH OF HEIR
If the heir is alive at the time of the death of the deceased (i.e., at the time of opening of his
succession), then such an heir is said to have survived the deceased. If the heir survives the
deceased, he/she fulfills the requirment of survivorship. Therefore, an heir who dies even
after a short period from the death of the deceased will not lose his capacity to succee d.
However, a problem arises if the heir himself/herself dies. What will happen to his/her
share from the sucession of the deceased? According to Art. 833, all the rights of the heir in
the succession of the deceased shall pass to the heirs of the heir. You can see the relevance
of the time of opening of the succession clearly in this circumstance. Even if an heir dies
sometime after death of the deceased, the heir is said to have died after getting the right to
succeed the deceased.
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Example
Ayele and Alemitu have lived in marriage for about two decades. They have three
children namely; Tsegaye, Genet and Lombesso. The elder son Tsegaye died a week
after death of Ato Ayele. In this case Tsegaye died after getting the rights to succeed his
father Ayele. Tsegaye died after securing a right to succeed his father’s inheritance. As
Tsegaye is dead now, his heirs will take his portion from the succession of Ayele. By
assuming Tsegaye has no descendants, his mother, Alemitu will take what should accrue
to Tsegaye.

D. UNWORTHINESS
The second condition to succeed the deceased is related with unworthiness. That is,
inorder to succeed the deceased, the heir and/or the legatee must not be an unworthy
person. An heir and/or a legatee can become unworthy because of his criminal actions. The
rationale behind this rule is that a person may not profit from his/her own crime. As you
might have understood from your reading of Arts. 838 – 840, there are several factors that
can make an heir and/or a legatee unworthy.


The first crime that could make an heir unworthy is his intentional murder of:
o The deceased himself,
o The deceased’s descendant,
o The deceased’s ascendant or
o The deceased’s spouse.

You must rememeber that the heir and/or the legatee must be sentenced for his crime
before he is considered unworthy. Moreover, the murder must be made intentionally, not
by negligence.
The second reason that makes a person unworthy is, his/her attempt to kill the persons
enumerated under Article 838 (a). An attempt to kill a person is committing an act with the
desire to kill a person but fail to do so because of an external cause. That is, the killing was
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prevented not by the wish of the one who has planned to kill a person, but by an external
factor, such as shooting with a gun which is not loaded, or he/she missed the target
because he/she did not aim straight, etc.

Exercise
Ato Worku usually beats his wife Sosina. Wro. Sosina has suffered a lot
with her husband’s behavior. As time went by, his beating became more
and more hard. Six months ago she went to her friend, Kedija’s house
together with her four kids. As Kedija’s income was so littlie, she was
unable to support her guests for more than few days. Sosina had no
choice than going back to her husband. One night, Worku intimidated
Sosina with a knife. While he was about to stub her, she threw a big
stone and hit his head. Worku died of a severe bleeding within an hour.
Assume that Sosina was beneficiary in the will made by Worku. Can She
succeed or should she be declared unworthy? Give reasons.

The third reason that makes an heir or legatee unworthy is a false accusation against the
persons enumerated under Art 838(a). To make the heir or legatee unworthy, the false
accusation must entail the condemnation of any of such persons to capital punishment or
rigorous imprisonment for more than ten years.
Ato Bisrat died of liver disease. Ato Bisrat and Ato Zewdie were good friends. Ato Zewdie’s
son, Tariku, and his wife, Wude (stepmother of Tariku), do not like each other. Tariku
wanted to attribute the death of Bisrat to Wro Wude. Thus he instituted an accusation
against Wro Wude saying that she murdered Bisrat. But Tariku was sentenced to a two year
imprisonment for falsely accusing Wro Wude.
Tariku is guilty of a false accusation against his stepmother, who is a spouse of his father.
His false accusation could result in the condemnation of his stepmother for more than 10
years of rigorous imprisonment. Therefore, he committed a crime that would render him
unworthy.
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The fourth reason that could make an heir or a legatee unworthy is perjury. Someone
commits perjury when he/she stands as a false witness against somebody. As the result of
the false testimony of an heir or legatee, if one of the persons enumerated under Art 838
(a) of the Civil Code is condemned to a capital punishment or rigorous imprisonment for
more than ten years, the heir or the legatee will become unworthy to succeed the
deceased.
The fifth reason relates to the interference with the right or power of the testator in making
a will. The heir or the legatee in this case, by taking advantage of the physical state of the
deceased, has prevented him from making, modifying or revoking a will. Such heir or
legatee shall be condemned as unworthy. This latter crime made by the heir/legatee is a
crime that affects the rights of the freedom of the testator as far as making, modifying and
revoking his/her will is concerned. Infringing upon a legally recognized right of the testator
would the heir/legatee to a condition of unworthiness.

Exercise
How do you understand the expression “by taking advantage of the physical
state of the deceased?”

This could relate with his/her physical strength. The deceased might have been sick for a
long time and very weak physically. The heir or legatee may take the advantage of this
weak condition of the deceased to prevent him/her from making, modifying or revoking a
will.
It must noted here that, in order to be condemned as unworthy, the heir or legatee must
have committed this latter offence only within three months before death of the deceased.
If the offence is committed before this time, the law will not condemn the heir or the
legatee as unworthy. The law considers three months as sufficient time for the testator to
think about the offence committed against his rights relating to making, or modifying or
revoking a will and to act against the acts of the offender. If the testator keeps quiet for
three months after the offence is committed, the law takes that as if the testator has
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ratified the acts of the offender.
If an heir or a legatee commits any of the offences which are listed under Art. 838 after the
death of the deceased (which means after opening of the succession), he/she will not be
deprived of his/her rights to succeed the deceased. Because the heir has committed the
crime after he/she is called to and got a right over the succession. It is said here that the
crime has no connection with the succession.
It is the law that imposes a liability of unworthiness upon an offensive heir. The imposition
of unworthiness has an exception. Although the heir has committed the offences prescribed
under Arts. 838 and 840, he/she would not lose his/her capacity as unworthy, if the
deceased had given such heir an amnesty, or if he had forgiven him/her. The pardon may
be either an expressed or an implied one. A very common way of pardoning an heir is
expressing the pardon in a will. If the deceased made a will after the offence was
committed, he/she could express his/her forgiveness in the will, to make the heir
beneficiary of the will. If the had given a legacy to the offender after the occurrence of the
offence with full knowledge of the commission of the offence, that would taken as another
way of pardoning the offender.
E. UNBORN CHILD
As it is indicated in Article 1 of the Civil Code, the human person is the subject of rights from
its birth to its death. From this, it may appear to you that a merely conceived child has no
right to succeed. However, this rule has an exception in that a merely conceived child could
be considered born whenever his interest so requires. To attribute personality to a merely
conceived child, it must be born alive and show its vigor for survival by its viability. “A child
shall be deemed to be viable where he lives for forty-eight hours after his birth…” (Article
4(1) of the Civil Code)
When the father of a merely conceived child dies, the law considers that the interest of the
child requires his consideration as a person. Such a child shall not be treated as a non–
existent being. In such a case, his/her interest requires that he/she is a person subject to
rights. Hence, although he/she is an unborn child, the law allows him/her to participate in
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the succession. However, his rights in the succession shall be realized after his/her viability
is proved.
F. CHILDREN BORN IN MARRIAGE, OUTSIDE MARRI AGE AND
ADOPTED CHILDREN
The Ethiopian law of succession makes no distinction based on the status of a child whether
such child is born in marriage, outside a wedlock marriage or he/she is an adopted child.
Nevertheless, you should note here that the establishment of the paternity of an
illegitimate child is duly obligatory before he claims to succeed the deceased, if the
deceased is putative father.
An adopted child, for all intents and purposes, is assimilated to a natural child. The only
exception for this rule is, as prescribed under Art. 182 of the Revised Family Law of 2000, (or
the corresponding provisions in the Regional Revised Family Codes) adoption cannot be
effective against the ascendants and collaterals of the adopter who opposed the adoption.
Therefore, the Ethiopian law does not make any distinction among children of the deceased
based on the fact that they are legitimate or otherwise.
G. SEX, AGE AND NATIONALITY OF HEIR6
In most of the customs in Ethiopia, male children are favored to succeed their parents. In
some nationalities, female children are totally precluded from succeeding their parents.
Particularly this was true as far as succeeding land was concerned. The FDRE Constitution
has recognized the property rights of women. Art 35(7) of the FDRE Constitution provides as
follows:
“Women have the right to acquire, administer, control, use and transfer
property. In particular, they have equal rights with men with respect to use,
transfer, administration and control of land. They shall also enjoy equal
treatment in the inheritance of property.”
Moreover, both the Federal and Regional land use and administration Proclamations have
6

Article 837, Civil Code
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specifically addressed the constitutionally guaranteed rights of women on land. Irrespective
of these legal efforts, women’s rights on land are not respected satisfactorily. There are still
deep rooted beliefs in the many societies that women should not inherit land. However,
there are encouraging reports in realizing these rights of women in almost all Regional
States.
The Federal Rural Land Administration and Land Use Proclamation № 456 of 2005 has
some provisions which recognize the rights of women on land. For instance, Art 5 (1)(c)
prescribes that—“Women who want to engage in agriculture shall have the right to get and
use rural land.” Also Art 6(4) of the same Proclamation provides that—“Where land is jointly
held by husband and wife or by other persons, the holding certificate shall be prepared in
the name of all joint holders.”
Similar rules have been adopted by the Regional States’ land laws. For instance, the
Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples Regional State’s Rural Land Administration and
Utilization Proclamation № 110 of 2007 in its preamble stated that:
WHEREAS, it is believed that ensuring women’s land holding right is necessary for
agricultural production and productivity and …”
There are other important provisions which ensure the land rights of women in the
Proclamation. From these efforts, it can be seen that there are some improvements in the
recognition of land rights of women.

Exercise
What additional efforts, other than legal efforts, must be made so that
women should enjoy their constitutionally guaranteed rights of land
which in effect include also the right to inherit land?
With respect to age, it cannot be a ground to discriminate heirs. As long as there is no valid
will left by the deceased that discriminates the heirs based on their ages , the rights of the
heirs to inherit the deceased cannot be affected by their age. For example, if the deceased
has a 50 year old son and a 5 year old daughter, both of them have the right to succeed
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him. Moreover, there is no primogeniture right under the Ethiopian law. That is, the eldest
child has no special privilege in the succession of parents. The same is true with respect to
nationality of the heir. But this rule is subject to the provisions of the Civil Code which
restrict ownership of immovable property by foreigners. (See Articles 390 — 393)

1.2 INTESTATE SUCCESSIONS
In Ethiopia, most of the successions are intestate. When the deceased leaves no will at all or
a court for various reasons invalidates the will made by him, it is said that the succ ession is
intestate. In such a case, the distribution of the estate will be in accordance with the
operation of the law rather than the volition of the deceased. In the intestate succession,
the law follows “the presumed will of the deceased.” This type of succession is older and
more historic than succession by will. (Read Articles 842 — 848 of the Civil Code)

1.2.1

Devolution according to the degree of relativity

The provisions of intestate succession are based on the idea that — had the deceased made
a will he/she would have distributed his/her estate by following the degree of relationship.
That is, he/she would give his/her estate to his/her closest relatives in the first place. In the
second place, relatives who are situated at a relatively distant pos ition when compared with
the relatives of the first degree shall succeed the deceased. Accordingly, the law considers
the children of a person are his/her closest relatives.
A. FIRST RELATIONSHIP

Children or other descendants are number one candidates to succeed a person (See Art.
842(1)). All children of the person who died intestate have equal rights in the succession
irrespective of their age, sex, etc. differences. If one of the children of the deceased is a
predeceased child, that is, if he/she died before the death of the deceased, he/she would
lose his/her capacity to succeed, as discussed above. The reason is he did not fulfill one
important requirement, which is surviving the deceased. Although a predeceased heir lost
his/her capacity to succeed the deceased, his/her own descendants will represent him.
Therefore, representation could be taken as an exception to the rule of survivorship.
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A person who claims to have a right in a succession is expected to be alive at the time of
death of the deceased. This is the requirement of survivorship. The idea is that an heir who
did not survive the deceased should lose his/her right in the succession. That is, a
predeceased heir has lost his/her capacity. However, his/her descendants, with the
exclusion of all other heirs, shall represent a predeceased heir. As a rule a predeceased heir
has no capacity to succeed the deceased. But his/her descendants can represent him/her.
This situation makes representation an exceptional circumstance to the general rule.
B. SECOND RELATIONSHIP
If the deceased is not survived by his/her children or other descendants, the father and the
mother of the deceased will be called to his/her succession. In the case where his/her
descendants survive him/her, all other heirs of the deceased will be excluded from the
succession according to the rules of the interstate succession. His/her father and his/her
mother are in the second order in the queue of the relatives of the deceased. The father
and mother of the deceased will take equal share of the whole estate of the deceased.
In the case where one of the parents has died before the deceased, such parent shall be
represented by his/her children (or other descendants). Note that the children (first degree
descendants) of the parents of the deceased are his/her brothers and sisters, of full or of
half blood.
In the case where both parents have survived the deceased, half of the hereditary estate of
the deceased goes to the father and the other half goes to the mother. This is based on the
principle that heirs of the paternal line the maternal line shall have equal shares in the
inheritance of the deceased, so long as they are at equal distance from the deceased. In the
paternal line, we find the father of the deceased and his (the father’s) descendants. In the
maternal line, we get the mother of the deceased and her descendants.
In a situation where the father predeceased the deceased and where descendants do not
survive him, there is nobody to take the estate of the deceased in the paternal line at that
level. In this case, the heirs of the maternal line take the whole estate of the deceased.
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Exercise

Daniel, who is a 35 year old merchant, died of leukemia. Daniel died intestate and he
had no child. Daniel’s parents had three children, including Daniel. His mother Wro.
Banchu, his brother Wondimu and his sister Chaltu survived Daniel. Ato Ergano, Daniel’s
father died three years ago. A 15 year old boy, Sisay, claimed a right in the succession of
Daniel. Sisay alleged that he is the son of Ato Ergano who was born in an extramarital
relationship between Ato Ergano and his mother. He produced reliable evidence that
shows his acknowledgment by Ato Ergano. Considering the estate left by Daniel is
1,200,000 (one million two hundred thousand) Birr, what amount shall be distributed to
each heir?

C. THIRD RELATIONSHIP
A person has four grandparents, two on the paternal line and two on the maternal line. If
the deceased is survived by all of the four grandparents, half of the hereditary estate shall
be devolved on the paternal grandparents and the rest half will go to the maternal
grandparents. Each of them shall be entitled to one-fourth of the hereditary estate. If one of
them predeceased the deceased and is survived by descendants, he/she will be represented
by such descendants.
If a predeceased grandparent is not survived by descendants, his/her portion shall devolve
upon the other grandparent of the same line. For instance, if the paternal grandfather
predeceased the deceased and if he is not survived by descendants, the property that was
destined to him or to his representatives will now be transferred to the paternal
grandmother. In this circumstance, the maternal grandmother, instead of taking only onefourth of the hereditary estate, she is entitled to receive half of the hereditary estate (if she
is alive). If this paternal grandmother also predeceased the deceased, her own descendants
will represent her. If her descendants do not survive her, there is nobody to receive the
property on the paternal line of third relationship. Therefore, the whole hereditary estate
will devolve upon the maternal grandparents. There are two maternal grandparents and
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each of them will be entitled to receive half of the hereditary estate.
D. FOURTH RELATIONSHIP
A person has eight great-grandparents, four on the paternal line and the other four on the
maternal line. The distribution of the estate follows the same pattern as that of the case of
parents and grandparents.

1.2.2

Paterna paternis-materna maternis 7

Articles 842 to 848 describe the rule in which intestate succession is governed. That is, the
closest relative of the deceased would succeed him/her. This rule has an exception. The
exception is — although there are closer relatives of the deceased, a certain property may
devolve upon far distant relatives. The law calls this exception as paterna paternis materna
maternis.
The exceptional rule of paterna paternis materna maternis is designed to allocate an
immovable property that is obtained by the deceased from one of the lines by way of
donation or succession to the heirs of the line from which the property is obtained. For a
better understanding, study the following example.

Example

Ato Tezera acquired a house from his paternal grandfather by way of succession. Tezera
is a young unmarried man and he has no descendants. Tefera's father, Ato Todano, died
on Tahsas 30, 1998 E. C. Ato Todano's only child was Tezera. Nearl a year after death of
his father, Tezera Died on Tir 7, 1999 E. C. Wro. Haymi, Tezera's mother, has survived
her son. As Tezera was not survived by descendants, his parents will be called to his
succession. But, his father predeceased him and the predeceased heir (Tezera’s father
died without leaving other descendants. Therefore, the mother will be called to the
succession. However, there immovable property which is originated from the paternal

7

Articles 849 to 852, Civ il Code
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line. With respect to the chattels, Wro. Haymi can succeed her son. But she cannot
succeed the house. Although Wro Haymi is a closer relative of her deceased son, the
house will go to the heirs of the third relationship of the paternal line. Because the
deceased obtained the house from the paternal line by way of succession.
You might have understood from the reading of Art. 850, that the heir who is the closer
relative of the deceased and should have succeeded the deceased, but lost his right as a
result of paterna paternis materna maternis, will have a usufruct right on the immovable. A
usufruct right is a right to use a property or to derive a fruit from that pro perty. For
instance, if the property is a house, a person with a usufruct right can either live in the
house (a use right) or he/she can rent the house and collect the rental money (deriving fruit
of the house). Hence, a person with a usufruct right cannot sell the house nor can he
transfer it by donation. Therefore, Wro Haymi will have a usufruct right and she is not
obliged to pay any compensation to heirs of the paternal line from which the immovable
(house) is obtained (See Art. 850 (2)).
According to Art 851, to apply the rule paterna paternis materna maternis, there has to be
an heir in the line from which the immovable property is obtained, if the immovable
property is obtained. If the immovable property is acquired from the paternal line, there
has to be an heir in that line. In case of absence of any heir in the paternal line, the
immovable property shall devolve upon the maternal line. The converse is also true.
To apply the rule paterna paternis materna maternis, the following five conditions must all
exist together. If one of them is missing, it cannot be applicable. The five conditions are:
1.

The deceased must die intestate. (The exceptional rule cannot be applied if there
is a will)

2.

His/her own descendants must not survive the deceased. (If there are
descendants, Art. 842 shall apply)

3.

The property must be an immovable one. (Art. 849 (1) & (2))

4.

The property must be acquired by the deceased from either paternal or maternal
lines by way of succession or donation. (Art. 849 (1) & (2))
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There must be an heir in the line from which the property has originated. (Art.
851)

1.2.3

Escheat

When there are no heirs of the deceased up to the 4th relationship, the property shall
devolve on the State. This condition is usually said to be Escheat. Escheat is reversion of
property to the state in the absence of legal heirs or claimants. The State takes the property
of the deceased not by way of succession, but because such property has no one to claim it.
Property which is bona vacantia (ownerless or vacant property) belongs to the State and it
is via this principle that the Government is taking the property of the deceased that has no
heir up to the 4th relationship. (See Article 852)

1.2.4
A.

Representation and renunciation

REPRESENTATION8

It can be said that there two modes of succession, succeeding directly and succeeding
through representation. Heirs who are closest to the deceased are called to succeed directly
and personally. However, the persons who are to be called to succeed directly and
personally might have died before the opening of the succession, by leaving descendants
behind them. In such a case, the law allows such descendants to be called to the succession.
Representation is an exception to the requirement of surviving the deceased. As a rule, the
heir must survive the deceased. But this rule is excepted by representation. According to
this exceptional rule of representation, the descendants of a predeceased heir can take part
in the succession by taking the foot of the predeceased heir. When representation is
effected it is per stripes, not per capita. That is, the descendants of the predeceased heir
shall take what would be taken by the predeceased heir, had he/she been alive.
Example
Ayantu died intestate and she left 90,000 Birr as a hereditary estate. She
had three children, Brook, Ezana and Metti. Brook predeceased Ayantu.
Brook himself was survived by three children; Meron, Akalu and Mike. As
8

Article 853, Civil Code
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Brook is survived by descendants, he shall be represented by them. Brook’s
children would receive what would have been taken by Brook. That is, they
shall be entitled to 30,000 Birr and each of them has an equal share in the
succession. Ayantu’s grandchildren will only take proportionately among
themselves the share that their deceased parent (Brook) would have taken
if he were alive. This is a per stripes representation.

B. RENUNCIATION9
An heir who is a successor may not necessarily be willing to participate in the succession. In
such a case, he could renounce the succession. Renunciation is a refusal to a ccept the
succession. A person may renounce the succession for various reasons. If he/she is relatively
in a better economic position, he may renounce the succession to the benefit of his coheirs. The heir who has renounced the succession shall never be s een as the heir of the
deceased. He/she has forfeited his/her right in the succession and hence he/she will not be
represented by his/her descendants. The reason is the one who has no right in the
succession shall not transfer to his/her descendants what he/she does not have. However,
as it is prescribed in Art. 854(2), the person whose succession has been renounced may be
represented. For better understanding of this provision, read the example below.

Example
Zemzem’s mother W/ro Wude is a very rich woman. Zemzem has a
daughter called Tenaye. Assume that Zemzem died on Meskerem 14th of
1999 E.C. Tenaye renounced Zemzem’s succession. Just a year after the
death of Zemenay, W/ro Wude died. Now Tenaye can succeed W/ro Wude
by representing her mother Zemzem.
Wude
(Grandmother)

9

Article 854, Civil Code
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Zemzem
(Mother)

Tenaye
(Daughter)
(Tenaye renounced Zemzem’s succession)

With the same logic as renunciation, the heir who is declared unworthy cannot be
represented by his/her descendants, as such heir has already lost his/her right to succeed
the deceased, he/she has nothing to transfer to his/her descendants. To succeed the
deceased through representation, there has to be bond of legal relationship between the
deceased and the one who claims to succeed the deceased. (See Arts 855 & 856) For
instance, assume that Ato Omod adopts a child by name Neguse. Omod’s father Ujulu
opposed the adoption made by his son. Negusu cannot succeed Ujulu by representing his
adoptive father, Omod.

1.3 WILLS
A will is the most satisfactory means of arranging for the devolution of a person’s property
after death. In Ethiopia many people do not make wills even if there is no comprehensive
data on the percentage of wills and intestate successions. While making a will, the testator
makes a disposition of his/her property through a unilateral declaration of intention which
does not require receipt by another party to become complete. The valid execution of a will
requires that the testator possessed testamentary capacity at the time of execution and
that the formal legal requirements were observed. For the most part, the testator is free to
make his/her own arrangements. The only requirement is that the instructions in the will
not contravene legal prohibitions or public policy. A will is a juridical act that shall have a
legal effect after the death of the testator or the will maker. It is an instrument by which a
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person makes a disposition of his/her property to take effect after his/her deceased, and
which in its nature is ambulatory 10 and revocable during his/her lifetime. A will is the
instrument, which expresses the last wish of the testator. Some people say that a will
remains only a draft during the testator's life, indicating its ambulatory nature.
There are different kinds of wills made by fulfilling the formal requirements that the law
prescribes. The law is very strict with respect to the formality of making a will. A will that
does not satisfy the required formalities is invalid by the court of law. Testamentary
dispositions (wills) are declarations of intention. Thus, pursuant to the general provisions of
the Civil Code, they can be invalidated or become ineffective.
It is believed that the Ethiopian society does not know much about the features of will and
how to fulfill the formal requirements. This can be observed from the wills that are totally
or partially invalidated by the courts due to failure to fulfill the formal requirements.
Will is different from donation in that donation is a contract whereby a person, the donor,
gives some of his property or assumes an obligation with the intention of gratifying another
person, the donee. 11 Will is a unilateral juridical act which is different from contract, in
which the latter needs at least two parties. Since donation is a contract, it needs the
acceptance by the donee. 12 The most significant difference, however, between donation
and will is the time in which they are effected. Donation shall take place while both the
donor and the donee are alive. As it has bees discussed above, will is ambulatory and hence
becomes effective after death of the testator. Some similarities also exist between will and
donation. 13

1.3.1

Conditions for the validity of wills

The conditions prescribed by the law must be satisfied to make a will a valid document. The
will becomes effective after its maker has died. The testator is not in a position to express
10

Ambulatory means that the will is of no effect until the testator's death, and a competent testator may change
or revoke it at any time befo re his/her death.
11

Article 2427, Civil Code
Article 2436, Civil Code
13
See Civil Code Articles 242712
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his/her wish while the will is effective. Because of this, the law has opted to enumerate very
stringent conditions and formal requirements for the validity of wills. Failure to observe
these conditions set by the law would render the will ineffective. Because courts do not
hesitate to invalidate a will if they feel that the will has not complied with the required
conditions. A will is the only evidence for the expression of the true intention of the
testator. To serve this important purpose, it needs to fulfill all the necessary conditions for
its validity. The following sub-titles are some of the conditions.
A. PERSONAL NATURE OF A WILL14
The testator should seek the assistance of no one else. He/she should make the will by
himself/herself. No any other person may take part in the making of a will on behalf of the
testator or by way of assisting him/her. Nor the testator could appoint another pers on to
represent him/her as far as making, modifying or revoking a will is concerned. Except for
will and other specifically stipulated juridical acts, another person may represent the
testator. The following definition illustrates well this condition.
Art. 2199 — Definition
Agency is a contract whereby a person, the agent, agrees with another person, the
principal, to represent him and to perform on his behalf one or several legally
binding acts.

Example
Abebe may authorize, by a contract of agency, Beletu to perform some
juridical acts on his behalf. Based on this contract of agency, Beletu may
administer the Abebe’s property, or she may be authorized to sell the
property. However, Abebe cannot in any case authorize Beletu to make
a will on his behalf. Moreover, Beletu cannot alter a will made by Abebe
nor can she revoke any will of Abebe.

14

Article 857, Civil Code
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The testator is not in a position to express his/her true wishes after his/her death. If
someone is allowed to make a will on behalf of the testator, he/she can take advantage
against the true intention of the testator very easily. For instance, Ayele, an indecent child
of Ato Bekele may make a false will in the name of his father upon the death of Ato Bekele
or even before his death. To narrow the occurrence of such s ituations the law lays down
very strict formalities to make a will.
Another scenario of the personal nature of wills is the one stipulated in Article 858.
According to Article 858 of the Civil Code, no two persons may make a will together using
the same document. The law believes that the testator cannot express his/her free
intention when he/she makes a joint will. That is, if the testator makes a joint will, such will
could influence his/her free intention to some extent. A will is an instrument that the
testator can repeatedly alter or revoke during his/her lifetime. It would be difficult for the
testator to alter and revoke a will if he/she makes a will together with another person. This
would definitely affect his/her freedom in making, altering and revoking a will. In some
other jurisdictions, a will made by spouses jointly is valid. In Ethiopia, even spouses cannot
make a will together irrespective of the fact that they have community of property in
marriage.
A person may not bind himself/herself to make, to modify or to revoke a will to the
advantage or disadvantage of any other person. That is, he/she cannot promise to make a
will to the benefit of a relative, a friend or any other person. In addition, he/she cannot
promise to make, modify or revoke a will to the disadvantage of any person. When it is said
that the will maker cannot promise, it should not be taken in a sense that if he/she
promises to make, modify or revoke a will, the testator may not be bound by such a
promise. That is, notwithstanding the promise made, the testator can revoke the will at any
time. See Art 859(2).
Exercise
W/ro Abebech is a 75 years old woman. Her only son Girma is a drunkard and is not
looking after her and she had no one to support her. She promised to make a wil l to give
her house to a neighbor, Workitu, if the latter maintains her until her death. Workitu
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has happily accepted the proposition made by W/ro Abebech and started to maintain
her.
Give your comments on this arrangement!

B. CAPACITY TO MAKE A W ILL15
Testamentary capacity is a special form of legal capacity. According to the Revised Family
Code, testamentary capacity commences upon the completion of the 16th year. Prior to
this, the minor cannot make a will even with the consent of his/her legal representative.
After the age of testamentary capacity has been reached, the minor does not require the
consent of his/her legal representative. Persons lacking testamentary capacity are those
who, due to a state of mental disturbance, mental deficiency or unsound mind, are unable
to understand the meaning of the declaration of intention they have made or to act in
accordance with this understanding in the execution of a will.

I) Minors
A Minor is a person of either sex who has not attained the full age of eighteen years.
According to the Revised Family Code of the Federal Government and that of Regional
States, a minor can make a will once he/she attains the age of 16 years. The following Art is
taken from the Federal Government’s Revised Family Code.
Art. 295 — Will.
1.

The tutor may not make a will on behalf of the minor.

2.

A minor may not make a will before he attains the age of sixteen years.

3.

The will made before he has attained such age shall be of no effect,
notwithstanding that the minor has not revoked it after having attained the age
of sixteen years.

Even if the minor does not revoke a will, he/she made before the age of 16, after he/she
15

Articles 860 to 864
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has attained 16 years that cannot be a reason to maintain such a will.

II)

Judicially interdicted persons

Judicially interdicted persons are those who are declared by a court of law not to perform
juridical acts, such as making a will. One of the reasons for a judicial interdiction is a mental
illness. You must derive the following important points from the reading of Arts 861, 368
and 862.
1.

An interdicted person may not make a will after his interdiction.

2.

A will made by the interdicted person before his interdiction is valid.

3.

Although the will made by an interdicted person before his interdiction is valid,
the court has the power to invalidate such will either totally or partially.

4.

Although the will made by an interdicted person after his interdiction, is invalid,
the court has the power to maintain such will either totally or partially.

5.

When the court maintains a will made by the interdicted person after he/she is
being interdicted, it shall consider the following points:
i.

A legacy (money or property given to somebody through a will) must not
exceed five thousands Birr and;

ii.

The heirs-at-law of the interdicted person (the heirs- at–law could be
descendants or other relatives)should get a minimum of three-fourths of
the succession. That is, the outsiders (non-relatives) can take a maximum
of only one-fourth of the succession.

Generally, the law considers that the person is healthy before his/her interdiction and
his/her mental conditions will affect his/her will when the law takes such actions after his
interdiction. In an actual situation, this may not always hold true.

Example
Consider that the court has interdicted Alemu on Meskerem 30th, 1999 E. C. Even if it is
considered that his will made before this date is valid, his mental conditions during such
period may be worse than the actual date of interdiction. Similarly, although a will made
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after the interdiction is not valid, the health conditions of the interdicted person may
have improved and such conditions may lead the court either to maintain or only
partially invalidate the will.

III) Insanity
As indicated in Art. 863, a will made by an insane person is valid unless it is proved that the
person was a notoriously insane person at the time of making the will. There are scarce
conditions in Ethiopia that make a person notoriously insane. (Remember your Law of
Persons course) Therefore, getting a judicial interdiction of an insane person is a wise step
to make the will made by such person ineffective.
When a testator makes a will, he/she must be careful not to include provisions that are
contrary to law or morality. Moreover, the provisions of the will must not be difficult or
impossible to execute.
C. PROVISIONS DIFFICULT OR IMPOSSIBLE TO EXECUTE
Article 865 (1) tells us that a testamentary provision which fails to specify in a sufficiently
clear manner its beneficiary or its object shall be of no effect. From this it is clear that the
provisions of a will must clearly indicate who will be the beneficiary and what things or
portion of things has been allocated to such beneficiary.
Example
In her will W/ro Kebebush expressed that: “Let somebody take my laptop computer.” It
is impossible to determine who is that somebody. Therefore, the testator must clearly
indicate the beneficiary of his/her will. Moreover, the testator needs to clearly indicate
the beneficiary of his will. The word “object” refers to a property under the will. Hence,
the testator should specify the property that he bequeathed to the beneficiary. If the
testator says, “Let Ayele receive my something” in his/her will, it is also impossible to
execute this will correctly. What thing should Ayele receive is not clear.
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There is a similar problem in sub-art (2). In this case, the provision of a will is impossible or
very difficult to execute or put it in practice. That is, if a provision of a will contains orders of
the testator which cannot be put into action, such provis ions shall be invalidated. For
instance, Ato Ayalew, in his will, gave the building of the Ministry of Education to his friend
Lemma. It is not possible to execute this will, as the building of the Ministry of Education is a
public property, not an individual’s asset. The testator can give by way of will property
which belongs to him/her at the time of his/her death.
D. ILLICIT PROVISIONS
In Art 866 the word “object” is to mean the aim, purpose or goal of the will. If the purpose
of the will is unlawful, its provision shall be of no legal effect. Moreover, the provisions of a
will shall be of no effect if their purpose or aim is immoral. However, there is no
standardized immorality. Something immoral in a certain area may not necessarily be
immoral at another area. Hence, the judgment on immorality could be left to local
conditions.
Example
Colonel Wubshet made the following testamentary disposition:
My son Hailu married a woman who is a member of a political organization that I
do not like. Although I insisted that he divorce that woman, he refused to obey
my orders. If anyone, from among my family, causes the separation of my son
from his wife, I bequeath him 10,000 Birr.

This will may be considered as immoral one. Because, marriage is a very respected s ocial
institution. Its dissolution must be initiated by the spouses themselves and by no one else. It
is not proper to initiate the dissolution of someone’s marriage and it is this conditions that
makes the will immoral. Moreover, Colonel Wubshet’s daughter-in-law has exercised one of
her constitutionally guaranteed rights, as anyone has the right to be a member of his own
will in a political organization… (See Art 38(2) of the FDRE Constitution)
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E. VIOLENCE16

The testator has to make a will only by his/her f ree volition. That is, the testator should not
make a will under a threat or under any condition that could affect his/her freedom in the
making of a will. Violence vitiates the freedom of making, modifying and revoking a will. The
violence may not necessarily be directed toward the testator. It may happen against one of
the testator's descendants, ascendants or against the testator's spouse. In this case, the
violence or the duress may put under threat the life, honor or property of the testator or
one of the above persons. Articles 1706-1709 and 1808-1818 are the provisions of the
general contracts and they shall apply by analogy to treat the cases of violence with respect
to making, modifying and revoking a will.
F. UNDUE INFLUENCE17
According to the Ethiopian law of succession, undue influence is not a ground to invalidate a
will. This is the rule. Undue influence is more of psychological than physical. Someone may
exert an excessive influence on the testator to have a will made, modified or revoked to the
benefit of oneself. Although such influence affects the mind of the testator, it is not
considered as a serious threat. However, there are exceptional circumstances in which
undue influence could be a ground to invalidate a will or reduce the amount indica ted in the
will. Especially, the exceptional circumstance is relevant when the one who exerts the
undue influence has a special opportunity to exert pressure on the testator. Generally, the
exceptional situations depend on two circumstances:
a)

On the conditions of the testator; and,

b)

On the identity of the person who exerts the undue influence on the testator.

The conditions of the testator put him in a weak position in that he/she needs the help or
assistance of other persons. The conditions that force him to seek the assistance of other
persons could be his being a minor, sick, etc.

16
17

Article 867, Civil Code
Articles 868 to 875, Civ il Code
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The identity of the person who is exerting the undue influence is the one who, by taking the
advantage of the conditions of the testator, gets benefit from the will of the testator. This
person could be the guardian or tutor of a minor testator, or he/she could be a physician
who prescribes or applies a medical treatment to the testator or he/she could be a
clergyman who prays for the testator or gives him a spiritual assistance. A person, who
takes part in the making of the will as a witness, interpreter, etc., can effectively exert
undue influence on the testator and this situation is an exceptional one.
According to Art 869 of the Civil Code, if a minor testator makes a will to the benefit of
his/her guardian or tutor, the court may totally invalidate the will (the testamentary
provision in relation to the undue influence) or may reduce the amount given to such
guardian or tutor. A guardian or a tutor has a big opportunity to exert influence on a minor
testator and get a benefit unduly. But this provision shall not be effective if the guardian or
tutor is an ascendant of the testator.

Exercise
Why the will of the minor testator is maintained if the guardian or the
tutor is an ascendant?

Likewise, the court may reduce the amount given to the beneficiary or invalidate the
testamentary provision when the beneficiary is a physician who has given a medical
treatment has exerted undue influence on the testator. For the purpose of applying the
provisions of undue influence, it does not matter whether the physician is a professional or
even he/she is a quack. Clergymen are persons who can easily influence the person who is,
e.g., sick and needs prayer so that his/her soul would rest in the heavens. So the court may
either reduce the amount given to such persons or invalidate the testamentary provision to
the benefit of such persons. Irrespective of the undue influence exerted on the testator, if
the one who has exerted the undue influence is a relative by consanguinity of by affinity to
the testator or if such person is the spouse of the testator, the will which is made to the
benefit of the one who exerted the influence shall not be affected, that is, it becomes
effective. (Read Arts 870 and also 871—876)
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G. FRAUD18
Fraud is a deceitful act. However, it is not a ground to invalidate a will, if the will benefits
the fraudster (the person who commits fraud). Here you should distinguish between fraud
and undue influence. In the case of undue influence, the testator seeks others' help. In the
case of fraud, the testator may not necessarily be in a weak position. For instance, the
fraudster may promise to do something to the testator, if the testator makes a will to the
benefit of such a fraudster. The fraudster may have no ability or capacity to perform his/her
promise. Although the promise of the fraudster deceives the testator, it is not possible to
invalidate the will that benefits the fraudster. Another example could be — a man who is
tied by the bond of a marriage may tell to a woman that he is a widower and married her on
that ground. If the woman makes a will to the benefit of the man hoping that the man is
only her husband, this may not be a ground to invalidate a will. But as we will see under
section Revocation and Lapse of Wills below, a will made to a spouse shall lapse if the
marriage is dissolved by way of divorce.
H. ERROR19
When a will is made as a result of error, the provisions of the Civil Code relating to
invalidation of contracts shall apply. (Refer to the Civil Code provisions (Arts 1697 — 1705
and 1808 — 1818)) Generally, the mistake which led the testator to make the will in such a
manner must be fundamental. That is, it is not logical to invalidate a will for every trivial or
minor error. The error must be of a kind that, had the testator known the truth, he/she
would not have made a will in such a manner. Moreover, the mistake must be clear from
the wording of the will itself or from another document to which the will refers . The
following example will illustrate this statement.
Only one or two of provisions of a will might have been affected by error and others may be
good. The court may invalidate only such defective provisions by leaving others to be
effective. The nullity of a certain defective provision cannot cause the nullity of other

18
19

Article 876, Civil Code
Article 877, Civil Code
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provisions of the will, unless there is a necessary connection between the execution of the
provision, which has to be nullified, and the execution of another provision. (Art 878)
The testator may make a legacy to depend on a certain condition. This means, the testator
may impose certain condition or burden on the beneficiary of the succession. The
beneficiary will receive the legacy when he/she accomplishes the burden or the condition
imposed upon him by the testator. However, the law does not bind the beneficiary or the
legatee to accomplish the burden if the condition is impossible to perform or it is illegal or
immoral. That is, if there is an imposition of impossible, illegal or immora l condition or
burden, the legatee can receive what is prescribed by the will to him/her without
accomplishing what the testator ordered.

Example
The testator in his will disposes that the beneficiary of the will shall fly from the tip
Mount Ras Dashen to the tip of Mount Tulu Walel without using any device. If the
beneficiary accomplishes this task successfully, the testator wishes to give him a new
car. This condition is impossible to accomplish. Therefore, the legatee can receive the
new car without even trying the flight.

1.3.2

Form and proof of wills

There are three types of wills (See Art 880). All of them are required to be made by
following the formal requirements prescribed by the law. Failure to fulfill these formal
requirements may cause the invalidation of the will as a whole. The law is so strict as far as
fulfillment of the formal requirements is concerned. As it is already indicated above, the
testator is not in the position to defend him/her when the will is opened. Even if absolute
protection of the intention of testator is not a possibility, the law tries to seal all the
possible loopholes which might be created during the making of the will.
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FORM OF WILLS

I)

Public wills 20

A public will is a will that is read in the presence of the testator and of four witnesses. The
testator can write the will in the presence of the witnesses. He/she can also write the will in
the absence any person. That is, the testator may write the will by himself/herself or he/she
may get it written by another person under his/her dictation in the presence of witnesses or
even in the absence of the latter. The most important thing, as far as a public will is
concerned, is the will has to be read in the presence of the testator and of four witnesses.
Reading the will in the presence of the testator and of four witnesses is not sufficient. There
must be an indication of the fulfillment of this requirement in the will itself. It can be
indicated in the following manner:
“...This will is read in the presence of the testator and of four witnesses.”
If the will does not contain such an indication, it could be invalidated. The absence of such
indication may cause the invalidation of the will. Therefore, utmost care should be taken
when public will is made. Moreover, the testator and the four witnesses should put their
signature immediately after the will is read. This is a very strict rule. Assume that one of the
witnesses goes out after the completion of the reading but before the will is signed. If
he/she comes back after a little while, and when he/she is back, the testator and the three
witnesses have already signed the will, the will shall be of no effect and it is subject to
invalidation.

Exercise
Why do you think the law is so strict in laying down such procedures in the
making of a will?

20

Articles 881 to 883, Civ il Code
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Read the following two cases and comment on the decisions of the courts at
different levels.
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›KSð[S<

eKT>ÁcŸK¨< ¨<Ö?:- kÅU c=M ¾}cÖ< ¾õ`É ¨<d’@” (precedent) eKSŸ}M
¾.õ.w.l.881 °ÉT@” uUe¡a nM eKT[ÒÑØ:- ¾Ue¡a” nM eKTce}"ŸM::
›u?~• ¾k[uው ’<³²? }“³» ¾}“Ñ\ ŸUe¡a v”Æ Ÿ}éð uኋL uUe¡a“ u}“³ÿ
ò S’uw“ Sð[S< uUe¡a }[ÒÑÙ dK
u’<³²?¨< LÃ u}“³ÿ“

ÖpLÃ õ/u? ¾I”” G<K< dÁÑ“´w

uUe¡a ò Su’u<” ¾T>ÑMØ N[Ó ካMWð[u S’uu<

uUe¡a nK S[ÒÑÖ< w¨<” um eLMJ’ ’<³²?¨< Ãð`dM uTK ¾cÖ¨< ¨<d’@ ŸQÑ<
Ò` ¾T>Òß uSJ’< ucu` ÃÃM‡ uTK ’¨<::
¨<X’@:- ¾ÖpሊÃ õ/u? ¨<d’@ }ga›M::
K #ÓMê ’<³²?$ u`Ÿ ÁK< ¾’<³²? ö`TK=+ ¾}Å’ÑÑ<ት ¾TE ¡¡K†“ •`ÓÖ†
ÁMJ’ ’<³²? ”ÇÃçÉp Øwp lØØ` KTÉ[Ó ”ዲÁeK< ’¨<:: Ÿ’ዙI ö`TK=+U
¨<eØ ¾uKÖ ¡wÅ K=c×¨< ¾T>Ñu< ö`TK=+ ›K<:: KUdK? uõ.w.Q.l. 881(3)
#}“³ÿ“ Ue¡a u’<³²?ው ሊ ይ ¨Ç=Á¨<’< ò`T¨<” ¨ÃU Á¨<^ × UM¡¨<”
"LÅ[Ñ<u ð^i ’¨<$ ¾T>K¨< K’<³²? ¨d‡’ ÁK¨< ö`TK=+ uSJ” U” Ñ>²?U K=•Kõ
¾T>M ›ÃÅKU:: ”Ç=G<U ’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ uUe¡a ò S’uw ›Ku uTK
¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ÓMî ¾J’ ’<³²? SW[} Gdw •ን Å SJ’< ”Ç=G< U” Ñ>²?U c=Kõ ¾TÃM
’¨<:: ’<³²?¨< uUe¡a ò S’uu< uL¿ LÃ SÑሇê ›Ku uTK uQÑ< ¾}SKŸ}¨< Ó”
¾Y’ Y`ዓ ö`TK=+ ”Å SJ’< ŸLÃ Ÿ}ÑKè ö`TK=ቲ Ò` Ÿ<M ¡wÅ
¾T>cÖ¨< ›ÃJ”U::

¨<d’@
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Ç•:- ›có Ku”፤ •U\ ¨”ÉU ›Ñ‡G<፤ ¯KT¾G< •ÃK?፤ ÄN”e •\Ã ¯KTG< ØLÂ::
u²=I ’Ñ` ›u?~ ¾k[u¨< ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u? 1† õN wN?` KA uõNwN?` ÃÓv‡
S´Ñw lØ` 505/78 ¾"+ 15 k” 1980 ዓ.ም. ’<³²? ”Ç=ð`e ¾cÖ¨<” ¨<X’@ uSn¨U
’¨<::
¡c< ¾}ËS[¨< u›Ç=e ›uv ›¨<^Í õ`É u? c=J” ¾›G<” ›SM" u¨Ã²a ¨`p’i
Ñw[ SÉI” ¾"+ 21 k” 1975 ¯.U. ¾}Å[Ñ¨< ’<³ዛ ”Ç=çÉpL¨< ŸK?KA fe ¾’<³²?
}ÖnT> Ò` Kõ`É u?~ ›SKŸ~::
SMe cß uÒ²?× Ø] }Ñ‡}¨< Ák[u< Sn¨T>Á
#¾TE ¾¨”ÉU MÏ“ kÇT> ¨^h¨< ’@ ’‡ TE MÏ ¾L¨<U፤ ›SM"U ¾u?
W^}† “¨<:: ŸTE Ò` ´UÉ“ ¾L¨<U:: TE °ÉT@Á¨< ŸS ዓS uLÃ uSJ’<
c¨<’¨< Å¡V ”Åu¨<U ¾S“Ñ` ÃK<” ÁqS Ða›¨< ¾TÃcT eK’u` ’<³²?¨<
›SM" ¾›²ÒÌ Gc êOõ •”Í= ¾TE ’<³²? vKSJ’< ’<³²?¨< }ሽa ¾›SL"
ØÁo ¨<Ép ”Ç=J”M‡... $ ¾T>M ’u`::
¾›¨<^Í õ`É u? ¾›SM"”“ ¾nªT>” Ue¡a ŸcT“ Te[Íው” "¾ u%EL'

#... ¾›SM" Ue¡a TE ’<³ዛው” ¾›Å[Ñ< SJ’<” u=ÑMጹU ¾}nªT>
Ue¡a TE u’<³²?¨< Ñ>²?“ uòU S“Ñ`“ S”kdke ¾TÃK<ና c¨<”
KÃ}¨< ¾TÁ¨<l SJ“¨<” ›[ÒÓÖ¨< ¾ScŸ\ eKJ’ TE S“Ñ`“ c¨<
SK¾ eŸ›MK< É[e u›SM" uŸ<M ¾k[u¨< êሐõ TE ¾›Å[Ñ<
¾’<³²? nM ’¨< ŸTK ÃMp ›SM" Gc” uSS`¢´ ›k“u[¨<
Ák[u< êG<õ ’¨< KTS eKሚያ eÅõ` ’<³²?¨<” i[ነ ªM...$
›SM" vk[u< ÃÓv‡ Ÿõ}†¨< õ`É u? G<K~” ¨Ñ„ ›Ÿ^Ÿa፤
G.

TE ’<³²?¨<” vÅ[Ñ< Ñ>²? S“Ñ` 'SeTU'Sð[U ›KSL¨< uUe¡a“
uNŸ=U Te[Í ›M}[ÒÑÖU::

K.

u’<³²?¨< LÃ ¾›K¨< ò`T uSMe cß ›M}"ÅU::

ሏ.

¾}nªT> Ue¡a TE S“Ñ` ›ÃK<U ’u` ያ K< Ñ>²?Á© Qመም K=J”
eKT>M“ ÃÓv‡ vÃ Ue¡a ’<³²?¨< u}Å[Óu ዕ K TE uÖ?“T' G<’@•
¾cÖ< ’<³²? SJ’<” eሊ [ÒÑÖ< ’<³²?¨< Ñ<ÉK ¾K?K¨< uSJ’< Ãì“M...$

c=M ¾›¨<^Í õ`É u? ¨<X’@ ibM::
SMe cß ¨<X’@¨<” uSn¨U u›k[u¨< ÃÓv‡ ÖpLÃ õ`É u? v¨<^Í õ`É u?
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¾}cS<” Ue¡a ”ÅÑ“ ›ek`x "cT“ Ÿ›Ÿ^Ÿ[ u%EL ucÖ¨< ¨<X’@ uõN wN?`
QÓ l 881(2) É”ÒÑ@ ›ስ ÑÇÏ uSJ’<“ uQÑ< ”Ç=ðìU ¾²²¨< ሥ`¯ "M}ðìS ’<³²?¨<
ð^i ”ÅT>J” u²=I ”®<e ›”kê eK}Å’ÑÑ ’¨<:: uTK Ÿõ}†¨< õ`É u? ¾cÖ¨<ን
¨<X’@ uSc[´ ’<³²?¨< ”Ç=ð`e ¨e“EM::
›SM"

ÃI””

¨<d’@

uSn¨U

’¨<

Ñ<Ç¿

ucu`

Ç=ÃL¨<

¾›SKŸ~::

TSMŸ¨<U ¾Á²¨< õ_ ’Ó`:#... TE ¾[ÏU Ñ>²? ›ÑMÓKA”“ Ÿ›ÖÑv¨< dMKÃ ¾›eSU"D¨<” uTcw uS<K<
ðnÅ‡ u21/6/75 ›^ Ue¡a vK<u ›”É ›vM }êö K}“³» }’xL¨< uò`T¨<
›[ÒÓÖ¨<“ uTI}T¨< ›S¨< ¾}“²²< SJ“¨<” Ue¡a ›[ÒÓÖªM::
ÖpLÃ

õ`É u? ÃI”

G<K<

dÁÑ“´w uõN

wN?` QÓ

lØ` 881(2)

¨<eØ

"M}’uuL¨< ¾T>K¨<” ›”É nM w uS¨<cÉ ’<³²?¨< Ãð`dM uTK ¾cÖ¨< ¨<X’@
Ÿ^c< ŸlØ` 881(2)

Ò` ¾T>Òß ’¨<:: S’uu<” uc¨< Te[Ç ›ÃMU eK}vK¨<

uc¨< Te[Ç ›ÃMU ¾T>M ÑÅw ¾KU:: S’uu<” •eSe¡_›KG<:: kÉV ¾›eK<
¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u? Ç•U Ue¡a” Ö`}¨< cU}ªM:: ¾SMe cß Ue¡a Ó” G<K~
ŸTE Öu• ¾’u\“ TE u? Ñwተ¨< ¾TÁ¨<l 3†ª Uስ¡` u}nªT>’ k`u¨< ¾’u\፤
1†ª ÅÓV TE” ¾TÁ¨<l “¨<:: TE u1968 uS<K< Ö?“¨< ›=¾\dK?U ÑÇU H@Å¨<
uSSKd¨< u1972 ²SÇ¨< ¨Ã²a ¨L”d eKV~ ”óe eM¡ H@Å¨< uÖ?“ ¾}SKc<
uSJ“¨<

SMe cß ¾›K< ¡¡M ›ÃÅKU:: Ÿ²=IU uk` ÃI”” ›u?~ ¾›k[wŸ<

°ÅT@Â ¾Ñó ›pመ Å"T“ uui uScn¾ LÃ ¾UÑ‡ eŸ QÃ¨ SÚ[h ¾U„`በ
u? ¾K?K‡ uSJ’< ’<³²?¨< ¾TÁÖ^Ø` uSJ’< ”Ç=ð[`e ¾}cÖ¨< ¨<X’@ Ãh`M‡
¾T>M ’¨<::
SMe cß¨< K›u?~ው ¾éð¨< SMe:G.

¨Ã²a ¨`p’i Ñw[ SÉI” °ÉT@Á¨< Ÿ100 ¯S uLÃ uSJ’< Ða›¨<
¾SeT፤ ¯Ã“¨< ¾T¾፤ Ó^¨<U ¾S”kdke ÃM S uS ›Ø
›MÒ LÃ ¨<KªM::

K.

Ÿ`Ï“U ¾}’d ¾T>ሠ\”ና ¾T>“Ñ\” ›Á¨<lU T“¨<”U የ Tኅu^© ’<a
ÓÈ¨<” G<K< KTTEL }eኗªM::

N.

¨Ã²a

¨`p’i

uQÃ¨

²S“¨<

u×

ð`S¨<

¾TÁ¨<l

SJ’<”፤

Tኅ}T¨< ’¨< ¾}vK¨<” ¨Ã²a ¨`p’i uQÃ¨ ÁK<“ ŸV~U u%EL
›SM" ›uM ”ÅT>kuK<u የ kuK?¨< ê/u? ›[ÒÓጧM::
S.

K?L¨< ዏ wÃ ¾¡`¡` ’Øw ¾¨<`e Sw ¾T>}LKð¨< KQÒ¨<Á” ¨ራj w
’¨<:: ¨Ã²a Mõ’i Kሟ uYÒ ›Ãወሌዷ¨<U፣ uK?LU MTÇ© Y`¯
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•”Å ጉÇ=ð“ ¾SdcK< ¾¨<`e Sw K=ÁeÑ‡ ¾T>K< QÒ© Ó”‟<’
¾L¨<U::
¾T>M J„ ¾ÖpÃ õ`É u? ¨<X’@ ”Ç=ì“K ÖÃsM::
¾¡`¡\ õ_ ’Ñ` u›ß\ Ÿ²=I uLÃ ¾}ÑKÖ¨< c=J” fe~U õ`É u? K¨<X’@¨<
SW[ ÁÅ[ጓ¨< ’ጥx ¾}KÁ¿ “¨<::
¾›¨<^Í¨< õ`É u? ¾›SM" Ue¡a nM •Uነ  ¾TÃ×Mu“ ’<³²?¨< uGc
¾}k’vu[ ’¨< ብKA ¾SŸLŸÁ Ue¡a” nM uSkuM ’<³²?¨<” c=i` Ÿõ}†¨< õ`É u?
ÅÓV ¾›SM" Ue¡a” nM uSkuM ’<³²?¨<” Ñ<ÉK ¾K?K¨< ’¨< ብKA ›î”•M::
ÖpLÃ õ`É u? Ue¡a” ”ÅÑ“ uSØ^ "ስ ScŸ[ u%EL uG<K~U ¨Ñ” K}cS<
Ue¡a“ eK’<³²?¨< ¾u õ`É u? ucò¨< uS²`²` u LÃ U”U ›e}Á¾
dይcØu ’<³²?¨< S’uu< u’<³²?¨< LÃ eLM}ÑKÖ uõN wN?` QÓ lØ` 881(2) ð^i
’¨< c=M ¾¨c’¨< ÃI”’< ¾’<³²? ö`U w SW[ uTÉ[Ó ’¨<::
uuŸ<L” ”Å}SKŸ’¨< ›u?~ uk[uu Ñ<ÇÃ ¾}’c< ØÁo'
-

’<³ዛው uGc ¾}²ÒË ’<³²? ’¨<”;

-

TE

’<³²?¨<”

vÅ[Ñ<

Ñ>²?

u°ÉT@

SÓó

U¡”Á S”kdke

Tና Ñ`“

Gdv¨<” u¡¡M SÓKê ¾TይK< ’u\”;
-

uõN wN?` QÓ lØ` 881(2)SW[ u}“³»“ uUe¡a

ò

S’uu<

u’<³²?¨< LÃ vKSÑKè U¡”Á ’<³²?¨< Sõ[e ÃÑvªM”; ¾T>K< “¨<::
¾Ó^ k‡ Ue¡a nሌ ”Å}SKŸ}¨< ¾›SM" Ue¡a TE ¾"+ 15 k” 1975 ¯.U.
’<³²?¨<” c=ÁÅ`Ñ< ›MÒ LÃ SkS×¨<” Ða›¨< ¾T>cT“ ¯Ã“¨<U ÁÃ •ንÅ’u[
¾’<³²?¨<” nM ^d¨< u¡¡M ¾}“Ñ\ › Øuu< ¨<u? Ÿéñ u%EL ’<³²?¨< }’wx TE•
u×¨<“ u¨`p kKu¨< Tኅ}U ¾}ð[Su SJ’<” Se¡[ªM:: ÃH@¨< u}“³»“
uUe¡a ¾}ð[S¨< ’<³²? Te[Í J„ k`ቧM::
¾SMe cß Ue¡a ¾TE °ÉT@ uÓU Ÿ98 eŸ 100 ¯S ”ÅT>Å`c< k“ wK¨<
KT¾“ SMe KSeÖ ¾TÃK< •”Å’u\ ¾V~U u`Ï“ “ uQSU U¡”Á ’¨<
uTK Se¡[ªM:: ’Ñ` Ó” ¾TE” °ÉT@ u}SKŸ} uV~ Ñ<²? ¾›=ÄåÁ US“”
¾›=¾\dK?U Scu=Á É`Ï ¾TE °ÉT@ 77 ¯S SJ’<” Ÿu?}cx¨< ›[ÒÓÙ
uScu=Á G¨<M¨< LÃ Tek[è” c’@ 3 k” 1977 ዓ.ም. ulØ` ›=SÉ 287/77 Kõ`É
u?~ uéð¨< ዯብዳቤ ÑMጧM:: eK²=I }“³» uV~ Ñ@²? °ÉT@Á¨< 100 ¯S k` 80 ”"D
ÁMÅ[c< uSJ’< ¾SMe cß Ue¡a eKTE °ÉT@ uÓU ¾cÖ< nM U’
¾T>×Mu ›ÃÅKU:: ¾SMe cß Ue¡a TE k“ wK¨< T¾“ SMe SeÖ
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›ÃK<U ’u` uTK ¾ScŸ\U፤ TE

’<³²? vÅ[Ñ< °K dÃJ” Ÿ²=Á kÅU wKA

›Ã“¨< uT>ÁÃu ¨p ’¨<:: ›”É c¨< u•SS Ñ>²? QSS< uì“u ¨p k“ vKA
KT¾U J’ SMe KSeጠ በTÃMu G<’@ LÃ K=Ñ‡ ÃLM:: eK²=I ¾SMe cß
Ue¡a TE ’<³²? vÅ[Ñ< Ñ>²? ÁM’u\ ŸSJ“¨< uLÃ ÁSM" Ue¡a TE•
uÖ?“¨< ›MÒ LÃ }kUÖ¨< ^d¨< ¾}“Ñ\ S“²³¨<” ’<³²?¨<U }êö S’uu<ን“
Sð[S<” Se¡[ªM:: ŸUe¡aU ›”Æ ¾TE ¾”cሏ ›v SJ“¨< }[ÒግጧM:: eK²=I
uSMe cß uŸ<M TE ’<³²?¨<” u¡¡M ሇመና  ዜ

¾TÃK< ’u\ ¾}vK¨< ¡¡M

›ÃÅKU:: eK²=I ’<³²?¨< ¾TE SJ’< }[ÒÓ×DM::
u²=I ’Ñ` ¾}’d¨< ¾SÚ[h¨< ØÁo ’<³²?¨< uõN wN?` QÓ lØ` 881(2) SW[
u}“³»“

uUe¡a ò S’uu< u’<³²?¨< LÃ vKSÑKè U¡”Á ’<³²?¨<

Sõ[e

ÃÒuªM”; ¾T>K¨< ’¨<:: uTE u}Å[Ñ¨< ¯Ã’ #ÓMê ’<³²?$ LÃ ¾T>ðìሙ u`"•
ö`TK=+ ÁK< c=J” Ÿö`TK=+U ›”Ç”Ê uõN wN?` QÓ lØ` 881(2)
#’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ u›^ Ue¡a ò "M}’uu“ Ãኸ@U Yር¯ (ö`TK=+) SðçS<”“
¾}éðu”U k” ¾T>ያ SK¡ "LJ’ uk` ð^i ’¨<$ uT>K¨< ¾}²[²\ “¨<:: uTE•
’<³²? LÃ በግሌጽ ’<³²? ¾T>ÁeðMÑ< ö`TK=+

¾}ðçS< ŸSJ“¨< በሊ Ã Ÿõ ብKA

u}Ökc¨< ›”kê 881(2) Ÿ}²[²\U ¨<eØ #’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ Ue¡a ò S’uu<
"M}SKŸ}$ ŸT>K¨< uk` K?KA ö`TK=+ }ðêSªM::
Ÿõ}†¨< õ`É u? ¾›¨<^Í¨<” õ`É u? ¨<X’@ uSh` ’<³²?¨< ¾TE ¡¡K† ’<³²? ’¨<
uTK S¨c’<” }SM¡}“M:: ÖpLÃ õ`É u?U ¾’<³²?¨<” Ue¡a ”ÅÑ“ "cT u%EL
’<³²?¨< U’ u×Kv¨< Ue¡a ò ¾}Å[Ñ ¾TE ¡¡K† nM ’¨< uTK uŸõ}†
¨< õ`É u? ¾}cÖ¨<” ¨<X’@ ›M’kð¨<U::
Öpሊ Ã õ`É u? ’<³²?¨<” õ`ስ ÁÅ[Ñ¨< ’<³²?¨< u}“³»“ uUe¡a ò S’uu<
u’<³²?¨< ¨<eØ ›M}SKŸ}U uTK w ’¨<::
#uÓKê ’<³²?$ u`Ÿ ÁK< የ ’<³²? ö`TK=+ ¾}Å’ÑÑ<ት ¡¡K†“ •`ÓÖ† ÁMJ’<
’<³²?ዎች ”ÇÃìÉቁ Øwp lØØ` KTÉ[Ó ”Ç=ÁeK< ’¨<:: Ÿ’ዙሁ ö`K=+U ¨<eØ
¾uKÖ ¡wÅ K=c×¨< ¾T>Ñu< ö`K=+ ›K<:: KUdK? uõN wN?` QÓ lØ` 881(3)
#}“³ÿ“ Ue¡a u’<³²?¨< LÃ ¨Ç=¨<’< ò`T¨<” ¨ÃU Á¨<^ × UM¡¨”
"LÅ[Ñ<u ð^i ’¨<$ ¾T>K¨< K’<³²?¨< QM¨<“ ¨d‡’ ÁK¨< ö`TK=+ uSJ’< U”
Ñ>²?U K=Kõ ¾T>M ›ÃÅKU:: ”Ç=G<U ’<³²?¨< u}“ÿ“ Ue¡a

ò S’uw ›Ku

uTK ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ÓMê የ J’ SW[} Gdw ”ÅSJ’< U”Ñ>²?U K=Kõ ¾TÃM ’¨<::
’<³²?¨< uUe¡a ò S’uu< uL¿ LÃ SÑKê ›Ku uTK uQÑ< ¾}SKŸ}¨< Ó” ¾Y’
Y`ዓት ö`Tሉ+ ”ÅSJ’< ŸLÃ Ÿ}ÑKì< ö`K=+ Ò` c=’í` Ÿ<M ¡wÅ ¾T>cÖ¨<
›ÃJ”U::
u²=I ’Ñ` ¡`¡` ¾}Å[Ñu” ’<³²? Å}SKŸ’¨< TE፤ ›SM" ue}`Ï“ "ÖÑv¨<
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dÃK¿ ÁÅ[Ñ<L¨<” ›ÑMÓKA“ ¾ªK<Lው” ¨<K vKS²”Ò uS<K< Ö?”’¨< u›^
Ue¡ሮች ò Ÿ’²=IU ›”Æ u›Ñ^” vQM ¾uKÖ U’ uT>×Mu“ ¾Ue¡`’~U nM
¡wÅ

uT>cÖ¨<

u”cሏ ›vታ¨<

ò

uQÓ

}Å’ÑÑ<

K?KA

ö`TK=+

G<K<

u}ðçSu ’<³²?¨< uTE“ uUe¡a ò S’uu<U }Se¡ሯM:: ’<³²?¨< ¾TE ¡¡K†
’<³²? SJ’< ¾ሚÁጠ^Ø` ›ÃÅKU:: ’<³²?¨< }’vDM ¾T>M nM u’<³²?¨< ¨<eØ

vKSéñ

w ¡¡K†’~ ¾}[ÒÑÖ ¾TE ’<³²? õ`e ”Ç=J” S¨c” ÃÑvªM”;
kÅU c=M ”Å}ÑKÖ¨< K#ÓMê ’<³²?$ ö`TK=+ ¾}Å’ÑÑ< ¾TE ¡¡Kኛና •`ÓÖ†
ÁMJ’ ’<³²? ”ÇÃìÉp KSq×Ö` ነ ው፡ ፡ ¡¡Kኛ SJ’< ¾}[ÒÑÖ ’<³²? Ÿ’<³²?¨< ¾Y’
Yር¯ ö`TK=+ ›”Æ uSÕÅK< U¡”Á ¾²=IU ö`TK=+ ›KSTEL uTE ’<³²?
¡¡K†’“ •`ÓÖ†’ LÃ ›”ÇU ›Ö^×] G<’@• uTÃðጥርu Ñ>²? Á”É” TE ’<³²?
õ`e TÉ[Ó QÒ© J„ ›ÃÃU:: Ÿ²=IU uò uÖpLÃ õ`É u? u}SddÃ G<’@
Ÿ”ዐd” ö`TK= ›”Æ uSÕÅK< U¡”Á ¡¡K†’~“ •`ÓÖ†’~ ¾TÁÖ^ጥረ¨<
¾TE ’<³²? ›Ãð`eU ¾}vK ¨<X’@ ¾}cÖv¨< Ñ<ÇÄ ÃÑ†K<::
eK²=I ›ቤ~ uk[uu Ñ<ÇÃ ¡`¡` ¾}Å[Ñu ’<³²? K?KA” ö`TK=+ ¾ሚÁTEሊ
ŸSJ’<U uLÃ ¾TEቿ ¡¡K† ’<³²? SJ’< eK}[ÒÑÖ }ÕÅK ¾}vK¨<U ›”É ¾Y’
Y`¯ ö`TK=+ በTEቿ ’<³²? ¡¡K†’“ •`ÓÖ†’ LÃ ›”ÇU ›Ö^×] G<’@•
u›KSðÖ\፤ ÖpLÃ õ`É u? ¾TE ’<³²? ”Ç=ð`e ¾cÖ¨<” ¨<X’@ i[” ’<³²?¨<”
”Ç=ìÉp ¨e’“M:: Ó^ k‟< ¨Ü“ Ÿ=X^ ÃK<:: Ãéõ:: XY 13 k” 1981 ¯.U.
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ÖpLÃ õ`É u?
û“M KA
ÃÓv‡ vÄ:1. gªን Ó³¨< S`eዔ
2. Gw} T`ÁU S`eዔ
3. ÃØ“ Òh¨< S`eዔ
SMe cß:1.

•TJÃ ðKk Ã•Ñሰ<

2.

¾HUd ›Kn Ñ@G<” Ó³¨<

4.

¨/a ›[Òi Sgh

¾õ.w.Ã.S.807/73
TE ¨Å ¾T>qÖ` ¾¨<MÉ N[Ó uK?K¨< Ñ>²? eK¨<`e ¡õõM ¾õ.w.Q.l. 844 “
845 ¨^i’” KTd¨p eKT>k`w ›u?~:: u›=ÄåÁ õ/u? ¾}cÖ” õ`É u¨<ß
›Ñ` KSeðçU ”Ç=[Ç eKT>cØ }ÚT] Tw^]Á::
ÃÓv‡ vÄ“ SMe cß G<K<U uð[”dÃ ›Ñ` uû]e Ÿ}T ¾V}¨< ¾› ²KK?
T>"›?M ²SÊ c=J’< G<K~U ¨Ñ„ u¾ò“¨< ¨^i’¨< ¨<q የ T[ÒÑÝ ¨<d’@ውU
ð[”dÃ ›Ñ` ሇT>Ñኘ¨< ¨<`e ›×] c=L¡K ¨<`c<” KTeðçU ›cÒ] G<’@ ¾}ðÖ[u
SJ’<” uSÓKê ’Ñ\ ”ÅÑ“ ¨Å ›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? ÃSKdM:: የ ›¨<^Í¨< õ/u?U
¨<`c<” KTeðìU SõN? ÃJ“M wKA uSÑS SËS]Á óÃM ¾Ÿð~፤ ¾›G<„
ÃÓv‡ vÄ ¾TE” Gw Ã[Ÿu<፤

vKÃµ ŸJ’<U u%EL SMe ሰß u¨^i’

Te[Í¨< SW[ ¾¨<`e É`h¨<” ŸÃÓv‡ vÄ ÃÖÃl uTK ዕ ³´ Ãc×M::
ከፍተኛው ፍ/ቤት የ አውራጃውን ፍ/ቤት ትዕ ዚ ዜ ሽሮ ወሰነ ፡ ፡
¨<X’@:- ¾Ÿõ}†¨< õ/u? ¨<d’@ ŸTw^]Á Ò` ì”M::
¨<d’@
Ç•:- ›có K=u”፤ ›uu ¨`o፤ k/† ”ÇK¨< S”Ñh፤ ¯KT¾G< •ÃK?፤ Åሳ K‡ ¯KS<::
¾G<K~ ¨Ñ„ Öuq k`uªM::
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ÃÓv‡ vÄ“ SMe cß ¾T>Ÿ^Ÿ\u uð[”dÃ ›Ñ` uû]e ከተማ uV~ u› ²KK?
T>"›?M ¾¨<`e Gw ሊ ይ ’¨<:: ŸSËS]Á¨< ›”e w”SKŸ}¨< ¾²=I w²< ¯S ¾ðË
¾¨<`e ¡`Ÿ` ´`´` G<’@• vß\ ¾T>Ÿ}K¨< ’¨<::
¾›G<” ÃÓv‡ vÄ ¾“” ¾እS ›ስ[di ²SÈ’I I ¾J’< ¾S ¨K} T`ÁU
²SÈ’I MÏ › ²KK? T>"›?M MÏ dÃ¨MÆ uð[”dÃ ›Ñ` eKV~ ¾TE ¨^j
SJ’¨< }[ÒÓÙ ¾Ue¡` ¨[k ÃcÖ” uTK ugª ¡õK GÑ` uÃó“ ØS<Ò
›¨<^Í õ/u? uõN ብN?` S/l/ 172/66 Ö¾l:: ukÖa¨< k” }nªT> vKSp[u<
¾ÃÓv‡ vÄ” Ue¡a cU T>Á²=Á 21 k” 1966 ¯.U. ¾›G<’< ÃÓv‡ vÄ ¾TE ¾›
²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j SJ“¨< uõN wN?` QÓ lØ` 826፣ 842 “ 999 SW[
•¨<qLªM c=M ¨c’::
¨Ç=Á¨<’< ¾›G<’< SMe cß ¾²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j ÃÓv‡ vÄ
U ¨^g

’”

ÃÓv‡

vÄ

¨^j

SJ“””

c=Á¨<l

w ›ÃÅK<U፣ •†

Kw¨<

ØÁo

›p`u¨<

¨^i’¨<” Á[ÒÑÖ< ›LÓvw eKJ’ ¾†U ¨ራi’ Ã[ÒÑØM” uTK K²=Á¨<
KÃó“ ØS<Ò ›¨<^Í õ/u? TSMŸ ›k[u<:: õ/u?~U SMe cß
¨^i’ Ã[ÒÑØM” ¾T>K< ”Í= ÃÓv‡

uÄ

•†U

Ÿ²=I uò Á[ÒÑÖ<” ¨^i’

¾TÃn¨S< eKJ’ ¾^d¨<” ›Ç=e S´Ñw ›eŸõ}¨< እንዲጠይቁ በማ ዘ SMe cß
¾²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j SJ“¨< ”Ç=[ÒÑØ uõN wN?` S.l 71/67 ØÁo ›k[u<::
ØÁoÁ¨<U vß\:- S ¨K} T`ÁU“ › ÃÑc< ¾› ›´’I MÐ “¨< :: S
¨K} T`ÁU አ´’I TE” › ²KK? T>"›?M” Ã¨MÇK<:: › ÃÑc< ÅÓV ›”Å†ª”
SMe cß TJÃ ðKk”ና ¾G<K}†ª” SMe cß
¨`m” ¨MÇDM:: eK²=I

¾S ›[Òi” “ S

የ ›”Å† SMe cß ›v፣ ¾G<K}†ª “ ¾ሦe}ኛª SMe

cß ›Á › ÃÑc<“ የ ²KK? T>"›?M “ S ¨K} T`ÁU ¨”ÉU“ I
eKJ’< •† ¾TE ›Ô MÏ“ ¾MÏ MÐ eKJ”” ¾TE ¨^j ’”:: ÃI”’< ´UÉ“””
¾T>ያ [Ò`Ö< Ue¡a k`u¨< ÃSe¡\M” ¾T>M ’¨<::
¾›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? ÃÓv‡ vÄ u}nªT>’ ”Ç=k`u< "Å[Ñ“ K?LU }nªT> u=„`
uÒ²?× Te¨mÁ ”Ç=Ö^ "Å[Ñ u%EL ’Ñ\” አÃM:: ¾›G<” ÃÓv‡ vÄ:- ¾²KK?
T>"›?M “ S ¨K}T`ÁU“ I¨< ¾† “ S ›e[di eKV~ u’`c<
}}¡}” ¾²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j SJ“”” u²=G< õ/u? ›[ÒÓÖ“M፡ ፡
¾²SÈ’I

MÏ

”Í=

SMe

cß

”ÅT>K<

¾›´’I

MÏ

¨K} T`ያ U

›ÃÅKችU

uTK

}n¨<SªM::
Ÿ²=I u%EL õ/u?~ ¾›G<” SMe cß” Ue¡a ÃÓv‡ vÄ u}nªT>’ u}Ñ‟<u
cUM:: ¾SMe cß Ue¡a Á[ÒÑÖ< vß\ ¾T>Ÿ}K¨<” ’¨<:: G<K~U ¨Ñ„
TK SMe cß“ ÃÓv‡ vÄ ¾›”É ›Á MÐ “¨<:: u¨<MÉ ¾T>ÁÑ“†¨<U
›Á ›´’I ÃvLM:: ¾አዜ’IU MÐ:- ›”Å† S ÃÑc<፣ G<K}† S ›}Ÿ<”፣ fe}†
S ¨K}T`ÁU ÃvLK<:: › ÃÑc< ›”Å†ª” SMe cß TJÃ ðKk”፣ ¾G<K}†
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ው” SMe cß የ HUX ›Kn Ñ@G<”” ›v › Ó³¨<”፣ ¾fe}†ª” SMe cß የ •S
›[Òi Sgh” “ት S ¨`m” Ã¨MÇM:: S ¨K}T`ÁU ²KK? T>"›?M”
¨MÇK:: S ›e[ሳሽ ²SÈ’I ÃÓv‡ vÄ”:- TK › gª”Ó³¨< S`eዔ” ›
Gw}T`ÁU S`eዔ” › ÃØ“Òh¨< S`eዔ” ¨MÇK:: u²=I Sሠ[ SMe cß
¾²KK? T>"›?M “ I S ›Ÿ<” ›´’I MÏ “:: ÃÓv‡ vÄ ¾›Ÿ<” ¾MÏ MÐ
“¨<:: › ²SÈ’I ¾S ›Ÿ<” vM eKJ’< ¾²KK? T>"›?M “ KS ¨K}T`ÁU
¾I vM ›T ›”Í= ›v ›ÃÅKU uTK Se¡[ªM::
¾›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? ¾SMe cß Ue¡aች nM Ÿ}cT በ%EL ÃÓv‡ vÄ SŸLŸÁ Te[Í
Ákርu< ”ÅJ’ ÖÃs¨< ÃÓባ‡ vÄ SŸLŸÁ Te[Í ›“k`wU wKªM:: Ÿ²=I u%EL
¾›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? uÑ<Ç¿ LÃ ucò¨< } NUK? 28 k” 1967 ¯.U. ¨<d’@ cØM::
¨<d’@¨<U K›u?~¨< S’h ¾J’¨< ¨Å ¾T>qÖ` ²` eKK?K¨< ¾S ¨K}T`ÁU
›´’I MÏ › ²KK? T>"›?M ¨<`e K•†U ÃÑvM ¾T>M c=J” ¾SMe cß Ue¡a
SMe cß“ ¾ÃÓv‡

›Á MÐ SJ“¨<” ÃÓv‡ vÄ ÅÓV ¾S አŸ<” MÏ

¾›e[di ²SÈነ ህ ሌÐ Sሆ“¨<” •S አŸ<” አ´’I ¾Ã•Ñc< አ´’I “ ¾¨K}T`ÁU
አ´’I I SJ“E” ²SÈነ ህ አŸ<”” ›Ów K¨K}T`ÁU ›T ”Í= ›v ›KSJ’<”
›[ÒÓÖªM:: ÃÓv‡ vÄ ÃI”” ¾T>Áð`e SŸLŸÁ ”ÇL¨< }ÖÃk¨< ›Lk[u<U::
eK²=I õ/u?~ ¾SMe cß

›u?~“ Ák[u<” Te[Í ›U„ }kwKAM:: u²=IU

SW[ SMe cß – ›”Å† •TJÃ ðKk ¾› ÃÑc< ›´’I MÏ SJ“¨<”፣
G<K}† ¾HUd ›Kn Ñ@G<” Ó³¨< ¾› Ó³¨< ÃÑc< MÏ SJ’<”፣ fe}† S ›[Òi
Sgh ¾S ¨`m ÃÑc< MÏ SJ“¨<”፣

› ²KK? T>"›?M ¾› ÃÑc< ›´’I

•ህ ¾S ¨K}T`ÁU ›´’I MÏ uSJ“¨<

u´UÉ“¨< ›¨^[É Å[Í SMe

cÜ ¾²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j SJ“¨<” wõN wN?` QÓ lØ` 826/840 SW[
›¨<k”L¨< ¨e’“M ¾¨^i’ Te[Í Ãc×¨< ¾T>M ’¨<::
ÃÓv‡ vÄ SMe cßU ŸÃÓv‡ vÄ Ò` uŸ<M’ ¾²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j “¨<::
¾G<K~U ¨Ñ„ ›Á ›´’I ”Í= ²SÈ’I ›ÃÅKU ²SÈ’I ¾¨K}T`ÁU ›T ”Í=
›v ›ÃÅKU uTK ¾›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? u.S.l 71/67 ucÖ¨< Ÿ²=I uLÃ u}Ökc¨< ¨<d’@
LÃ ÃÓv‡ ›LK<U:: G<K~U ¨Ñ„ uS.l. 127/66 “ uS.l 71/66 ¾}cÖ<” ¨<d’@”
ð[”dÃ ›Ñ` KT>Ñ‡¨< ¨<`e ›×] uTp[v¨<“ ¨<`e ›×]¨<U ¨<`c<” KማeðìU
›eÒ] G<’@ ¾}ðÖ[u uSJ’< ’Ñ\ ”ÅÑ“ ¨Å ›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? }SMf ¾›¨<^Í¨<
õ/u?U uS.l. 71/67 G<K~U Ÿ<M ¨^j “¨< ¾T>M ¨<d’@ u}cÖ u›Ue}† ¯S
¨<`c<” KTeðìU SõN? ÃJ“M uTK ¾ÑS}¨<ን ›e}Á¾ uTdÅ` T>Á²=Á 20 k”
1972 ¯.U. °³´ cØM:: ¾ዕ ³²<U nM uG<K~U ¨Ñ„ uŸ<M ÁK¨< ¾¨^i’ Tስ [Í
”Å}Öuk J„ uSËS]Á uS.l. 71/66 ¨^i’¨<” Á[ÒÑÖ< ¾›G<’< ÃÓv‡ vÄ
¾²KK? T>"›?M” Gw ¾}[Ÿu<:: ÃÓv‡ vÄ vK Ãµ ŸJ’< u%EL ¾›G<’< SMe cÚ¨<
u¨^i’ Te[Í¨< SW[ ¾¨<`e É`h¨<” ŸÃÓv‡ vÄ ÃÖÃl ¾T>M ’¨<::
u¨<`c< ØÁo LÃ uG<K~ ¨Ñ„ S"ŸM ¾}’d¨< ¡`¡` vß\ Ÿ²=I uLÃ ¾}ÑKÖ¨< c=J”
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ÃÓv‡ cT>¨< õ/u?U ¾S´Ñu<” ÓMvß“ G<K~ ¨Ñ„ uêOõ Ák[u<” ¡`Ÿ`
S`UbM unMU ¾}Ö¾l ›w^`}ªM:: ÃI”’< SW[} uTÉ[ÓU KÑ<Ç¿ ¾T>Ÿ}K¨<”
¨<d’@ cØ}“M::

¨<X’@
¾›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? ¾G<K~””U ¨Ñ„ Ÿ<M ¨[i’ ›[ÒÓÙ Ÿ¨c’ u%EL u¨<`c< ›ðéçU
›ÒØTEM K}vK¨< Ó` Sõ}N? ÃJ“ሌ uTK ÃÓv‡ uÄ upÉT>Á ÖpLL¨<” ¾¨<`e
Gu Ÿ}kuK< u%EL SMe cß É`h¨<” ŸÃÓv‡ vÄ

ÃÖÃl

uTK ¾cÖ¨<

ዕ ³´ u¨<`c< ›ðéçU ›ÒØTEM ¾}vK¨<” Ó` ¾T>Áስ¨ÓÉ SõትN? ስ KSJ’< ›”ÉU
›ØÒu= U¡”Á "KTp[u<U uLÃ ¾SMe cß” ¾¨^i’ Sw ¾T>k”e uQÓ
¾TÃÅÑõ ዕ ³´ uSJ’< uõN wN?` Y’ Y`¯ lØ` 348(1) SW[ Ÿõ}†¨<
õ/u? ዕ ³²<” ¾h[u” ¨<d’@ uT>Ÿ}K¨< G<’@ ”Å}w^^¨< ›ê”}” ¾ÃÓv‡ vÄን
ØÁo ›ጽድቀ“M::
K²=ህ G<K< ¨<× ¨[É U¡”Á ¾J’¨<” ¡`ክ` ”Å}SKŸ’¨< ÃÓv‡ vÄ ¾²KK?
T>"›?M ¨^j •† ’” uTK u›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? ØÁo ›p`u¨< SMe cß
KSn¨U ዕ ÉM ŸTÓ‟¨< uò ¾¨^j” ¾¨<MÉ N[Ó ›e}"¡K¨< uTÁ¨<l
Ue¡a ›eSe¡[¨< uõN wN?` S.l. 172/66 T>Á²=Á 21

1972 ¯.U. ¾¨^i’

¾Ue¡` ¨[k ”Å}kuK< SMe cß እ†U ¨^j ’” ÃÓv‡ vÄ w ’” ¨^j
uTK ¾¨^i’ ¾Ue¡` ¨[k ¾}kuK<ት ŸQÓ ¨ß ’¨<“ ¾•†U ¨^i’ •¨<q
¾Ue¡` ¨[k ÃcÖ” uTK uSn¨T>Á ØÁo ›p`u¨< ÃÓv‡ vÄU k`u¨<
}Ÿ^¡[¨< SMe cß ÁeScŸb¨< Uc¡a G<K~U ¨Ñ„ Ÿ²KK? T>"›?M Ò`
ÁL¨<” ´UÉ“ ›e}"¡K¨< ¾ሚÁ¨<l uS.l. 172/66 ÃÓv‡ vÄ ÁeScŸb¨< Ue¡a
nM eQ} ÁKu SJ’<” ›^ÒÓÖ¨< Se¡\:: ÃÓv‡ vÄ ÃI”” ¾T>Áð`e ›”ÉU
Te[Í Tp[w vKSL¨< ¾›¨<^Í¨< õ/u? SMe cß“ ¾ÃÓv‡ vÄ Ÿ<M ²KK?
T>"›?M ¨^j SJ“¨<” Ÿ<M ¨^j ¾ሆ’<U ¾G<K~U ›Á ›´’I uSJ’< ›´’I
¾SMe cß” ›Á ÃÑc<”፤ የ ÃÓv‡ vÄ” ›Á አŸ<””፤
“ ¨ሇተT`UÁ” ¾T>¨MÉ በSJ’<፣ ÃÓv‡ vÄ

እና ¾²KK? T>"›?M”

²SÈ’I ¾¨K} T`ÁU ›v ’¨<

¾T>K< eI} SJ’<”፣ ²SÈ’I ¾¨K} T`ÁU I ¾›Ÿ<” vM ¾ÃÓv‡ vዮ “
›e[di ›v SJ’<” ›[ÒÓÙ ÃÓv‡ vÄ“ SMe cß ¾²KK? T>"›?M Ÿ<M ¨^j
SJ“¨<” uS.l 71/67 NUK? 28 k” 1967 ¯/U ¨<c“EM:: ÃI ¨<d’@
w†

ÃÓv‡ vÄ ”Å

¨ራj ¾¨^i’ ¾Ue¡` ¨[k ÁÑ‟<u uS.l 127/66 T>Á²=Á 21 k” 1966

¾}cÖ¨<” ¨<d’@ ¾T>c`´ ’¨<:: የ ›¨<^Í¨< õ`É u? ÃI”” uS.l. 172/66 KÃÓv‡ vÄ
¾}cÖ¨<” ¾¨^i’ ¾Ue¡` ¨[k uÓሌê c`µ uS.l.71/67 ucÖ¨< ¨<d’@ SW[
KÃÓv‡ vÄ“ KSMe cß u›”É’ ¾¨^i’ ¾Ue¡` ¨[k ”Ç=cØ T²´
’u[u:: u¨<`c< ›ðéçU Ó` ¾}ðÖ[¨< ÃI”” vKTÉ[Ñ< ’¨<:: ÃÓv‡ vÄ Ó” u.S.l
172/66 Áስ¨c’< uS.l. 71/67 u}cÖ¨< ¨<d’@ SK¨Ö<” ¨ÃU ShhK<” eKT>Á¨<l
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u²=Á¨< SW[ u=ÁeðêS< ÃI”” }ÚT] ¨<× ¨<[É vሊ eŸ}K ’u`::
Ÿ²=I uLÃ ”Å}ÑKç¨< eK ÃÓv‡ vÄ“ eK SMe cß Ÿ<M ¨^i’ ›¨<^Í õ/u?
uS.l 71/67 ሏUK? 18 k” 1967 ¾}cÖ¨< ¨<d’@ የ ²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j” uT>SKŸ ÃÓv‡
ያ M}vKu ¾SÚ[h ¨<d’@ ’¨<:: eK²=I K¨<`c< ›ðéçU ŸTekSØ uk` u²=I ’Ñ`
Öpሊ Ã õ/u? ¾T>cÖ¨< ›Ç=e ¨<d’@ ›Ã„`U::
¾›¨<^Í õ/u? uS/l 71/67 ÃÓv‡ vÄ“ SMe cß ¾²KK? T>"›?M ¨^j “¨<
uTK NUK? 18 k” 129/67 ¯/U u}cÖ¨< ¨<d’@ eK}}" ¾›G<” ÃÓv‡ ”Å w† ¨^i
¾¨^i’ ¾Ue¡` ¨[k ¾}kuK<u S.l 172/66 T>Á²=Á 21 k” 1966 ¯.U. ¾}cÖ¨<
¨<d’@ k] J“EM::
ÃÓv‡ vÄን“ SMe cß” ከ²KK? T>"›?M ጋር u´UÉ“ ¾TÁÑ“†¨< ¾ሦe~U ¨Ñ„
›Á ¾J’¨<” ›´’I ’¨<:: ›´’I ¾ÃÓv‡ vÄ” ›Á ¾“¨<” “ ›Ÿ<””፣ ŸSMe
cß

K›”Æ

›Á

KG<K~ ÅÓV ›v

¾J’¨<”

ÃÑc<”፣

እና

¾²KK?”

“

¨K}T`ÁU” eKT>¨MÉ ¾ÃÓu‡ vÄ “ ›e[ci ¾²KK? T>" ›?M ¾›¡e~ ¾MÏ MÏ
“¨<:: SMe cß ²KK? T>"›?M ¾“~ ¨”ÉU ¾ÃÑc< MÐ“ ¾MÏ MÐ “¨<::
TE ²KK? T>"›?M የ SËS] Å[Í ¨^i MÏ ¨ÃU ¾MÏ MÏ dÃ}¨< eKV} uõN
ብN?` QÓ ulØ` 845 SW[ uሦስ }† Å[Í ¨^j ¾J’< ›ÁU vKS„^¨<
uU"¨< MÐ¨<“ ¾MÏ MÐ¨< TKU ¾²KK? T>"›?M ›¡e“ ›Ô ¨ÃU
uU¡’ ¾’`c< MÐ“ ¾MÏ MÐ ¾¨`dK<:: ÃÓv‡ vÄ ¾²KK? T>"›?M ¾“ እI
MÐ“ ¾MÏ MÐ SMe cß ¾²KK? T>"›?M ¾“ ¨”ÉU ሌÏ“ ¾MÏ MÐ
በSJ“¨< QÒ© ¨^j “¨< ¾}vK< u²=I ’¨<:: ²KK? T>"›?M u›v~ uŸ<M KQÒ©
¨^i’ ¾T>ul ²SÊ eLM}Ñ‟< uõN wN?` QÓ ulØ` 844 SW[ K›v~ ¨Ñ„
ÃÑv ¾’u[¨< ¨<`e uሙK< }ÖpMKA u“~ uŸ<M LK< ¨ራj Ãc×M:: ÃÓv‡ vÄ“
SMe cß ¨<`c<” uS<K< ÁÑ†K< ¾}vK¨< u²=I U¡”Á ’¨<::
Ÿ²=I uLÃ u}ÑKÖ¨< SW[ ÃÓv‡ vÄ“ SMe cß ¾²KK? T>"›?M Ÿ<M ¨^j
eKJ’<:-

ÃÓv‡ vÄ 1.

gª”Ó³¨< S`eዔ 2.

› Gw}T`ያ U S`eዔ 3. ›
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The law prescribes the fulfillment of very stringent formalities when one makes a will. The
reason is: a will becomes effective after the death of the testator. The testator is not in a
position to defend his/her positions if someone makes some fraudulent act against the will.
To narrow the possibility of making any fraudulent act against the will, the law lays down
very strict formalities. In many instances the courts are so serious in executing the
provisions of the law and they rarely validate a will when it fails to fulfill one of the
important formal requirements.

Exercise
Can a deaf person take part in the making of a public will as a witness?
What about the blind? State your reasons.
A deaf person can take part in a will as a witness if he/she is literate. He/she can read the
contents of the will just after it is drawn up. If he/she is unable to read the contents of the
will, his/her presence serves no useful purpose as he/she has no mechanism of knowing the
contents of the will. Blind people may take part in a will as witnesses so long as they hear
when the contents of the will are read. The only thing expected of them is to understand
the language in which the will is drawn up.
The law in Art 882 prescribes that the number of witnesses could be reduced to two if one
of them is a court registrar, a notary or a judge (See the Amharic version) in his/her official
capacity. So a judge, or a notary or a court registrar represents three ordinary witnesses, if
such person acts as a witness in his/her official capacity.

II)

Holograph will 21

Holograph will is a will that is totally made by the testator himself/herself in the absence of
witnesses. Only literate persons may make a holograph will. It is the testator that writes a
holograph will totally and if there is an additional word (even if it is a single word) written
by the hand of another person, that is a sufficient cause to invalidate the will wholly. The
21

Articles 884 to 886, Civ il Code
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testator must explicitly indicate, in the holograph will, that it is a will. Absence of such an
indication is also a ground for the invalidation of the will. As a rule, the testator
himself/herself should fully write a holograph will. If it is a handwritten will, it is possible to
know for sure that it is written by the testator. Everyone has his/her own style of writing. A
machine-written document has no individual style and it is not possible to identify who has
written it. Therefore, the law requires a handwritten indication of the fact that the testator
writes the will using a machine. The handwritten indication should be included on every
page of the will. This is to confirm that the machine written holograph will has been really
made by the testator.
Art 886 of the Civil Code advises the testator not to simply reproduce graphic symbols
without understanding their meaning.

Exercise
How do you understand the contents of Art 886?

Someone may write a will using his/her handwriting style. This may happen without
understanding the meaning of what has been written in the document containing the will.
For instance, you understand English and Afan Oromo. However, you may not necessarily
understand French or Sidama language. But you can copy a document that is written in
French or Sidama language, as these languages use the same script (the Latin script). If you
do so, it is said that you have reproduced graphic symbols without understanding their
meaning. In such circumstances, the one who has produced the graphic symbols is not a
real testator. Because such person simply copied a will in a language that he/she does not
understand.
With respect to Art 888, the will refers to another document. You cannot understand the
provisions of the will without referring to another document. When the will refers to
another document or when it is impossible or difficult to understand the will without
referring to another document, such a document must have been written and signed by the
testator.
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Example
Assume that the testator had acknowledged his child born outside marriage
or he had written a letter to child’s mother recognizing that the child was
his. If the will says, for instance:
“I hereby bequeath Birr 25,000 to my child whom I acknowledged
or recognized sometime ago”.

In such cases, we cannot understand the will, unless we supplement it with the
acknowledgement document or letter.

The law under Art 888 requires that such a

document or letter should be written and signed by the testator.

Exercise
Can a blind person make a holograph will by using a brail machine? Explain!

III) Oral will 22
Oral will is a will made verbally to two witnesses. As you might have understood from Art
892 of the Civil Code, the testator does not make an oral will under normal circumstances.
He/she makes such a will when he/she feels that he/she is going to die within short period
of time, particularly after accidents, shocks or similar situations. It can be said that oral will
is not a proper will. The testator can make only restricted testamentary dispositions
through an oral will. That is, the testator cannot make any order of his wish by way of an
oral will. The law has listed down the contents of an oral will. The testator cannot add other
testamentary dispositions, which are not included in Art 893.

Exercise
Comment the following oral will made by Ato Asrat!
22

Articles 892 to 894, Civ il Code
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I Ato Asrat Woldu, hereby make the following oral will as I consider that I
may die soon.
1.

I give half of my whole estate to my beloved daughter Derartu.

2.

My other children should take the rest of my property in equal
proportion.

3.

To my spiritual father, I bequest Birr 3000.

4.

My funeral should take place at the monastery of Debre Libanos.

5.

I appoint W/ro Ayelech as a guardian for my minor child Bikila.

The law allows the testator to make several wills during his/her lifetime. This is also the
manifestation of his right to make, revoke or alter a will at any time. The contents of
different wills made by the testator may or may not contradict each other. If the provisions
of various wills contradict each other and cannot be enforced together the latest will shall
prevail. (See Art 895)
B. PROOF OF WILL
It is a commonplace practice that there are lots of controvercies on the validity and
existence of proof. The one who claims a right in a will has to prove one or both of the
following two things. First, he/she has to prove the existence of the will. That is, he/she has
to show a will made by the testator. Second, he/she has to prove the contents of a will. In
other words, the claimant has to show the fact that he/she is beneficiary of the will.
From Art 897, one can see the following important points:
a)

The existence and contents of a will (whether a public or holograph will) shall be
proved only by producing the original will itself or the copy of the original will,
certified to be true by the court registrar. The court registrar could issue the
copy of the original will, if he/she had received the original will to be deposited
in his/her archives. Otherwise, the claimant shall only present the original will.
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To benefit from the will, approval by presenting the will itself is obligatory and
no any other means of evidence can be possible. For example, witnesses cannot
prove the contents of a public will.

c)

If someone destroys or causes the destruction of a will by his/her fault or
negligence, such a person may be obliged to pay compensation to the
beneficiary of the will. To get compensation from the person who has destroyed
or caused the destruction of the will by his/her fault or negligence, the
beneficiary can prove the fact that he/she is a beneficiary by any means of
evidence. For instance, he/she can prove that he/she is beneficiary of the will by
producing witnesses.

Exercise
The Ethiopian law of successions does not allow the contents of a will
to be proved by some means of evidence such as videoed wills, etc.
Why do you think does the law prohibit such means of evidence for the
purpose of proving the contents of a will?

1.3.3

Revocation and lapse of wills

A. REVOCATION OF WILLS23
A will is always revocable, until the death of the testator. A testator may make an
agreement with a beneficiary not to revoke the will. However, sometimes elderly people
who have no descendants of their own may promise to leave some property to a person, on
condition that the latter nurses the former. This promise cannot be enforced as the will is
still able to be revoked.
There are various ways in which a will may be voluntarily revoked:
a.

23

By another will.

Articles 898 to 901, Civ il Code
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By an express intention to revoke, made in the same manner as a will, i.e., this
must comply with the formalities set out by the law.

c. By destruction.
d.

By alienation of the thing bequeathed

a. Another will

The testator may, in his will include works like: ‘I hereby revoke all former wills and
testaments made by me’. The testator may revoke specific clauses of a will, while leaving
the rest of it intact. As has been stated above, a new will usually impliedly revokes a
previous will. But sometimes, it may be disputable whether it was the intention to
supplement the previous will. This may be the case if the two wills are not inconsistent. The
second will may thus operate as a kind of codicil. A codicil is a formal document which
varies, but does not revoke, a will.
b. An intention to revoke
A will may be revoked by any other written instrument, provided it is executed with the
same formalities as are required for a will. For instance, the testator may revoke wholly or
some f the provisons of a previously made will not by a new will but by a document made
by following similar formalities. Even if such document is not a will it has a power to revoke
a valid will.
d) Destruction
A will may be revoked ‘by the burning, tearing or otherwise destroying . . . with the
intention of revoking the same’. Some formal act of destruction seems to be necessary,
although the whole of the will need not be destroyed. Merely throwing the will in a wastepaper basket is not sufficient, even if the testator indicates to a third person that he/she
considers it to be an act of revocation.
Exercise
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If the testator inadvertently destroys the document in which the
will is made, can that be taken as revocation of the will? Give
reasons!

2.

If the testator is in a condition that he/she has no capacity to make
a will, can he/she revoke a will while in same condition? Why/Why
not?
e) Alienation of the thing bequeathed

By alienating the thing bequeathed, the testator can revoke the will he/she has made. For
instance, in his/her will made last year, assume he/she gave a mule to his/her friend. Now,
if the testator sells or donates the mule to some other person, it means that he/she has
revoked his/her will. You must note here that the thing bequeathed may come back to the
possession of the testator at a later date. However, that does not cause the revival of the
will which was already revoked. (See Art 900)
B. LAPSE OF WILLS24
As discussed above, it is the testator by his/her wish who revokes the will he/she has made.
Lapse of will takes place by the operation of the law. There are a number of reasons for the
revocation of a will by the operation of the law. The reasons depend on the type of the will.
Therefore, various types of wills have various reasons for their lapse.
a)

Failure to deposit a holograph will

According to Art 903 of the Civil Code, a holograph will shall lapse where it is not deposited
with a notary or in a court registry within seven years since it has been made. No such
imposition exists for a public will.

Exercise
Why do think does the law impose lapse for holograph will

24

Articles 902 to 908
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while there is no lapse for a public will for reason that it is
not deposited with a notary or court registry?
b) Birth of child
Another reason for the lapse of a will is birth of a child. If a child is born after a will is made
(whether a public or a holograph will) such a will, shall lapse if the newly born child accepts
the succession.
From Art 905 of the Civil Code, you may observe the following points:



Although the law provides that the will shall lapse if a child is born to the
testator after making such a will, there is a situation where such will could be
maintained totally or partially by the court. The court may maintain the will
irrespective of the birth of the child, if it had been of the opinion that the
testator would have maintained the will despite the birth of the child. For
instance, if the testator made a will while his wife was expecting a child, it
would be clear that the testator had intended to maintain the legacies ordered
in the provisions of the will even if a child was going to be born to him. A
discretionary power is given to the court as to the maintaining of the will as
total or partial. The court may arrive at a decision on this matter after having
seen the prevailing circumstances.



When the will, which the testator makes before the birth of the child, is active
either wholly or partially, the newly born child should receive, at least, three–
fourths of the share he would receive in the intestate succession. That is, 75%
of the value which he would be entitled in the intestate succession.
c) Dissolution of marriage

According to Article 906 of the Civil Code, legacies made in favor of a spouse of the testator
shall lapse where the marriage of the testator with that spouse is dissolved through divorce
or court order when the marriage is concluded without observing the conditions for the
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validity of marriage. However, such a legacy cannot lapse where the marriage is dissolved
by death.
When a husband or a wife makes a will to the benefit of his/her spouse, it is believed that
the testator has made the will with the expectation taht the marriage would continue until
his/her death.

Therefore, the testator may give a considerable amount of personal

property to his/her spouse with the expectation that the marriage would persist. If the
marriage dissolves through divorce, the reason that has caused the making of the will to the
benefit of the spouse is already lost. Unless such a will lapses, it may seriously affect the
interests of the relatives of the testator.

d) Death, unworthiness, or renunciation by a legatee
Art 907 lays down the rule of lapse of legacies. According to Art 907, three factors cause
the lapse of legacies.
i.

When the legatee dies before the testator. In this case, the legatee has no
capacity to succeed the testator since he does not fulfill the requirement of
survivorship.

ii.

When the legatee cannot succeed the testator. This has a relation with
unworthiness. When a legatee is condemned as unworthy, anything des tined
to his benefit shall lapse.

iii.

When the legatee does not want to take the legacy. This has something to do
with the renunciation of the legatee to the succession of the testator. The law
passes the legacy when anyone renounces the succession of the testator, as it
does not consider him as the legatee of the testator.

Although we say that the legacy shall lapse where the legatee dies before the testator,
there is a possibility that representation could take place. As you remember from your
previous studies, only children or descendants of a person can represent him/her.
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According to Art 908(a), the legatee who died before the testator would be represented if
he/she is a legatee by universal title (or a universal legatee).
There is a very narrow chance for the existence of representation in the case where the
legatee is a legatee by singular title (or a singular legatee). According to Art 908 (b), where
the singular legatee25 dies before the testator, the descendants of the singular legatee shall
represent him only when the legacy destined to such singular legatee devolves upon the
state as a result of failure of the singular legatee to receive the legacy. According to the
rules of intestate succession, the hereditary estate shall devolve upon the state when
relatives up to fourth relationship do not survive the deceased. In the above situation, the
rules of the intestate succession shall regulate the singular legacy, because of the prior
death of the singular legatee. If a relative survived the testator (from the nearest relative ᅳ
a child — up to a far apart relative at the fourth relationship), such a relative would receive
the legacy. In the absence of any relative up to the fourth relationship, the legacy shall
devolve upon the state. Instead of devolving the property upon the state, the law favors
the representatives of the predeceased legatee to inherit the deceased by way of
representation.

Exercise
Ato Wagaw made a public will 6 months before his death. One of the provisions of the
will gave 5000 Birr to his ex-wife, W/ro Hilina. Their marriage was dissolved by divorce 5
years ago. The new wife and some of the relatives of Ato Worku challenged the will on
the ground that a provision made to the benefit of a divorced wife shall lapse and she
has no right to succeed the deceased. Can Hilina succeed Ato Wagaw?

1.3.4
A.

25

Contents and interpretation of wills

CONTENTS OF WILLS

Discussion on universal and singular legatee shall be made under Article 912 below.
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The testator can determine the contents a will he/she makes freely so long as the contents
of his/her will do not violate the law or so long as they are not contrary to public moral. Art
909 lists down the contents of a will. But this should not be seen as an exhaustive list. It
only gives us illustration. These enumerations may guide the testator. However, it does not
mean that he/she has no power to declare dispositions that are not listed in Art 909. You
can infer this from Art 909 (e). The only limitation with respect to the contents of a will is,
the testator cannot declare in his will anything illegal and/or immoral.
The general rules of interpretation of statutes may be helpful also to interpret the
provisions of a will. When the provisions of a will are doubtful, we may need to interpret
them. The intention of the testator is a key element as far as interpretation of a will is
concerned. We, therefore, have to seek the intention of the testator. The will itself may
reveal this or it may be obtained from other circumstantial evidence. You should note here
that getting the intention of the testator is not an easy task. You should also note that the
motive of seeking the intention of the testator must not drive us to interpret the will, if the
provisions of the will are clear.
B.INTERPRETATION OF WILLS
In Ethiopia, there is no obligation for a will to be drafted or executed by a professional
person. It is thus not uncommon for wills to be made without professional advice. ‘Homemade’ wills may use colloquial and unclear language. But even where a will is prepared by a
professional, ambiguities and uncertainties can result.
Courts, especially the Supreme Court may construe (or interpret) a will. Words in a will, as
in any other document, are construed in their context. The essential task of the court is to
give effect to the intention of the testator. But this intention is to be deduced from the
words used. It is not permissible to re-write the will simply because the court suspects that
the testator’s words did not really specify his/her real intentions. In order to understand the
language employed by the testator, however, it is possible to ‘sit in his/her armchair’.
The general rule is that words must be construed in their usual, or literal, sense. But this is
subject to the ‘special vocabulary’ of the testator. And it also must yield to the special
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circumstances of the testator. Suppose a testator left a legacy to ‘my wife’. He was not
lawfully married, but lived with a woman in an irregular union, whom he was accustomed to
call ‘wife’. The lady would surely take the legacy, despite the fact that the word ‘wife’ was a
misuse of the language.
There are also well-developed ‘canons’ or rules of statutory interpretation, which assist a
court in construing laws made by the Parliament. As a general rule, these canons may be
applied to the construction of any document, including a will. But, since the ordinary
testator is unlikely to have the same drafting skills as a Parliamentary draftsman, the courts
must use these canons with more care when they apply them to interpret wills. (See Articles
910 and 911)

I)

Legacies by universal title

Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between universal legacies and singular legacies. The
law itself does not clearly give the meaning these terms. However, it is believed that the
following explanation will shed light on the meanings of these terms. You may have
recognized from your reading of Art 912 (1) the following four aspects of universal legacies.


When the testator gives his/her whole estate to one person, the property
given to the beneficiary is a universal legacy and the beneficiary is a universal
legatee.



When the testator gives his/her whole estate to two or more persons, the
whole estate given to these persons is a universal legacy and such persons are
universal legatees.



When the testator gives a portion of his/her estate to one person, such a
portion of the hereditary estate is a universal legacy and the beneficiary of the
portion of the hereditary estate is a universal legatee.
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When the testator gives a portion of his/her estate to two or more persons,
such portion of the hereditary estate is a universal legacy and the persons
appointed to receive such a portion are said to be universal legatees.

From the above points one can see that a universal legatee is the one who is called to the
succession to receive a certain portion of the hereditary estate, not a particular thing from
the succession. Therefore, a universal legatee does not know what thing he/she is going to
receive from the succession.

II)

Legacies by singular title

What is a singular and legacy and who is a singular legatee? According to Art 912(2), any
other disposition (that is, outside the ones discussed above) is a singular legacy. The
general tendency of the law toward singular legacies is that, singular legacies are minor
testamentary dispositions usually given to non–relatives. When a single item, such as a
bicycle, a television, an overcoat, a watch, a radio, etc., is given to someone, the property is
a singular legacy and the one who is in a position to receive such a property in kind is a
singular legatee. A universal legatee, in majority of the cases, does not know what thing he
is going to receive before partition of the succession.
Fitawrari Anjullo, in his testamentary disposition made the following persons beneficiaries.
1.

My elder son Elias shall take 40% of my estate and in addition to the 40%; he
shall take my wristwatch.

2.

My little daughter Mary shall take 40% of my estate.

3.

Let the mule be given to my spiritual father Aba Mathewos.

4.

The maidservant who has served me for the past 25 years shall take 2000 Birr.

5.

An environmental organization called Green Hill Movement shall take 10% of
my hereditary estate.

Elias, Mary and Green Hill Movement are universal legatees since they are allowed to
receive the hereditary estate in a certain proportion. Besides, Elias is a singular legatee
since he is given a wristwatch in addition to the 40% portion of the hereditary estate. That
is, Elias has two capacities in this will. Aba Mathewos, who is to receive a mule, is also a
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singular legatee. The last singular legatee is the maidservant, who is allowed to receive 2000
Birr.
A legacy may be given to the legatee in full ownership or only the bare ownership right may
be given to the legatee. In the latter case, the legatee shall be entitled to use or derive the
fruit from the legacy without having the right to alienate (sell or donate) it to third persons.

III) Legacies and rules of partition
The contents of Art 913 may be difficult to understand. The following example shall clarify
the concept in Art 913.

Example
Assume that Ato Habtamu made the following will by fulfilling all the legal
requirements:

“My elder daughter Ayantu shall take the ISUZU pickup car.”

Assume also that this is the whole content of the will of Ato Habtamu. Let us
consider that Ato Habtamu has other two children (other than Ayantu). This will
does not give to Ayantu the pickup car, in addition to what she partakes with her
siblings. Rather, the will shall be interpreted that the pickup car shall fall in the
portion allocated to Ayantu. The children of Ato Habtamu have equal portions in
the successions as there are no other dispositions in the will. Other children,
since they are universal legatees, do not know what a specific property they are
going to receive. Only Ayantu knows that the car falls in her portion.

A problem may arise here. That is, the value of the ISUZU car may be greater than
other portion of the inheritance. If Ayantu is in need of the pickup car, she can set
off the excess amount by paying sums of money to the co–heirs. For instance, if
the total hereditary estate is about Birr 600, 000, including the pickup car, each of
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the co–heirs is entitled to receive Birr 200,000. If the value of the car is Birr
225,000, Ayantu should equalize her share with others by paying them back Birr
25,000.

You should note here that the testator could give an exclusive right to one of his/her heirs,
on a certain property, in addition to what such an heir shares with other co–heirs.
However, if this is the intention of the testator, he/she should express it clearly.

IV) Effects of universal legacies

When a person is in a position to receive a universal legacy, he/she becomes a universal
legatee. The appointment of a universal legatee does not follow any special formality. That
is, a public or holograph will that normally fulfills the formal requirements could appoint a
universal legatee. No special will with special formalities is required to appoint a universal
legatee (Art. 914).
When someone is appointed as a universal legatee, he/she is assimilated to an heir–at–law.
When it is said that a universal legatee is assimilated to an heir–at–law, it means that a
universal legatee who is a non–heir (such as a friend, a servant, a spiritual father, a spouse,
etc.) shall be treated in all respects in relation to the succession in the same manner as the
legal heirs of the testator. The rights and responsibilities of such universal legatees will be
similar to that of the legal heir to the testator.

1.3.5

Conditional Legacies 26

The testator may make his succession to depend on certain conditions. The conditions are
of two types. In the words of the Code, they are suspensive and resolutive conditions. We
also call suspensive conditions as condition precedent and resolutive conditions as
condition subsequent.

26

Articles 916 to 919, Civ il Code
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Suspensive condition — In the case of suspensive condition or condition precedent, the
legatee shall wait until a certain time lapses or until a certain circumstance occurs.
Therefore, the legatee will not be entitled to receive the bequest until the fulfillment of the
specified condition. For example, the testator may order a legacy in favor of Mahlet.
However, Mahlet may be in a position to receive the property upon the expiry of five years
and until that time, the property would remain in the hands of specifically designated
persons. The testator may even say that, Mahlet shall receive the property when someone
dies. Hence, the legatee shall be entitled to take the property upon death of that specified
person.
Resolutive condition — Resolutive condition or condition subsequent is a situation where
the legatee brings back what he received from the succession when a certain condition is
fulfilled. That is, in the case of resolutive condition, the legatee is automatically entitled to
receive the bequest, unlike the case of suspensive condition. For instance, the testator may
order Brook to receive some property until a certain circumstance occurs. Brook returns the
property upon the occurrence of the mentioned circumstance. For example, the testator
may not be happy with the flirting of his daughter with Zelalem. (Zelalem is member of a
gang of robbers). The testator may order a conditional legacy to stop his daughter from
marrying such a person. He may say in his will that, “my daughter shall receive four cows so
long as she does not marry Zelalem”. In this case, the testator’s daughter can enjoy the
bequest until she decides to marry Zelalem. Whenever she marries Zelalem, she shall
restitute what she received from the succession.
You may have understood from Art 917 that the testator may impose a condition of
marrying or not marrying of a specific person. However, the testator has no right of
imposing, in general terms, not marrying or not remarrying. The testator cannot even
impose on the legatee a condition such as not marrying or not remarrying a person who
belongs to a certain race, nationality, member of a religious group, etc.
All persons who have attained the marriageable age have a constitutionally guaranteed
right to marry and found a family. The FDRE Constitution in Article 34 (1) states that:
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“Men and Women without any distinction as to race, nation, nationality or
religion, who have attained marriageable age defined by law, have the right to
marry and found a family…”
The imposition of marrying or not marrying a specific person does not affect this
constitutional right. Nevertheless, the condition that imposes, in general terms, not to
marry or not to remarry infringes the rights of persons. However, the testator may impose a
condition of not marrying or not remarrying (See the Amharic version of the Civil Code), by
giving to the legatee a usufruct right on a certain property or by giving him/her a certain
amount of pension. The condition of not to marry seems to affect the rights of individuals.
Nevertheless, the condition of not to remarry is usually practiced. For instance, the testator
may order his wife not to remarry by giving her a usufruct right on a certain property or by
giving her a pension in the form of annuity or any other appropriate form.

1.3.6

Charges

Charge is the order of a testator against his/her heirs and/or legatees in which he/she binds
them to take some responsibility or take care of one or more persons. However, the
testator cannot bind the heirs and/or legatees to give or to do something to specified
persons more than the value of the legacy.

Example
The testator may order that Ato Chala would take his (the testator’s) taxicab whose
value is 60,000 birr. The testator also orders that Ato Chala shall make a monthly
payment to his old mother W/ro Wude 500 Birr. Ato Chala is obliged to make the
payment to W/ro Wude up to the extent of the value of the taxicab. In case Ato Chala
fails to pay the said amount, W/ro Wude has the right to claim payment. But W/ro
Wude cannot demand the dissolution of the legacy made to Ato Chala unless the
testator orders this clearly in his/her will.

For more details read Civil Code Articles 920 — 923
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1.3.8 Substitutio vulgaris

Substitutio vulgaris was very common in Roman wills. An alternative heir was appointed in
the event that the person instituted as the primary heir failed to become the heir (e.g.
because he/she died before the testator or refused the inheritance). According to the
Ethiopian Civil Code, Substitutio vulgaris is the situation where the testator orders another
person to take the legacy in cases where the appointed universal or singular legatee fails to
appear and receive what the testator allocates to him/her. The causes for the
disappearance of the appointed legatee could vary from case to case. (See Article 928) .

1.3.8

Entails

The concept similar to entail existed in Roman law. It was also common in many parts of
Europe. It is a restriction of inheritance to a limited class of descendants for at least several
generations. It is mainly linked with real estate. The object of entail is to preserve large
estates in land from the disintegration that is caused by equal inheritance by all the heirs
and by the ordinary right of free alienation (disposal) of property interests. Many changes
have been developed regarding entails in the law of successions. In some countries, (E.g.
England) the law permits the holder of entailed property (either real or personal) to dispose
of it by deed; otherwise the entail persists. In the United States for the most part entails are
either altogether prohibited or limited to a single generation.
In Ethiopia, the testator has the power to order that his/her heir and/or his/her legatee
shall hand over the legacy to one or more persons after such heir and/or legatee has
benefited with the legacy. The testator may order the heir and/or legatee to transfer the
legacy (or even portion of it) to the specified person(s) upon the following conditions:


On the expiry of a certain period, for example, after 5 years from the opening
of the succession;



Upon the death of the heir or the legatee; and,



On the accomplishment of a certain condition, for instance, when the
testator's little daughter gets married.
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Entail is not widely practiced in the life of the society. Therefore, instead of discussing it, in
detail, the following important points will be provided on the rest of the articles dealing
with entail.


Once the legacy is transferred into the hands of the holder entail, the holder
entail needs to expect to have only a usufruct right on the legacy. Since he/she
is not a true successor, the law does not vest him with powers of an owner of
the property. Therefore, the holder entail cannot alienate (sell or donate) the
property to third parties. Moreover, the holder should not have any
attachment with such property for his/her debts (Art. 931 (1)).



Courts are generally empowered to order the alienation or transfer of a
property or its attachment, if such order is justifiable. However, in no case can
the court authorize the alienation or attachment of the property in the hands
of the holder entail. Because, the holder entail is obliged to utilize the property
by taking all the necessary care not to cause a serious damage to the property
and finally hand it over to the true successor upon the opening of the
substitution (Art 932).



The testator has the right to regulate only until the property is transferred to
the person who is called to succeed. Once the property is transferred to the
person who is called to succeed the testator loses the right to pass any order
concerning the property (Art 934).



In the case where the holder entail refuses to take the legacy or if he/she loses
capacity to succeed, for instance, by being unworthy, the person called to
succeed shall be called to take the legacy. However, the testator may vary such
by an otherwise order (Art 935).



With respect to the contents of Art 936, there is lack of clarity. Moreover,
there is a discrepancy between the Amharic and English versions of Art 936(2).
Generally, it seems that the law has allowed the holder entail to exercise a full
right on the property if it is absolutely clear that the substitution cannot take
place.
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Exercise

What differences and similarities do you observe between entails and
substitutio vulgaris?

1.3.9

Disherison 27

In the Ethiopian law of successions, the testator has wider rights to disinherit one or more
of his/her heirs by the will he/she makes. His/her rights may even go to the extent of
disinheriting all of his/her children. Disherison is an order passed by the testator to exclude
his/her heirs from the succession. It usually serves as a means of punishment for the
misbehavior of his/her heirs. Some people argue that giving powers to the testator to the
extent of disinheriting his/her heirs is not proper. At present time, in many countries the
power of the testator to disinherit his/her heirs has been reduced or there are many
conditions to be fulfilled to disinherit, especially a child. In many jurisdictions in the US, the
powers of the testator to disinherit heirs, including children is still effective. The situation is
different in most European jurisdictions. In Ethiopia, the law allows the testator to disinherit
one or more of his/her heirs. It seems that the law considered that the testator’s only
power as far as punishing disobedient children is disinheriting such children.
The testator may disinherit his/her heir either expressly or tacitly. Express disherison is a
kind of disherison in which the testator excludes his/her heir from the succession in an
explicit manner by stating clearly that he/she has disinherited the heir. The testator may
disinherit all of his/her heirs (descendants and other heirs) expressly and appoint a
universal legatee. For instance, Ato Wagaw may disinherit all his children and other heirs
and he may appoint his friend Gosaye as a universal legatee. In such a case, Gosaye is called
to receive the whole estate of Ato Wagaw without any contender. If the testator disinherits
all his/her heirs and if he/she does not appoint someone as a universal legatee, there shall
be no one to take his/her hereditary estate. In such circumstances, the law has devised a
mechanism to enable the descendants of such disinherited heirs to take the property of the
testator by way of representation (See Art 937).

27

Articles 937 to 940, Civ il Code
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Descendants can only be disinherited expressly. That is, no descendant may be disinherited
tacitly. Moreover, the testator shall clearly state a justifiable reason why he/she has
decided to disinherit his/her descendants. The law makes such imposition on the testator
with the view to protect the interest of the descendants in succeeding their ascendants.

Exercise
Give examples of tacit disherison!

It is stated above that the testator must give justifiable reason(s) to disinherit one or more
of his/her descendants. The law does not list down what things are justifiable and not
justifiable. A justifiable reason is a subjective standard. It is believed that it should impress
a reasonable person. It should be a reason that is sufficient to move the testator to the
decision of disinheriting his/her descendant. The testator is expected to attribute some acts
of the heir that have dissatisfied him/her. If the acts done by the heir were not illegal
and/or not immoral, it would be difficult to the testator to give justifiable reasons.
The court has a power to examine and decide whether the reason given by the testator is
justifiable or not. Although the court has the power to ascertain whether the reason given is
justifiable or not, it cannot ascertain whether the given reason is true or false. Any
statement that the testator gives is a true statement. Therefore, the heir cannot claim that
the statement of the testator is untrue.
Exercise
1.

Why do you think does the law consider any statement given by the
testator as a true statement?

2.

Consider that Mr. “A” belongs to a faith called “B”. “A” brought up his
son “D” by teaching strictly the tenets of religion “B”. “A” is a known
benevolent and humane person in the vicinity. As “A” got older he
wanted his only son to get married and replace him in his humanitarian
and other kindly works. “D” has fallen in love with a woman from faith
“C” and lastly “A” learned this fact from some people. “A” asked his son
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“D” why he chose to marry a woman from another religion. “D” ’s
response was just love. “D” concluded marriage with the woman
irrespective of the opposition and discontent of his father. “A” had
decided to disinherit his son on the basis that his son married a woman
who does not belong to his faith. Does the reason given by “A” justify
disinheritance? Why/Why not?
It is clear that the succession of the testator shall open after he/she is dead. A dead person
cannot express anything and he/she cannot defend himself/herself if someone claims that
the statement of the testator is false. Therefore, it is not possible to pass a decision by
hearing only one party. Because of this, the law simply presumes that any reason given by
the testator is a true statement. Moreover, the law trusts parents (or ascendants more than
any other persons regarding matters relating to their children (or descendants). Therefore,
the law takes for granted what has been stated by the testator as a true statement.
When the testator does not make someone beneficiary in his/her will, we say that he/she
has tacitly disinherited such a person. However, this kind of tacit disinheritance does not
work against descendant heirs. It works only against the heirs of second, third and fourth
relationship. This is a mechanism of protection given by the law to the descendant heirs
(See Art 939 (1) & (2)).
If the testator appoints someone as a universal legatee to receive the whole property, that
does not imply the disherison of the children of the testator. In such a case, the universal
legatee is called to succeed the testator as if he/she is one of his children (See Art 939 (3)).

Example
W/ro Gelane has appointed in her last will Ato Bereket to take her hereditary
estate as a whole. She has two children, Meskerem and Wodessa. She gave
nothing to her children. As it is not allowed to tacitly disinherit children, Ato
Wodessa cannot take the whole property of the succession. Instead, he would
be considered as one of the children of W/ro Gelane and shall partake the
property together with them.
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Disinheriting heirs is a legally recognized power of the testator. However, if the law
considers that the provisions of the will are defective with respect to any matter, and if the
heirs impugn the defective provision, then the provision that disinherits the heirs shall be of
no effect. For instance, assume that one of the provisions of a will contains an illicit
provision. If this same will contains a provision that disinherits one or more of the heirs of
the testator, only by challenging the illicit provisions, the disinherited heirs can get the
invalidation of the disherison.
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CHAPTER TWO
LIQUIDATION OF SUCCESSION
AND DETERMINATION OF RIGHTFUL
SUCCESSORS
2. 1. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

2. 1. 1. The Essence of "Liquidation"
A succession, whether testate or intestate, opens when the deceased dies 1. And at the time
of its opening, it consists in the gross rights and obligations of the deceased. In other words,
the inheritance of a dead person, which is technically called the “estate”, is initially a crude
total sum of the deceased’s rights (such as properties and claims) and obligations (such as
debts incurred and owed by the deceased in his lifetime, and those that are owed by the
succession).
It goes without saying that before any right over things making up the inheritance passes to
heirs-at-law2 and/or legatees by universal title 3, some kind of screening must be made. That
means, before any property or right of the inheritance is delivered to properly identified
heirs, there should be a winding up of the deceased’s affairs. In particular, assets and claims
the deceased owned should be identified and collected, debts and taxes ascertained and
paid, maintenance claims entertained, and singular legacies ordered by the deceased, if
any, paid.

1
2
3

Article 826 (1), the 1960 Civil Code of Ethiopia.
Article 1060 (1), Id., implies that a succession is partitioned among heirs -at-law.
See, Article 915 (1), Id, which stipulates that unless otherwise provided by the testator, legatees by
universal title are assimilated to heirs -at-law.
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“Liquidation” is the technical term we use in the law of successions to refer to that winding
up process. Liquidation is legally important for a host of reasons. For instance, the property
forming part of the inheritance merges with the other property of the heir only after the
closure of the liquidation of the succession4.
In the event of multiplicity of heirs, co-heirs start to privately exercise actual right over the
inheritance only after partition is made. “Partition”, which is usually effected through
division, is in rough terms the process of practically delivering to each heir his proper share
of the property and rights remaining after liquidation. Obviously, partition is made only
where there are more than one rightful heirs.
So, partition does not take place unless and until the succession has been fully liquidated 5. It
is not even an indispensable part of the process of devoluti on of a succession. There will be
no partition where, all the property in the inheritance having been disposed of in the course
of liquidation, there remains nothing to partition. Nor will there be any partition where
there is just one properly identified heir.
But, what is the doctrinal meaning of “liquidation”? Black, one of the most renowned legal
linguists of all time, attaches the following meaning to the term:
“Liquidation is the settlement of accounts or the winding up of the business.
[It is] the act or process of making of clear, fixed and determined that which
was before uncertain or unascertained. Payment, satisfaction, collection, or
realization of assets and discharges of liabilities; winding up or settling with
creditors and debtors. The settling of the financial affairs of the individual
usually by liquidating/turning into cash/ all assets for the distribution to
creditors, heirs, etc…”6
As can be noted from the above observation, liquidation is a multifaceted screening process
relating to settlement of accounts or winding up of, in our case, the estate of the deceased.
It is the act or process of ascertaining that which was uncertain in connection with a

4
5
6

Article 1053 (1), Id.
See, Article 1062, Id.
Blacks Law Dictionary.
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succession. It, among other things, involves payment, satisfaction, collection, or reali zation
of assets and discharges of liabilities, which is winding up or settling with creditors and
debtors of the succession. It also includes determining the net value of the succession up for
partition.
The Ethiopian Law of Successions takes a somewhat similar stance with respect to
liquidation. Article 944 of the Civil Code provides for what the liquidation of a succession
consists of. It states that liquidation means the process of determination of the rightful
recipients and constituents of the succession; the recovery of debts due to and the payment
of debts due to it; the payment of the legacies by singular title and the taking of such other
steps as are required to carry into effect the provisions made by the deceased.
Liquidation is a tough task, especially when the testator has left lots of property. It demands
the liquidator to do a series of toiling activities. The first thing the liquidator is required to
do immediately after assuming office is making a search to find out whether the deceased
has left a will7. He should then go on to receive, preserve, and administer the properties left
by the deceased. The liquidator should also perform such other important functions as
establishing the identity of the persons that are eligible to receive the inheritance,
determining what property makes up the estate, recovering debts for which the deceased
was a creditor, and paying debts owed by the succession, etc. 8

2. 1. 2. The Guiding Principles of Liquidation
Art. 942 of the Civil Code sets forth a very important principle. This principle serves as a
guideline for the entire process of liquidation. Here is the content of the Article in full:
Art. 942. — Guiding principle.
So long as a succession has not been liquidated, it shall constitute a distinct es tate.
But, what does “a distinct estate” mean? Literally, a distinct estate means some property
7
8

See, Article 956 (a), Id, which implies that the liquidator begins performing his functions by making a
search for a will.
See, generally, Article 944, Id.
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set aside for a special purpose. Art. 942 obliges that the succession will constitute a distinct
estate pending liquidation. And one of the most important purposes of the device of
liquidation is the satisfaction of debts claimed from the succession in favor of persons with
rightful claims.
In the context at hand, the law considers the succession a distinct estate. The primary
reason behind this move seems to be the protection of the interests of rightful persons. The
succession is specially kept for the benefit of lawful claimants pending liquidation.
So long as it has not been fully liquidated, heirs, legatees, and creditors (both creditors of
the succession and the personal creditors of the heirs) will have an undivided interest over
the succession. Article 943 provides for a specific instance of the practical application of the
principle set forth under Article 942. It states that the creditors of the success ion shall have
the property of the inheritance as their exclusive security. Since the creditors have right to
satisfy their claims from the property of the inheritance, the implication is that the law
prescribes the setting aside of the succession as a dis tinct estate for their protection. The
creditors may require the attachment of the property of the inheritance in order to satisfy
their claims. To protect this right of the creditors, the property forming part of the
inheritance may not merge with the personal properties of the heirs pending liquidation.
That means, heirs have no distinct right over the property of the inheritance before the end
of the liquidation process. By the same token, personal creditors of the heirs shall have no
right on the properties of the inheritance while the liquidation is still going on.
It should be noted at this junction that the succession is considered a distinct estate only
until it has been fully liquidated. That is, it ceases to be considered as such when the
liquidation process ends. Upon the closure of the liquidation process, any remaining
property or right will merge with other personal properties of the heir. So happens after
partition in the event where there are more than one heirs.

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
Anchor Micro Finance Institute (AMFI) is a local institute that lends money to small -scale
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business enterprises. W/ro Aster borrowed 5,000 Birr from AMFI to reinforce her poultry
business. Unfortunately, she died without repaying the loan to AMFI. The poultry busi ness
went bankrupt while W/ro Aster was bedridden during the three months period preceding
her death. W/ro Aster had saved a total of 8,000 Birr in her saving account at a bank before
she died. Her son, Dedefo, wants to withdraw the money from W/ro Aster’s account to
finance the process he has started to get a visa to South Africa.

Questions
1. Is the intention of Dedefo legitimate in the light of the interests of AMFI? Why, or why
not?
2. If Bezabih is a creditor of Dedefo, can he make any lawful claim on the money deposited
in W/ro Aster’s bank account? Why, or why not?

Hint
1. Dedefo will have to wait until the closure of the liquidation process before withdrawing
any money from W/ro Aster’s bank account for his personal uses. W/ro Aster’s
succession has not yet been fully liquidated. True enough, Dedefo is the sole heir-at-law
of W/ro Aster. However, that fact alone does not entitle him to the inheritance property
before the liquidation phase comes to an end. AMFI, by showing that it is the creditor of
the deceased, may request a court of law to order the attachment of the money
deposited in W/ro Aster’s bank account. Dedefo is entitled only to what is left after
liquidation. That is, he has a lawful claim only on the amount of money left after the
debt due to AMFI has been served.
2. While liquidation is still pending, Bezabih has no right to claim payment from the money
deposited in W/ro Aster’s bank account. He will have to wait until the closure of
liquidation. He may forward his claim after all the creditors of the succession, including
AMFI, have been paid. Since the property of the inheritance merges with the property of
Dedefo, the heir, upon the closure of liquidation, Bezabih may require the satisfaction of
his claim by then.
3.
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2. 1. 3. General Objectives of the Chapter
When they complete this Chapter, it is expected that students will acquire the knowledge,
skills, and attitude they need to personally undertake the liquidation of the succession of a
dead person, offer sound lawyerly advice on liquidation-related matters, and solve both real
and hypothetical cases involving issues of liquidation in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the law by, among other things, internalizing the specifics of the legal rules
governing the modes of appointment, duties, liabilities, and scope of power of a liquidator,
as well as the meaning and elements of liquidation.
Specifically, after finishing the Chapter, students will, inter alia, be able to:


Internalize the whatness of the liquidation of a succession;



Understand the meaning and constituents of a distinct estate in the context of the
Law of Successions;



Discuss the significance of the device of distinct estate in the real societal life
especially in relation to the rights of persons who have legitimate claims over the
succession;



Discuss the modes of appointment of a liquidator;



Analyze the duties, liabilities, and the scope of power of the liquidator;



Outline the options available for heirs and legatees by universal title after they are
called to the succession;



Identify the modes of payment and the identity of the recipients of the debts of a
succession;



Discuss such issues as the grounds for the closure of liquidation, and the legal effects
of closure; and



Dissertate about the right of creditors who appear after closure and the duty, if any,
of the heirs.

2. 1. 4. Contents and Organization of the Chapter
The Chapter is divided into six distinct Sections. Save for a couple of them, all Sections are
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themselves in turn divided into Sub-Sections. Here is a brief synopsis of the contents and
the pattern of organization of the Chapter.
Section One - the present Section - is meant to introduce the contents and structure of the
Chapter and its subject matter - liquidation of a succession. It has four Sub-Sections. The
First Sub-Section purports to provide the meaning of the term “liquidation” in the context
of the Law of Successions. The Second explores the guiding principles on which the whole
process of liquidation is based. The Third sets forth the envisioned general objectives of the
Chapter. Whereas, the Fourth Sub-Section - the one at hand - outlines the contents as well
as the pattern in which the Chapter and its elements have been organized.
Liquidation is an act or a process. It thus naturally requires an institution to carry it out. A
succession is liquidated by one or more persons called liquidators. Section Two is on “The
Liquidator of a Succession”. It examines issues such as who the liquidator is, how he is
appointed, what his functions, powers and duties are, etc.
Liquidation involves a host of activities. It is, therefore, worthwhile to take a close look at
the anatomy of these activities. This Chapter entertains some of the most important of
those activities. Section Three explores the process of identifying the rightful heirs and
legatees of a succession. On its part, Section Four discusses the “how” of the administration
of a succession. And Section Five examines the type of debts that may be claimed from a
succession, and the order and manner of payment of such debts.
Liquidation is not an indefinite process. It will come to an end upon the fulfillment of certain
conditions. Section Six provides a brief overview of the grounds for, and matters precedent
and subsequent to the closure of the liquidation process.
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THE LIQUIDATOR OF A SUCCESSION

2. 2. 1. Who is the "Liquidator"?
Liquidation, as alluded to earlier, is a process. It is a process that involves a series of tasks
and activities. As such, it naturally requires an executing institution.
Article 946 of the Civil Code establishes that executing institution designated with the task
of carrying out the liquidation of a succession. The Article in question reads:
“A succession, whether intestate or testate, shall be liquidated by one or
more persons…referred to as ‘the liquidators’”.
The liquidator, therefore, is nothing but the institution designated with the task of carrying
out the liquidation of a given succession. From the spirit of the statement of Article 946 and
its environs, it can be inferred that the term “person” is employed to refer exclusively to
natural or physical persons. Thus, a liquidator is a human person who is in charge of the
process of liquidation. It goes without saying that a succession may have one or more
liquidators.
The institution of the liquidator takes a different name in other jurisdictions. This is the case
particularly in countries that subscribe to the common law legal system. In those
jurisdictions, the terms “executor” and “administrator” 9 are used in reference to a similar
institution which the Ethiopian Law of Successions calls “liquidator”.
An “executor” is a person who is appointed by a will to carry into effect the provisions of
the will and to administer the estate of the testator 10. His authority to act is derived from
the will. In contrast, an “administrator” is appointed by the court to administer the estate of
the deceased11.

9
10
11

Rendell, Catherine. (1997). Law of Succession. Macmillan Law Masters: Macmillan. p.138.
Id.
Id.
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The functions of the liquidator are numerous and painstaking, and may even entail personal
liability. As a matter of principle, the liquidator must be a diligent person capable of
administering the property of the deceased as a bonus paterfamilias. He should also be a
person of integrity and thick patience.
The Ethiopian Law of Successions provides for various mechanisms through which a person
may assume the office of the liquidator. We will discuss those mechanisms in the coming
Sub-Section in a detailed fashion. But at this juncture, it is important to note that a
liquidator is expected to discharge his duties faithfully, diligently, and vigilantly, whatever
the mechanism through which he has come to hold the function. Moreover, no distinction
whatsoever is made between liquidators with respect to powers, rights, and duties on the
basis of the manner of appointment.

2. 2. 2.
2. 2. 2. 1.

Mechanisms of Appointment of a Liquidator
Designation by Law

One of the mechanisms of appointment of a liquidator is designation by the law 12. The law
designates the capacity of liquidator to the heirs -at-law of the deceased. Heirs-at-law
assume the office of liquidator solely by the operation of the law 13. Where a person dies
wholly intestate; or where the deceased dies without leaving a will at all; or where he dies
leaving a will, but the will is either subsequently declared invalid by a competent court of
law or fails to appoint a liquidator, the function of liquidator will devolve to his heirs -at-law.
Article 947 of the Civil Code states that “on the day of death, the capacity of liquidator shall
pertain ‘ipso facto’ to the heirs-at-law”. Here, the phrase “ipso facto” appears to be a bit
confusing. But we can simply ignore this phrase as the title of the same Article, which reads
“Designation by the law”, makes it unequivocally clear that heirs automatically become
liquidators by the operation of the law. They assume the office because of the mere fact
that they happen to be the heirs-at-law of the deceased.
12
13

See, generally, Article 947, Civil Code.
Id.
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Appointment by Will

A person has a right to specify, by a legally valid will, the manner in which his estate s hould
be disposed of after his death. He has also the power to name a person or persons whom
he wants to oversee the disposition. That in other words means, he can appoint the
liquidator of his succession by his will.
The testator has a right to bestow the capacity of liquidator to any person he thinks fit. He
may choose one or more of his heirs-at-law to be the liquidator of his succession. He may
even appoint an outsider who has no relation whatsoever with him. Although appointing a
liquidator is not a common practice in Ethiopia, most testators who do appoint one
designate their closest relatives or friends as liquidators.
It is presumed that the testator appoints the person whom he trusts most as liquidator. It
seems, the Ethiopian Law of Succession takes that presumption too. So long as the
appointment is made in compliance with the pertinent legal provisions, the law respects the
testator’s wish. It even gives priority to testamentary appointment over others.
Where the deceased has left a valid will, and where he has validly named a person as a
liquidator, the person so named shall be the sole liquidator of the succession 14. No other
person may take the position – not even those designated by law. Testamentary
appointment prevails over all other modes of appointment 15.
The law apparently takes a great deal of care to observe the deceased’s dying wish.
Remarkably, it is not confined to just respecting the testator’s wish. It goes to a great length
to try and find the intention of the deceased with respect to the appointment of liquidator.
For instance, the deceased may have left a valid will but had failed to make any express
disposition as to whom he wishes to be the liquidator. The law lends a hand to fill such gap.
Article 948(2) of the Civil Code provides that in such a case, the capacity of liquidator shall
pertain “ipso jure” to the legatees by universal title appointed in the will.

14
15

See, generally, Article 948 (1), Civil Code.
Id.
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That, therefore, means that failing any express disposition by the testator, the law assigns
legatees by universal title to the office of the liquidator 16. Legatees by universal title are
persons whom the testator has called to receive one whole or a portion of his inheritance 17.
It seems, the law took this position presuming the fact that the testator would have
preferred those persons whom he has appointed legatees by universal title also to be the
liquidators of his succession.
Akin to the term “ipso facto” in Article 947, the term “ipso jure” in Article 948(2) of the Civil
Code appears to be confusing. The two terms seem to be misplaced erroneously. They both
would have been more sensible if they switched places.
As a matter of rule, a legatee by universal title acquires any right over the succession
because of the fact that the deceased has included him in his will. His appointment as a
liquidator follows from this fact. Therefore, a legatee by universal title becomes a liquidator
ipso facto, not ipso jure. It should, however, be noted that this is just some linguistic
mishap. Whether a legatee by universal title ipso facto liquidator or an heir-at-law is an ipso
jure does not substantially matter.
Article 948(3) of the Civil Code provides that where a legatee by universal title happens to
hold the office of liquidator by the operation of Article 948(2) of the Civil Code, the heirs-atlaw shall also act as joint liquidators. But there appears to be a discrepancy between the
Amharic and the English versions of Article 948(3). The English version makes it clear that
heirs-at-law that have been disinherited by the deceased my not act as liquidators.
As it might be recalled, the deceased may in his will expressly disinherit his descendants,
including his own children, by giving a reason which justifies the disherison 18. Moreover, he
may tacitly disinherit his relatives of the second degree and beyond 19. The exclusion of such
heirs-at-law from the function of liquidator makes sense as the deceased has apparently on
purpose left those people out of his succession with a view to punishing them for some
wrongful act. What is more, once they have been validly disinherited by the testator, they
16
17
18
19

Sub-Article (2), Id.
See, Article 912(1), Civil Code.
Article 938(1), Id.
Article 939(1), Id.
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will have no right or any other claim whatsoever over the succession. So, as far as the
succession is concerned, those people are irrelevant and unwelcome. There is no point in
involving such people in any thing having to do with the succession as their involvement is
probably counterproductive, to say the least.
In contrast, the Amharic version of Article 948(3) imparts the message that where, because
of the application of Article 948(2), a legatee by universal title becomes liquidator, the
heirs-at-law may not act as joint liquidators. That is, heirs-at-law are not entitled to act as
liquidators. Rather, only the legatee by universal title will have the power to perform the
function.
Arguably, the English version of this Article is more logical and sensible than the Amharic
one. One thing should, however, be kept in mind. That is, the Amharic version is always the
controlling and prevailing version.

2. 2. 2. 3.

Incapable Liquidator

A person may be the heir-at-law of the deceased or might have been appointed a legatee by
universal title by the deceased in his will. As discussed shortly earlier, an heir-at-law has the
right to claim the office of the liquidator by the operation of Articles 947 a nd 948(3). A
legatee by universal title is also eligible to the same office thanks to Article 948(2).
But such a person may happen to be incapable in terms of the language of the law. He may,
for example, be a minor or an interdicted person. For all purpos es, a minor or an interdicted
person has the same right as others.
As a matter of fact, a minor or an interdicted person lacks the capacity to act as a liquidator.
That is arguably true both in terms of the legal and literal senses of the term. Remember,
liquidation is a daunting task even for someone who is capable. Accordingly, the law assigns
the tutor of the incapable person to represent the latter for the performance of the
functions of liquidator 20.

20

Article 940, Id.
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Appointment by Court

It may happen that a succession remains without a liquidator even after the application of
Articles 947, 948, and 949 of the Civil Code. Such a scenario could happen where all the
heirs-at-law and legatees by universal title decline inheritance. Ditto for a vacant succession
where the succession is taken by the state.
In such an event, the court intervenes. It appoints a liquidator upon the application of any
interested person. In the present context, a legatee by singular title or the public prosecutor
could be regarded as interested person. In particular, the court appoints a liquidator in
either of the following to cases:


When the succession is a vacant one. That is, when no person appears claiming
that he is an heir, or when all of the heirs renounce the succession, or when all of
the heirs do not want to liquidate the succession21.



When the succession goes to the state. That is, where there is no person legally
entitled to receive the succession22.

2. 2. 2. 5.

Other Cases of Judicial Appointment

There is one more possibility for judicial intervention. The court may replace a liquidator
already appointed in terms of Articles 947, 948, 949, or 950 of the Civil Code. There are a
number of various grounds for the court to make such replacement. The following are some
of the grounds:


Where, in the case of a testamentary liquidator, the validity of the
appointment is impugned 23;



Where there are several liquidators and they unable to agree on the manner
of the liquidation of the succession24;



When one or more of the heirs is incapable or is not, for any other reason, in
a position to look after his interests25;

21
22
23
24

Article 950(1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (a), Id.
Sub-Article (b), Id.
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When the liquidator is no active or diligent, or is a squanderer or dishonest 26.

Finally, it should be noted that the court acts upon the application of any interested
person 27. That is, the court replaces a liquidator only when an interested person applies to
that effect. Here, an heir-at-law, a legatee by universal or singular title, or the public
prosecutor could be regarded as an interested person.

2. 2. 3. Nature of the Functions of the Liquidator
The function of liquidator is voluntary. No person is bound to take the office of the
liquidator without his consent. In other words, no one is compelled to become a liquidator,
even if he has been appointed in terms of the provisions of the pertinent Articles.
By the same token, the liquidator may resign after starting his functions. According to
Article 954(1), the liquidator may resign at any time. This is saving where he has expressly
committed himself to perform his functions up to the conclusion of the liquidation process
or for a definite period of time.
However, an untimely resignation may entail personal liability. The liquidator may not
resign at a time “which is not convenient”. For instance, the liquidator may not resign while
there are perishable goods out there that seek his immediate attention. If he resigns at this
particular time, he will personally bear the loss. (See Article 954(2) cum. Article 961).
The other point is that the liquidator may not neces sarily be paid for his functions. Article
959 provides that the liquidator shall be entitled to remuneration only where this is justified
by the work he has performed. And the remuneration, where any, is paid under the
conditions determined by the deceased, or by agreement between the heirs, or by the
court.
When any interested person applies, the court may require the liquidator to furnish security
or some other guarantee for the proper performance of his functions. An heir-at-law, a
25
26
27

Sub-Article (c), Id.
Sub-Article (d), Id.
Article 951, Civil Code.
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legatee by universal or singular title, or the public prosecutor could be considered an
interested person for this purpose. The applicant may invoke a host of various reasons for
his move. He may, for example, cite the dishonesty of the liquidator. However, given the
voluntary and gratuitous nature of his functions, it seems practically ironic to make him
honest or diligent simply by requiring him to give a security.
The functions of a liquidator will terminate where he is replaced by a new liquidator. A
liquidator may be validly replaced in conformity with the law, the will, or a decision of the
court. They may also terminate where the liquidator has fully accomplished his functions
and rendered an account of his management 28.

2. 2. 4. Powers and Duties of the Liquidator
The liquidator’s functions are enormous. The most important of his functions can be
generalized as follows by reading Article 944 of the Civil Code in conjunction with Article
956 of the same Code. We will see these functions in a greater detail in the coming
Sections.


Search for a will of the deceased: This is a very important step in determining
whether the succession is testate or intestate.



Determination of persons who are called to the succession: If a valid and
uncontested will is discovered, there will be no problem - the persons named in the
will shall alone be called to the succession. If there is no will, or if the court
invalidates it, the recipients shall be determined according to the rules of intestate
succession.



Determination of the property that constitutes the succession: This is probably the
most difficult part of the functions of the liquidator. It involves the discovery and
collection of the properties of the deceased, the recovery of debts due to and the
payment of debts due by the succession which are exigible.



Administration of the succession: This involves the day-to-day tending of the
succession by the liquidator.

28

See, generally, Article 955, Civil Code.
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Payment of debts of the succession: A number of creditors may lodge claim against
the succession for the payment of the debts due to them. These debts should be
paid in accordance with the order and the manner prescribed by the law.

The liquidator has several powers and duties. However, the deceased or the court may limit
the powers of the liquidator or give him instructions regarding the manner how he should
perform his functions 29. Nonetheless, the court may, for good reason, modify such
instructions 30.
The liquidator is duty bound to render the accounts of his management when he has
accomplished his functions to their conclusions 31. He may also be required to render such
accounts before that date at the time agreed upon with the heirs or fixed by the court 32.
Failure to do so has the liability of the liquidator as its sanction 33.
In addition, several other reasons may entail the personal liability of the liquidator. In
particular, the liquidator shall be liable for any damage he causes through his fault or
negligence34. He shall be deemed to be at fault where he acts contrary to the provisions of
the law, to the provisions of the will or to the instructions given to him by the deceased or
by the court 35. Nevertheless, the court may relieve him in whole or in part of such liability in
his relation with the heirs or legatees where it appears that he has acted in good faith with
the intention of performing his functions 36.

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Article 957(1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 960(1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
See, generally, Article 957(3), Civil Code.
Article 961(1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
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Read the following case and comment on the
decision of the court
የፍ/ብሔር ይ/መ/ቁ/1538/88
መጋቢት 24 ቀን 1993 ዓ.ም
አቶ ጋባን ጀማሌ ግንቦት 8 ቀን 1980 ዓ/ም የሞተ መሆኑ የወረዲ 22 ፍ/ቤት በፍ/መ/ቁ/
ዲኞች ፦ ሏጎስ ወሌደ
3936/80 በ1981 ዓ/ም ወራሽነትን በሚመሇከት በሰጠው ውሳኔ ሊይ ተገሌጿሌ።
ዲኜ መሊኩ
አንዯኛዋ ወራሽ ወ/ሮ ገነት ጋባን አውራሻቸው ከሞተ ከ6 ዓመት ቆይታ በኋሊ ጥቅምት 3
ምህረቱማመሌከቻ ከአባታችን በውርስ ሉተሊሇፍሌን የሚገባ ንብረቶች
ቀን 1987 ጌታቸው
ዓ/ም በተጻፈ
ተጣራተው እንዱታወቁ የውርስ አጣሪ እንዱሾም የውርስ አጣሪውም የውርሱን ንብረቶች
በማጣራት እንዱያከፋፍሊቸው የሚጠይቅ አቤቱታ ሇወረዲ 17 ፍ/ቤት አቅርባሇች።
ይግባኝ ባይ ፦ አቶ ታምራት ጋባን ቀረበ
አመሌካች በውርስ ከአባቴ ሉተሊሇፍሌኝ የሚገባ ንብረቶችን ተጠሪው አቶ ታምራት ጋባን
እንዱያካፍሇኝ
ተጠይቆ
ፈቃዯኛ
በግለ ይዞ በመጠቀም ሊይ ይገኛሌ ብሊ በማመሌከቻዋ
መሌስ ሰጪ ፦
ወ/ ሮ ገነት
ጋባንባሇመሆን
በላሇችበት
ሊይ ገሌጻሇች።
መዝገቡን መርምረን የመከተሇውን ወስነናሌ።
ተጠሪው ቀርቦ በሰጠው መሌስ አውራሻችን ባዯረጉት ኑዛዜ መሰረት የንብረት ክፍፍሌና

ውሳኔ የውርስ አጣሪ ይሾም ጥያቄ መስተናገድ
ድሌድሌ አድርገን ባሇቀ ጉዲይ አመሌካች ያቀረበችው
የሇበትም ብል የተከራከረ ቢሆንም የወረዲው ፍ/ቤት ውርስ አጣሪ መሾም አሇበት የሚሌ ትዕዛዝ
ሰጥቷሌ።ይህ ይግባኝ የቀረበው የቀድሞው የክሌሌ 14 መስተዲዯር ዞን ፍ/ቤት በፍ/መ/ቁ
1169/87 ግንቦት 24 ቀን 1987 ዓ/ም ባዋሇው ችልት በሰጠው ትዕዛዝ ሊይ ቅሬታ በማሣዯር
ትእዛዝ በመጀመሪያ
በመቃወም ሇክሌሌ
14 መስተዲዯር
ዞን ፍ/ቤት
አቤቱታውን
ይሁንይህንኑ
አንጅ ጉዲዩን
ዯረጃ አይቶት
ትዕዛዝ የሰጠው
የወረዲየይግባኝ
17 ፍ/ቤት
መሆኑን
በማቅረብ
ቢያሰማም የዞኑ
ፍ/ቤት የወረዲው
ውርስትዕዛዝ
አጣሪ ሉሰጥ
ይሾምየቻሇው
በሚሌ የሰጠው
ትዕዛዝ
መዝገቡ ያስረዲሌ።
ዞን ፍ/ቤትም
ይግባኝ ፍ/ቤት
የተባሇበትን
ጉዲዩ በይግባኝ
ጉድሇት
አይዯሇም
ቀርቦሇትየሚታይበት
ከተመሇከተ በኋሊ
ነው። በማሇት መሌስ ሰጪን ጠርቶ በይግባኙ ሊይ ሣያከራክር
በፍ/ሥ/ሥ/ህ/ ቁ. 337 መሠረት ይግባኙን ሠርዞበታሌ።
ጉዲዩ ውርስ አጣሪ በፍርድ ቤት በኩሌ እንዱሾም በመጠየቅ የቀረበ ነው።
እንዯገና በዚህ መዝገብ የይግባኙ ከርክሩ ቀጥል ሇይግባኝ ሰሚው ፍ/ቤት የቀረበውም
ከመዝገቡ ውስጥ ተያይዞ ከሚገኘው ማስረጃ ሇመመሌከት እንዯተቻሇው አመሌካች
በሥር በሁሇቱ ፍ/ቤቶች የተሰጠው ትዕዛዝ ተቀባይነት ሉሰጠው አይገባም፤ ሟች ንብረታቸውን
የሆነችው ወ/ሮ ገነት ጋባንና ተጠሪ የነበረው አቶ ታምራት ጋባን የሟች የአቶ ጋባን ጀማሌ
በኑዛዜ ባዯሊዯለበት ጉዲይ ሊይ ውርስ አጣሪ መሾም የሇበትም፤ የሚጣራ ንብረትም የሇም በሚሌ
ሌጆችና ሕጋዊ ወራሽ ናችው።
ተቃውሞ ነው።
የይግባኙ ማመሌከቻ ሇመሌስ ሰጪ ዯርሷት
ቀርባ መሌስ እንድትስጥበት ታዛ የነበረ
97
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ይህ ፍ/ቤትም የይግባኝ ባይ እና የመሌስ ሰጪ አውራሽ የሆነው አቶ ጋባን ጀማሌ ከሞተ
ከስድስት ዓመታት ቆይታ በኋሊ ከሁሇቱ ወራሾች መካከሌ የአሁኗ መሌስ ሰጪ በውርስ መከፋፈሌ
የሚገባን የአባታችንን ንብረቶች የአሁኑ ይግባኝ ባይ አቶ ታምራት ጋባን በድርሻዬ እንዱሰጠኝ
ብጠይቀው ፈቃዯኛ ስሊሌሆነ የውርስ አጣሪ ተሹሞ ንብረቶቹን እንዱያከፋፍሇን ይዯረግ በማሇት
ያቀረበችው ጥያቄ መስተናገድ የሚገባው ነው? አይዯሇም? የሚሇውን ከሕጉ ጋር በማገናዘብ
መርምሯሌ።
በቅድሚያ በሕጉ የውርስ አጣሪ በመባሌ የሚታወቀው አካሌ የውርስ ክርክር ጉዲዮችን
በሚመሇከት አከራክሮ የመወሰን የዲኝነት ሥሌጣን የላሇውና ያሌተሰጠው መሆኑ መታወቅ
ይነኖርበታሌ።
ውርስ ማጣራት ማሇት ምን ማሇት እንዯሆነ ዯግሞ የፍ/ብሔር ሕግ ቁጥር 944 ያስረዲሌ።
ውርስ ማጣራት ማሇት፦
 የውርስ ተቀባይ እንማን እንዯሆኑ መወሰን፣
 የውርስ ሀብት ምን መሆኑን መወሰን፣
 ሇውርሱ የሚከፈሇውን ገንዘብ መቀበሌ፣ ሇመክፈሌ አሰገዲጅ የሆነውን ዕዲ
መክፈሌ፣
 ሟቹ በኑዛዜው ስጦታ ሊዯረገሊቸው ሰዎች የተሰጣቸውን መክፈሌ ነው።
የፍ/ብሔር ሕግ ቁጥር 956 ድንጋጌ እንዯሚያስረዲው የውርስ አጣሪው ሥራ
 ሟቹ አንድ ኑዛዜ ትቶ እንዯሆነ መፈሇግና በመጨረሻ ውርሱ የሚዯርሳቸው ሰዎች
እነማን እንዯሆኑ ማረጋግጥ፣
 የውርሱን ሀብት ማስተዲዯር፣
 መክፈያቸው የዯረሰውን የውርስ ዕዲዎች መክፈሌ፣
 ሟቹ በኑዛዜ ያዯረጋቸውን ስጦታዎች
መክፈሌና የኑዛዜውን ቃሌ ሇመፈፀም
98
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የውርስ ማጣራት ዋና አሊማም ባሇቤቱ በመሞቱ ምክንያት በቤተሰቦቹ ዙሪያ በሚፈጠር
ያሇማረጋጋትና የአስተዲዯር ችግር ባጋጣሚው የውርስ ሀብት በየአቅጣጫው እንዲይባክንና የሟች
ሀብት በአግባቡ ተጠብቆ በሕጉ ሇሚገባቸው ወራሾች እንዱተሊሇፍሊቸው ሇማድረግና

የሟች

ገንዘብ ጠያቂዎችን ጥቅም ሇማስጠበቅ ጭምር መሆኑን ከሕጉ አጠቃሊይ መንፈስ ሇመረዲት
ይቻሊሌ።==========//
የፍትሏብሔር ሕግ ቁጥር 1052 (1) እንዯሚገሌፀው የውርስ ማጣራት ሥራ ሟቹ ከሞተ ከአንድ
ዓመት በኋሊ ይዘጋሌ።
ይህ ሇውርስ ማጣራቱ ስራ በሕጉ የተወሰነው ጊዜ ሉራዘም የሚችሇው የነገሩ አካባቢ ሁኔታ
የሚያስገዯድ ሆኖ ሂሣብ አጣሪው ወይም ከባሇጉዲዮች አንደ ሇዲኞች ጥያቄ አቅርቦ አሣማኝነቱ
ታይቶ የተፈቀዯ እንዯሆነ ነው።
በአጠቃሊይ የውርስ ማጣራት ሥራን በሚመሇከት እና ከዚሁ ጋር በተያያዘ ስሇውርስ አጣሪ
ተግባራትና የሥራ ኃሊፊነት የተጻፋት የሕጉ ሌዩ ሌዩ ድንጋጌዎች የውርስ ማጣራት ጥያቄ ሉኖርና
ሉቀርብ የሚችሇው ስሇውርሱ ማጣራት አስፈሊጊ ሆኖ ሲገኝና በአጣሪው አማካኝነት የሚጣራ ውርስ
ባሇበት ሁኔታ መሆኑን የሚያመሇከቱ ናቸው።
በጊዜም ረገድ ስንመሇከተው እንኳንስ ሟቹ ከሞተ ከስድስት ዓመታት ቆይታ በኋሊ ውርስ
እንዱጣራ ጥያቄ ማቅረብ ቀርቶ የተጀመረው የውርስ ማጣራት ሥራ እንኳን የተሇየ ሁኔታ
ካሊጋጠመ በቀር ሟቹ ከሞተ ከአንድ አመት በኋሊ የሚዘጋ መሆኑን ነው ሕጉ የዯነገገው።
በዚህ ጉዲይ

እንዯተስተዋሇውና በላልች ተመሣሣይ ጉዲዮች ሊይ እንዯታየው አንዲንድ

ፍ/ቤቶች ስሇውርስ አጣሪ ተግባርና ሊፊነት ያሊቸው ግንዛቤና አመሇካከት ፍጹም የተሣሣተና
የሕጉን መሰረት አሊማ የተከተሇ አይዯሇም። በአብዛኛው ውርስ ይጣራ የሚሇው ጥያቄ ምን
ዓይነትን ችግር ሇማስወገድና የሚያስገኘው መፍትሔም ምን እንዯሆነ ሣይታወቅ እየቀረበ
እንዯመዯበኛ የፍርድ ቤት ክርክር ሲያወዛግብና በዚህ አቅጣጫ ክርክር እየቀጠሇ ረጂም ዓመታት
እንዯሚወስድ ታይቷሌ።========//
በዚህ መዝገብ በቀረበው ይግባኝ ሇማረጋገጥ የተቻሇውም የሚጣራ ውርስ በላሇበት እና
አንድ የውርስ ማጣራት ሥራ ቀረቦ ፍጻሜ ማግኘት ከሚገባው ጊዜ ውጭ ሟች ከሞተ ከስድስት
ዓመታት በሊ ውርስ ይጣራ በሚሌ ጥያቄ ቀርቦ የወረዲው ፍርድ ቤትም ሆነ የዞኑ ፍ/ቤት ከሕጉ
መንፈስ ውጭ እንዱስተናገድ የፈቀደ መሆኑን ነው።
99
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IDENTIFYING LEGITIMATE SUCCESSORS

2. 3. 1. Provisional Determination
The rightful recipients of a succession – be it testate or intestate – must be identified with
the utmost care. This is important for a number of obvious reasons. To mention but one
reason, if the recipients of a succession are not correctly identified, then there will be a risk
of violating the intent of the deceased and the law by denying the persons who are lawfully
entitled and by entitling those that are not entitled.
The liquidator does most of the identification activity. The first and the foremost task of the
liquidator is to make a search for a will. The cumulative reading of Articles 962(1) and 956(a)
of the Civil Code provides that:
“The liquidator shall make a search to find out whether the deceased has
left a will, and establish who is to receive the property of the succession”
One may wonder what type of liquidator makes the search for a will. Logic and the spirit of
the relevant legal provisions dictate that such a liquidator is a liquidator designated by law.
That is because with the exception of heirs-at-law, who are designated by law, no other
liquidator can be legitimately appointed before the presence or absence of a will is
conclusively determined. For example, it is highly unlikely for a testamentary executor to
make a search for a will as his very position fully depends on the existence of a will.
The liquidator must make in all places that seem appropriate and the ways that are
reasonable a search to find out whether the deceased has left a will. For this purpose, the
places that seem appropriate include the papers of the deceased, and the no taries and the
registries of the courts of the places where the deceased had lived. The liquidator should
sign up at those places and make all necessary researches 37.

37

Article 962 (2), Civil Code.
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Apart from the liquidator, any person who has knowledge of a will in a witness capacity is
duty bound to contribute toward the search. Article 963 (1) of the Civil Code provides that
whosoever has in his possession, finds or knows, in his capacity as a witness, of a will made
by the deceased shall make a declaration regarding such will to the liquidator as soon as he
comes to know of the death of the deceased. Sub-Article (2) of the same Article states that
the duty of such a person to make the declaration holds notwithstanding that the will
seems to be affected by nullity. Apparently, the law put in place such a duty with a view to
facilitating the search and easing the burden of the liquidator. But the duty is toothless as it
is not backed by any punitive sanction that may be imposed on a witness who refuses or
fails to make a declaration. That will likely make the entire venture ineffective.
The search may bear fruit and produce a will. It may also happen that more than one wills
are discovered. But Article 970 declares that the irrespective of the number of wills, the
following legal requirements need to be complied with.
Where the will found is public or holograph, it must be deposited without delay with a
notary or in the registry of the court where it is discovered or conserved 38. The liquidator or
any interested person applies to that effect 39. The idea here is to protect the will and/or its
terms from destruction and conversion.
Where the will discovered is oral, the witnesses who have attested it must see to it that the
will is reduced to writing and deposited with a notary or court registry40. And they must do
this without delay. The justification for this seems to be the fear that witnesses, being
fallible human persons, may intentionally or for any other reason twist the dying wishes of
the deceased, or change their places, or forget the contents of the will, or may die.
Once a will has been discovered, it shall be opened. Opening means to formally publicize
the will and its contents. According to Article 965 of the Civil Code, the liquidator opens the
will.
Article 965 prescribes also that the liquidator is expected to open the will forty days after

38
39
40

Article 964 (1), Civil Code.
Id.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
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the death of the deceased41. There is nothing special with the fortieth day. It is simply the
reflection of the religious or customary practice of “tezkar” or “arba”, i.e., commemorating
the dead on the fortieth day of his death.
However, the above rule is not hard and fast. A will may be opened after the fortieth day of
the deceased’s death. Article 965 (2) of the Civil Code provides for an instance where a will
may be opened after such date. This Sub-Article states that where a will has been
discovered after the fortieth day of the death of the testator, it shall be opened on a day
fixed by the liquidator within the month of its discovery.
The date specified under Article 965 (1) may be changed for other reasons also. It may, for
example, put forward where the deceased has so ordered; or where doing so is necessary
for the purpose of making funeral arrangements; or where the majority of the heirs called in
the first place by the law agree to the putting forward of the date of the opening. But where
for any legitimate reason, a will is to be opened on a date other than the fortieth day of the
testator’s death; it must, prior to its opening, be deposited with a notary or in a court
registry without delay in conformity with the provisions of the law governing deposit of
will42.
Article 967 of the Code stipulates the place where the liquidator should open the will. SubArticle (1) of this Article specifies that the will shall be opened at the notary or in the
registry of the court where it has been deposited during the deceased’s lifetime or after his
death. Sub-Article (2) of the same Article purports to fill the gap that may be created in the
event where the will is not deposited for any reason. This Sub-Article states that in default
of such deposit, the will shall be opened at the place where the deceased had his principal
residence at the time of his death.
Needless to say, all the potential successors of the deceased are expected to be present at
the opening of the will. Accordingly, the law imposes the duty to publicize the opening of
the will on the liquidator. Naturally, the heirs-at-law whom the law calls to the succession of
the deceased are the foremost potential successors. Thus, Article 968 (1) obliges the

41
42

Article 965 (1), Civil Code.
Articles 965 (3) and 966 (3), Civil Code.
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liquidator to invite such persons to be present or be represented. In any case, for the
opening of a will to be legitimate, at least four legally capable persons must be present 43.
Besides the liquidator and potential successors, the law authorizes the presence of
arbitrators at the opening of the will. Arbitrators are appointed to settle any dispute arising
out of the succession44. However, a close reading of the relevant provisions of the law
reveals that neither the appointment nor the presence of arbitrators is mandatory.
At the time of the opening of the will, the liquidator and all other persons present shall in
the first place verify the validity or the form of the will 45. Then, the contents of the will shall
be read out 46. Furthermore, the necessary provisions shall be made to ensure the
conservation of the will 47.
During the opening meeting, the liquidator shall oversee the reading out of the will. He shall
make known who the heirs or legatees of the deceased are and to what portion of the
succession they are entitled 48. He shall also establish an order of partition, that is, the
manner in which he considers that the succession should devolve and reveal same to
interested persons 49. For this purpose, “interested persons” include the persons who are
called to receive the property of the deceased, and persons who would have been called to
receive it had there been no will 50.
All potential successors should, for their own sake, make themselves available at the
opening meeting. Minors and interdicted persons should be represented by their tutors.
Potential successors or their representatives should carefully listen to the terms of the will
and the order of partition proposed by the liquidator.
Any interested person who feels aggrieved by the will, or a provision contained therein, or
the order of partition may challenge same. He may, for example, demand the nullification of

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Article 968 (2), Civil
Article 969 (3), Civil
Sub-Article (1), Id.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
Article 971 (1), Civil
Article 971 (2), Civil
Article 971 (3), Civil

Code.
Code.

Code.
Code.
Code.
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the will on the ground that it does not fulfill a formality requirement stipulated by the law.
Article 973 (1) provides that any interested person present or represented at the opening of
the will may within fifteen days from the opening of the will declare his intention to apply
for the nullity of the will or of a provision contained therein, or to impugn the order of
partition. But any such declaration will be effective only where it is made in writing and
notified to the liquidator, the court or the arbitrators, where any, within fifteen days from
the opening of the will 51.
The cumulative reading of Articles 969 (3) and 973 (1) suggests that such a person should,
before going to court, bring his case to the attention of arbitrators, where arbitrators have
been appointed to settle disputes that may arise out of the succession. But arbitrators
might have not been appointed or may fail to resolve the dispute. In such an event, the
aggrieved person may initiate a court action.
Article 973 talks only about interested persons who were at the meeting of the opening of
the will. But there could be interested persons who were neither present nor represented
at the meeting. With regard to such persons, the period for the declaration of intention to
challenge the will, its provision, or the order of partition shall begin to run from the day
when the liquidator informs them of the order of partition proposed by him 52. However, no
application to contest the validity of a will or an order of partition may be filed after five
years from the day of the opening of the will53.
The discussion so far is confined to the case of testate succession. It goes without saying
that there is no such thing as opening of will where the succession is intestate. But as long
as other matters are concerned, the liquidator of an intestate succession burdens similar
responsibilities as that of a testate succession.
Akin to the liquidator of a testate succession, the liquidator of an intestate succession must
establish an order of partition at the time it appears certain that the deceased has not left a
will54. He must also inform interested persons of his proposed order of partition without

51
52
53
54

Article 973 (2), Civil Code.
Article 974 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 972 (1), Civil Code.
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delay. The liquidator must give such information as soon as it appears certain that there is
no will and, at the latest, forty days after the death of the deceased 55.
Any interested person aggrieved by the manner of the devolution of the succession that the
liquidator proposed may challenge same. The last limb of Article 974 (1), which is the
counterpart of Article 973 for intestate succession, authorizes that an interested person
may declare his intention to impugn the liquidator’s order of partition within fifteen days
from the day on which the liquidator informs him of it. But any such declaration shall be of
no effect unless it is made in writing and notified to the liquidator, the court or the
arbitrators, where any, within the above period 56. No interested person may contest the
order of partition after five years from the death of the deceased 57.

2. 3. 2. Option of Heirs and Universal Legatees
In principle, an individual right is a right in the legal sense of the term. That is, an individual
right generally is optional. The holder of a certain individual right has two options as far as
that particular right he holds is concerned. He is at liberty to opt to exercise the right or, if
he so wishes, to renounce it single-handedly so long as his act does not directly harm any
right of others recognized by law as valid and enforceable.
From the perspective of the beneficiary, succession is obviously an individual right. Thus,
just like most individual rights, the doctrine of option or election is applicable to succession.
Accordingly, any person who has right to succeed a deceased person is at liberty to make an
election as to whether he will accept the succession.
The Ethiopian Law of Successions is no different. It f ollows the “no necessary heirs” rule.
Pursuant to this rule, “no heir is bound to accept the succession to which he is called” 58.
The abovementioned rule gives a person called to a succession two options - to accept the
succession or to renounce it. Acceptance is an act by which a person takes his title to a
55
56
57
58

Sub-Article (2), Id.
See, generally, the last limb of Article 974 (1) together with Ar ticle 973 (2), Civil Code.
Article 974 (2), Civil Code.
Article 976, Civil Code.
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succession. In the contrary, renunciation is an act by which a person opts to give up his title.
The “no necessary heirs” rule applies not only to heirs-at-law, but also to both legatees by
universal and singular titles. That is because the law, via Article 915 (1) of the Civil Code,
assimilates legatees by universal title to heirs-at-law. And as for legatees by singular title,
Article 1038 of the same Code provides that the provisions relating to the option of heirs-atlaw and legatees by universal title shall apply also to legatees by singular title, save for a
handful of differences.
Akin to making, altering and revoking a will, the right to opt to accept or to renounce the
succession is strictly personal to the heir 59. No other person may make the option on behalf
of the heir as long as he is alive and capable. Likewise, where several heirs are called to the
succession, it is up to each individual heir to make the choice. Some heirs may accept the
succession, while others renounce it 60.
Even the personal creditors of an heir may not exercise the right of election
notwithstanding the likelihood that the heir will opt to renounce the succession at their
peril61. But the rights of such creditors shall not be affected by the heir renouncing the
succession in fraud of their interests 62. Once the heir has opted to renounce the succession,
the creditors may, where it is prejudicial to them, apply to the court to annul the
renunciation by invoking the device of “Actio Pauliana”

63

.

However, Article 987 of the Civil Code provides that where the heir who is called to the
succession dies without making a decision, the right to accept or renounce the succession
will devolve on his heirs. Each heir of such an heir is at liberty to opt to accept or to
renounce the succession. An heir who has renounced the succession is deemed to have
renounced the succession of the deceased.
Article 988 demands that election must be pure and simple. Without prejudice to the
provisions of the law stipulating otherwise, acceptance or renunciation of a succession may
59
60
61
62
63

Article 977 (1), Civil Code.
Article 986, Civil Code.
Article 977 (2), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
Article 993 (1), Ci vil Code.
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not be made with a time limit or under a condition 64. Election made otherwise shall be of no
effect. Consequently, an heir who accepts or renounces a succession with a time li mit or
under a condition shall be deemed not to have elected at all65.
Acceptance or renunciation may not be partial 66. An heir may not, for instance, accept to
take the benefits of a succession and decline its debts. A valid election is said to be made
only where the heir accepts or renounces the succession in total. And an heir who accepts
the succession for one purpose accepts it for all purposes. By the same token, an heir who
renounces the succession is deemed to have never been an heir for all intents and
purposes.
However, the “no partial election” rule should not be taken on the surface. A number of
qualifications and, even exceptions are attached to it. For example, a person who has
renounced the succession in his capacity as a legatee by universal title may still accept it in
his capacity as an heir-at-law of the deceased67. And an heir-at-law in whose favor a legacy
by singular title has been ordered may renounce the succession and accept the legacy or,
conversely, accept the succession and renounce the legacy68. What is more, a person to
whom more than one legacy by singular title has been bequeathed may accept one of such
legacies and refuse the other 69.
The fundamental idea behind the “no partial election” rule is simple: A person cannot be
permitted to claim inconsistent rights with respect to the same subject matter. Accordingly,
an heir who accepts the succession of the deceased cannot enjoy its rights and avoid its
burdens.
In the ordinary course of events, debts imputable to the deceased and the succession,
which are otherwise referred together as debts of the inheritance, should be paid from the
estate. If the property the deceased left is not sufficient to pay off those debts, the heir is
not obliged to pay the debts on condition that he renounces the succession. But if he
64
65
66
67
68
69

Article 988 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 989 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
Article 1039, Civil Code.
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accepts the succession, he is bound by the obligation the acceptance may bring about.
Some jurisdictions uphold the principle of simple and unconditional acceptance. According
to this principle, if a person opts to take the benefits of a succession by accepting it, then he
must also assume any burden attached thereto even though the burdens turn out to be
greater than the benefits. So, in such jurisdictions, it is wise to ascertain that the succession
is solvent before committing oneself to acceptance.
In sharp contrast, under the Ethiopian Law of Successions, the liability of an heir to the
debts of the inheritance does not in any case exceed the value of the benefit he gains by
accepting the succession. If all the property of the inheritance is disposed of during the
process of liquidation, creditors of the inheritance will not have any legal recourse against
the heir as nothing has gone to the heir from the succession. If, on the other hand, some
property remains after the liquidation process is wound up and the heir takes the property
so remaining, he will be liable only to the extent of the value of the property he has taken 70.
Apparently, the Ethiopian Law promotes acceptance more than renunciation of succession.
That is because the law prescribes stricter time limit and formality requirements for valid
renunciation than acceptance. For example, renunciation not made in conformity with the
specified time limit or form amounts to acceptance 71.
That is not really a problem given that the obligations which acceptance may bring about
will in no case be greater than the benefits it entails. But renunciation is a wise choice to
make in some instances. A case in point is an heir who is a descendant of the deceased and
who has received donations from the deceased. It is advisable for such an heir to renounce
the succession if, on condition that it has not been exempted from collation, the value of
the donations outweighs what he gets by accepting the succession. The reason is that
pursuant to the principle of collation, “any descendant of the deceased who accepts his
succession shall bring to the succession the value of the liberalities which he has received
from the deceased and which are not exempted from collation” 72.

70
71
72

Article 1054 (3), Civil Code.
See, generally, Article 982 (2), Civil Code.
Article 1065, Civil Code.
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Be that as it may, the law still allows heirs some room to think and make their mind. As
discussed in the previous Sub-Section, the liquidator is duty bound to inform an heir about
his being called to the succession without delay. This is necessary to give time to the heir to
think over the matter.
An heir will be legally considered to have renounced a succession only where he makes the
renunciation in strict compliance with the following requirements; otherwise he is deemed
to have accepted the succession. The renunciation will be valid only where the heir makes
it:
I. Within one month from the day on which the liquidator has informed him that he is
called to the succession73; or
II. Where the court, upon his application, grants extension, within three months from
the day on which the liquidator has informed him that he is called to the
succession74; and
III. In writing 75; or
IV. If he has to make it orally, in the presence of four witnesses 76; and
V. Known to the liquidator before the expiry of the period stated under (I) or (II) above
as the case may be77.
An heir may simply renounce a succession or, if he likes, renounce it in favor of other
persons. If an heir makes the renunciation in favor of one or more specified persons, then
he is deemed not to have renounced the succession, but rather to have accepted it 78. And
such renunciation is legally considered as an assignment of rights 79. If, on the other hand, an
heir renounces the succession in favor of all his co-heirs indistinctly without receiving any
pecuniary compensation in return, he is deemed to have renounced the succession80.

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Article 978 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 979 (1), Civil Code.
Id.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 983 (2), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (1), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
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Once it has been validly made, renunciation produces serious legal effects. The renouncing
heir will be deemed never to have been an heir for all purposes of the succession 81. And the
portion which he has renounced will go to his co-heirs who have accepted the succession,
and where appropriate, to the heirs who come next 82. However, those co-heirs may
themselves renounce such portion within one month from the day on which the
renunciation of their co-heir has been brought to their knowledge 83.
Because renunciation produces legal effects which are difficult to undo, revoking
renunciation is not as easy as making it. An heir who has validly renounced a succession is
not free to change his mind any time he wants and decide to accept the succession.
Renunciation may be revoked only under certain circumstances.
As a matter of principle, an heir must give his defect-free consent to renounce the
succession. Otherwise, defective consent may render the renunciation revocable. In
particular, a renunciation extorted by violence may be revoked 84. Similarly, a renunciation
obtained through fraud perpetrated by another person called to the succession, or by a
descendant, ascendant, brother, sister, or spouse of the renouncing person may be
revoked 85. Except for the above two, renunciation may not be revoked for any other
cause86.
An heir who intends to revoke his renunciation must bring an action before the court within
two years from the cessation of the violence or the discovery of the fraud because of which
he claims to have decided to renounce the succession87. However, renunciation may in no
case be revoked ten years after it has been made even though the alleged violence did not
cease or the fraud was not discovered within this period 88. If the plaintiff proves the
existence of the violence or the fraud, the court to which the action for revocation has been

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Article 995 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
Article 991 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
Article 992 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
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brought may annul the renunciation or in some other way it thinks fit specify the effects of
the revocation 89.

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
Azeb, an Ethiopian national who went to Canada five years ago, has succeeded in making a
pile of cash. She has even succeeded in remitting money to her parents, brothers and sisters
back home although her parents are economically better off. In July 2004, Azeb’s father Ato
Iyasu passed away.
The late Ato Iyasu appointed Ato Bekele, a good friend of his, as the liquidator
(testamentary executor) of his succession in the legally valid will he left. Azeb was among
the beneficiaries in the will. Ato Iyasu has made it clear that he intends all of his children to
have equal rights in his succession.
Ato Bekele, the liquidator, made a telephone call to Azeb to ask whether she is accepting or
renouncing the succession. Azeb replied that she has plenty of property so she does not
want to take the succession. Six months after the death of her father, Azeb came home. She
observed that the hereditary estate is by far greater than what she expected. She
immediately demanded her share. But Ato Bekele told her that she has already renounced
the succession and she has no right to demand anything. Her brothers and sisters also
opposed her request. The only person who supported Azeb’s demand was her mother Wro
Almaz.

Question
Can Azeb succeed if she takes her case to court? Why, or, why not?

Hint

89

Sub-Article (3), Id.
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It is difficult in this case to say that Azeb has validly renounced Ato Iyasu’s succession.
Renunciation has to be made either in writing or in the presence of four witnesses. But Azeb
declined the succession by a telephone response. Neither of those formalities, which is a
legal requirement under Article 979 (1), has not been fulfilled. Her response is thus of no
legal effect and she will not considered to have renounced the succession.
Ato Bekele’s move is erroneous. He should have requested Azeb to write down and mail her
decision. She has the right to demand her share in the succession.
So far so good. That was all about renunciation of succession. Now let us turn to
acceptance.
Acceptance is not as complicated as renunciation. It may be made either expressly or
impliedly/tacitly90. An heir who assumes the status of heir in writing is deemed to have
accepted expressly91.
Implied acceptance, in contrast, may be made in a wide variety of ways. An heir who fails to
renounce the succession in compliance with the requirements of the law is deemed to have
impliedly accepted the succession92. Moreover, an heir who performs any act which shows
unequivocally his intention to accept the succession is also deemed to have impliedly
accepted the succession93. For example, an heir who orally tells the liquidator that he
accepts the succession, or one who misappropriates or conceals property forming part of
the inheritance is deemed to have accepted the succession 94. But an heir who performs
urgent acts of preservation or administration is not deemed to have impliedly accepted the
succession95. That seems because the intention of such an heir is not unequivocally clear.
He might perform the acts of preservation or administration out of g ood intention for the
benefit of other heirs. Just in case such heir does not want to take the succession,
considering his acts as acceptance will amount to punishing him for good behavior.

90
91
92
93
94
95

Article 980, Civil Code.
Article 981, Civil Code.
Article 982 (2), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (1), Id.
Article 985, Civil Code.
Article 984, Civil Code.
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Failure to renounce a succession is taken as acceptance thereof. As long as he has not
validly renounced it, an heir is considered to have accepted the succession. Therefore,
acceptance starts to produce legal effect beginning from the day on which the deceased has
died96.
Unlike renunciation, acceptance is totally irrevocable97. In no case may acceptance be
revoked. The decision of an heir to accept the succession to which he is called is final and
conclusive. He may not seek the invalidation or annulment of his acceptance even by going
to court.

2. 3. 3. Certificate of Heir
An heir98 does not start to exercise his inheritance right as soon as he is informed that he is
called to the succession. He must wait until the property of the inheritance merges with his
personal property in accordance with the pertinent provision of the law. However, he can
before that apply to the court and obtain a “certificate of heir”.
But what does “certificate of heir” mean? Blacks Law Dictionary defines the term
“certificate” as follows:
“Certificate is a written assurance or official representation that some act
has or has not been done; some event occasioned; or some legal
formalities have been complied with. A written assurance made or issued
by some court designed as a notice of things done therein”.
As can be inferred from the above definition, a “certificate of heir” is thus a written
assurance or official representation issued by the competent court to confirm the
inheritance right of an heir who meets the all the legal requirements to succeed a deceased
person. This expression is consistent with the provision of Article 996 (1) of the Civil Code,
which reads:
96
97
98

Article 994, Civil Code.
Article 990, Civil Code.
Note that the provisions governing certificate of heir apply not only to legatees by universal title by
assimilation (Article 915, Civil Code), but also to legatees by singular title by the operation of Article
1002, Civil Code.
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“An heir may apply to the court to be given a certificate of heir of the
deceased and the share of the succession which he is called to take”.
As an official court document, certificate of heir produces binding legal effects. For example,
so long as the certificate has not been annulled, an heir holding a certificate of heir is
deemed to have the status the certificate attributes to him 99. That in other words means
that the holder of the certificate is considered to actually have a rightful heir status and to
be entitled to the amount of share of the succession as specified therein.
Accordingly, an heir with a certificate of heir can enter into valid juridical acts in the
capacity he derives from the certificate. The acts performed by the heir in such capacity
may not be impugned, unless it is proved that the person who avails himself of such acts
knew for certain, at the time when such acts were performed, that the heir had no rig ht100.
Since it produces legal effects as serious as that, the court may, before granting the
application, require the applicant for a certificate of heir to adduce such evidence and to
produce such securities as it thinks fit101.
The right to succeed is a right the heir or the legatee acquires by law or will, as appropriate.
The court has no power to grant such right or to determine the amount of the share of the
succession to which an heir or a legatee is entitled. By issuing a certificate of heir, the c ourt
simply officially confirms a right that already exists.
But, at which stage in the process of devolution of succession should a certificate of heir be
issued? Generally, the practice in Ethiopia, at least until recently, is that be it in a testate or
intestate succession, any person who claims to be an heir or a legatee of a deceased person
may apply for a certificate of heir anytime after the death of the deceased. Upon receipt of
such application, the court will require the production of a will where the succession is
testate and, where it is intestate, evidences showing actionable relationship with the
deceased. Then, the court usually orders the publication of the application in a widely
circulating newspaper. The idea is to notify interested persons to appear and contest the
application. If no contestant appears on the day specified in the published notice, the court
99
100
101

Article 997 (1),Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 996 (1), Civil Code.
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will automatically grant the application.
Nonetheless, the existing practice seems to contradict with the applicable law. Even if the
law does not specify any stage or time for the issuance of a certificate of heir, close
examination of the spirit of the relevant legal provisions reveals that a certificate of heir
should not be issued at least before the process of liquidation is wound up. That is because,
before the liquidation process is wound up and the identity and the share of persons who
are rightful recipients of the succession cannot be conclusively and finally determined.
Obviously, issuing a certificate of heir before that stage will be devastating to the proper
devolution of the succession.

REVIEW EXERCISE
Case
Kitila is an illegitimate child of Yibrah. Yibrah had acknowledged Kitila by fulfilling all the
formalities of acknowledgment required by family law. Assume that Yibrah died intestate
and Kitila happens to be the only child of Yibrah. Yibrah had a total of Birr 50,000 in his
saving account at the Walya International Bank.

Question
Can Kitila withdraw the money from the bank by producing the document by which Yibrah
had acknowledged him? Why, or, why not?

Hint
Kitila cannot withdraw the money from the Bank by merely producing the document in
which he was acknowledged. He should apply to the court and obtain a certificate of heir.
The document of acknowledgement is important only to prove to the court that he is the
rightful and the sole heir of Yibrah.
Once he obtains the certificate of heir, Kitila will have the status which the certificate
attributes to him. And since he is the only child of Yibrah, Kitila has sole heir status and, as a
result, he is entitled to the entire succession. Pursuant to Article 997 of the Civil Code, Kitila
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can enter into juridical acts in that status. Withdrawing money from a bank is a juridical act.
Therefore, Kitila can withdraw the money from the Bank by producing not the document by
which Yibrah had acknowledged him, but rather by making use of his certificate of heir.

2. 3. 4. Petitio Haereditatis
The danger of issuing a certificate of heir before the liquidation process is woun d up and
rightful recipients of the succession are correctly identified is that someone without a
valid title or with a lesser title may obtain one. For example, a person who, while he is
not entitled to the succession at all, obtains a certificate of heir through fraud or any
other means is said to be without a valid title. If, on the other hand, a brother or a sister
of a person who died intestate controls the estate upon the deceased’s death, obtains a
certificate of heir, and takes possession of the property of the inheritance while the
deceased is survived by a child whom he fathered out of wedlock, such brother or sister
is said to have a lesser title as compared to the child.
The person without a valid title or with a lesser title will, once he has a certificate of heir in
his hand, have the status which the certificate attributes to him 102. That happens regardless
of the defectiveness of his title so long as his certificate has not been annulled 103. He might
enter into juridical acts in the capacity he derives from the certificate 104. He might even
manage to take possession of all or a portion of the property forming part of the
inheritance 105.
That naturally takes place at the expense of the rightful recipients of the succession who
have valid title. Fortunately, the law has devised a mechanism through which the persons
who are lawfully entitled to the succession may redeem their rights. It may be impossible to
undo the damage completely, but this mechanism is better than nothing.
A lawful heir may sue the person who has obtained a certificate of heir without a valid title

102
103
104
105

Article 997 (1), Civil Code.
Id.
Sub-Article (2), Id, implies that a person with a certificate of heir may perform juridical acts in the
capacity he derives from the cer tificate.
See, generally, Article 999, Civil Code.
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with a view to redeeming his right. The suit such an heir institutes is technically called the
action of “petitio haereditatis”. Article 999 of the Civil Code, which sets forth the principle
of “petitio haereditatis”, states that:
“Where a person without a valid title has taken possession of the succession or
a portion thereof, the true heir may institute an action of “petitio
haereditatis” against such person to have his status of heir be acknowledged
and obtain the restitution of the property of the inheritance”.
However, with the exception of suits relating to family immovables 106, the right to make use
of the action of “petitio haereditatis” does not hold forever. It stays put only for a limited
period of time. An heir who intends to avail himself of such action must institute it within
the period specified under Article 1000 of the Civil Code. Otherwise, his right will be barred
by limitation. Sub-Article (1) of this Article provides that “an action of “petitio haereditatis”
shall be barred after three years from the plaintiff became aware of his right and of the
taking possession of the property of the inheritance by the defendant”.
An heir might not be able to institute a “petitio haereditatis” action within the three years
period specified under Article 1000 (1) for one reason or another. If the reason is legally
acceptable, the heir may institute the action within fifteen years from the death of the
deceased or the day when the plaintiff can enforce his right over the succession107. An
action of “petitio haereditatis” may in no case be instituted after such period, save for
those suits that relate to family immovables 108.
The heir who is the plaintiff in a “petitio haereditatis” action may, in his statement of claim,
request the court to:


Annul the status and certificate of heir of the defendant 109;



Order the defendant to return his certificate of heir110; and where he alleges that
he has lost the certificate or that he cannot return it for any other reason, order

106
107
108
109
110

See, the exception set forth in the last limb of Article 1000 (2), Civil Code.
Article 1000 (2) , Civil Code.
Id.
See, generally, Article 998 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
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the defendant to give all appropriate securities to ensure that he will not make
use of the certificate in the future 111;


Acknowledge his own status of heir112; and



Order the defendant to return to him all the property of the inheritance which
he had come to possess113.

If the plaintiff wins the suit, the court will grant his requests. Consequently, the defendant
will return to the plaintiff all the property of the inheritance that has remained in his
possession114. It is no good even if the defendant invokes the provision of property law that
authorizes acquisition of ownership through possession in good faith. He cannot avail
himself of this provision by claiming to have become the owner of such property as a result
of his good faith115. In spite of any such claim, he will be ordered to restitute the property of
the inheritance which he had come to possess.

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
W/ro Birritu has made a valid will in which she has appointed her sister, Konjit, as a legatee
by universal title by bequeathing to the latter 20% of her estate. Besides, W/ro Birritu has
made a disposition in her will whereby she appointed her brother, Ararso, as a legatee by
singular title by leaving him her diamond bracelet worth 500,000 Birr.
Sometime after she made the will, W/ro Birritu sold the diamond bracelet to her neighbor,
Akalu. Six months after he bought it, the sale, of the bracelet, Akalu, worried about the
safety of the bracelet, decides to resell it. So happens that W/ro Birritu bought back the
bracelet for 450,000 Birr from Akalu.
Sadly, W/ro Birritu dies three months after she bought back the bracelet. At the time of
W/ro Birritu’s death, Ararso was in the Australia doing his Masters Degree. When he came

111
112
113
114
115

Sub-Article (3), Id.
Article 999, Civil Code.
Id.
Article 1001 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
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back, all of W/ro Birritu’s heirs have already distributed the hereditary estate amongst
themselves. Shocked, Ararso institutes an action of “petitio haereditatis” against the heirs.

Question
Will Ararso succeed in his suit? Why, or why not?

Hint
True enough, W/ro Birritu has made a disposition in he r will whereby she left Ararso a
diamond bracelet worth 500,000 Birr. But she has sold the bracelet sometime after she
made the will. Pursuant to Article 900(1) of the Civil Code, the sale of the bracelet by W/ro
Birritu operates as a revocation of the legacy she ordered in favor of Ararso. The revocation
remains effective notwithstanding the fact that W/ro Birritu bought back the bracelet at a
later date (Article 900(2)). That means, Ararso has no right over the bracelet. He will not
therefore succeed in his suit as his claim is unfounded.

2. 4. ADMINISTRATION OF THE SUCCESSION
A person has died means that he ceases to hold any right or duty. The deceased losses all
humane rights he used to have, including, but not limited to, the right to control and
administer in his own name all the assets and liabilities he earned during his lifetime. All the
deceased’s assets and liabilities will be paid to persons with valid claim in accordance with
the relevant provisions of the law. But until that time, the inheritance must be kept
separate as a distinct estate, and administered as properly as the deceased himself would
have administered it.
Article 1003 of the Civil Code provides that:
“The liquidator shall administer the estate of the deceased from the day
when he is appointed until the persons having a right to the succession
have received the shares or the property to which they are entitled”.
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This Article charges the liquidator with the task of administering the estate of the deceased,
which includes his assets and liabilities. As a matter of fact, the liquidator will start to
administer the estate as of his appointment. And he should do the administration until the
persons having a right to the succession have received the shares or the property to which
they are entitled.
In the ordinary course of events, persons who may have right to the succession are persons
who have covered the expenses of the funeral of the deceased and of the administration
and liquidation of the succession from their personal pocket, where this is the case; heirsat-law; legatees by universal title; creditors of the deceased; maintenance claimants; and
legatees by singular title. That means that the liquidator must administer the estate until
that time at which properly identified debts of the inheritance, i.e., expenses of the funeral
of the deceased, expenses of the administration and liquidation of the succession, debts of
the deceased, maintenance claims, and legacies by singular title, if any, have been paid to
properly identified creditors and the net rights of the deceased have been delivered to the
deceased’s rightful heirs and/or legatees by universal title.
The liquidator is expected to administer the properties of the succession with the prudence
and zeal of a bonus pater familias116. That means that the liquidator must act as honestly
and diligently as a good head of a family does. Besides, either the heirs acting in agreement
between them or, upon the application of any interested person, the court may give the
liquidator directives concerning the administration of the estate 117. That, however, is
without prejudice to the compulsory provisions of the law or of the will relating to
administration. The law in particular provides for several mechanisms which are designed to
ensure the safety as well as the proper administration, preservation and upkeep of the
property of the inheritance. Those mechanisms have been discussed below.
Immediately after the death of the deceased, any interested person, especially those having
a right to the succession, may apply to the court to order the affixing of seals on the effects,
or on some of the effects of the deceased118. The person requesting the affixing of seals is

116
117
118

Article1010 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 1004 (1), Civil Code.
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bound to bear the expenses of the affixing and removal of the seals 119. But the expense is
arguably worth it. Affixing of seals is a wise thing to do to protect the properties of the
deceased from such illicit acts as theft, misappropriation, and concealment given the
possible void created in terms of an entity to control and tend to the estate at the time of
the deceased’s death.
Within forty days from the death of the deceased, the liquidator must draw up an inventory
to establish what the succession is made up of 120. The inventory must show each
constituent of the succession – be it an asset or a liability. The liquidator must also as
necessary draw up supplementary statements for any asset or liability discovered after this
period within fifteen days from such property having been discovered 121.
In drawing up the inventory, the liquidator may demand the cooperation of the heirs. As a
rule, the heirs will, with the exception of those which come to an end with the deceased’s
death, retain all the rights and obligations they had against or in favor of the deceased in
their relations with the succession122. The law obliges the heirs to give the liquidator all
relevant information in regard to such rights and obligations so that he can draw up a
complete and an all-inclusive inventory 123.
The inventory so drawn up is open to whosoever is called to receive a share of the
succession. Such a person may require that a copy of the inventory be sent to him on
condition that he bears the expenses thereof 124. Even the creditors of the inheritance,
either of the deceased or of the succession, may order a copy where so authorized by the
court 125.
Moreover, the liquidator must provisionally value each of the succession’s constituents,
whether an asset or a liability126. He must make the valuation within forty days from the
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death of the deceased127. He may, where necessary, seek the assistance of expert valuators
in carrying out the valuation 128.
As a matter of fact, an asset or a liability attributable to the succession may be discovered
after this period has expired. The law is silent as to when and how such asset or liability is
valued, or even whether it is valued at all. But taking a cue from commonsense and the
spirit of the legal provisions relating to valuation, it can be said that this component of the
inheritance should be valued. Furthermore, applying the case of inventory by analogy, it can
arguably be said that any asset or liability must provisionally be valued as necessary within
fifteen days from it having been discovered 129.
Hence the name, the provisional valuation made by the liquidator is tentative. It can readily
be revised until the time that the succession has been once and for all partitioned.
Accordingly, whosoever is called to receive a share of the succession may require that the
provisional valuation be revised at any time before the final partition of the succession has
been effected 130.
Where an authorized person requests that the provisional valuation of a certain property be
revised, expert valuators may be called to revalue the property whose valuation has been
contested. If the expert valuators find the provisional valuation to be incorrect, the
expenses of the revaluation will be charged to the succession 131. Otherwise, the person who
has requested it will bear the expenses of the revaluation 132.
The bonus pater familias standard requires the liquidator to act with the utmost honesty
and diligence possible. The liquidator must, under pain of being personally liable, perform
all acts necessary for the collection of the assets of the estate. In particular, he should take
all reasonable steps to recover the debts due to the deceased which are exigible133, viz.,
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debts that, in the technical sense of the term, should be paid because they have fallen due.
Where necessary, the liquidator should commence legal proceedings for the recovery of
such debts. He should collect the debts as soon as is practically possible. He will risk
personal liability if he unnecessarily delays in demanding payment. For example, if the
liquidator, without just excuse, took so long to demand the payment of a debt that the
claim was barred by limitation, he would be personally liable to the succession for the
debt 134.
According to Article 1012 (2) of the Civil Code, “the liquidator is authorized to give
acquittance for such debts”. At this juncture, it seems important to raise a common mistake
committed while interpreting the term “acquittance” in its present context. It has been
observed that many lawyers take “acquittance” to mean that the liquidator may acquit or
pardon debts. But in the light of the powers of the liquidator and the whole purpose of
liquidation, it is not plausible and logical to think that the law would give the liquidator
power to acquit debts – and without any precondition or qualification at that. In law,
“acquittance” means a written statement attesting settlement or payment. Therefore, the
term “acquittance” and the entire provision of Article 1012 (2) should be understood to
mean that the liquidator may issue written statements attesting the settlement or payment
of debts.
Conversely, the liquidator should pay exigible debts of the succession135. But he should not
pay such debts automatically as soon as they are claimed. As a rule, he should refer any
claim for the payment of debts pertaining to the succession to the court for proper
screening. In other words, the liquidator ought to tell the persons who come forward
claiming payment for any alleged debt of the succession to come up with the appropriate
court order. He should also contest court actions that such persons may institute as well as
any suit filed by any third party claiming a right over the property of the succession 136.
What is more, the liquidator should perform all the acts and institute all the actions
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necessary for the preservation of the property of the succession137. He may sell such
properties of the succession as fruits and crops, and other movable chattels which are
rapidly perishable or which require considerable expense or particular care for their custody
and preservation 138. He may not, however, sell any other type of movable unless the sell is
required to pay the debts of the succession139. Likewise, except with the consent of all the
heirs or the authorization of the court, the liquidator may not sell any immovable property
pertaining to the succession140.

2. 5.

PAYMENT OF DEBTS CLAIMED FROM
SUCCESSION

THE

2. 5. 1. Introductory Remarks
One of the most important elements of the process of liquidation is the ascertainment and
payment of debts claimed from the succession, which, as alluded to earlier, are preferably
called debts of the inheritance. Generally, debts that may be claimed from the succession
can be classified into two categories: The first category consists in debts which are
imputable to the deceased, whereas the second those that are attributable to the
succession.
The debts which are imputable to the deceased include the expense of the deceased’s
funeral, debts he assumed during his lifetime, claims of maintenance by his rightful, and
properties he bequeathed to legatees by singular title. These debts are said to be imputa ble
to the deceased because they are linked to him in one way or another. Without prejudice to
the difference as to the reason behind their origin, all of these debts come into being
because of the deceased. For instance, expenses of funeral arise due to his death. Debts
relating to maintenance claims trace their origin to a civil obligation he had while alive. And
legacies by singular title happen to be there because they are ordered by the deceased in
137
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his will.
Moreover, debts of the deceased exist because he had incurred them during his lifetime.
Strictly speaking, claimants of these particular debts are creditors of the deceased, rather
than of the succession. But as of his death, both the deceased’s debts and the
corresponding creditors are transferred to the estate he has left behind. As a result, the
personal creditors of the deceased may only claim from his succession
The second category is composed of debts that are attributable to the succession. These
debts, which generally arise after the death of the deceased, have more affinity to the
succession that the deceased. These include the expenses of administration, liquidation,
and partition of the succession such as those incurred for affixing of seals, drawing up of
inventory, preservation of property, partition and delivery of the inheritance to the heirs,
etc.

2. 5. 2. Order to be followed
Not all the debts of the inheritance have equal legal importance. The law has devised a
hierarchy of debts in which each type of debt is placed on a different rank depending on its
perceived precedence. Some must be paid before others. Accordingly, for purposes of
payment, creditors are treated differently on the basis of the priority attached to the debts
they claim. The liquidator is thus expected to stick to the order specified by the law while
effecting payment. Below is a detailed discussion of the whatness of each of those debts
and the order to be followed in their payment.

2. 5. 3. Funeral Expenses
Funeral expenses are expenditures required for the disposal of the body of the deceased. In
Ethiopia, the most common practice of disposal of a dead body is burial. And funeral
expenses include expenses incurred to buy a coffin, mortify and transport the body, dig the
grave, and host relatives, neighbors, colleagues, and other acquaintances who show up to
offer consolation to the deceased’s immediate families.
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Most of those expenses are usually covered by the “Idir” of which the deceased or his
family is a member. But that may not be always the case. The deceased or his family may
not belong to any “Idir” or the “Idir” to which they subscribe may not cover all the expenses
or a portion thereof.
For those or any other reason, it may happen that someone has to bear the expense of the
funeral or a portion thereof. In principle, funeral expenses are charged to the estate. Just in
case any person has paid such expenses, he may claim to be indemnified out of the estate.
Funeral expenses are legally considered as one of the most important debts of the
inheritance. The cumulative reading of Articles 1014 (a) and 1015 (1) of the Civil Code
suggests that funeral expenses are payable before any other debt provided that they are
justified. This is apparently the case even where the estate is insolvent.
However, funeral expenses will not have priority over other debts of the inheritance unless
they are justified, having regard to the social position of the deceased141. That means that
the expenses incurred for the funeral should be reasonable. As to what are justified or
reasonable funeral expenses depends upon the deceased’s economic and social status. Such
factors as the station in life of the deceased and whether he died insolvent must be taken
into consideration. If funeral expenses are considerably exaggerated having regard to such
factors, then they are not justified. Note that any expense incurred in excess of what could
be considered reasonable will still be paid, but only after all the other debts of the
inheritance have been paid 142.
For purposes of indemnification, funeral expenses do not include expenses for the
commemoration of the deceased143. The law even goes to the extent of expressly declaring
that organizing commemoration services is not a juridical obligation of the spouse or
relatives of the deceased144. Therefore, any expense incurred to organize such traditional
Ethiopian commemorative or memorial services as “tezkar” and “sedeqa” are not payable
out of the estate at all – not even after all the other debts of the inheritance have been
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paid.

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
Ato Amare, a wealthy farmer, died aged 90. He is estimated to be worth 150,000 Birr at the
time of his death. Ato Amare is survived by six children with ages ranging from 10 to 65. All
of the children, including the minor through his the representative, agreed to the
appointment of Bekalu, the eldest son, as a liquidator. At the end of the liquidation, Bekalu
came up with a report that contains the following statements:


Birr 10,000 incurred for the disposal of the body of the deceased.



Birr 30,000 spent on various customary and religious rites related to the funeral and
commemoration of the deceased.



Birr 15,000 paid for the construction of a marble tomb on the deceased’s grave.



Birr 5,000 spent to organize prayer services for the deceased.

The other children, who felt that the expenses were exaggerated, were disappointed by
Bekalu’s report. Consequently, they instituted a court action to have the report annulled.

Questions
Assuming that you are the judge to who the case is assigned, what will be your decision on
each element of the report? State your reasons.

2. 5. 4. Expenses of Administration and Liquidation
The administration and liquidation of the succession involve a number of various activities
that may require expenditure. Expenses incurred for purposes of administration and
liquidation should be paid next to the funeral expenses 145. Such expenses comprise:
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I. The expenses of the affixing of seals and of the inventory and those of the account
of the liquidation 146;
II. The useful expenses incurred by the liquidator for the ordinary preservation,
maintenance and administration of the property of the inheritance 147;
III. The expenses of the partition and those of the transmission of the property of the
inheritance to the heirs 148;
IV. Estate duty149.

2. 8. 5. Debts of the Deceased
These are debts which the deceased actually incurred during his lifetime. These debts could
be contractual, non-contractual, or penal by nature. Contractual debts are liabilities
emanating from the deceased’s contractual undertakings. Non-contractual debts originate
in torts imputable to the decease. And penal debts, such as fines, arise as a result of
sentence imposed on the deceased for his criminal acts.
Creditors of the deceased do not have any right over the personal property of the heirs and
legatees. They, however, have the estate of the deceased as their “exclusive security”. As
long as their claim is based on a legally valid and enforceable obligation of the deceased,
they can enforce it against the estate.
For the simple fact that the deceased is dead, his creditors may not, under normal
circumstances, seek specific performance of a debt arising from his obligations. Specific
performance is not an option as the deceased is no longer alive to perform it. Creditors
need to bring an action for the satisfaction of their claim in terms of an equivalent monetary
sum.
It is in the interest of justice and fairness that all genuine creditors of the deceased be paid.
The law has put in place mechanisms so that creditors can show up and take what is due to
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them before it is too late. For instance, the law requires the necessary publicity and search
to be made to identify the creditors of the deceased.
According to Article 1017 (1) of the Civil Code, the liquidator is required to make the
appropriate search for creditors. He must take all the steps necessary to establish whether
there are persons who are creditors of the deceased 150. He should, to this end, examine the
registers and papers of the deceased and make the necessary searches in the public
registers, in the places where the deceased has resided and in those where he has
immovable property 151.
Furthermore, where there is reason to believe that the deceased may have creditors whom
the search has not disclosed, the liquidator must make such publicity as is appropriate to
inform the creditors of the death of the deceased in the places where this seems useful 152.
He must require the creditors to make themselves known to him within three months from
the date of publicity 153. Failure to the search and publicity required by the law will
apparently have the personal liability of the liquidator as its only sanction 154.
The liquidator must in the first place use the liquid cash he finds in the succession to pay the
debts of the succession155. He may sell property only where the cash is not enough to satisfy
all debts. And where property has to be sold, the property bequeathed in legacy by the
deceased may not be sold unless the debts could not be paid by selling other property 156.
The heirs have the right of preemption to buy any property of the inheritance sold for the
purpose of serving debts. The liquidator is bound to offer such property to the heirs before
selling it to another person 157. He is also required to sell it the heir where he offers for it the
market value or a higher price 158.
But, what if the property left by the deceased is not sufficient to pay off all his debts? Here
150
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is what the liquidator should do. Creditors of the deceased may be of either of the following
types:


Secured creditors;



Creditors with special privilege under the law; and,



Ordinary creditors.

Secured creditors are those whose claims have been guaranteed by a personal guarantor or
who possess what is known as “real security” by way of a mortgage or a pledge. Secured
creditors are always with advantages in comparison with other creditors. They have the
right to follow the guarantor or the property which constitutes their security for the
satisfaction of their claims.
In the case of a real security, secured creditors have a priority right over the property under
pledge or mortgage. Other creditors may make recourse against such property only after
the claims of secured creditors have been satisfied. Banks are usually secured creditors.
Creditors with special privilege are such creditors as workers claiming payment under
employment contracts. The debts could be salaries or unpaid occupational safety claims,
etc. For instance, if the deceased was a factory owner, workers of the factory may demand
payment of any unpaid wage. The workers have a right of preference on the property
forming part of the inheritance next to secured creditors. Tax authorities are also creditors
with special privilege under the law, where there is any tax due.
Ordinary creditors are creditors who do not have any security or who are not conferred
with a special privilege by the law. There are two classes of ordinary creditors: Those whose
debts are exigible and those that are not.
Ordinary creditors whose debts are exigible are creditors with liquidated and mature claims.
These debts have priority over debts that are not exigible, i.e., debts that are not yet
liquidated and mature. Creditors whose debts are not exigible and those who have
conditional claims over the estate may require deposit of s ecurities from the liquidator to
ensure that he will later pay their claims when they fall due or when the conditions
attached to the claims materialize.
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Note that secured creditors are not generally affected although the succession has no
sufficient means to pay off its debts. They may pursue their security, whether personal
guarantor or real security, for the satisfaction of their claims. As for the remaining two
classes of creditors, where more than one contending creditors with an equal footing
demand payment simultaneously, the rule of pro rata distribution, in which the estate is to
be distributed between the creditors in proportion to the amount of their respective claims,
is applied.

2. 5. 6. Debts Relating to Maintenance
The obligation to supply maintenance is not just moral. It is also a legal obligation
sanctioned by the law. Family law governs maintenance provision obligations that may exist
as between persons who are alive. According to the pertinent provisions of this law, a
person is under certain circumstances obliged to supply maintenance to his spouse,
descendants, ascendants, parents-in-law, siblings and stepchildren.
This obligation apparently continues even after death. Under conditions laid down in the
relevant provisions of the Law of Successions, some persons may claim to get maintenance
out of the estate of the deceased. After paying off the expenses of the funeral of the
deceased, the expenses of administration of the succession, and the deceased’s debts, the
liquidator should, before handing over legacies by singular title, pay the debts relating to
maintenance claims 159.
Debts relating to maintenance are purely legal in terms of source and substance. Any act or
contract concluded during the lifetime of the deceased in connection with eventual debts of
the succession for maintenance is void 160. By the same token, testamentary dispositions
aiming at excluding or modifying the rules relating to maintenance debts are of no effect 161.
According to Article 1026 of the Civil Code, the following three groups of persons may claim
for maintenance from the succession. These are:
159
160
161
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The spouse of the deceased;



The relatives of the deceased, namely, his descendants, ascendants, and brothers
and sisters; and



Other persons who lived with deceased or were maintained by him at the time of his
death.

Notice that the right of those groups of persons is not unqualified. They are not entitled to
claim for maintenance against the estate unless they are in need 162. That is, they must not
have any own means to support themselves. They will not also have such right if they are in
a position to earn their living by their work 163.
The spouse of the deceased may claim maintenance irrespective of whether the succession
is testate or intestate. S/he may claim regardless of the fact that the deceased has ordered
a legacy in her/his favor, unless it is shown that the claimant can live on such legacy. The
spouse may get the maintenance by way of a life annuity in accordance with the rules laid
down in the applicable family code concerning maintenance obligations164. However, where
the maintenance is payable by way of annuity, the annuity will no longer be due in case the
spouse remarries165.
In contrast, the relatives of the deceased, i.e., his descendants, ascendants, and brothers
and sisters may claim only where the succession is testate and the deceased has left a valid
will to their prejudice. That in other words means that they must be persons who could
have been called by the law to take the inheritance or a part thereof had the succession
been intestate166. Accordingly, any descendant, ascendant, brother or sister of the deceased
who does not have the capacity to succeed because he has been excluded from the
succession as unworthy will not have a claim for maintenance 167.
Likewise, a descendant, ascendant, brother or sister excluded by heirs who have a better
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right is not entitled to claim maintenance 168. As discussed in the previous Chapter, relatives
that are closer to the deceased are given preference for the purpose of succeeding him. The
implication is that distant relatives are excluded by closer ones. For example, ascendants
are excluded by descendants. And among descendants, children of the deceased exclude
other descendants. The deceased’s brother and sisters are excluded by his parents and so
on. Applying the rules of intestate succession concerning preference of heirs, relatives who
are excluded from the succession by heirs with a better right have no right to claim
maintenance.
Furthermore, even where a descendant, ascendant, brother or sister has a right to claim
maintenance, there is a limit to the amount which he may receive. Such a person may only
get money or things of a value equal to that he would have received from the succession by
virtue of the law, had the deceased not made testamentary dispositions to his prejudice169.
As a consolation, the law assimilates liberalities made by the deceased during the last three
years preceding his death to testamentary dispositions made in the will 170.
Any person legally entitled to claim for maintenance must establish his right by forwarding
his claim to the liquidator within one year from the opening of the succession 171. The
liquidator is empowered to decide on such claims. He may acknowledge or refuse a claim.
However, the decision of the liquidator to refuse a claim may immediately be challenged
before the competent court 172.
Article 1031 (2) implies that a person may make a provisional claim for maintenance in
urgent cases. This provision is silent as to what constitutes a provisional claim. But the
whole purpose of maintenance being provision of the necessities of life, it can be said that a
provisional claim a claim made even before the other debts of the succession having
precedence over maintenance have been paid. The liquidator may acknowledge such
provisional claim in favor of the claimant where the estate has sufficient resources to pay
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off the debts with precedence 173.
The liquidator must pay claims for maintenance in conformity with the manner of payment
prescribed by the law. As a rule, maintenance should be paid by way of a lump sum174.
Apart from the case when the recipient is the spouse of the deceased, maintenance may be
paid by way of a life annuity only where the creditor is at least sixty years old 175.
If payment by way of a life annuity is allowed, the amount will be fixed definitely 176. Such
amount may be revised only if the entity of the succession has been erroneously appraised
when it was established177. The creditor may, where appropriate, require that security be
given to him to guarantee the payment of what is due to him178.
Annuity is payable as from the death of the deceased 179. It, including the arrears, if any, are
paid at the place of residence of the creditor 180. In principle, arrears may not be assigned or
attached 181. However, where there are institutions that provide for the wants of the
beneficiary of the annuity, arrears may be assigned to such institutions even before they fall
due 182. They may also be attached by persons who have given to the beneficiary what was
necessary for his livelihood 183.

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
Berchu, who died recently, is survived by his sister, Firehiwot, and his brother, Tesfu. Berchu
has left a valid will in which he called Firehiwot to receive the whole property of the
inheritance. He has not, however, said anything about Tesfu.
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Questions
Can Tesfu claim maintenance from Berchu’s succession? Why, or why not? State your
reasons.

Hint
Tesfu can claim maintenance. If the will was not there, he would have been called to the
succession together with Firehiwot by the operation of the rules of intestate succession. In
other words, had Berchu not made his will to his prejudice, Tesfu would have divided the
estate with Firehiwot fifty-fifty.

2. 5. 7. Payment of Legacies by Singular Title
A legacy by singular title is not an indispensable element of a succession. There will be a
legacy by singular title only where the succession is testate. That is, the deceased must have
left a valid will. Moreover, the testator must have made a disposition to that effect.
A legacy by singular title is a disposition whereby the testator calls a person, otherwise
called a legatee by singular title, to receive a specific property which forms part of the
inheritance 184. Legatees by singular title are, as a rule, are assimilated to creditors of the
inheritance. As such, like the other creditors of the inheritance, viz., the creditors of the
expenses of the funeral of the deceased, the expenses of the administration of the
succession, and the debts of the deceased, legatees by singular title are paid during the
liquidation phase185.
However, unlike the creditors of the expenses of the funeral of the deceased, the expenses
of the administration of the succession, and the debts of the deceased, the title of legatees
by singular title is not generally onerous. So long as the law is concerned, legatees by
singular title are not presumed to have got their right for consideration. That is, they are not
considered to have obtained their claim in return for something they have paid or
184
185
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performed for the benefit of the deceased or the succession. The legacy was presumably
ordered in favor of them by the deceased without quid pro quo. In other words, their claim
is not based on an obligation recognized by the law as valid and enf orceable as against the
deceased. What is more, unlike persons legally entitled to claim for maintenance against
the succession, legatees by singular title might not be in need or might be in a position to
earn their living by their work.
The implication of all that is legatees by singular title will be paid only after all other
creditors of the inheritance are paid. After paying off all the debts having precedence, the
liquidator is expected to pay the legacies by singular title ordered by the deceased out of
the estate186. Once legatees by singular title have been paid, the liquidation process will end
and be closed.
As mentioned earlier, the provisions relating to the option of the heirs or legatees by
universal title also apply to legatees by singular title187. That is, however, without prejudice
to the following two rules. First, the doctrine of total acceptance or refusal is not applicable
to legatees by singular title. A person to whom more than one legacy by singular title has
been bequeathed may freely accept one of such legacies and refuse the other 188. Second,
refusal of a legacy does not result in the return of the property bequeathed to the
succession. If a legatee by singular title refuses the legacy, his refusal benefits either the
liquidator or the heir – whoever has the charge of paying the legacy under the will 189.
Nonetheless, the testator is at liberty to provide otherwise in his will. Instead of the
liquidator, the testator may order one of the heirs to pay a legacy by singular title 190. The
law is silent as to whether such an heir should pay the legacy out of his share of the
succession or out of his personal property. But the testator does not have any power to
order an heir to pay a legacy out of his pocket. Nor is any heir obliged to pay anything
unless he has accepted the succession and has received all the property of the inheritance
or a portion thereof. It can, therefore, safely be said that an heir on whom payment of a
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legacy may be imposed is an heir who, having accepted the succession, has received some
inheritance property.
Such an heir can be analogized with a legatee whose legacy has been encumbered by a
certain condition. A conditional legatee will receive the legacy ordered in his favor only
upon the accomplishment of the condition imposed by the testator 191. Likewise, the heir will
receive his share of the succession only if he pays the legacy he is ordered to and vice versa.
That is, the heir receives the inheritance property to which he is entitled only if he pays the
legacy, and is liable to pay the legacy, of course out of his share of the succession, only if he
has received some inheritance property.
In the normal course of events, a legatee by singular title may not get his legacy at all if the
entire property of the inheritance is spent early serving the debts with precedence. A
legatee whose legacy has been ordered to be paid by an heir may also experience a similar
fate. Where all the property of the inheritance has been disposed of in the course of the
liquidation process, a legatee the payment of whose legacy has been imposed on an heir
will have no right of recourse against the heir as it is clear that nothing has gone to the heir
from the succession.
The position of legatees by singular title is precarious even under norma l circumstances.
Where the testator has not imposed payment on an heir or has not made any disposition as
to the manner of payment at all, the liquidator normally pays singular legacies out of the
estate. However, such legacies may be paid only where it appears that the succession has
sufficient means for paying them192. No means, no payment.
It is possible that some property has remained from the earlier phases of the liquidation
process. It may, nevertheless, happen that the testator has ordered several singular legacies
and the property remaining is not sufficient to pay all of them. In such an event, payment of
is made in three alternative ways. If the testator has expressly laid down order of payment,
the legacies will be paid following such order 193. If, however, the testator has not made an
express disposition to that effect, legatees whose legacies could, considering the will or any
191
192
193

Article 916, Civil Code.
Article 1041, Civil Code.
Article 1042 (1), Civil Code.
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other written act of the deceased, be said to have been ordered as remuneration for the
services they have rendered will be paid first 194. The property which remains after this,
where any, will be distributed among the rest of the legatees on pro rata basis. That in
other words means that the legacies that have not been paid will be reduced in proportion
to their respective values and be paid195.
The liquidator is expected to hand over to the legatee the thing bequeathed along with its
accessories196. The expenses of the delivery are charged to the succession 197. The thing is
delivered in the state in which it is found 198. In case of any defect or nonconformity, the
legatee does not have the right to require that the thing be delivered to him in a good
state199.
The disposition whereby the testator has bequeathed a thing by way of a legacy might
happen to be affected by linguistic or titular defect. Linguistically, a legacy may be defective
because the testator has ordered it without sufficiently defining its subject matter referring
only to its genus 200. Where this is the case, the legatee is at liberty to select whichever he
wishes from among the things of that genus belonging to the testator 201. Where, on the
other hand, several legatees are called to select from things of the same genus, they will
draw lots to determine the order in which they are to make their selection 202.
In regard to titular defect, the legacy could relate to a property encumbered, that is, a thing
pledged or mortgaged203. When the thing bequeathed has been given as a pledge or has
been mortgaged by the testator, the corresponding debt is paid out of the estate.
Accordingly, the legatee concerned has the right to demand that security be given to him to
guarantee the liberation of the thing at the time when the debt falls due 204. But if he pays
the debt required to liberate the thing at maturity, he may seek recovery from the heirs by
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
Article 1043 (1), Civil Code.
Article 1051, Civil Code.
Article 1043 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Article 1044 (1), Civil Code.
Id.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
See, generally, Article 1045, Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
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being subrogated in the rights of the creditors whom he has paid 205.
The other instance of titular defect is where the testator has ordered a legacy in respect of a
thing that does not belong to him. This occurs because, for example, the subject matter of
the legacy is a thing belonging to other persons 206. In any case, the thing bequeathed must
be a thing over which the testator had no right at the time of his death.
Such titular defect does not necessarily affect the validity of the legacy. In parti cular, where
the subject matter is a thing of a genus, the legacy will, regardless of the defect in the
testator’s title, still be valid and paid. The liquidator may pay the legatee concerned another
thing of a similar genus with that of the bequeathed 207. But if there is no such thing in the
succession, the legatee will get the value of the thing bequeathed to him 208.
Where, on the other hand, the thing bequeathed is a determinate thing which is not a thing
of a genus, the whole legacy will, in principle, be of no effect209. However, if the testator has
ordered the legacy knowing that he had no right over the subject matter at the time of his
death, the legacy will be valid210. In such case, the legatee may demand that the liquidator
pay him the value of the thing bequeathed to him 211.
What a person bequeaths by way of a legacy may not necessarily be a property. He may
also make a disposition whereby, for instance, he calls a person to collect a debt owed to
him212. Where such a legacy has been ordered, the value of the debt will be determined by
the amount due to the deceased at the time of his death213.
Apparently, the position of a legatee in whose favor a legacy of debt has been ordered is
even more precarious in comparison with other legatees by singular title. It is up to the
legatee to pursue the debtor and secure payment. Even worse, the succession does not

205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

Sub-Article (3), Id.
See, the title of Article1046, Civil Code.
Article 1046, Civil Code.
Id.
Article 1047 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
Sub-Article (3), Id.
See, generally, Article 1048, Civil Code.
Sub-Article (1), Id.
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guarantee the payment of the debt 214. The liquidator fulfils the obligation with respect to
the legacy by merely delivering the instrument which makes possible the recovery of the
debt to the legatee215.
Apart from a debt, a person may bequeath an annuity owed to him 216. Where an annuity is
bequeathed, the arrears thereof will be due as from the day of the death of the testator 217.
Likewise, where the legacy relates to a determinate thing, its fruits will be due as of the
death of the deceased218. In contrast, if what is bequeathed is a sum of money, it will bear
interest at the legal rate, which runs from the day when the liquidator has been called upon
to effect payment 219.

214
215
216
217
218
219

Sub-Article (3), Id.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
See, generally, Article 1049, Civil Code.
Id.
Article 1050 (1), Civil Code.
Sub-Article (2), Id.
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Read the following case and comment on the
decision of the court
የፍ/ብሔር ይ/መ/ቁ/2241/88
ህዲር 7 ቀን 1994 ዓ.ም
ዲኞች ፦

ሏጎስ ወሌደ
ዲኜ መሊኩ
ጌታቸው ምህረቱ

ይግባኝ ባዮች ፦

1 ወ/ሮ አሌማዝ ይግሇጡ ቀርባሇች።
2 አቶ ባዩ ሇማ ቀርቧሌ።
3 አቶ ኤሌያስ ሇማ አሌቀረበም።

መሌስ ሰጭዎች ፦

1 ወ/ሪት ታዬ ወርቅ ሇማ ቀርባሇች
2 አቶ ብዙአየሁ ሇማ አሌቀረበም

ይህን መዝግብ እና የፍ/ብ/ይ/መ 1742/88 ን በአንድነት መርምረን የሚከተሇውን ውሳኔ
ሰጥትናሌ።//

ውሳኔ
በሁሇቱ መዛግብት ሇቀረበው ይግባኝ መነሻ የሆነው ክርክር የተጀመረው በክሌሌ 14
መስተዲዯር በዞን ፍ/ቤት ነው። በዞን ፍ/ቤት ከሣሾች የነበሩት መሌስ ሰጭዎች ሲሆኑ፣ ይግባኝ
ባዮች ዯግሞ ተከሣሾች ነበሩ። ከመዝገቡ እንዯተመሇከተነውም መሌስ ሰጭዎች ክስ የመሠረቱት
ካባታችን በውርስ ያገኘነውና የጋራ ሃብታችን የሆነውን ንብረት ተከሣሾች ከመያዛቸውም በሊይ፣
እያከራዩም ገንዘብ የሚያገኙበት በመሆኑ ከንብረቱና በኪራዩ ከተገኘው ጥቅም የድርሻችንን
ያካፍለን ዘንድ ሉወሰንባቸው ይገባሌ በማሇት ነው።=====
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ይግባኝ ባዮችም ሇቀረበባቸው ክስ መሌስ የሰጡ ሲሆን፣ የተከራከሩትም "የጋራ ሃብት
የሆነው በአዱስ አበባ ከተማ በወረዲ 20 ቀበላ 43 ክሌሌ የሚገኘው ቁጥሩ 098 የሆነው መኖሪያ
ቤት ያረጀ

በመሆኑ አንዯ

አዱሰ በራሳችን

ወጪ አሰርተነዋሌ።

ተጨማሪ ክፍልችንም

ሠርተንሇታሌ። በመሆኑም በቅድሚያ በቤቱ ሊይ ያወጣነውን ወጪ በቅድሚያ ሉቀንስ ይገባሌ።
ከሣሾች የቤት ኪራይ ጥቅም የጠየቁት እነሱን ከማይመሇከቱ ቤቶች በተገኘው ሊይ በመሆኑ
ጥያቄው ተቀባይነት ሉኖረው አይገባም። በወረዲ 21 ቀበላ 22 የሚገኙት አራት ዯጃፍ ቤቶች
የ1ኛ ተከሣሽ /የወይዘሮ አሌማዝ ይግሇጡ/ አጎት የነበሩት የአቶ ዯስታ ይርዲው ወራሾች ንብረት
ነው። በሟች አቶ ሇማ ሞሊ እና በ1ኛ ተከሣሽ መካከሌ ህዲር 26 ቀን 80 ዓ/ም በተዯረገው
የንብረት መቀሊቀሌ ውሌም ይህ ቤት የጋራ ሃብት መሆኑ አሌተገሇጸም። ቤቱ በ1ኛ ተከሣሽ ስም
የተመዘገበ አይዯሇም" በማሇት ስሇመሆኑ ተገንዝበናሌ።=====
የዞን ፍ/ቤት በበኩለ ከግራቀኝ ወገኖች የቀረበሇትን ክርክር ከመረመረ በሊ፣ በወረዲ 20
ቀበላ 43 ክሌሌ የሚገኘው ቁጥሩ 098 የሆነው ቤት የከሣሾችና የተከሣሾች የጋራ ሃብት በመሆኑ
እና 1ኛ ተከሣሽ የላልቹ ተከራካሪ ወገኖች አባት ሚስት በመሆንዋ ከቤቱ ሊይ ግማሽ ድርሻዋን
ካነሳች በሊ ግማሹን አራቱ የሟች ሌጆች ይካፈለ። ተከሣሾች ቤት እያከራዩ ጥቅም ማግኘታቸውን
ያሌካደ በመሆኑ በወር ብር 30 ታስቦ ተከሣሾች ድርሻቸውን ይቀበለ። የቤቱን ግቢ በማከራየት
ተገኘ ከተባሇው ገቢም ድርሻቸውን ይወሰደ። በቤቱ ውስጥ የተገኙት ንብረቶች በፍርድ አፈጻጸም
መምሪያ ተገምተው በሚገኘው ውጤት ድርሻ ድርሻቸውን ይካፈለ። በወረዲ 21 ቀበላ 22
ይገኛሌ የተባለት ቤቶች በጋብቻ ውለ የጋራ ንብረት መሆናቸው ያሌተመሇተ በመሆኑ ውሣኔ
የሚሰጥበት አይዯሇም በማሇት ውሳኔ ሰጥቶአሌ። የአሁን ይግባኝ የቀረበውም በዚህ ማሇትም የዞን
ፍ/ቤት በፍ/ብ/መ/ቁ 566/85 የካቲት 22 ቀን 88 ዓ/ም በሰጠው ውሳኔ ሊይ ነው።====
ይግባኝ ባዮች ሚያዝያ 18 ቀን 1988 ዓ/ም በጻፉት የይግባኝ ማመሌከቻ ሇይግባኝ ሰሚው
ፍ/ቤት ይግባኝ ያቀረቡት "2ኛ መሌስ ሰጭ ከእኛ ጋር አብሮ የሚኖር በመሆኑ ክስ የመመሥረት
መብት የሇውም። መሌስ ሰጭዎች ይገባናሌ የሚለት ቦታ የመንግስት በመሆኑና በቦታው ሊይ
የመጠቀም መብት ያሇንም እኛ ብቻ ስሇሆንን ክርክራቸው ከሕግ ውጪ ነው ሉባሌ ይገባሌ። መሌስ
ሰጭዎች በቦታው የመጠቀም መብት አሊቸው ቢባሌ እንኳን ያቀረቡት ክስ በሁሇት ዓመት /ጊዜ/
ይርጋ ተቋርጧአሌ። የዞን ፍ/ቤት የሁሇታችንም ወገኖች ማስረጃ መስማት ሲገባው የሰማው
የመሌስ ሰጭዎችን ብቻ ነው። እኛ ያከራየናቸው ቤቶች በሊ በእኛ ገንዘብ የተሰሩ ስሇሆኑ መሌስ
ሰጭዎች በእነዚሁ ቤቶች መብት የሊቸውም። ከቤቶች ኪራይ ገቢ ሉካፈለ ይገባሌ ቢባሌም ቤቶቹ
ያሇማቋረጥ ይከራያለ ማሇት ስሇሚያስቸግር በዚህ ፍርድ ሉታይ የሚገባውን ሁኔታ የዞን ፍ/ቤት
አሊየም። ከቤቱ ግቢ ኪራይ ተገኘ የተባሇው ጥቅም ባዶ ቦታ በማከራየት የተገኘ በመሆኑ ክስ
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ሉያቀርቡበት አይችለም። ላልች ንብረቶች መኖራቸው ያሌተረጋገጠ በመሆኑ ውሣኔ ሉሰጥባቸው
አይገባውም። ቤቱን ሇማዯስ ያወጣነው ወጪ አይታሰብሊችሁም መባለ ትክክሌ አይዯሇም"
የሚለትን የመከራከሪያ ነጥቦች መሰረት በማድረግ ነው።//
መሌስ ሰጭዎች በበኩሊቸው በ25/8/1992 ዓ/ም ጽፈው ባቀረቡት ማመሌከቻ መሌስ
ሰጥተዋሌ። በመሌሱም 2ኛ መሌስ ሰጭን በተመሇከተ በቀረበው ይግባኝ መሌስ ሰጭው ከላልች
መሌስ ሰጪዎች ጋር አብሮ የሚኖር በመሆኑ ከይግባኝ ባዮች ጋር አብሮ ይኖራሌ መባለ ሏስት
መሆኑን፤ የተሰጠው ምክንያት መብታቸውን ከመጠየቅ የሚከሇከሌ ባሇመሆኑ የከተማ ቦታ
የመንግስት መሆኑ የቤቱን ወራሽነት መብት ሉያሳጣ እንዯማይችሌ፤ ስሇይርጋ አስመሌክቶ
የቀረበው ቅሬታ ከሚያከራከረው ጉዲይ ጋር ግንኙት የላሇው ስሇመሆኑ፤ ስሇቤቱ ኪራይ ክፍያ
የቀረበው ይግባኝ በዞኑ ፍ/ቤት ያሌተነሣ መሆኑን፤ የባዶ ቦታ ኪራይ በተመሇከተም በማስረጃ
ተዯግፎ ውሳኔ የተሰጠበት ስሇመሆኑ፤ ስሇዛፎቹ የቀረበው ቅሬታ ሏሰት መሆኑን፤ በሚያከራክረው
ቤት ሊይ በፍንዲታ ጉዲት የዯረሰ ስሇመሆኑም በዞኑ ፍ/ቤት ያሌተነሣ ክርክር ይዞ ይግባኙ የቀረበ
መሆኑንና የቤት ዕቃን በተመሇከተም በታመነው መሠረት ስሇመወሰኑ በመግሇጽ ይግባኙ ውድቅ
ተዯርጎ እንዱወሰን አመሌክተዋሌ።
ይግባኝ ባዮችም በ19/11/1992 ዓ/ም በተጻፈ ማመሌከቻ ይግባኛቸውን ሇማጠናከር
ያሰችሊለ ያሎቸውን ምክንያቶች በመዘርዘር የመሌስ መሌስ ሰጥተዋሌ።
ከዚህ በሊይ በአጭሩ የተመዘገበው በዚህ የተካሔዯው ክርክር ሲሆን በፍ/ ይ/ መ/ ቁ
2230/88 ሊይ ዯግሞ መሌስ ሰጭዎች የዞኑ ፍ/ቤት በሰጠው ውሳኔ በይግባኝ ባይነት በመቅረብ
በ21/8/1988 ዓ/ም የተዘጋጀ ማመሌከቻ አቅርበዋሌ።
በይግባኙም ሟችና 1ኛ ይግባኝ ባይ የጋብቻ ውሌ የተፈራረሙት ከጋብቻ በፊትና በኋሊ
ያፈሯቸውን ሀብቶች በተመሇከተ ሇመሆኑ የውለ ሰነድ እንዯሚያስረዲ፤ ይህንንም 1ኛ መሌስ
አምና የገሇጸችበት በወረዲ 21 ቀበላ 22 ጽ/ቤት የሚገኘው መዝገብ የሚያስረዲ ሆኖ ሳሇ ፍ/ቤቱ
ይህን አረጋገጦ አሇመወሰኑን፤ በወረዲ 20 ቀበላ 43 በቤት ቁጥር 098 የሚታወቀውንም ቤት
በተመሇከተ የቤቱ ሁሇት ክፍልች በወር ብር 30∙00/ሰሊሳ/ ሳይሆን እያንዲንዲቸው ብር
30∙00/ሰሊሳ/ እንዯሚከራዩ መሌስ ሰጭዎች በ5/4/1985 በሰጡት መሌስ ያመኑ ስሇሆነ ባመኑት
መሰረት መወሰን እንዯሚገባው በማስረዲት የዞኑ ፍ/ቤት የሰጠው ውሣኔ በቀረበው ይግባኝ መሰረት
ተሻሽል እንዱወሰን ጠይቀዋሌ። በዚህ መዝገብ መሌስ ሰጭዎች በ16/10/1992 ዓ/ም የተጻፈ
መሌስ ሰጥተዋሌ። በመሌሱም በወረዲ 21 ቀበላ 22 ውስጥ የሚገኘው ቤት የአቶ ዯስታ ይርዲው
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የነበረና ወራሾች የወረሱት እንጂ የሟች አቶ ሇማ እና የ1ኛዋ መሌስ ሰጭ የጋራ ንብረት ያሌነበረ
ስሇመሆኑ፤ የጋራ ሀብት ስሇመሆኑም ቢሆን የማስረዲት ሸክም የሚጣሌባቸው ይግባኝ ባዮች
ስሇመሆናቸው በመግሇጽ ይግባኙ ተቀባይነት እንዯላሇው ተከራክረዋሌ።
ክርክሩ አጠር ብል ሲመዘገብ የተገሇጸውን የሚመስሌ ሲሆን እኛም የዞኑ ፍ/ቤት የሰጠው
ውሳኔ በአግባቡ ስሇመሆኑ የበኩሊችንን ምርመራ አካሄዯናሌ። በመጀመሪያ በወረዲ 20 ቀበላ 43
በቤት ቁጥር 098 የሚታወቀውን ቤት በተመሇከተ የቀረበውን ክርክር ተመሌክተናሌ። ይግባኝ
ባዮች እነ ወ/ሮ ይግሇጡ ቤቱ በግንቦት 1983 ዓ/ም በአዱስ አበባ በበቅል ቤት አካባቢ ተነስቶ
በነበረው ፍንዲታ በመጎዲቱ ሇታዯሰበትና ሇተሰሩ ክፍልች መሌስ ሰጭዎች በከፊሌ ወጭውን
ሉሸፍኑ ይገባሌ በማሇት የሚያቀርቡት ቅሬታና ክርክር የተከሳሽ ከሳሽነት ከመጀመሪያው
ያሌቀረበበት በመሆኑ አግባብነት የላሇው ሆኖ ስሇተገኘ አሌተቀበሌነውም። 2ኛ መሌስ ሰጭ
ከመሌስ ሰጪዎች ጋር አብሮ በቤቱ የሚኖርና የሚጠቀም ነው በማሇት የሚቀርበውም ክርክር
በማስረጃ ያሌተዯገፈና የተካዯ ከመሆኑም ላሊ ወራሽነቱ እስካሌተካዯ ድረስ ከአባቱ ንብረት
እንዯላልቹ ማግኘት የሚገባውን ከመጠየቅ የሚከሇክሇው ምክኒያት አይዯሇም። የከተማ ቦታ
የመንግስት ቢሆንም የግሌ ቤት ያረፈበት ግቢ ውስጥ የሚገኝን ቦታ በቤቱ ሊይ መብት ያሇው ሰው
የመጠቀም መብት ስሇሚኖረው መሌስ ሰጪዎች በቤቱ ሊይ መብት ካሊቸው በግቢውም
የማይጠቀሙበት ምክኒያት አይኖርም። የፍ/ብ/ሕ/ቁጥር 1149 አግባብነት የሁከት ጉዲይን
የሚመሇከት በመሆኑ በተያዘው የወራሾችና የሚስት ድርሻ ክርክር ሊይ አግባብነት የሇውም።
የላሇው በመሆኑም በተጠቀሰው ሕግ መሠረት ጉዲዩ በይርጋ መታገድ እንዯነበረበት የቀረበው
ቅሬታ ተቀባይነት የማይኖረው ነው። የቦታ ኪራይን እና የግቢውን ዛፎች በተመሇከተም የዞኑ
ፍ/ቤት የወሰነው በታመነውና በማስረጃም አረጋግጦ በማየት በመሆኑ በእነዚህ ነጥቦች ሊይም
የቀረበው ቅሬታ ተቀባይነት የላሇው ነው።
ቀጥሇን እነወ/ሪት ታዬ ወርቅ ሇማ በወረዲ 20 ቀበላ 43 በቤት ቁጥር 098 በሚታወቀው
ቤት በረንዲ ሊይ ተሰሩ የተባለትን ሁሇት ክፍልች ኪራይ በተመሇከተ ያቀረቡትን ይግባኝ
መርምረናሌ። ባዯረግነው ምርመራም የሁሇት ክፍልች የኪራይ ዋጋ በወር ብር 60∙00/ስሌሳ/
መሆኑን አረጋግጠናሌ። በመሆኑም መሌስ ሰጭዎች ከ24/4/1980 ጀምሮ የሁሇቱ ክፍልች ኪራይ
በየወሩ ብር 60∙00/ስሌሳ/ ታስቦ ይካፈለ ብሇናሌ።
በወረዲ 21 ቀበላ 22 በቤት ቁጥር ከ133 እስከ 135 እና 137 የሚታወቁትን ቤቶች
በተመሇከተም እነወ/ሪት ታዬ ወርቅ ሇማ ቤቶቹ ሙለ በሙለ የጋራ ሀብት ናቸው ያለ ቢሆንም
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CLOSURE OF LIQUIDATION

Liquidation is not a process which goes on indefinitely. It will come to an end be closed upon
the fulfillment of certain conditions. The law recognizes two alternative grounds that may
lead to the closure of liquidation.
Article 1052 (1) of the Civil Code provides for the first ground for the closure of liquidation.
It states that “the liquidation of a succession will be closed where the creditors of the
succession who made themselves known and the legatees by singular title have been paid
their claim or legacy”. It seems this provision singles legatees by singular title out not
because they are not creditors of the inheritance, but rather because they are the last to be
paid. As such, they serve as a benchmark for the payment of all debts of the inheritance.
Therefore, the liquidation process will be closed at the time when singular legatees have
received what is due to them.
The liquidation process may go up to the stage where legatees by singular title are paid their
legacies only when the succession has sufficient means to do that. All the property of the
inheritance could be depleted at some earlier stage. Article 1052 (2), which sets forth the
other ground entailing closure, states that liquidation will be closed when all the property of
the succession is disposed of. That in other words means that liquidation could be closed
before legatees by singular title are paid and even at any earlier stage at which the
inheritance is left with no more resources.
Closure of liquidation has important legal effects. Pending liquidation, the succession is kept
separate and administered as a distinct estate. The rationale is protection of the interests of
persons having right to the succession, especially the creditors of the inheritance. And the
closure of the liquidation implies either the depletion of all the property of the inheritance
or the payment of all the debts of the succession.
In particular, when the liquidation is closed all the creditors of the inheritance having been
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paid their claims, it is no more necessary to keep and administer the succession as a distinct
estate. Therefore, pursuant to Article 1053 (1), any property which remains from the
inheritance after such closure will merge with the personal property of the heir. That seems
to be the case where the succession has just one sole heir. In the event of multiplicity of
heirs, such property will stay jointly owned by the heirs as per the provision of Article 1053
(2) until it is partitioned.
The merger of the property of inheritance with the personal property of the heir will give
the heir’s personal creditors a right of recourse against the property of the inheritance that
has so merged. Pending liquidation, such creditors do not have any right on any of the
properties forming part of the succession. But once the merger takes place, they can
proceed against the property obtained from the succession as if it were the personal
property of the heir.
Article 1054 confirms that creditors of the inheritance who show up after the closure of
liquidation may, just like the personal creditors of the heir, claim payment of what is due to
them from the heir. Before the liquidation process is wound up, such creditors were even
preferred to the personal creditors of the heir in so far as their claim over the esta te is
concerned. However, one the liquidation is closed, they will have no better right than the
personal creditors of the heir. Even worse, while the personal creditors of the heir may
claim the entire property of the heir, including what he had before taking his share of the
inheritance, as their common security, post-liquidation creditors of the inheritance may
claim only to the extent of the value of property the heir has received as his share from the
succession.
As for a legatee by singular title, Article 1058 provides that he will be liable to the postliquidation creditors of the inheritance only in default of the heir and only to the extent of
the value of the legacy which he has received. Such a legatee is assimilated to a simple
guarantor in the law of contracts (Articles 1920-1951, the Civil Code) in his relation with a
post-liquidation creditor who has sued him. Thus, he may avail himself of any defense
available to a guarantor as soon as he is proceeded against. He may invoke the defense of
benefit of discussion and demand the suing creditor to discuss the assets of the deceased
that have gone to the heirs.
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It can be argued that legatees by singular title will be liable to the late coming creditors of
the inheritance under two circumstances. First, if the property of the inheritance is fully
depleted immediately after such legatees are paid, the heirs would receive nothing. As a
result, the heirs will not be liable to pay anything.
Second, after the property of the inheritance has merged with his personal property, the
heir may change his address, or become insolvent, or may not, for any other reason, be in a
position to pay. In such an event, the legatee by singular title might be compelled to pay the
claim of the latecomer creditors. But Article 1059 (2) authorizes the paying legatee to make
a recourse against the heir as if he himself were the personal creditor of the heir.
If the singular legatee pays the debt of the succession to the latecomer creditor, he shall
substitute himself for the creditors of the heir and can demand from the heir what he has
paid to the latecomer creditor (Art. 1059).

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
Ato Mulugeta spends most of the year in Nairobi, where he operates a business. He came to
Ethiopia to visit his relatives and old friends. Before his flight back to Nairobi, however, Ato
Mulugeta had to undergo a prostate operation. For this purpose, he concluded an
agreement with a specialist called Dr. Oljira for whose service Ato Mulgeta paid 20,000 Birr.
But Dr. Oljira was too busy to perform the operation on the day it was scheduled to take
place. Even worse, Ato Mulugeta had to fly to Nairobi even without arranging another
appointment.
Sadly, Dr. Oljira died a short time afterwards. At the time Ato Mulugeta came back to
Ethiopia, he was told that Dr. Oljira had died six months ago. He also heard that the
liquidation of the succession of Dr. Oljira was over and all the property of the deceased has
been transferred to Mesfin, his only son. Mesfin is a debtor of Natty and he has no any
other property other than what he received from the succession. Mesfin owes Natty 50,000
Birr.
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Questions
Assuming that Dr. Oljira died intestate leaving property worth 60,000 Birr, can Ato Mulugeta
succeed in recovering his money? Why, or why not? If yes, how? Discuss the legal and
factual problems Ato Mesfin may encounter.

Hint
Since Ato Mulugeta has not received the service agreed, he can claim the refund of the
money he paid to Dr. Oljira on the basis of their contract. The problem with Ato Mulugeta is
that, the liquidation phase is over and he cannot have the estate as his exclusive security.
Moreover, the estate has already merged with the personal property of Mesfin. To add
insult to injury, Natty, the personal creditor of Mesfin, is also demanding payment. Ato
Mulugeta will have to compete with Natty to recover his money. Nevertheless, the estate is
not sufficient to satisfy both claims. Assume that both Natty and Ato Mulugeta have
appeared simultaneously, payment in proportion to their claims will be a legitimate
solution. That does not, however, mean that Mesfin will be relieved from his liability to Ato
Mulugeta by paying just a portion of the 20,000 Birr. As a rule, he is obliged to pay up to the
extent of the value which he has received from the succession. Even though he does not
have the money to fully pay Ato Mulugeta for the time being, he will be obliged to do it in
the future.
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CHAPTER THREE
PARTITION OF SUCCESSION
3. 1.

INTRODUCTION

After the liquidation process comes to an end, the f ollowing phase is partition of the
remaining hereditary estate among the heirs and universal legatees. This phase shall exist
only if some property is left from the liquidation phase. That is, if the estate of the deceased
is depleted in the liquidation phase, nothing shall remain for partition and hence there will
be no partition.
You may be fascinated with the strange rules that are included in this chapter. Most of the
rules of partition are totally unknown by the vast majority of the people. You must study
this part of the law very seriously since it would enable you to solve problems that arise in
one of the areas where our people seek the assistance of experts in law.
You are expected to achieve the following objectives after completing this chapter:


Prepare a design in which you conduct partition of succession;



Compare and contrast the rights of latecomer creditors of the succession during
liquidation and partition;



Explain how and why the estate is jointly owned by the heirs;



Discuss the importance and the difficulties in implementing the theoretical
shortcomings of the principle of collation by coheirs;



Workout the relations that exist between the coheirs after partition, in relation to
themselves and in relation to latecomer creditors of the inheritance;



Reason out the rules that prohibit conventions relating to a future inheritance.
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COMMUNITY OF HEREDITARY ESTATE

Partition may not necessarily follow when liquidation comes to an end. The coheirs may
jointly own the property that they acquired from the succession. The joint ownership of
property by the coheirs is different from the community of property of spouses.
Sometimes co-heirs may be obliged to jointly own the hereditary estate. However, this
obligation is not a lasting one and hence pa rtition of the property may be made after some
time if a co-heir applies to the court for the effect of partition of the property held jointly.

What are the differences between the community of property of
spouses and that of coheirs? Discuss.
The community of property of spouses is different from the common ownership of coheirs
in that:
(a)

In the case of spouses, every property in the hands of the spouses is presumed
to be a common property, while only the property obtained from the
succession is the common or joint property of the coheirs.

(b)

The common property of the spouses remains their common property so long
as their marriage exists, but the joint ownership of coheirs stays only for a
limited time, unless the co-heirs agree to jointly own for longer time.

(c)

The spouses have an equal right over their common property, but the coheirs
may have a different proportion, especially in the case of testate succession.

In line with the above discussion, the joint ownership of the co-heirs shall be governed by
the law of property, not by the law of family. 1
Although the coheirs have the right to jointly own the hereditary estate, the provisions
relating to liquidation shall not be affected. For instance, if a latecomer creditor of the
deceased appears, the heirs who own the estate jointly are bound to pay the claims of such
1

See, generally, Article 1060 (2), Civil Code.
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creditors. You should remember here that such coheirs should pay in proportion to what
they have received from the inheritance.

Read Art. 1061 and explain its contents.
Article 1061 gives two rules to the coheirs. Firstly, the coheirs may not demand the sale by
auction of a particular thing forming the property obtained from the succession. For
example, one of the heirs cannot demand, while the estate is still owned jointly, the sale of
a car or a table or any other specific property, which is part of the inheritance. As a rule
partition has to be made in kind. 2 Hence, the law favors the coheirs to receive a particular
property from the succession instead of cash. Secondly, the coheirs cannot demand
partition of a particular property from the succession, while the hereditary estate is still held
in common. Since they are either heirs or universal legatees all of them have a right over the
whole hereditary estate. Unless their condition is regulated by the rule of Article 913, they
cannot know which specific property is going to fall in their portion. Moreover, when
partition is made, the law requires that care shall be taken to give to each heir the things,
which are most important to him. 3 Therefore, partition should involve the whole hereditary
estate and partition of a specific or a particular thing that forms portion of the succession
should not be made.
The partition of the total hereditary estate (but not only part of it) can be required by any of
the coheirs at any time once the liquidation is completed. 4 But this is not always true. That is
because Art. 1063 provides for possible exceptions to the rule laid down under Art. 1062.
Here are two of the possible exceptions that Art. 1063 prescribes to what has been provided
under Art. 1062:


The community may be maintained by the order of the court for not more
than two years, if the partition is required at an appropriate time. Partition of

2

See the discussion under Article 1086, Id, below.

3
4

See the discussion under Article 1087(2), Id, below.
See, generally, Article 1062, Id.
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the hereditary estate may be particularly not appropriate in some
circumstances; for example, the only hereditary estate that is left from
liquidation is a villa. It is impossible to physically divide the villa and move it
to different places. Unless the coheirs agree to jointly own the villa, the only
way of partition is selling it and dividing the proceedings of the sale. The
market price of villas may fluctuate. That is, it may sometimes rise and fall at
other times. It could be said that selling the villa during the seasons of price
fall with the intention of partitioning the liquid cash, is selling it at an
inappropriate time. In such circumstances, it is important to wait until the
price of the villa rises. The court may, therefore, order the suspension of the
partition for the period of not more than two years.


Any request for partition of the hereditary estate shall be suspended when
the partition depends on the condition of birth of a child who is merely
conceived. 5 According to Art. 2 of the Civil Code, a merely conceived child
shall be considered as born whenever his interest so requires, provided that
he is born alive and viable. The child is deemed to be viable where he lives for
48 hours after his birth. That is, if the child dies before living for 48 hours, it
cannot be considered as a person succeeding his father.
For instance, at the time of the death of the deceased, his wife may be
pregnant. A child who is merely conceived may be called to a succession. 6 In
this case, because the interest of the child so demands, he shall be
considered as though born. That is why he is called to the succession.
However, his viability is an important factor to consider him as a human
being and give him a portion of the succession. The succession shall remain
without being partitioned until the condition of viability of the merely
conceived child is ascertained. Therefore, the request of a coheir to the effect
of partition of the succession is not a valid request when one of the heirs is a
merely conceived child.

5
6

To understand this point, you are advised to reiterate your knowledge of The Law of Persons. See,
particularly, Articles 2 and 4 of the Civil Code.
See, generally, Article 834 of the Civil Code.
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Furthermore, Art. 1064 (1) seems to lay down yet another exception to Art. 1062. Art. 1064
(1) denotes that the right of a coheir to apply for the partition of the hereditary estate may
be excluded by the will of the deceased or by the contract concluded between the co-heirs.
That is, the deceased in his will, may order that the coheirs shall jointly own the property he
has left and no partition shall be made. Likewise, the coheirs may agree among themselves
to jointly own the property they have acquired from the succession. But such testamentary
provision or agreement among coheirs can be effective only up to five years. When a coheir
does not want to jointly own the property, irrespective of the order by the deceased or the
agreement among the coheirs, partition can be made after five years of joint ownership.
Even if the deceased has ordered the joint ownership for more than five years, it shall be
reduced to five years. The same is true for the agreement reached among the coheirs. If it
goes beyond that it is believed that this would seriously affect one’s property rights. The
FDRE Constitution guarantees the right to property. According to this constitutionally
guaranteed right, a person can use, sell, exchange, alienate his property in any way he likes.
This right of an individual shall be affected if the hereditary estate is allowed to stay for a
very long period against the will of the individual.

CASE REVIEW
Hypothetical Case
Ato Oman was a hardworking man and he succeeded in having lots of property. However
much of his property was spent on his hospitalization. His succession is, therefore,
liquidated and only a lorry is left to his heirs after the liquidation. The deceased's wife
produced a medical certificate that shows she is pregnant. The deceased is survived by a son
of 30 years old and a daughter of 25 years old. The deceased made a will saying that 60% of
his property be given to his daughter and the rest 40% be given to his son. Now the
daughter needs a quick partition of the property since she needs some money to run a new
business.

Questions
Can the court in any way order an immediate partition of the property according to the
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request of the daughter of the deceased? (Assume the value of the lorry to be 900,000 Birr).
State your reasons.

Hint
In this case the wife was an expectant mother at the time of death of the deceased. As a
rule partition shall be suspended when there is a merely conceived child. The reason is that
a merely conceived child is called to the succession of the deceased (See Art. 834). 7 If the
child is born, there is a possibility that the will could even lapse. In this case, the 25 year old
daughter of the deceased wants a quick partition for running a new business. The law favors
the suspension of partition when there is a merely conceived child. The suspension in this
case shall be until the viability of the future child is verified. However, the court may
recognize the allegation of this girl to effect partition even before the birth of the child. If
the court believes that the reason of the girl is justifiable, it could authorize the partition
(See Art. 1063(2). 8 But it is expected that the court would consider the lapse of the will and
accordingly the portion of the girl shall not exceed one-third of the total amount of the
hereditary estate.

3. 3.

COLLATION BY COHEIRS

Many people do not have information about the existence of the principle of collation in the
law of successions. Collation is the bringing back of properties that were given by donation
to a descendant by the ascendant during the lifetime of the latter into the success ion.
Collation is devised to bring equality among the coheirs.

A descendant who has received some property by way of donation (liberality) shall bring
back such a property into the inheritance. But it is only descendant that has accepted the
succession who should be obliged to bring back the donations he/she has received from
his/her ascendant or parent. That is, renunciation would relieve a descendant from

7
8

See, generally, Article 834, Id.
See, generally, Article 1063(2), Id.
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collation. The testator may also exempt his descendant from collation. 9

As prescribed under Article 1066, the following donations or liberalities are subject to
collation.


Any money that is given to establish the heir;



Money paid to settle the debts of the heir;



Property or money given to the heir during his marriage in the form of
dowry.

An heir who has benefited from such donations shall be obliged to pay back the values of
the properties he received into the succession. However, any payment incurred for the
education of the heir is not subject to collation. The property or money incurred for
education may be by far greater than the ones listed above. Still tuition fee is not subject
to collation.

Only those descendants who accept the succession shall be obliged to collate. It is also
possible that the testator can exempt his/her child from collation in his/her valid will. For
example, the testator can express in his/her testamentary disposition that his/her child shall
participate in the succession without the need to bring the properties he/she took in the
form of donation. Moreover, the testator could exempt the heir from collation in the act of
donation.

The law provides that only descendant heirs of the deceased are obliged to collate. Other
heirs, who have been benefited from donation are not obliged to collate, even if they are
beneficiaries of the succession. But this is not a mandatory rule. The testator, in his/her will,
can effectively impose these heirs to collate what they have received in the form of
donation.

9

Article 1065
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A person who was not an heir of the deceased but later becomes an heir is also bound to
collate. This could happen, for instance, if the donor adopts the donee after making the
donation.

As provided for in Art. 1074, the value to be collated shall be added to the estate left by the
deceased. It is this mass that is ready to be partitioned among the heirs. But here you must
note that the co-heir who is obliged to collate need not bring the value in real terms. That is,
he/she is not required to bring the value of the donation in liquid cash nor is required to
bring in kind. The computation shall be worked out merely theoretically. For instance,
assume Ato Adane’s succession is liquidated and the estate left after the liquidation is
90,000 Birr. While he was alive, Ato Adane gave to his elder son Joni a car whose value at
the time of donation was 30,000 Birr. The mass to be divided between the children of Ato
Adane is 90,000+30,000=120,000 Birr.

The purpose of collation is to ensure justice by distributing the estate left by the deceased
fairly among his/her children. Therefore, any value brought into the succession by collation
can only be distributed or partitioned among the coheirs. Collation is made only to the
benefit of coheirs. Even latecomer creditors of the deceased have no right to claim payment
from what is collated.

An heir who is bound to collate is considered to have already received his/her portion from
the succession to the extent of the value he/she is bound to collate. Therefore, collation is
made by taking less. (Read Arts. 1074 (2) cum. 1076(1)).

The heir who is required to collate need not pay the value of the property that he received
by way of donation from the deceased. Instead, he is allowed to take less from the
succession, which is ready to be partitioned. That is, he collates by way of set-off. You
should not consider collation as a physical bringing of the thing taken by donation.
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As the Ethiopian law has restricted the modality of collation to “by taking less”, the value to
be collated shall be added to the hereditary estate for the purpose of forming the mass to
be divided among the co-heirs. This can be illustrated by the following examples.

a) Illustration 1
Dawit donated a taxi cab to his elder daughter Ayantu 5 years prior to his death.
Assume that the value of the vehicle at the time of donation was ETB100,000. Dawit
has left hereditary estate whose net worth is valued to be ETB 500,000. The
deceased is survived by three children Ayantu, Kebede and Meron, and he died
intestate. The value that Ayantu collates shall be added to the property left by Dawit
according to Article 1074(1) of the Civil Code.
ETB100,000 + ETB 500,000 = ETB 600,000

As the succession is intestate in the example above, each of the co-heirs shall receive equal
amount from the succession, that is, ETB 200,000. But Ayantu deemed to have already
received her portion of the succession to the extent of the value which she is bound to
collate, that is, ETB 100,000. This means Ayantu shall receive only ETB 100,000 from the
hereditary estate left by Dawit. This is the simples t example of collation by taking less.
b) Illustration 2
Assume that Ayantu had instead received a donation whose value is ETB 200,000,
and that the hereditary estate is ETB 400,000.

In this case, as well, the mass to be divided shall be ETB 600,000. But now Ayantu has
already received the maximum amount which she could get from the intestate succession,
that is, ETB 200,000. The obligation of collation reaches to its peak when the amount given
by way of donation is equal to the value which one has as his/her right in the succession.
Because the maximum Ayantu is required to collate, according to Article 1076(2) of the Civil
Code, is what she would receive from the inheritance in the intestate succession thereby
she is bound to collate ETB 200,000. In this case, she is not required to pay physically the
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money but merely collates by taking nothing (zero) from the succession and the net
hereditary estate shall be divided between the two of her siblings, Kebede and Meron.

c) Illustration 3

Even if the Ethiopian law follows the principle of collation by taking less, it also introduces
another rule (as part of the principle of taking less in Article 1076(2)) which would equate
the maximum amount to be collated to the value which the heir has in the succession. This
means that collation by taking less is also applicable when there is insufficiency of the
hereditary estate due to which the co-heirs who demand collation are unable to get what
they should get from the hereditary estate. For instance, assume that Ayantu received a
donation of the value of ETB 300,000 and the hereditary estate left is again ETB 300,000.
The value of the donation shall be added to the estate left by the deceased thereby making
the mass worth ETB 600,000.
Under such circumstances, collation “by taking less” would mean that Ayantu shall actually
pay to the succession for the purpose of correcting the deficiency of the hereditary estate.
The insufficiency shall be corrected when Ayantu pays back ETB 100,000. This makes the
actual mass to be divided between Kebede and Meron ETB 400,000, enabling them to get
what is due to them from the succession. The natural equality among the co-heirs shall be
maintained through such mechanisms which consists of not only taking less but also by
correcting the insufficiency in the balance of the hereditary estate. In correcting the
insufficiency, however, the donee heir is not bound to collate more than to which he/she
has a right in the succession. This situation is treated in illustration 4 below.

d) Illustration 4

No heir shall collate more than the value to which he/she has a right in the succession. Even
if collation "by taking less" constitutes the actual payment of sums of money to the
succession, the donee co-heir is not obliged to completely cover the deficiency of the estate
so that the other co-heirs get what they should get in the intestate succession.
Example
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Dawit gave a donation to his elder daughter Ayantu whose value is ETB 500,000.
Dawit left a hereditary estate of only ETB 100,000 upon his death, the mass to be
divided will be:
ETB 500,000 + ETB 100,000 = ETB 600,000.
Each of the coheirs has a right to receive ETB 200,000 from the succession. As the
estate is severely deficient in this case, Ayantu is obliged to pay back sums of money
but only to the extent of her share in the succession.
ETB 200,000 + ETB 100,000 = ETB 300,000
It is this ETB 300,000 that will be divided between Kebede, Meron. As per Article
1076 (2) of the Civil Code, Ayantu will keep ETB 300,000 which is more than what she
should get in the intestate succession, demonstrating that the Ethiopian law of
successions does not compel the donee-heir to correct the deficiency of the
hereditary estate in an absolute manner.
e) Illustration 5
Let’s finally assume that Ayantu received, by way of donation, ETB 600,000 and
nothing was left by the deceased. Like the case in illustration 4, Ayantu is bound to
collate only ETB 200,000 by keeping the rest for herself. This allows Kebede and
Meron to get ETB 100,000 each.

Review Exercises
1.

Do you think that collation would perfectly create equality among the coheirs?

2.

If your response is yes, explain why you say yes and if your response is no, give
reasons why you say no!
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THE MODALITIES OF PARTITION

The law prescribes that partition shall, first and foremost, be made as per the terms of the
agreement to be made as between the coheirs.10 But this may not always be possible.
Where the coheirs fail to agree on how partition should be made, it shall be made in
accordance with the provisions of the law.
The law respects any agreement among the heirs with respect to partition of the succession.
In default of an agreement, one of the coheirs may draw up a plan, which could serve as a
blueprint for partition. 11 This, however, is on condition that such plan is approved by the
court. 12 If partition were to be single-handedly made by one of the coheirs, such heir may
make the partition to the prejudice of other coheirs or of the creditors of one of the coheirs.
This could particularly be true when partition is made in the absence of the coheir, or in the
absence of the creditor of the coheir. That is why the law requires court approval of the
agreement by the court. 13
As a rule, partition must be made in kind. 14 That is, instead of selling the property and
dividing the liquid cash or the money, the law considers it good to divide the property as it
is.15 However, sometimes it could be very difficult or even impossible to partition the
property equally among the coheirs in accordance with the rule of partition in kind. In such
a case, the inequality of the shares in kind shall be setoff by payment of sums of money.16
What is more, the law stipulates that an heir should be given the property which is most
useful to him, so long as that is possible.17

Example

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

See, generally, Article 1079 (1), Civil Code.
Article 1079 (2), Id.
Id.
See, generally, Articles 1080 and 1081, Id.
Article 1086 (1), Id.
Id.
Article 1086 (2), Id.
Article 1087 (2), Id.
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The succession of the late Ato Bayissa, who is survived by three sons, comprises a minibus
taxi, a residential house, and carpentry equipment. Suppose these three properties have
equivalent monetary value. Assume that the first of Ato Bayissa's coheirs is a married man
who desperately needs a house, the second an aspiring carpenter who needs to have his
own equipment to work as a professional carpenter, and the third with third grade driving
license, who always dreams to have his own taxi. Pursuant to Article 1087 (2), it would be
appropriate to give the minibus taxi, the residential house, and the carpentry equipment to
the first, the second, and the third coheirs respectively, as that is the property which is most
useful to each.

3. 5.

THE RELATION BETWEEN THE CO-HEIRS AFTER
PARTITION

The entire process of the devolution of a succession comes to an end with partition. With
partition also ends the relation between the co-heirs in regard to the succession. Basically,
there will be no binding relation, whether contractual or legal, as between the co-heirs once
the succession has been fully partitioned.
However, with a view to protecting the interests of the co-partitioners, or of one or some of
them, the law has put in place provisions that extend the relation between the co-heirs even
after partition with respect to two issues. The first is the issue of warranty. The copartitioners owe to each other warranty in respect of their shares in the succession. 18 The
other is the issue of the annulment or correction of the partition. 19 Partition may be
annulled or corrected for the benefit of all, some, or one of the co-partitioners in certain
circumstances. Let us now examine these two issues in depth.

18
19

Article 1097, Id.
See, generally, Articles 1102 - 1109, Id.
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3. 5. 1. Warranty due by Co-heirs
“Warranty” basically means the security a person provides for the benefit of another person
to ensure that something is done safely in favor of that other person. Often, warranty is
associated with sales, wherein the seller is duty bound to warrant the buyer as to the
transfer of the ownership of the thing sold as per the terms of the contract.20 There also
exists a warranty obligation as between the co-heirs in the Law of Successions. This
obligation is meant to serve as a sort of risk distribution mechanism among the co-heirs.
Remember that partition technically means an agreement whereby the share each co-heir
has in the succession is approved. Partition does not necessarily entail delivery. Shares are
usually practically delivered after partition has been made. In other words, co-partitioners
receive their shares after partition. The fundamental idea pertaining to the warranty
obligation in the Law of Successions is that the co-heirs, who are the co-partitioners so to
say, are bound to provide warranty to each other to ensure the safe delivery of their shares
in the succession after partition.
For this purpose, the share of a co-partitioner is used to guarantee payment of the shares of
his co-partitioners. That is, a co-partitioner provides security to the amount of the value of
his share in the succession.21 He is not obliged to provide the warranty with his personal
property.
The warranty a co-partitioner may owe could be grouped into two depending on the type of
the content of the share in relation to which the warranty is provided. According to Article
1097 (1) of the Civil Code, in respect of the corporeal things or movable properties placed in
their shares, the co-partitioners owe to each other the warranties which a seller owes to a
buyer. In contrast, pursuant to Sub-Article (2) of the same Article, they owe to each other
the warranty provided for in regard to the case of an assignment of a debt by onerous title
in respect of rights and debts placed in their shares.

20

Article 2273 cum. 2287, Id.

21

Article 1099, Id.
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Basically, a seller owes two important warranties to the buyer. These are warranty against
dispossession and warranty against the non-conformity of the thing sold with the contract. 22
Let us now see a couple of possible scenarios in which these two warranties may come into
play in the relation between the co-heirs after partition.
As for warranty against dispossession, someone may come forward with a claim over a
movable property placed in the share of a co-partitioner after partition has been made.
Such a person may produce sufficient evidence to prove that the property actually belongs
to him and may even manage to dispossess the co-partitioner. As a result, the co-partitioner
in question may end up getting nothing from succession. The other co-partitioners are
required to warrant such co-partitioner against any total or partial dispossession which he
might suffer in consequence of the third party claimant exercising the right he had at the
time of the partition of the succession.
In contrast, the idea behind warranty against non-conformity is that the co-partitioners have
the duty to warrant each other that the thing delivered to each of them conforms to the
terms of the partition and is not defective. It may happen that a co-partitioner has received
a thing that differs in quantity or quality from the thing placed in his share during partition.
By providing warranty, the other co-partitioners in effect share the loss with the copartitioner who has received such a thing.
In the normal course of events, the warranty is imple mented by the other co-partitioners
indemnifying the aggrieved co-partitioner. Pursuant to Article 1098, the amount of the
indemnity is fixed according to the value of the thing warranted at the time of the partition.
The indemnity is due by each of the co-partitioners in proportion to the value of the share of
the succession which he has received. 23 In case one of the co-partitioners is insolvent, the
indemnity due by him will be divided between the co-partitioners in whose favor the
warranty operates and all the other co-partitioners who are solvent, again in proportion to
the value of the share of the succession which each has received.24

22

See, generally, Article 2273 cum. 2287, Id.

23
24

Article 1099 (1), Id.
Article 1099 (2), Id.
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Warranty may not be due in certain circumstances. For instance, warranty may not be due if
the dispossession or the non-conformity complained of by a co-partitioner is imputable to
his own fault. 25 Nor may it be due where the dispossession or the non-conformity results
from a cause that arises subsequent to the partition agreement. 26 Moreover, there will be
no warranty where, in the words of Article 1101 (2), the dispossessed or non-conforming
property has been placed in the share of the co-heir without warranty in accordance with an
express provision to that effect in the partition agreement.

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
Abebe, who passed away in 1993 E. C., died intestate. He is survived by his children
Mammo, Kebede, and Ayele. Upon the winding up of the liquidation of Abebe’s succession,
Belete, the liquidator, came up with a report showing that the succession consists of
100,000 Birr in liquid cash deposited in the deceased’s bank account, a small -sized flour
factory which was valued to be worth 100,000 Birr by expert valuators, and 100,000 Birr
which the late Abebe lent to Dimamu in 1974 E. C.
At the beginning of 1995 E. C., the three co-heirs of Abebe agreed to partition the
succession in the following manner in conformity with the relevant provisions of the law.
According to the partition agreement, Mammo, the youngest son, will take the 100,000 Birr
cash deposited in Abebe’s bank account; the flour factory is placed in the share of Mammo’s
elder brother, Kebede, who is a mechanical engineer by profession; whereas the eldest son,
Ayele, who is a lawyer, will collect the 100,000 Birr loan money from Dimamu.

Questions
1.

Assume that the night before it was delivered to Engineer Kebede, the flour factory
was destroyed by fire caused due to the electrical problem it had for a long time.
Who do you think should bear the loss? What is the obligation of Mammo and

25
26

Article 1101 (1), Id.
Id.
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Ayele, the other co-partitioners? Assuming that all co-partitioners are liable, how
much is due by each co-partitioner?
2.

Ayele, who sue Dimamu for the recovery of the 100,000 Birr loan money in1995 E.
C., lost the suit because the claim was barred by limitation. Does Ayele have any
other legal remedy? Explain.

3. 5. 2.

Annulment and Correction of Partition

Partition is made by an agreement that is concluded between the co-heirs. As such, a
partition agreement is expected to meet all the validity requirements of a contract as to
consent, capacity, object, and form. Otherwise, it may be annulled in the same
circumstances as other contracts. 27
Articles 1808 through 1818 of the Civil Code state how contracts may be annulled or
invalidated. For example, a contract may be annulled where the consent of one of the
contracting parties is legally defective or where one of the parties is incapable to perform
juridical acts.28 Similarly, a partition agreement may be annulled on the ground of defective
consent or incapacity of one of the co-heirs.29
Partition will not be annulled for the sole reason that a property forming part of the
succession is discovered subsequent to it.

30

Article 1103 prescribes that without affecting

the partition previously made, a supplementary partition will be made in relation to such
property. It may, nonetheless, happen that the newly discovered property was in the
possession of one of the co-heirs who had concealed its existence from his co-heirs in bad
faith with the intention of owning it exclusively. In such an event, the concealing heir will, by
way of punishment, be deprived of any share in the property he concealed. 31

27
28
29
30
31

Article 1102, Id.
Article 1808 (1), Id.
See, generally, Article 1102 cum. 1808 (1), Id.
See, generally, Article 1103, Id.
Article 1104, Id.
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Consider the following example:
Colonel Bayissa, who died two years ago, kept a kilogram of gold that he bought 10 years
ago in his safe. Immediately after the death of Colonel Bayissa, his daughter, Chaltu, took
the gold and hid it. The other surviving children of Colonel Bayissa, Deribe and Eshetu, who
were well aware of the existence of the gold, were worried about its absence. They made
repeated searches in all the places they suspected, but to no avail. Chaltu also pretended
that she was worried by the loss of the gold. However, one fateful day, while visiting
Chaltu’s house, Deribe discovered the gold in Chaltu’s cupboard. Chaltu will lose her right of
the succession as far as the gold is concerned.
Partition might have been made to the prejudice of one or more of the co-partitioners due
to erroneous valuation or the failure of an heir to collate a donation which is subject to
collation. Neither of these two factors entails the annulment of the partition all together.
Instead, the partition will be corrected by indemnifying the aggrieved co-partitioner.
Article 1105 (1) provides that a person who has received in all less than three-fourth parts of
what he had a right to because of an erroneous valuation of a certain property may apply to
the court to order the correction of the partition. Pursuant to Sub-Article (2) of the same
Article, an application for the correction of a partition may also be filed where a donation
subject to collation has not been declared by the person who was bound to collate it in
favour of his co-heirs. Such application must be filed within three years after the partition
has been made. 32 The right to apply for correction will be barred after the expiry of this
period. 33
As said shortly earlier, correction of partition is made by paying the aggrieved co-partitioner
an equivalent monetary indemnity. According to Article 1107, where the court allows an
application for correction, it will fix the amount of the indemnity due to the applicant as well
as the person by whom and the conditions on which such indemnity should be paid. The
court is expected to fix the indemnity due in terms of money in all cases.34 Naturally,
payment of indemnity may be required only from the co-partitioners of the applicant or
32
33
34

Article 1106, Id.
Id.
See, generally, Article 1107 (1) cum. 1108 (1), Id.
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from their heirs or legatees.35
If, on the other hand, the correction is made in consequence of a donation subject to
collation not having been declared in the partition as corrected, the defaulting co-heir shall
be subject to punishment for his conduct. The punishment is the deprivation of such heir of
the value equal to the donation which he must have collated.36 However, if the co-heir in
question proves his good faith to its satisfaction, the court may waive the imposition of the
punishment. 37

3. 5. 3. The Right of Creditors Coming after Partition
Creditors of the inheritance may sometimes appear after partition has been made. Such
creditors do not loss their rights simply because the succession has already been
partitioned. However, they will have a lesser or, at least, no better right than the personal
creditors of the co-partitioners in as much as the property of the succession is concerned.
As a rule, a creditor coming after partition must divide and forward his claim to the copartitioners in proportion to the value of the share received by each unless the debt due to
him is indivisible or there is an agreement made in the partition whereby the whole debt or
a larger part thereof is charged to one or more co-partitioners. 38 This is not really an easy
thing to do. The co-partitioners might have already taken their shares and departed to their
respective destinations.

REVIEW EXERCISES
Case
Ato Bokku, who died five years ago, passed away leaving a valid will behind He left an estate
estimated to be worth Birr 400,000. His children, Worku, Yared and Zinash partitioned the
estate according to the will, which stated that:

35
36
37
38

Article 1108 (2), Id.
Article 1107 (2), Id.
Article 1107 (3), Id.
Article 1110 (1) cum. (2), Id.
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i)

Worku would receive 40%;

ii)

Yared would receive 30%; and,

iii) Zinash would receive 30% of the succession.
Sometime before his death, Ato Bokku had borrowed Birr 200,000 from a certain W/ro
Habtish, which he died without repaying. W/ro Habtish did not show up during the
liquidation phase to claim what was due to her.

Questions
1)

How much does each co-heir receive from the succession?

2)

How, and how much should W/ro Habtish claim from the co-heirs?

Hint
1)

Each of the co-heirs is paid from the succession in the following
a)

Worku - 40/100 X 400,000 = 160,000

b)

Yared - 30/100 X 400,000 = 120,000

c)

Zinash - 30/100 X 400,000 = 120,000

manner:

Worku takes 40% of the 400,000 Birr. 40% of the estate is equal to 160,000 Birr.
Yared and Zinash will each receive 30% of the 400,000 Birr, which is equal to
120,000 Birr.
2)

W/ro Habtish’s total claim is 200,000 Birr. W/ro Habtish is required to divide and
forward her claim to each co-partitioner in proportion to what he/she has received
from the succession. W/ro Habtish’s claim, 200,000 Birr, divided by the estate,
400,000 Birr, is equal to ½. Accordingly, her claim from Worku is ½ X 160,000 =
80,000. As for Yared and Zinash, her claim from each is ½ X 120,000 = 60,000.

A creditor of the inheritance who arrives after partition may divide his claim among the copartitioners only where his claim is divisible. If his claim is indivisible, he may claim only
from either of the co-partitioners. However, where a co-partitioner has paid to the creditor
of the inheritance more than the share of the debt which should finally remain to his charge,
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he may make recourse against the other co-partitioners for the amount he has paid in
excess.39

Examine the following example:
Ato Ayalew has sold his car to Yeneneh. Yeneneh paid the money to the deceased
immediately after the contract was concluded. Unfortunately, Ato Ayalew died before
handing over the car to Yeneneh.

Assuming that Yeneneh has appeared after the

succession was partitioned and the car was allocated in the portion of one of the copartitioners, Yeneneh may simply demand the car from the co-partitioner in whose share
the car was placed.
But, what if one of the co-partitioners becomes insolvent after partition is made? How
would the creditor of the deceased satisfy his claim? Article 1111 gives a solution to this
problem. Where one of the co-partitioners becomes insolvent, the creditor can demand
payment from other co-partitioners. These co-partitioners are obliged to pay the portion
of the debt that should have been paid by the insolvent co-partitioner by sharing it among
themselves pro rata, i.e., in proportion to the amount they have received from the
succession.
A singular legatee who appears after partition has the status of a creditor of the deceased
for the purpose of the application of Article 1111. 40 That means that even when one of the
co-partitioners is insolvent, the singular legatee could demand what is due to him from
the other co-partitioners. He should, however, demand payment from the other copartitioners by dividing what is due by the insolvent co-partitioner among each solvent copartitioner in proportion to what he has received from the succession.
Note that this does not mean that the insolvent co-partitioner is relieved from liability
altogether. His liability stays put, and he may be required to pay any time he returns to
the state of solvency. By availing himself of the provisions of Article 1113, a co-partitioner
who has paid the portion of the debt of the succession owed by the insolvent copartitioner may seek restitution when the later becomes solvent.
39
40

See, generally, Article 1113, Id.
Article 1112, Id.
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3. 6. CONVENTIONS RELATING TO AN INHERITANCE
Succession is a strictly mortis causa process. Any act relating to a succession will be of no
legal effect unless it occurs after the death of the person being succeeded. That, of course,
is with the exception of will, which is naturally made while the person to be succeeded is
alive.
However, the validity of even a will, the likely exception, is conditional. A will may be valid
only where it is made with the full and free volition of the testator. Anything that affects the
testator’s free volition will render the will invalid.
As a continuation of this principle, the law does not recognize any agreement made in
connection with the inheritance of a person while he is still alive. Any agreement as to how
the succession of the deceased shall devolve on the heirs or an agreement made between
third parties and heirs, particularly before the opening of the succession shall be of no
effect.41 Without prejudice to this, parents and ascendants may partition their property
among their children and descendants by way of donations during their lifetime.42

3. 6. 1. Pacts on Future Successions
A “pact” is an agreement made between two or more people. The law does not allow
people to make agreements on a succession that has not yet opened. Such agreements are
believed to affect the powers of a person with respect to making, modifying, or revoking a
will. The law is always interested in ensuring that the testator makes his will with his free
volition.
One of the mechanisms through which the law tries to accomplish this goal is preventing
interference by others. Allowing a valid agreement to be made on a future succession is
tantamount to obliging the testator to make his will as agreed. This will definitely limit the
powers of the testator to make, replace, modify, or annul his will with his free volition.
41
42

See, generally, Article 1114, Id.
See, generally, Articles 1117 - 1123, Id.
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In short, in the words of Article 1114, any contract or unilateral undertaking relating to the
succession of a person alive that is not expressly authorized by law is void ab initio. The
provision at hand renders void a pact that may be entered into by the person whose
succession is concerned. This assertion is corroborated by Article 1116, which provides that
“no person may bind himself by contract to leave his succession or to bequeath a legac y to a
person contracting with him or to a third person”.
Apart from that, Article 1114 prohibits a likely heir or any other person to make any kind of
contract concerning the succession of a person who is still alive. Seemingly in explanation of
this, Article 1115 outlaws in particular any advance acceptance, renunciation, or assignment
of rights pertaining to a future succession. According to this Article, it is not lawful for a
potential heir or legatee to accept or renounce a succession in advance, or to assign in
advance one’s eventual rights to a succession. Such an act is unlawful notwithstanding the
fact that the person to be succeeded has agreed to it. 43

REVIEW EXERCISES
Exercise I
Case
Hajji Hussein Aba Bulgu, a factory owner, is the richest person in the small town of Lekim. As
of recently, Hajji Hussein has been seriously ill. He has been hospitalized for the last two
months.
However, Hajji Hussein’s illness is too terminal that the doctor treating him has lost hope of
curing him. The doctor finally concluded that Hajji Hussein has just a week to live. He
communicated this sad story to Hajji Hussein’s only son, Mohammed. Upon hearing the
news, instead of being sad, Mohammed was pleased that his father would die within a
week. He thought his dreams to be a wealthy man is just to come true.
So, Mohammed went to his friend Yonas immediately and told him that he would soon get a
good deal of money from the succession of his father. He further explained that if Yonas
43

Article 1115 (2), Id.
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gives him some money, he would pay it back with a generous interest in a matter of days.
Accordingly, the two concluded a loan agreement forthwith in performance of which
Mohammed collected the money agreed at the spot.

Question
Comment on the legality of the agreement concluded by Mohammed and Yonas.

Hint
To begin with, the agreement under consideration is an agreement on a future succession.
The law strictly prohibits any such agreement. There are a number of rationales for the
prohibition. The following are the most pressing ones.
1.

A future succession means the person to be succeeded is still alive. That means
that the person is still the subject of rights and duties under the law. As a result,
he, among other things, is the owner of his property and has a will making power.
In the given case, regardless of the fact that he is terminally ill, Hajji Hussein is still
alive and, therefore, holds the rights and duties attributable to personality. He
consequently enjoys pertaining to the ownership of his property and has all the
rights and powers related to will making. He can make a new will, or can change,
modify or even revoke the will he had previously made. There is no certainty as to
what is going to happen in the future since Hajji Hussein has full right to make,
modify or revoke a will at the eleventh hour. The agreement concluded by
Mohammed and Yonas is against this legal right of Hajji Hussien.

2.

If agreements on a future succession were allowed, the person who has entered
into such an agreement may be tempted to kill the person whose succession is
concerned if such a person does not die within the time expected.

3.

There is a possibility of the reverse happening. The person who has entered into an
agreement on another person’s succession may himself die before the person
being succeeded.
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Exercise II
Case
Anaconda is an NGO established with an aim of preserving the world’s wildlife. Anaconda is
extensively engaged in fundraising to fund the activities of other smaller NGOs which
operate in the same area as it. Some time ago, Anaconda signed a contract with a certain
Ato Desalegn, a very wealthy businessman. The following are the contents of the contract in
part:

Case
This is an agreement concluded between Anaconda, a nongovernmental organization, and
Ato Desalegn Techane, a businessman.
Article 1
Ato Desalegn hereby agrees to renounce the succession of his father, Captain Addisu, to the
benefit of Anaconda. Ato Desalegn is the only son and thus the sole successor of Captain
Addisu.
Article 2
In return, Anaconda undertakes to honor Ato Desalegn with a lifetime award.
Article 3
This contract shall enter into force as of the death of Captain Addisu. Captain Addisu, 85,
currently resides in Addis Ababa.

Question
Comment on the contract concluded between Ato Desalegn and Anaconda.

Hint
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This is a contract prohibited by law. It is illegal to a make a contract in relation to the
succession of a person who is still alive. The contract in question requires Ato Desalegn to
renounce his father’s succession. It is not allowed to renounce the succession that has not
yet opened. Captain Addisu has the right to make, modify, or revoke a will at any time. As
far as the law is concerned, it is not yet certain whether Ato Desalgn is called to the
succession of his father at all or what portion of it he would be entitled to receive. The
contract concluded between Ato Desalegn and Anaconda limits the will making powers of
Captain Addisu. Generally, the contract is an illegal agreement that has no legal effect
whatsoever. Therefore, it is null and void and binds no one.

3. 6. 2.

Partitions made by Donations

As discussed in the previous Sub-Section, any contract or unilateral undertaking relating to
the succession of a person who is alive will have no legal effect, unless it is expressly
authorized by law. In particular, a contract providing for how the succession of a person
should devolve or an agreement made between heirs or a pact involving third parties which
is made before the opening of the succession is not legally binding. For instance, a contract
by which a person undertakes, while alive, to leave his estate or a portion thereof to one or
more persons is not valid.44 However, under certain conditions, the law allows certain
persons to validly partition their properties by way of donations while they are still alive.
It is a common practice in Ethiopia for parents to distribute their property among their
children during their lifetime. Such distribution is technically different from succession.
Nevertheless, without prejudice to their technical differences, the two processes produce
somehow similar legal effects.
The practice of parents in Ethiopia whereby they distribute their property among their
children while alive is apparently recognized by the country’s Law of Successions. Article
1117 of the Civil Code sets forth the following rule:

44

See, generally, Article 1116, Id.
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“The father and the mother and the other ascendants may make a
distribution and partition of their property among their children and
descendants”.
According to this provision, not only parents, but also grandparents or other ascendants
may validly distribute their properties to their descendants during their lifetime. Note that
the disposition of property by way of such type of partition is legally allowed only as
between a specific group of persons.
The other point that should be noted is that the law recognizes and gives effect only to
unidirectional distributions. Only ascendants may, while alive, validly partition their
properties, and only among their descendants. Such partition could not validly be conducted
the other way round, i.e., by descendants to ascendants. Nor could it be effectuated as
between persons other than ascendants and descendants. Apparently, the rationale for this
restriction has got to do with right to inheritance. Descendants are the likely heirs of their
ascendants anyway.
Furthermore, such partition should be made in compliance with the formality requirements
prescribed by the law for donations inter vivos.45 Articles 2427 through 2470 of the Civil
Code, which specifically govern donations, provide for those requirements.
Donation inter vivos is one of the two legally recognized types of donations, the other being
donation mortis causa. It is a donation made while the donor is alive. The donee receives
the donated property during the lifetime of the donor.
In contrast, donation mortis causa is a donation given effect after the death of the donor.
This type of donation is similar with a bequest left by a will. As such, it is subject to the
provisions governing wills.46
As a rule, a donation inter vivos, the subject matter of which is an immovable property or a
right thereon, must, should it be valid, be made in the form of a public will.47 In other words,

45
46
47

Article 1118, Id.
See, generally, Article 2428, Id.
Article 2443, Id.
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a donation inter vivos of an immovable or a right on such property will be of no effect
unless it fulfills the formality requirements stipulated for a public will by Articles 881
through 883 of the Civil Code.
Other rights may, however, be donated inter vivos in the form governing their transfer for
consideration. 48 Alternatively, they may be validly donated in the form governing the
donation of immovables.49 That means, the donation of a movable property may be made
by mere delivery of the property to the donee, or in the form governing the making of a
public will.
Article 1119 makes restriction to the subject matter of the distribution that may be made by
an ascendant. This Article specifies that an ascendant may distribute among his descendants
only the property which belongs to him at the time of the distribution. In other words, he
may not distribute a property which belongs to others or one he will acquire in the future.
The other worth examining scenario is the partition, by an ascendant, of only part his
property. Article 1120 provides that where part only of the property which the ascenda nt
leaves on the day of his death has been included in the partition made by donation, the
property that has not been included shall be distributed in conformity with the law. That
means that if the deceased has left a valid will pertaining to the property that was not
donated, then such property will be disposed of in accordance with the terms of his will.
Otherwise, it will be distributed pursuant to the rules of the intestate succession.
If, on the other hand, the donor-ascendant has omitted one of his children in the partition
of his property, or where a child is born to him after the day of such partition, the omitted
child may impugn the partition. 50 Such a child or his representative may apply to the court
to nullify the partition made to his prejudice at the time of the death of the donor availing
himself of the provisions of Article 1121.
However, the right of recourse of a child omitted from partitio n is not absolute. Article 1122
(1) qualifies his right by providing that such child may not apply f or nullification where he
48
49
50

See, generally, Article 2444 (1) cum. Article 2445 (1), Id.
Article 2444 (2), Id.
See, generally, Article 1121, Id.
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has been validly disinherited by the disposition the deceased has made to that effect in a
valid will. Moreover, the partition may not be annulled if the donor has left sufficient
property to the benefit of the omitted child. 51
Nonetheless, the provisions of Article 1122 (1) notwithstanding, though a disinherited child
has no right to apply for the annulment of the partition made by way of donations, any
other claim he or his representative may have as against the inheritance will not be
affected.52 For instance, the child may be a creditor of the donor. In such an event, he may
seek the satisfaction of his claim from the succession. Moreover, the child retains the right
to challenge the disherison. He may apply to the court for the invalidation of the disherison
on, for example, the ground that it is unjustifiable.53
Last but not least, a donor may or may not evenly distribute his property among his
descendants. If the donations he made to his descendants are different in value, and he has
expressly indicated in the partition document that he did so deliberately, then the
descendant who has received a donation smaller in value than the others may not challenge
the partition. 54 If, however, there is no such indication in the partition document, the
descendant may apply for the cancellation of the partition on condition that he has suffered
lesion of more than one-fourth part. 55
In the context at hand, there is said to be an actionable lesion where a descendant has
actually received less than three-fourth of what he should have received. 56 For the purpose
of establishing whether there is a lesion, the value the property had on the day of the
partition will be considered. 57 An action for the cancellation of a partition on the ground of
lesion will be barred unless it is brought within two years from the death of the donor and
ten years at most from the date of the partition. 58

51
52
53
special
54
55
56
57
58

Article 1122 (3), Id.
Article 1122 (2), Id.
Such a child may challenge the disherison by invoking Article 938 of the Civil Code,
provision regarding the disherison of descendants.
See, generally, Article 1123 of the Civil Code.
Id.
Article 1123 (1), Id.
Article 1123 (2), Id.
Article 1123 (3), Id.
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3. 6. 3. Assignment of Rights to a Succession
As discussed in the preceding Sub-Sections, it is not lawful for a potential heir or legatee to
enter into a juridical act in relation to a future succession. In particular, an heir or a legatee
may not accept, renounce, or assign any right pertaining to a succession in advance. 59 Such
an act is void regardless of the fact that the person whose succession is concerned has
agreed to it.60
That does not seem to be the case once the person being succeeded has died and his
succession opened. An heir may validly assign his rights to a succession in whole or in part
after the opening of the succession.61 However, an heir may assign his rights on a
determinate or a specific thing pertaining to the succession only after the thing has been
allotted to him as his own.62
The co-heirs of an heir who intends to assign his rights to the succession shall have the right
of legal preemption, save where the assignment is made in favor of one of the co-heirs.63
That means, if the assignment is made in favor of a third person, the assignor’s co-heirs may
recourse against the assignee. The co-heirs may seek to recover the assigned rights from
such assignee. Nonetheless, the assignee may demand payment of the value of the rights
which have been assigned to him. 64

59
Article 1115 (1), Id.
60
Article 1115 (2), Id.
61
Article 1124 (1), Id.
62
Article 1124 (2), Id.
63
Article 1125 (1), Id.
64
That is what is implied by Article 1125 (2) of the Civil Code, which authorizes the
application
of Articles 1386 - 1409 of the same Code which govern "Joint ownership,
usufruct and other rights in
rem" to the right of preemption of the coheirs in the event of assignment of rights to the succession by an
heir.
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Annexure
Read the following excript from an Amharic article on wills, which
appeared in Higawinet, Volume 2 № 3, 1990 (1982 E.C.).

ከኢትዮጵያ የ ኑዚ ዛ ሕግ አን ዳን ድ ነ ጥቦች
በ ሊ ቸው አን ቷን ' ሕጋዊነ ት ቅጽ 2 ቁጥር 3

m G b! Ã
²Ê FRD b@èCN xÈbW k¸gß#T NBrT nK KRKéC WS_ WRSN y¸mlkt$
g#Ä×C q$_R q§L GMT y¸s-W xYdlM::
kWRS g#Ä×C mµkL kðlÖc$ n#²z@N ¾¸SKŸ~ çnW Yg¾l#:: kn#²z@ y¸mnu
WZGB mB²T mNSx@ bxm²ß#

tÂ²ÎC n#²z@ b¸ÃdRg#uT g!z@ ¾’<³²? ?G

DNUg@ãCN Sl¥Yktl# nW:: lz!HM MKNÃt$ tÂ²ÎC Xnz!HN yn#²z@ ?G
DGUg@ãC b¸gÆ xl¥w”cW እ Ndçn Ygm¬L::
yz!H W-@T dGä tÂ²ÎC y¸ÃdRg#T n#²z@ b?G tqÆYnTN ¥ÈT YçÂL::
YHM tÂ²ÎC yNBr¬cWN DLDL btmlkt ys-#T ym=rš f”ÄcW
tfÉ¸ xlmçN ¥lT nW ::
kn#²z@

l¸mnu

KRKR êነ ¾W MKNÃT tÂ²ÎC ?GN tkTlW n#²z@

xl¥DrUcW b!çNM

yn#²z@ t-”¸ãCM

çn# y?G

btÃÃz ?UêE mBTÂ GÁ¬ãCN -NQqW
xStêAዖ

¥Drg#

xLqrM::

lz!HM

b!çN

w‰ëC kn#²z@W UR

xl¥w”cWM lKRK„ mB²T
MKNÃt$

bkðL

yn#²z@N

?G

DNUg@ãC xl¥wQ nW ¥lT ÃÒ§L::
yz!H xnSt¾ Ah#F ›§¥ hB¬cWN bn#²z@ ¥d§dL y¸fLg# tÂ²ÎC ym=rš
f”ዳcW tfÉ¸ l!çN y¸ClW ?g#N tkTlW s!Âzz# bmçn# lz!H YrÄcW
zND m\ረ ¬êE kçn# yn#²z@ ?G DNUg@ãC WS_ ytwsn#TN ¥úwQ nW::
yx!T×ùÃ yn#²z@

?G DNUg@ãC bÈM Bz# bmçÂcW XÃNÄNÄcW” b¥NúT

ytà§ TNtÂ ¥DrG kz!H Ah#F ywsN xD¥S b§Y nW::
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MNM XNµ*N n#²z@N btmlkt YHNN Ah#F ¥zUjT ÃeflgW bx-”§Y bFRD
b@èCÂ bl@lÖCM yFRD xStÄdR xµ§T xµÆb! ÃlW KRKR mbRkT b!çNM
yQRB MKNÃt$ GN xND l-Q§Y ®”b@ ?g# AHfT b@T yqrb ysb` xb@t$¬
nW::
YH ysbR xb@t$¬ yqrbbT g#ÄY KRKR mNS›@ tÂ²™ TtWT ÃlñT yn#²z@
snD nW:: kÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD ኃYl@ _QMT 22 qN 1977 ytÚf n#²z@ TtW
yµtET 17 qN 1977 ዓ.ም. Yä¬l#:: àC n#²z@WN ÃzU°T b‰úcW yXJ Ah#F
çñ

btlÃ†

g!z@ãC

x‰T

MSKéCN

-RtW

ÆzU°T

yn#²z@

snD

§Y

XNÄ!frÑ§cW Xdር gêL:: bn#²z@xcWM mñ¶Ã b@¬cWN x»¶µ l¸gßW
MÍ¨< lÄNx@L L;#LsgD s_têL:: kÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD kmä¬cW bðT kdM
s!L yät$T wND¥cW
kwND¥cW
xNÇN

yšl” ¬ü ኃYl@ LíC xBrêcW Yñ„ nbR:: s!ät$M

LíC mµkL wYz¶T ¦Y¥ñT

¬ü ytÆlCW kb@t$ Ws_

KFL ‰ú*N C§ b@T xG"¬ XSKTwÈ É[e •”É„`u' W^}†¨<

¾’u[¨< •’i Nc”U ”Ç=G< ›”Æ” c`y=e ¡õM u? ›Ó‡• •e¡¨× wYM
ÄNx@L L;#LsgD kWu xgR XSk!mÈ XNDTñRbT BlW tÂzêLÝÝ
bz!H n#²z@ mnš bxW‰© FRD b@T ytjmrW KRKR bYGÆ" XSk
FRD b@T zLÌL:: y-Q§Y FRD

b@T

Wún@M

lg#Ä†

XlÆT

bWún@W QR ytsßW wgN xb@t$¬WN l-Q§Y ;”b@ ?g# AHfT

-Q§Y

xLs-WM::
b@T xQRÆ*LÝÝ

n#²z@N btmlkt l-Q§Y ;”b@ ?g# A?fT b@T yqrbW xb@t$¬ YH BÒ
xYdlM:: bRµ¬ n#²z@ nK xb@t$¬ãC bm|¶Ã b@t$ tStÂGdêL  lsbR s¸
ClÖT ykrb#M xl#:: knz!H h#l# lz!H Ah#F mNdRd¶ÃnT YH xb@t$¬ ytmrbT MKNÃT xl:: Y<WM bg#Ä† bydr©W btdrg#T KRKéC bRµ¬ yn#²z@ ?G
uBõC mnú¬cW nWÝÝ
Ah#ñ m\rT xDRgÖ ytnúWÂ •NÄ!Ãtk#R ytdrgW ykÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD n#²z@N
xSmLKè bydr©W btns# y?G KRKéC §Y b!çNU btwsn dr© kz!H Wu
bmÿD xNÄND

yn#²z@ ?G DNUg@ãCN mnµµt$ xLqrM:: YHM b!çN btÒl

m-N kz!H Wu y¸ns# n_ïC kz!h# UR t²¥JnT Æ§cWÂ lmY¶Ã b@¬CN
bqrb# l@lÖC n#²z@ nK xb@t$¬ãC §Y tmSRè

xk‰µ¶Â xw²Ub! çnW b¬†

yn#²z@ QÓ DNUÑ@ãC §Y XNÄ!wsn# tdRÙLÝÝ
lKRK„ መን ስ ዔ kçnW n#²z@ UR btÃÃz ktns#T y?G uBõC WS_ yn#²z@N
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æRM y¸mlktW êN¾W nW:: uB-# ykÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD n#²z@ GLA ’<³²? ’¨<
¨Ãe u}“³ÿ êOõ y¸drG n#²z@ y¸L s!çN A/#ñM bz!h# mnš yn#²z@N
›YnèC MNnT y¸drg#bTN ፎRM xNDn¬cWNÂ L†n¬cWN

kFT/B/@R

?UCN xµ*Ã Y”¾LÝÝ
l@§W xk‰µ¶ n_B YzTN y¸mlkT nW:: YzTN btmlkt ktns#T

uBõC

We_ ykÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD n#²z@ tfÚ¸ l!çN y¸CL n#²z@ nW wYS xYdlM
n#²z@W l?GÂ lmLµM -ÆY t”‰n! nW wYS xYdlM y¸l# Ygß#b¬L::
q_t¾

bçn mNgD ÆYçNM bxND NBrT §Y bx§Æ ym-qM mBT bn#²z@

mS-T YÒ§LN y¸L uB_M tnSaL:: X’z!HÂ l@lÖC YzT nK uBõC
bA/#ñ WS_ tÄsêLÝÝ
bkÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD n#²z@ úb!Ã bydr©W btµÿdW ክRKR WS_ y¬yW l@§W
uB_ b?G tqÆYnT ÃlW n#²z@ l¥DrG y¸Ãስ fLgWN ClÖ¬ y¸mlkT
nW:: kz!h uB_ bmNdRdR A/#ñ yx!TÄùÃ FT/B/@R ?G tÂ²™ b?G ªU
ÃlW n#²²? l¥DrG Sl¸flGbT ClÖ¬ y¸dnGgWN l¥B‰‰T Yä¡‰LÝÝ
MNM XNµ*N lz!H A/#F mzUjT yQRB MKNÃT yçnW ykÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD
n#²z@ ÃSktlW WZGB u=J”U u²=I ¨<´Ów mnš ytns# KRKéCÂ yts-#
Wún@ãC bz!H A/#F WS_ y}-qs#T btà§ h#n@¬ xYdlM:: YHM ytdrgW
bn#²z@W úb!Ã bydr©W ktµÿÇT KRKéC፣ ktdrg#T TN¬n@ãC XÂ kts-#T
Wún@ãC WS_ xSf§g! yçnW x-R Æl

h#n@¬ t-ÂQé kz!H

q_lÖ bz!H

mGb!Ã §Y bmQrb# nWÝÝ
Ñ<Ç¿ •”Ç=I ’¨<:: ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ •ÃK? ØpU 22 k” 1977 ¾}éð ’<³²?*
}¨< ¾"+ 17 k” 1977 Ÿ²=I ¯KU uV }KÃ}ªM::
u’<³²?Á¨<U ¨<eØ uŸõ}† 18 kuK? 18 ¨<eØ ¾T>Ñ‟¨ lØ\ 165 ¾J’ S„]Á
u?•¨<” ›T@]" K’u[¨< MÍ¨< KÇ”›?M M®<McÑÉ ›¨<`cªM:: u²=G< ’<³²?›¨<
¨<eØ HÃT„ •Â ^dD” L u? •e"Ñ‟ É[e ›G<” ÁKu” ›”É ŸõM
•”ÅÁ² kSØ . . .  •’i Nc” ”Å MÎ J“ ›ÑMÓL†K“ u? ›Ó‡•
uðnÇD Kn eŸH@Å ¨ÃU Ç”›?M eŸ=S× É[e Ÿc`y=f ›”Æ” ¡õM ›G<”
ÁKu” kSØu  T”U •”ÇÃÅ`ev . . . ¾T>M nM ›eõ[ªM::

*

yn#²z@W snD bz!H Ah#F m=rš xÆ¶ h#lT çñ qRÆ*L፡ ፡
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¾’<³²?¨< }ÖnT> ¨^i’•¨< •”Ç=ታ¨pL¨< u›Ç=e ›uv ›¨<^Í õር É u?
¾Y^ óÃM ÃŸõ•K<::
¾Ç”›?M M®<McÑÉ •““ ¨Ÿ=M ¾J’< ¨Ã²a ÉÑ@H“ Ç‟@ ’<³²?¨< QÓ uሚÁ²¨<
SW[

¾}ðçS

vKSJ’<

K=ð`e

ÃÑvM

uTK

u}nªT>’

Ãk`vK<::

}n¨<V›¨<U 
-

ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ uSV¨< ›"vu= NŸ=U ›ÃÉ’<U wLD¨< u?•¨<
}‡}¨< eK’u`  u²=I ¨p ÁÅ[Ñ< ’<³²? u”èI ›ዕ Ua›¨< ¡ñ¨<”“
uÔ¨<” KÃ}¨< ÁÅ[Ñ< ’¨< TK ›ÃMU 

-

’<³²?¨< ÓMê ’<³²? J„ dK ›ðéçS< Ó” ¾õNwN?` QÓ lØ` 881
uT>ÖÃk¨< SW[ ›ÃÅKU 

-

’<³²?¨< ¾}éð¨< uŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ ¾•Ï êOõ ›ÃÅKU 

-

u?~” KÇ”›?M M®<McÑÉ cØKG< wK¨< •”ÅÑ“ ¨[É wK¨< ÃI”’< u?
K?KA

•”Ç=ÖkS<u

Sl¸ÃdRgW

TÉ[Ò¨<

YH l?GÂ lÆሕ§êE

’<³²?¨<”

KSðçU

y¥YÒL

|RዓT t”‰n! nW ::

y¸l#Â ymúsl#T ÂcW::
yxW‰©W FRD b@T yG‰ qß#N kRKR µÄm-Â g#Ä†N k?G UR b¥gÂzB
kmrmr b“§ ¬ኅ œ| 14 qN 1979 ዓ.ም. bêlW ClÖT bs-W Wún@ àC
n#²z@WN btÂzz#bT wQT TKKl¾ xዕ Mé XNÄLnb‰cW

y¸ÃrUG_ ¥Sr©

x§qrb#M b¥lT t”WäWN WDQ xDር gÖ¬LÝÝ
àC Ædrg#T n#²z@ §Y b@¬cWN ÄNx@L L;#LsgD XNÄ!wRS ytÂz#lT s!çN
b@t$N byKFlÖC bmkÍfL yxh#N n#²z@ t-”¸ãC nN ÆÄC XNÄ!-qÑbT
¥DrG lÄNx@L ys-#TN b@T ll@lÖC bSõ¬ mS-T ¥lT xYdlM b¥lT
bz!HM xQÈÅ t”ê¸ãC Ãqrb#TN t”Wä FRD b@t$ xLtqblWMÝÝ
àC b@¬cWN lÄNx@L ks-# b“§ zR Ã§f‰ XNdçn lxh#N w‰ëC Yh#N
ytÆlWM àC lÄNx@L ks-# b“§ XNdgÂ ll@lÖC mS-¬cW n#²z@WN XNÄl
l!Ãfር S xYCLM:: bmçn#M ÄNx@L zR ÆÃt`FM ?g# b¸ðQdW m\rT
mfoM xlbT XN©! lxh#N yn#²z@ w‰ëC mt§lF xlbT BlÖ tÂ²¢$ ¥zZ
el¥YCLÂ

YHM yn#²z@ ”L l?G t”‰n! Slçn XNÄLtÚf XNÄ!ö-R b¥lT

bFTሏ BሔR ?G q$_R 879 (1) m\rT FRD b@t$ wS„LÝÝ
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n#²z@W GLA n#²z@ çñ úl xfÚoÑ GN bFT/B/@R ?G q$_R 881 m\rT
xYdlM tBlÖ

yqrbWNM KRKR yxW‰©W FRD b@T bn#²z@W §Y MNM

SHtT ylbTM b¸L WDQ xDRgÖ¬LÝÝ
n#²z@W l!foM y¥YÒLÂ l?GÂ lÆሕ§êE xሠ‰R t”‰n! bmçn# bFT/ B/@R
?G q$_R 865 m\rT l!šR YgÆêL ltÆlWM t”ê¸ãC bqE ¥Sr©Â
mk‰k¶Ã x§qrb#M b¸L xLtqblWMÝÝ
b¥-”KMU àC ytÂzz#T n#²z@ bFT/B/@R ?G q$_R 884 (1) m\rT
ytfim Slçn àC _QMT 22 qN 1977 ዓ.ም. ytÂzz#TN n#²z@ FRD b@t$
tqBlÖ xADö¬L b¥lT yxW‰©W FRD b@T Wún@ s_aLÝÝ
bxW‰©W Wún@ QR ytsß#T yÄNx@L L;#LsgD

wk!L lkFt¾W FRD b@T

YGÆ" bm-y”ÒW FRD b@t$ g#Ä†N XNdgÂ kmrmr b“§ ኅ ÄR 14 qN 1980
ዓ.ም. bêlW ClÖT yxW‰©WN FRD b@T Wún@ ¹…LÝÝ
kFt¾W FRD b@T bs-W Wún@ n#²z@W bFT/B/@R ?G q$_R 881 mሠrT
ytfom GLA n#²z@ çñ úl xfÚoÑ GN ?g# b¸ÃzW m\rT xlmçn#N
gLÚ*L:: yn#²z@WN

YzT btmlktM FRD

b@t$ y¸ktlWN

/t¬Â

Wún@

s_aLÝÝ
àC _QMT 22 qN 1977 ዓ.ም. Ãdrg#TN n#²z@ SNmlkT bt‰ q$_R 1
ሥR q$_R 165 yçnWN b@N lÄNx@L L;#LsgD s_c&êlh# µl# b“§ bt‰
q$_R 2 §Y

¦Y¥ñT ¬ü ‰ú*N C§ b@T XSµgßC DrS xh#N ÃlCbTN

xND KFL XNdÃzC Tqm_ . . . ' Xt&n¹ /sN XNd LË çÂ xgLG§†
lCÂ

b@T

xGß¬

bf”Ä*

XSkÿdC

xNÄ*N

KFL

xh#N

ÃlCbTN

Tqm_bT. . . ' BlêLÝÝ Xnz!HN yn#²z@ ”lÖC SNmlkT lxfÚoM
xScU¶ mçÂcWN mrÄT xÃÄGTM:: xh#N µlW g!z@ÃêE yb@T CGR
xNÚRM b!¬Y b@T xG‡¬ bf”Ä* XSkÿdC Tn#RbT ytÆlW b@TS
xGß¬ yMTÿdW mc& nW bf”Ä*S YHNN

b@T l” TÿÇlCN

y¸l#TN n_ïC eÂnú M§¹# xl#¬ wYM y¥YçN mçn# GLA nW:: yb@t$
Ælb@TnT lxNÇ ts_è bl@§ bk#L k§Y btmlktW ›YnT t-”¸W
XSkmc& XNdçn §L¬wq g!z@

wYM b‰s# F”D lö XSkÿd Yn#R

xYnµ ktÆl

b@t$ yts-W sW

bRG_S

YC§L

l!çN

tBlÖ

mc& nW Ælb@T l!çN y¸ClW

y¸-bQÂ
185
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btmlktW ዓYnT YfoM b!ÆL YHNNM SNmlkT yn#²z@W xféoM
y¥YÒL TKም፣ u?~ ¾}cÖ¨< c¨< vKu? SJ” ðêV ¾TÃM mçn#N
XNgnzÆlN::

XNdnz!H

›YnT

n#²z@N

btmlkt

yFT/B/@R

?UCN

bq$_R 865 1 |R 'xféoÑM y¥YÒL XNdçn XNdz!h# f‰> nW'
b¥lT ¾T>Å’ÓÓ uSJ’< ’<³²?¨< u²=IU n_B §Y f‰¹ çñ XÂgßêlNÝÝ
Slz!H _QMT 22 qN 1977 ዓ.ም. bkÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD ኃYl@ ytdrgW
n#²z@ ?UêE FR¥l!ቲ&N Ã§à§Â xfÚoሙU y¥YÒL bmçn# yxW‰©W
F/b@T . . .

n#²z@W YçÂL BlÖ ys-WN Wún@ irN f‰¹ nW b¥lT

wስ NÂLÝÝ
ykFt¾WN
YGÆ‡

FRD

b@T

Wún@

xQRbêL:: FRD

bm”wM Xn ¦Y¥ñT ¬ü l-Q§Y FRD b@T

b@t$M

g#Ä†N

kmrmr

b“§

sn@ 30

qN

1980

ዓ.ም.bêlW ClÖT bs-W ym=rš Wún@ y¸ktlWN B§*LÝÝ
yàC n#²z@ btÂz¢$ A/#F Sl¸drG n#²z@ bFT/B/@R ?Ó q$_R 884
|R ytmlkt$TN mሥfRèC xàLè y¸gኘ Slçn kFt¾W FRD b@T
SlGLA n#²z@ ytdnggWN xNqA Ãlï¬W bm_qS ys-WN xስ tÃyT
WDQ xDር g’êLÝÝ
. . . àC yb@t$N Sõ¬ lÄNx@L L;#L sgD µdrg# b“§ qDä bb@t$ We_
ynb„TN b@tsïÒcWN b@T xG‡tW XSk!lq$ DrS bynb„bT kFL Yö†
BlW mÂz²cW yg!z@WN yb@T CGR tgNZbW b@T k¥Gß¬cW bðT
Ãlm-KÃ yTM XNÄYÈl# b¥sB

yfoÑT sBዓêE RH‰ሔ Slçn l!nqF

xYgÆWMÝÝ
bFT/B/@R ?G q$_R 865 (2) xND n#²z@ xfÚoÑ y¥YL bçn Gz@
f‰> nW tBlÖ ytdnggW bz!H mLk# ltdrg n#²z@ xYdlMÝÝ
Xn ¦Y¥ñT ¬ü b@T xG‡tW XSk!lq$ DrS bynb„bT KFL XNÄ!ö†
y¸lW yàC n#²z@ b@T µgß# b“§ GN lÄNx@L L;#LsgD ymLq”cW
g#ÄY tGÆ‰êE y¥YçNbT MKNÃT Sll@l ' kFተ¾W FRD b@T xfÚoÑ
y¥YÒL nW s!L ytúút TRg#M tkTlÖ n#²z@W XNÄ!fRS ys-WN Wún@
xLtqbLnWMÝÝ
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yxW‰©W FRD b@T n#²z@W xYfRSM s!L ys-W Wdn@ mLµM Slçn
bFT/B/@R |n |R;T ?G q$_R 348 1 m\rT yiÂ nWBlN
we’ÂLÝÝ
yÄNx@L L;#LsgD wk!L wYzé Ag@¦Â Äß@ y-Q§Y FRD b@T ym=rš Wሳ n@
m\r¬êE y?G SHtT S§lbT bsbR XNÄ!¬Y YdrGL‡ s!l# n/s@ 11 qN 1980
ዓ.ም. btÚf ¥mLkÒ l-Q§Y ;”b@ ?g# A?fT b@T xb@t$¬ xQRbêLÝÝ
y-Q§Y ;”b@ ?g# AሕfT u?U xb@t$¬ WN bg#Ä†
FRD b@T፣

§Y yxÄ!S xbÆ xW‰©

yxÄ!S xbÆ kFt¾W FRD b@T XÂ -Q§Ã FRD b@T ysÈ*cW

Wún@ãC bydr©W ytns# y?GÂ yFÊ ngR KRKéCÂ kg#Ä† xGÆB Ã§cWን
y?G DNUg@ãC kmrmr k“§ ks-W M§¹ WS_ y¸ktlW Yg‡b¬LÝÝ
yàC ykÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD n#²z@ 1¾ btÂ²™ yXJ A/#F ytÚf 2¾ n#²z@
mçn#N

b¥Ãš¥

mNgD

yT>gLA 3¾ bxNd¾W gA ytzUjbT qN

ytglobT XÂ 4¾ bxGÆb# ytfrm bmçn# bFT/B/@R ?G q$_R 884
ytdnggWN bxB²¾W y¸Ãà§ ?UêE n#²z@ nWÝÝ
bFT/B/@R

?G

q$_R

úÃsfLG btÂ²¢$
¥NM

884

mሠrT

y¸drG

n#²z@

xNDM

MSKR

bGl# y¸zUJ n#²z@ nWÝÝ

sW NBrt$N

wYM

hBt$N

bn#²z@ ll@§

¥St§lF

XNd¸CL

bFT/B/@R ?G q$_R 1184 tdNGgÖ Yg¾L:: bz!h# m\rT àC kÖlÖn@L
L;#LsgD

ኃYl@

bmñ¶Ã

b@¬cW

§Y

ynb‰cWN

yÆlb@TnT

mBT

lL©cW lÄNx@L L;#LsgÉ bn#²z@ xSt§MfêLÝÝ
¦Y¥ñT ¬ü dGä

‘^ú*N C§ b@T XSµgßC DrS xh#N ÃlbTN xND

KFL XNdÃzC Tqm_ . . . ll@§ ¥St§lLF xYÒLM' b¥lT kÖlÖn@L
L;#LsgD bFT/B/@R ?G kq$ _R 1309 jMé btmlktW mLK bb@t$
ymgLgL mBT lGlsÆ* s_tê¬L:: YH mBT ll@§ ¥St§lF y¥YቻL
g!z@Ãዊ mBT s!çN

bÄNx@L L;#LsgD yÆlb@TnT mBT §Y g!z@ÃêE

gdB y¸_L nWÝÝ

*lxb@t$¬W ys-W M§¹ Ñl# ”L xÆ¶ xND §Y Yg¾L፡ ፡
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Slz!H bkÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD n#²z@ Ws_ yt-qsW k§Y ymrmRnW gdB
K¥SfoM xÄUC YçN XNdçn XN©! bFT/B/@R ?G bq$_R 879 (1)
xnUgR l!foU y¥YL gdB xYdlMÝÝ
1

Sl WRS x-”§Y

xND sW kz!H ›lM

bäT በ ¸lYbT g!z@ mBèc$Â GÁ¬ã bmät$ MKNÃT

y¸Ìr-# µLçn# bq` Kw‰j Ã}LKóK<:: ¨^j y?G w‰ëC (heirs-at- law)
wYM yn#²z@ ÆlSõ¬ãC (legatees) l!çn# YC§l#ÝÝ
yàC mBèCÂ GÁ¬ãC l?G w‰ëC wYM ln#²z@ ÆlSõ¬ãC y¸t§lñÆcW
y¸t§lðÆcW h#n@¬ãC wYM

dNïC

bx!TÄùÃ yFT/B/@R

?G

h#lt¾

mA/F Sl WRS (ስl xwራረስ ) b¸lW xNqA 5 WS_ tdNGgêLÝÝ
bx!TÄùÃ yFT/B/@R ?G m\rT yWRS ›YnèC h#lT ÂcW Xns#M፤
1/ ÁKn#²z@ WRS XÂ
2/ yn#²z@ WRS ÂcW
xND sW yàN hBT mWrS y¸ClW h#lT h#n@¬ãC s!àl# nW:: xNd¾W
xW‰¹# bätbT g!z@ w‰¹# b?YwT mñR (¥lM w‰i kxW‰i qDä
xlmäT s!çN h#lt¾W dGä b?G lw‰¹nT y¥YgÆ xlmçN nW::
xND sW lw‰inT y¥YgÆ nW y¸ÆlW àc$N wYM yàc$N wd¬C y¸ö-R
tw§J wYM wd§Y

y¸ö-R w§J wYM yTEc$N ÆL

lmÓdL bmäk„ ytqÈ XNÄ!h#M

wYM ¸ST xSï

knz!h# sãC mµkL bxNd¾W §Y yä

FRD wYM kx|R ›mT ybl- An# XS‰T b¸ÃeqÈ wNjL b/sT bmKss#
¨ÃU uK?L c¨< uk[u }SddÃ ¾¨”ËM

¡e LÃ uNc uSSeŸ\ ytqÈ kçn

nW:: Yh#N XN©! w‰¹# YHNN ywNjL DRg!T yfomW xW‰¹# kät b“§ kçn
yw‰¹nT mBt$N xÃÈM:: àCN lmውrS xYgÆM y¸Ãsß# l@lÖ MKNÃèCም
xl#:: •nz!HM xW‰¹# kmät$ bðT Æl#T îST w‰T WS_ n#²z@ XNÇÃdRG
XNÄYlW_ wYM XNÄYiR mkLkL XÂ ¾àc$N ym=rš n#²z@ çN BlÖ
¥b§¹T mdbQ m_ÍT wYM b/sT n#²z@ m-qM ÂcW:: Yh#N XN©!
Xnz!HN ngéC h#l# b!fAMM àc$ GLA bçn A/#F
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mBt$N xÃÈM::
w‰i lmWrS y¸b”W xW‰i

bätbT g!z@ ytwld kçn BÒ xYdlM::

xW‰¹# bätbT g!z@ ytons LJM w‰i mçN Ã§L:: ?g# w^¹#N XNd
twld Yö_rêL:: lz!H GN L° b?YwT wmlDÂ yመñR ብቃቱን ማሳየ ት ›Ku::
uQÃ¨ ¾መ>„` ብቃቱን አሳ የ y¸ÆlW ሌጁ twLì l48 s›¬T uQÃ¨ ¾q¾ ŸJ’
’¨<::* Ÿ48 c¯• bðT kät GN b?YwT XNÄLñr Sl¸ö-R w‰¹ l!çN
xYCLM:: ngR GN k48 s›¬T bðT lmäT ÃbqW ytf_é g#DlT úYçN
WÅêE MKNÃT kçn y?g# GMT tfÚ¸ xYçNM 8::
kF BlÖ lm_qe XNdtäkrW WRS Ãl n#²z@ wYM bn#²z@ l!çN YC§L፡ ፡
Ãln#²z@ WRS y¸ÆlW àC kmät$ bðT yNBrt$N DLDL btmlkt MNM
›YnT n#²z@ ÁM}¨ •”ÅJ’ ’¨<:: TE ’<³²? úYtW b!äT NBrt$N ¥N mWre
xlbT y¸lWN _Ãq& yFTB/@R ?UCN bZRZR YmLúL::
yàC NBrT lw‰ëC

y¸t§lõbT l@§W mNgD n#²z@ nW:: yz!HM A/#F

Tk#rT YኼW nW::

2

yn#²z@ êU mñR h#n@¬ãC

yx!TÄùÃ FT/B/@R

?G

yn#²z@ DNUg@ãCN

bh#lT T§LQ N;#S KõlÖC

Ykõ§cêL:: Xnz!HM yn#²z@ êU mñR h#n@¬ãC XÂ bn#²z@ãc$ ysfr ”LÂ
yn#²z@ TRÙ» ÂcW::
yn#²z@ êU mñR h#n@¬ãC y¸lW N;#S KFL bt‰W bîST TÂN¹ KFlÖC
Ykf§L:: Xnz!HM
1 y|r ngR h#n@¬ã
2 yn#²z@ãC

öRMÂ ¥Sr© XÂ

3 Sl n#²z@ãC mšRÂ WDQ mçN ÂcW::

*

በ ፍትሏ ብሔር ሕግ ቁጥር 1 መሠረ ት ሌጅ ከተወሇ ዯነ ት ጊዛ አ ን ስ ቶ እ ን ዯ ሰ ው ቢቆጠር ም፣ ገ ና ያ ሌተወሇ ዯ ሌጅ ጉዳይ
መከራከሪ ያ ሆኖ ሲቀር ብ ሌጁ እ ን ዯተወሇ ዯ የ ሚቆጠረ ው፤ ከተወሇ ዯ በ ኋሊ 48 ሰ ዓታት በ ሕይወት ሲቆይ ነ ው፡ ፡ ይህም
በ ሌዩ ነ ት (exception) የ ሚታይ ነ ው፡ ፡ (በ ዋና ው ጽሐፍ ውስ ጥ የ ላሇ )
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knz!hM Ws_ y|rngR h#n@¬ãCN •Â yn#²z@ãC öRMN q_lN XNmlk¬lN::

2.1 y|r ngR h#n@¬ãC
bz!H Rዕ S ሥR yMÂnúcW n_ïC፤
1 n#²z@ bàC b‰s# y¸foM DRg!T Slmçn#፤
2 n#²z@ l¥DrG lÖ¬ el¥Sflg#፤
3 n#²z@ l!foM y¸L mçN ÃlbT Slmçn#፤
4 n#²z@ l?G wYM lmLµM -ÆY t”‰n! S§lmçn#፤
5 n#²z@ b¥SgdD ytgß s!çN፤
6 n#²z@ bSHtT yts- s!çN፤ XÂ
7 n#²z@WN bFRD SlmšR፤
y¸l# ÂcWÝÝ
2.1.1.

n#²z@ bàC u‰s# ¾T>ðçU É`Ñ> eKSJ’<

uSW[~ ’<³²? TE ^c< bGl# y¸fAmW ?UêE DRg!T (Juridical act) nWÝÝ
yàC yGL DRg!T (personal act) bl@§ sW bWKLÂ l!foM xYCLMÝÝ

YH

¥lTM

àC xND” fSt¾ sW bs# ï¬ çñ wYM bSÑ n#²z@ XNÄ!ÃdRG XNÄ!lW_
wYM

XNÄ!>R SLÈN

l!s-W xYCLMÝÝ

bàCÂ

bîSt¾W sW mµµL

y¸drG yz!H ዓYnT SMMnT b?G êU xYñrWMÝÝ
ul@§ xnUgR àC hB~ XNÁT lw‰ëc$ mkÍfL XNÄlbT ¥N hBt$N
mWrS XNÄlbT XNÄ!wSN lxNÉ îSt¾W sW `§ðnT wYM ሥLÈN l!sጠው
xYCLMÝÝ

MKNÃt$M n#²z@ àC b‰s# f”DÂ ‰s# BÒ y¸fêmW G§êE
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DRg!T nWÂÝÝ311**

YH îSt¾ sW yàc$ äGz!T b!çN XNµ*N bSÑ n#²z@

l!ÃdRG xYCLMÝÝ

YHNN xSmLKtW xND y?G Mh#R XNÄ!H Y§l#ÝÝ **

n#²z@ yàC _BQ yçn ‰s# y¸fomW S‰ nW Ÿ¸lW kq$_R 857 (1)
m\r¬êE DNUg@ b¸ÈÈM h#n@¬ q$_R 308 (1) äGz!t$ bl@§ h#n@¬ xµl
m-N ÃLdrs LJ NBrT btmlkt `§ð yçnW

xµl m-N ÃLdrs

LJ w§J b!çN XNµ* bs# SM n#²z@ XNÄÃdRG YklK§LÝÝ
2.1.2. n#²z@ l¥DrG ClÖ¬ Sl¥Sflg#
n#²z@ XNÄÃdRg# b?G y¸klŸl# sãC xl#ÝÝ

knz!HM mµkL

xµl m-N

ÃLdrs#Â bFRD ytklkl# sãC Ygß#b¬LÝÝ

xµlm-N ÃLdrs LJ xሥ‰

xMST ዓmT µLä§W n#²z@ l!ÃdRG XNd¥YCL tdNGÙL*** ፡ ፡ bz!H g#ÄY §Y
¾Bz# xgéC ?¯C tmúúYnT x§cWÝÝ
äGz!t$M xሥ‰ xMST ዓmT ÃLä§WN LJ n#²z@ XNÄ!ÃdRG f”D l!sጠው
xYCLMÝÝ

MKNÃt$M äGz!t$ xµl m-N §Ldrs LJ

lዕ lT g#ÄY ሥ‰ãC BÒ bmçn# nWÝÝ

f”D y¸s-W

n#²z@ GN Ÿዕ lT g#ÄY ሥ‰ãC WS_

y¸mdB xYdlMÝÝ

311

*

bfrNúYM b tlÃ† bRµ¬ xUÈ¸ãC tÂ²™C yn#²z@ t-”¸WN ‰s# mwsN s!g ÆW
YHNN SLÈN ll@§ fS t¾ sW xúLæ bmS-t$ yn#²z@ Sõ¬ãC bFRD b@T tqÆYnT
x_têLÝÝ

**

YHNN U Bz# o/ðãC dGfW¬LÝÝ

¾ð[”dÃ QÓ ”Å UdK? ¾¨cÉ” ”ÅJ’ ›"K SÖ” ÁLÅ[c¨< MÏ ›Y^ eÉe ¯S
"MVL¨< ’<³²? K=ÁÅ`Ó ”Å TÃM }Å”ÓÔ “Ñ‟ªK”:: °ÉT@¨< Ÿ›Y^ eÉe ¯S
u=ÁMõ ”"D” ›"KSÖ” •e"LÅ[c TKU 21 ¯S •e"MVL¨ < É[e ”w[~” u’<³²?
uTe}LKõ Sw~ LÃ QÓ ÑÅw ÁÅ`ÓuM:: u’<³²? K=Áe}LMõ ¾T>K¨< "K¨< Gw
ÓTg<” w ’¨<:: ¾Ÿ<u?¡ QÓ ÅÓV ÃuMØ Öup ÁK ’ው:: ›"KSÖ” •e"MÅ[c TKU
21 ¯S •e"MVL¨< É[e MÌ ’<³²? K=ÁÅ`Ó ›ÃMU:: ŸVÓ²= ›e}ÇÅ` ’í ¾¨×
u=J” ” "D” uŸ<u?¡ QÓ SW[ MÌ ’<³²? K=ÁÅ`Ó ›ÃMU:: ¾Ÿ <u?¡ QÓ ' Ÿ VÓ²=
›e}ÇÅ`

YM×”

Ã¨<×

}wKA

¾}u¾’K

MÏ

c¨<’~”

KTe}ÇÅ`“

Ñ”²u<”

¾T>SKŸ ~” ØpV KTe}ÇÅ` eKT>SKŸ}¨< eKT“¨<U ’Ñ` G<K< uQÓ ›"K SÖ”
•”ÇÅ[c J„ ÃqÖ^M' ŸT>K¨ < Ÿ›=ÄጵÁ ¾õNwN?` QÓ lØ` 333
Ãn[“M::
***

በ አ ዲሱ ሕግ 16 ዓመት ሆኗሌ፡ ፡
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bx!T×åÃ yn#²z@ ?G mሠrT xµlm-N ÃLdrs LJ xሥ‰ xmST ዓmT
úYä§W ÃdrgW n#²z@ xሥ‰ xMST ዓmT kä§WM b%E§ ÆY>rW XNµ*N
n#²z@W b?G ðT êU xYñrWM ð‰> nWÝÝ
bFRD ytklkl sW*** (Juridically Interdicted Person) h#n@¬M xሥ‰ xMST ዓmT
µLä§W LJ h#n@¬ XMB²M ytly xYdlMÝÝ KLk§W bFRD ከtngr b%E§
Glsb# n#²z@ l!ÃdRG xYCLMÝÝ ŸክLk§W bðT ÃdrgW n#²z@ GN tfÚ¸
YçÂLÝÝ

Yh#N XN©! MNM XNµ*N n#²z@W ytdrgW KMk§W bFRD kmng„

bðT b!çNM yn#²z@W YzT s!¬Y lRTዕ ngR t”‰n! nW wYM y-@Nnt$
m¬wK W-@T nW y¸Ãs" J„ Ÿ}Ñ‟ wYM FRD b@T XNÄ!H Ãl XMnT
µd[bT n#²z@WN bÑl# wYM bkðL l!ÃfRsW YC§LÝÝ
FRD b@T tÂ²ÿ bFRD kmkLkl# bðT ÃdrgWN n#²z@ bÑl# wYM bkðL
l¥FrS ሥLÈN XNÄlW h#l# tÂ²ÿ uõ`É Ÿ}ŸKŸK u%EL ÁÅ[Ñ¨<” ’<³²?U
uŸòM ¨ÃU uሙK< K=Áç“¨< ÃLM:: õ/u?~ ÃI”” ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ¨< }“³ÿ bn#²z@W
WS_ ytmlkt$TN yn#²z@ ”lÖC b-@ÂW m¬wK MKNÃT ÃdrUcW xYdl#M
y¸L XMnT µdrbT nWÝÝ

çñM FRD b@t$ bz!H h#n@¬ êUW xMST ¹!H BR *

b§Y yçn yn#²z@ Sõ¬ l!Áç“ xYCLMÝÝ

êUW kxMST ¹!H BR b¬C çñM

FRD b@t$ n#²z@WN y¸ÃfRSbT h#n@¬ xlÝÝ Y,WM yn#²z@ Sõ¬W bFRD
ktklklW sW -Q§§ hBT kxND x‰t¾W (ŸxND „B) ybl- XNdçn nWÝÝ
YHNN bMúl@ XNmLktWÝÝ
-#bT g!z@M

gNzÆcW” Ãl

xè XNÄY§l# km-N b§Y -À bmçÂcWÂ bአ GÆB Sl¸ÃÆKn# bLíÒcW

-ÃqEn T bFRD

Yklk§l#ÝÝ xè xNÄY§l# kmä¬cW bðT yAh#F n#²z@ ÃdRUl#ÝÝ

bn#²z@ÃcWM

አ NÄ!T x‰T ¹!H BR yM¬wÈ xég@ ‹LS êgN mk!ÂcWN lwND¥cW lxè
xYtNFs# YsÈl#ÝÝ

xè XNÄY§l# bät$b T g!z@ ynb‰cW -Q§§ hBT bgNzB

s!tmN SMNT ¹!H BR b!çN FRD b@T YHNN yn#²z@ Sõ¬ l!ÃoÂW xYCLMÝÝ
MKNÃt$M bn#²z@ ys-#T k-Q§§ hB¬cW xND h#lt¾WN ¥lTM h#lT „b#N

*


¾”ÓK=´†¨< pÍ= Ÿ ›Y` g=I w` uLÃ ÃLM:: ¾” ÓK=´†¨< pÍ= Ÿ›T`†¨<“ Ÿð[” dÃ†
¨< pÍ= eKT>KÃ ueI} ¾}éð SJ’< ÓMê ’¨<::
uõ`É ¾}ŸKŸK c¨< ¾T>vK¨< u}ðØa uQSU ¨ÃU u`Ï“  uSÖØ ¨ ÃU uK?KA
›Å”³» uJ’< ’Ña uSS[´ ›•Ua¨< uSÑ<ÅK<  ÆÇ Å”qa °¨<` ¨ÃU uK?L
’ª] uJ’ Å« U¡”Á ¾T>W^¨< Y^ ¾T>ÁeŸK¨<” ¨<Ö ? T¨p ¾TÃM  Ñ”²u<”
ÁK›Óvw ¾T>Áv¡”  ¨ÃU ^c<” KA KS}ÇÅ` ¨ ÃU ”w[~” KTe}ÇÅ` KA•
¾K?K¨<  uSJ’< KÖ?“¨<“ KØ pS< c=vM uT>ðêS¨ T”†¨<U É`Ñ> }Ö Ám ”ÇÃJ”
¨ÃU uQÓ ÓÈ• ¾T>ÁeÑv É`Ñ> ” ÇÃðêU uõ`É u? ¾}ŸKŸK ¨ÃU ¾}Ö uk c¨<
’¨<::
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bmçn#Â ?g# GN y?G w‰ëC bMNM h#n@¬ b!çN yàC hBT b!ÃNS îST „B
¥GßT YñRÆcêL Sl¸L nWÝÝ
bFRD ÆYklkL XNµ*N y¬wq wYM ylylT XBD kçn ÃdrgW n#²z@ b?G
êU xYñrWM:: xND sW y¬wq XBD nW yT>ÆlW bçSpE¬L Ws_ wYM
bxND yXwìC mñ¶Ã b@T WS_ wYM bxዕ Mé h#n@¬ MKNÃT bxND y-@Â
_b” b@T WS_ tzGèbT bz!H btzUbT ï¬ Xek¸öYbT

g!z@ nW YH

kh#lT ¹!H b§Y nê¶ãC b¸gß#Æc xµÆb!ãC ÃlW h#n@¬ s!çN h#lT ¹!H
y¥Yäl# nê¶ãC b¸gß#ÆcW yg-R qbl@ãC dGä xND sW bGLA y¬wq
XBD nW tBlÖ y¸ö-rW bxዕ MéW h#n@¬ MKNÃT bb@tzmìc$ wYM
xBéxcW b¸ñR sãC _b”

y¸drGbT •“ u²=G< U¡”Á uS²ª¨` nÉnt$

§Y gdB ytrgbT kçn nW:: kz!H Wu GN tÂ²¢$ n#²z@WN ÆdrgbT wQT
xዕ MéW ytStµkl xLnbrM wYM xXMéW gÖDlÖ nbR b¸L sbB n#²z@
XNÄ!frS ?G xYfQDM::
bxNÉ„M bx!TÄùÃ ?G m\rT b?G ytklkl sW (Legally Inerrdicated person )
n#²z@ l¥DrG Ñl# ClÖ¬

xlW:: b¥N¾WM ›YnT ¨”ËM }Ÿf U”U ¯Ã’

QÈT b!wsNbT n#²z@ b¥DrG mBt$ §Y lW_ xÃSkTLM::
bwNjL tkî ytqÈ sW

NBrt$N bn#²z@

MKNÃt$M

¥et§lF xYCLM K=vM eKTÃM

’¨<:: uSJ’<U ¾›=ÄጵÁ QÓ u²=I [ÑÉ Ÿw²< ›Ña QgÖC ytlyÂ
zmÂêEM nW

2.1. 3.

¥lT

ybl-

YÒ§L::

n#²z@ l!foM y¸cL mçN ÃlbT Slmçn

bm\rt$ tÂ²™ y¸ÃdRgW n#²z@ l!foM y¸L mçN YñRb¬L::
l!foM y¥YL kçn n#²z@ ¥Drg# MNM TRg#M ›Ã„[¨<U:: `Ñ<U
XNÄÃÈ dGä tÂ²™ n#²z@ b¸ÃdRGbT g!z@ kFt¾ _N”q&

l!ÃdRG

YgÆL::
xND yn#²z@ ”M btlÃ†



h#n@¬ãC MKNÃT tfÚ¸ §YçN Y§L::* knz!I

h#lT yXBìC çSpE¬lÖC wYM bÌäC BÒ b¸gß#bT xg‰CN y¬wq XBD y¸ÆL
sW bXnz!H }sV WS_ ytzUbT BÒ nW BlÖ mwsn# xScU¶ nW:: =R”cWN
_lW y¸ÿÇT XBìC q$_R btÌäc$ WS_ k¸g¹ß#T q$_R b!bL_ XN©! xÃNSM ::
Xnz!H dGä yly§cW XBìC lmçÂcW y¸yk‰kR xYçNM::
*
YH N;#S q$_R bXNGl!Z†¨< Q©! WS_ ytdnggW bq$_R 866 SR nW::
TKKl¾W
yx¥R¾W QÍ= xq¥m_ nW:: MKNÃt$ M yq$_R 865 `°e y¥YቻL
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WS_ yn#²z@WN

t-”¸ wYM yn#²z@W g#ÄY

xDRgÖ xl¥mLkT xNÇ nW:: lMúl@ àC bn#²z@W

bbqE h#n@¬ GLA

WS_ mk!Âü lwND»

Ys_ y¸L ¾’<³²? nM u=Ácõ` •“ TE w²< SŸ=““ w²< ¨”ÉV b!ñ„T
yT¾W

mk!ÂW

lyT¾W wNDÑ Ys_ XNÄl

GLA S§lçn yn#²z@WN ”L

tfÉ¸ ¥DrG xYÒLM:: YH s!ÆL GN tÂ²™ mk!Âü wYM wND» s!L
yT¾WN wNDÑN ¥lT XNdflg btlÃ†

mNgìC ¥rUg_ ŸK õ/u?

¾’<³²?¨<” nM K=Áç“¨< ÃLM:: u²=I S”ÑÉ T[ÒÑØ ÆYCL XNµ*N kmk!Âãc$
WS_ xnSt¾ GMT ÃlWN lwNDäc$ bU‰ b!s_ y¸nqõbT MKNÃT xYñRM
y¸L húBM

l!qRB

Yc§L::

l@§ Múl@ XNWsD:: àC µÆt$ bWRS ÃgßW xND Ä!äTæR -mN© xlW::
s!äT ÃdrgW

n#²z@ XNÄ!H y¸L nbR:: XNd LË yMwdWN Ä!äTæR

ጠmN©üN LË dm§¹ xµlm-N እ Sk!dRS wND» Yq-mbT:: àC îST
wNDäC b!ñ„TÂ kîSt$ wNDäc$ lyT¾W wNDÑ XNÄ!-qMbT me-t$N
bn#²z@W lYè S§Lglo yn#²z@WN ”L tfÚ¸

¥DrG y¸ÒL xYçNM:: îSt$M

wNDäc$ ¹-W Yµfl#T XNÄYÆL bn#²z@ yts-W yÆlb@TnT mBT úYçN
ym-qM mBT BÒ

nW:: MKNÃt$M bn#²z@W

y-mN©W Ælb@TnT yts-W

ldm§¹ nWÂ::
l@§W ዓYnT xfÚoÑ y¥YÒL yn#²z@ ”L bFT/B/@R ?G q$_R 865 N;#Sq$_R
2 ytdnggW
y¥YÒlW

nW :: bz!H N;#S q$_R mሠrT xND yn#²z@ ”L
yn#²z@WN

tጠ”¸

wYM

yn#²z@Wን

tfÚ¸

¥DrG

GLA

xDRgÖ

g#ÄY

ÆlmmMkt$ xYdlM:: YH bz!h# xNqA N;#S q$_R 1 LÃ }Å”ÓÕM:: •”ÓÇ=I
”®<e lØ` 2 y¸dnggW

el l@§

h#n@¬

nW ¥lT nW::

¬Ç=Ã bN;#S q$_R 2 xnUgR m\rT tfÚ¸ ¥DrG y¥YÒL yn#²z@ ”L MN
ዓYnt$

nW YH N;#S q$_R ytlÃ† TRg#äC l!s-W

y¸CL

nW Xyts-

WM nW:: FRD b@èCM YHNN btmlkt bRµ¬ KRKéCN XÃstÂgÇ ÂcW::
ykÖlÖn@L L;#LsgD n#²z@N bm”wM ktns#T KRKéC Ws_ xNÇ q$_R 865 (2)N
xfÉiM y¸lW
bN;#e q$_R 2 ytdnggWN bTKKL YgLÉL:: bXNGl!Z¾W Q©!
WS_ GN ?gw_ yçn# yn#²z@ ”§T b¸L Rዕ S |R ’¨< y¸gßW:: YH N;#S q$_R
y¸ÂgrW GN Sl ?gw_nT úYçN xfÉiÑ y¥YÒL elmçN nW:: yfRNúY¾W Q©!M
bx¥R¾W Q©! ›YnT nW ytdngg W ::


lØ` 865 /2/ KTK ’¨<::
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bm_qe yqrb nW:: KRK„M bn#²z@W §Y b@t$ lÄNx@L kts- b“§
t-”¸ãC

l@lÖC wgñC XNÄ!çn# y¸ÃdRGÂ kF BlÖ

y¸ሽR bxfÉiM

dr© kFt¾

yt-qsWN

WZGB

y¸ÃSkTL

DrS' b¸L gdBÂ bl@lÖCM

sãCN

XRS bRScW

ytmሠrt bmçn#

?G q$_R 865 (2) m\rT lxfÉiM

bFT/B/@R

bb@t$

ZQ BlÖ

b@t$N 'ÄNx@L XSk!mÈ
b¸ÃÍJ h#n@¬ §Y
y¥YÒL

bmç” f‰ሽ mçን YgÆêL y¸L nbR::
YHNN KRKR xSmLKè yxW‰©W FRD b@T y¸ktlWN Wún@ s_aL::
àC Ædrg#T n#²z@ §Y b@¬cWN lÄNx@L L;#LsgD
s!çN b@èN

byKFlÖC bmkÍfL yxh#n#

sãC XNÄ!ጠqÑbT XN©! lxè ÄNx@L
bSõ¬

mS-T S§Lçn

yn#²z@

XNÄ!wRS ytÂzz#lT
t-”¸

nN l¸l#T

L;#LsgD

ys-#T b@T ll@lÖC

bz!H n_B yqrbW

t”Wä tqÆYnT

ylWM ::
g#Äዩ

bYGÆ‡

yqrblT kFt¾W

b“§

n_b#N b¥SmLkT

FRD b@T bbk#l#

bFRÇ §Y ÃsfrW

yG‰ qß#N ¡RKR ks¥

ht¬Â

ys-W

Wún@

dGä

XNd¸ktlW YnbÆL::
àc _QMT 22/77 ›.M.
bkFt¾
¶Ã

18 qbl@

zÊ nWÂ

18 WS_

lLË

q$_R

xND
6 SR

KFL
dGä

q$_R

lÄNx@L

q$_R 2 dGä ¦Y¥ñT
ÃlCbTN

Ãdrg#TN n#²z@ SNmlkT bt‰ q$_R 1 ሥR
165 yçnWN b@t&N

L;#LsgD

¬ü ‰ú*N C§
XNdÃzC
Xt&n>

b!uÉK‡U

m-

µl# b“§

bt‰

DrS

xh#N

ZQ BlW

bt‰

s_c&êlh#::
b@T XSµgßC

Tqm_

BlW

/sN XNd LJ çÂ xgLG§¾lCÂ

b@T

xGß¬ bf”Ä* l” XSkÿdC xNÄ*N KFL xh#N ÃlCbTN Tqm_bT
T”U •”ÇÃÅ`ev . . . wKªM:: ’²=I” ¾’<³²? nKA e”SKŸ K›ðéçU
›eÒ] SJ“¨<” S[Ç ›ÁÇÑU:: ›G<” vK¨< ¾Ñ>²?¨< ¾u? Ó`
›”é`U c=•Ã u? ›Ó‡• uðnÇD Kn •eŸH@Å ’<`u ¾}vK¨< u?e
›Ó‡• ¾UH@Å¨< S ’¨< uðnÇDe ÃI”” u? Kn H@ÇK”  ¾T>K<”
’Øx e“’d ULg< ›K<• ¨ÃU ¾TÃJ‡ SJ’< ÓMê ’¨<:: ¾u?~ vKu?’
K›”Æ }cØ uK?L uŸ<M ŸLÃ u}SKŸ}¨< ¯Ã’ }ÖnT>¨< •eŸS
”ÅJ’ LM¨k Ñ>²? ¨ÃU u^c< ðnÉ Kq •eŸ=H@É Ã’<` ›Ã’" Ÿ}vK
É[e u?~ ¾}cÖ¨< c¨< S ’¨< vKu? K=J” ¾T>K¨< u`ÓØe K=J”
ÃLM

}wል ¾T>Öup“ ¾T>•cwe
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e”SKŸ ¾’<³²?¨< ›ðíìU

¾TÃM

SJ’<”

•”Ñ’²vK”:: ”Å²=I ¯Ã’ ’<³²?” u}SKŸ} ¾õNwN?` QÒ” ulØ`
865(1) ሥ` ›ðéçS< ¾TÃM •”ÅJ’ ”Å²=G< ð^i ’¨< uTK ¾T>Å’ÑÓ
uSJ’< ’<³²?¨< u²=IU ’Øw LÃ ð^i J„ •“Ñ‟ªM”::
›ðéçS< ¾TÃM KT>K¨< N[Ó ¾}KÁ¿ `Ñ<V ”ÅT>cÖ¨< Ÿõ wK”
ŸÖke“¨< ¾õ`É u? ¨<d’@ uŸòM ›Ã}“M:: kØK” u²=G< ’Øw LÃ ÖpLÃ
õ`É u?“ ¾ÖpLÃ ®nu? QÑ< êQð u? ¾¨cÆ” ›sU ”SMŸ::
Ãኼ¨< Ñ<ÇÃ uÃÓv‡ ÖpLÃ õ`É u? k`x uõNwN?` ÃÓv‡ S´Ñw lØ`
507/80 ”ÅT>Ÿ}K¨< }¨e“EM::
uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 865/2/ ›”É ’<³²? ›ðéçS< ¾TÃM uJ’ Ñ>²? ð^i ’¨<
}wKA ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< u²=I SMŸ< K}Å[Ñ ’<³²? ›ÃÅKU::
’ HÃT„ Â u? ›Ó‡}¨< eŸ=Kl É[e u¾’u\u ¡õM ”Ç=q¿ ¾T>K¨<
¾TE ’<³²? u? eŸ=ÁÑ‟< É[e w ¾T>ÁÑKÓM J„ u? "Ñ‟< u%EL Ó” KÇ”›?M
M®<McÑÉ ¾SMkn¨< Ñ<ÇÃ }Óv^© ¾TÃJ”u U¡”Á eKK?K Ÿõ}†¨<
õ`É u? ’<³²?¨< ›ðéçS< ¾TÃM ’¨< c=M ¾}dd} `Ñ<U }ŸKA ’<³²?¨<
”Ç=ð`e ¾cÖ¨<” ¨<d’@ ›M}kuM’¨<U:: ¾ÖpLÃ ®nu? QÑ< êQð u? ›sU
Ÿõ wKA Ÿ}Ökc¨< ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u? ›sU ÁM}K¾ ’¨<:: ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?”
¨<d’@ uSn¨U ¾Ç”›?M ¨Ÿ=M ¾J’< ¨Ã²a êÑ@H“

Ç‟@ Ñ<Ç¿ Kcu` cT>¨<

KA ”Ç=k`wL¨< Lk[u< ›u?~• ÖpLÃ ®nu? QÑ< ŸcÖ< ULi ¨<eØ K²=I
’Øw ›Óvw’ ÁK¨< ¡õM ¾T>Ÿ}K¨<” ÃLM:T”U c¨< ”w[~” ¨ÃU Gw~” u’<³²? KK?L Te}LKõ ”ÅT>M uõNwN?`
QÓ lØ` 1184 }Å”Óጎ ÃÑ†M:: u²=G< SW[ TE ¢KA’@M M®<McÑÉ •ÃK?
uS„]Á u?¨< LÃ ¾’u^¨<” ¾vKu?’ Sw KMÍ¨< KÇ”›?M M®<McÑÉ
u’<³²? ›e}LMðªM:: eK²=IU ¾}Ökc¨< ¾S„]Á u? QÒ© vKu? Ç”›?M
M®<McÑÉ ’¨<::
HÃT„ •Â ÅÓV ^dD” L u? •e"Ñ‟ É[e ›G<” ÁKu” ›”É ¡õM
•”ÅÁ² kSØ . . . KK?L Te}LKõ ›ÃMU uTK ŸAKA’@M M®<M cÑÉ
uõNwN?` QÓ ŸlØ` 1309 ËUa u}SKŸ}¨< SM¡ uu?~ ¾SÑMÑM Sw
KÓKcvD cØ}ª•M:: Ãኼ@ Sw KK?L K=}LKõ ¾TÃM Ñ>²?Á© Sw c=J”
uÇ”›?M M®<M cÑÉ ¾vKu?’ Sw LÃ Ñ>²?Á© ÑÅw ¾T>ØM ’¨<::
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eK²=I u¢KA’@M M®<M cÑÉ ’<³²? ¨<eØ ¾}Ökc¨< ŸLÃ ¾S[S`’¨< ÑÅw
KTeðìU ›ÇÒ ÃJ” •”ÅJ’ ”Í= uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 879/1/ ›’ÒÑ`
K=ðçU ¾TÃM ÑÅw ›ÃÅKU::
Ÿõ wK” ŸÖke“¨< ¾õ`É u?“ ¾ÖpLÃ ®nu? QÓ SY]Á u? G}•“
¨<dH@ T¾ •”ÅT>K¨< ›ðéçS< ¾TÃM ¾T>K¨< •ÃKnM }SddÃ
¨ÃU ›”É¨Ø Ó”³u? ¾}cÖ¨< ›KSJ’<” ’¨<::
¾Ÿõ}†¨< õ`É u? ›sU uÓMê ŸK?KA }KÃM:: ¾K?KAU ውd’@ u=J” Ñ<Ç¿”
u}“ÖM ŸSSMŸ ›Mö u›ÖnLÃ ›ðéçS< ¾TÃM ¾T>K¨<” ¾QÓ î”c
Gdw Áw^^ ›M’u[U:: Ñ<Ç¿” uTeSMŸ ¾cÖ< ¨<d’@ Ó” ¾T>’kõ ›ÃÅKU
(ŸŸõ}†¨< õ`É u? ¨<d’@ uk`):: U¡”Á~U ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ ¾u?~” vKu?’
¾cÖ< KÇ”›?M M®<McÑÉ w c=J” KHÃT„“ K•’i ¾cÖ< Ó” K}¨c’ Ñ>²?
uu?~

¾SÖkU

(Á¨<U u}¨c’< ¡õKA w) Sw uSJ’< ’¨<:: ’<³²?¨<

›ðéçS< ¾TÃM ’¨< K=vM ÃM ¾’u[¨< u?~” KÇ”›?M uvKu?’ ŸcÖ< u%EL
¨[É wK¨< ÃI”’< u? KHÃT„ ¨ÃU K•’i uvKu?’ ¾cÖ< u=J” ’u`::

2.1.4 ’<³²? KQÓ ¨ÃU KSM"U ÖvÃ }n^’> eLKSJ’<
}“³» ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ¨< ’<³²? uQÓ ÁM}ðkÅ ¨ÃU ŸSM"U ÖvÃ (V^M) Áð’ÑÖ
¨ÃU }n^’> SJ” ›Ã„`uU:: ›”É” ¾’<³²? nM KQÓ ¨ÃU KSM"U ÖvÃ
}n^’>

’¨<

¾T>Ác‟¨<

¾’<³²?¨<

Ñ<ÇÃ

’¨<::

uSW[~

TE

u’<³²?

¾T>Áe}LMð¨< Gw~” ’¨<:: ¾’<³²? Ñ<ÇÃ U”Ñ>²?U u=J” ¾}“³» Gw ¨ÃU
”w[ w ’¨<:: ÃI dÃJ” k` KUdK? }“³» ¾^c< vMJ’ Gw LÃ u=“²´
’<³²?¨< uQÓ }kvÃ’ K=„[¨< ›ÃMU::
TE u’<³²?¨< ¨<eØ T>e” › •ŸK? Ã¨[e

¾u? W^}†Â” •ŸK?

Ã¨<cÉ MÎ” •ŸK? ÁÓv ¨²} ... ¾T>K< ¾’<³²? nKA u=Ácõ` ’<³²?¨<
}kvÃ’ ÁK¨< ›ÃJ”U:: U¡”Á~U c¨< ”w[ vKSJ’< u’<³²? Te}LKõ
›ÃMU:: ÃI ¯Ã’~ ’<³²? QÑ¨Ø ’¨<:: KSM"U ÖvÃU }n^’> ’¨<:: uSJ’<U
ð^i ’¨<::

2.1.5 ’<³²? uTeÑÅÉ ¾}Ñ‟ c=J”
uSW[~ ’<³²? TE uõLጎ ~ }’de ¾T>ðçS¨< É`Ñ> ’¨<:: ’<³²?

ŸT”†

¨<U ¯Ã’ }î°„ ¨<ß u’í ðnÉ K=Å[Ó ¾T>Ñv QÒ© É`Ñ> ’¨<:: Ÿ’í ðnÉ
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¨ÃU õLÔ ¨<ß ¾}cÖ ¾’<³²? nM QÒ© ¨<Ö? ›Ã„[¨<U::
’<³²? u’í ðnÉ •”ÇÃcØ ŸT>ÁÅ`Ñ< G<’@• ¨<eØ ›”Æ ¾•ÃM Y^ ¨ÃU
TeÑÅÉ ’¨<:: uTeÑÅÉ ¾}cÖ ¾’<³²? nM ð^i •”ÅT>J” ¾õNwN?` QÓ
uÓMê ÃÅ’ÓÒM:: ¾•ÃM Y^¨< }“³ÿ” ^c<” ¨ÃU ¾p`w ²SÊ” ¨ÃU
¨ÇÐ” TKU ¨LÐ” ¨ÃU }¨LÐ” ¨ÃU vM” ¨ÃU T>e” ŸvÉ“
¾TÃk` ›ÅÒ uQÃ¨~ u›"K< u¡w\ ¨ÃU u”w[~ •”ÅT>S×u Teð^^
K=J” ÃLM::

2.1.6 ’<³²? ueI} ¾}cÖ c=J”
Ÿõ

wKA

•”Å}Ökc¨< ’<³²? uQÓ ªÒ •”Ç=„[¨< u}“³ÿ ’é

ðnÉ LÃ

¾}SW[} SJ” Ã„`u•M:: u’é ðnÉ LÃ ÁM}SW[} ŸJ’ ’<³²?¨< Ãð`dM::
¾}“³»” ðnÉ ŸT>ÁÔÉK< U¡”Á ¨<eØ eI} ›”Æ ’¨<:: ueI} LÃ
¾}SW[} ¾’<³²? nM ð^i •”ÅT>J” ¾õNwN?` QÒ” uÓMê Å”ÓÕM::
ÃG<” •”Í= ¾’<³²?” Sõ[e ¾T>ÁeŸK¨< T”†¨<U ¯Ã’ eI} ›ÃÅKU::
eI}~ ¨d‡“ SW[•© SJ” ›Ku:: eI}~ ¾’<³²?¨<” eÙ• KTÉ[Ó Áun
SJ” ›Ku:: KUdK? TE c=V ¾¨`p c¯~” ›uu K}vK c¨< Ã“²´K•M::
TE“ ›uu ¾p`w ´UÉ“U J’ ¨ÇÏ’ ¾L¨<U:: TE u’<³²?¨< ¨<eØ ¾¨`p
c¯~” K›uu ¾}“²²K MÌ KUI` ¨Å ¨<ß •”Ç=H@É ከፍተኛ ያ ዯረገ ሇት ስ ሇሆነ
መሆኑን ይገ ሌጻሌ፡ ፡

ነ ገ ር ግን የ ሟች ሌጅ ወዯ ውጭ አ ገ ር እን ዲሄድ ww` ÁÅ[Ñ¨< ›uu

›KSJ’< u=•¨p TE ¾’<³²?¨<” eÙ• ÁÅ[Ñ¨< ueI} eKJ’ }ðéT> ›ÃJ”U
TK ’¨<::

2.1.7 ’<³²?” uõ`É eKSh`
ŸLÃ Ÿ}ÑKè uQÓ ¨^i ŸT>J’< ’<³²? K?L õ`É u? G<’@•” ÑUÓV }Ñu=
J„ c=ÁÑ‟¨< ¾T>k”d¨< ¨ÃU ß^g<” ¾T>i^¨< ’<³²? Ã„^K<:: Ÿ•’²=IU
¨<eØ }“³ÿ K›e}ÇÇ]¨< ¨ÃU KVÓ²=~ ŸSV~ uò vK< eÉe ¨^
¨<eØ ¾Q¡U“ `Ç• ¨ÃU ¾S”ðe `Ç LÅ[ÑK c¨< uQÓ ¨<M KTªªM
YM×” K}cÖ¨< c¨< K’<³²? Ue¡a •”Ç=G<U K}“³ÿ vKu? ÁÅ[Ò¨< ¾’<³²?
nKA ÃÑ‟<u•M:: Ÿ²=I ¨<ß Ó” }“³ÿ ¾S”ðe SÝ” }Å`Ôu•M uT>M cuw
¾’<³²? nM •”Ç=h` QÓ ›ÃðpÉU::

2.2 ¾’<³²? ¯Ã’
u›=ÄåÁ QÓ SW[ ¾’<³²? ¯Ã’ Ze “¨<:: •’c<U:198
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1.

uÓMê ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²?

2.

u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? •“

3.

unM ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? “¨<::

2.2.1 ÓMê ’<³²?
ÓMê ’<³²? uQÓ }kvÃ’ ÁK¨< •”Ç=J” ¾T>Ÿ}K< G<’@• STEL
Ã„`vªM::
1.

’<³²?¨< }“³ÿ ^c< ¨ÃU }“³ÿ •¾}“Ñ[ K?L T”†¨<U c¨<
K=êð¨< ¾ÑvM

2.

’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ u›^ Ue¡a ò S’uw ›Ku

3.

’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ u›^ Se¡a ò S’uu<“ ¾}’uu k”
u’<³²?¨< c’É LÃ SÖke ›Ku

4.

u}^

lØ`

•”Å}ðìS<

2

•“

}“³ÿ“

3

¾}Ökc<

Ue¡a

Y`¯

¨Ç=Á¨<’<

ö`TK=+

ò`T¨<”

¨Ã”U

Á¨<^ × UM¡•¨<” ’<³²?¨<” c’É LÃ TÉ[Ó ›Kv¨<::
ÓMê ’<³²? }“³ÿ •¾}“Ñ[ uK?L uT”†¨<U c¨< K=éõ ÃLM:: ’<³²?¨<” ÓMê
Ác‟¨<U ›”Æ U¡”Á Ãኼ¨< ’¨<:: TKU }“³ÿ ¾SÚ[h ðnÆ” KK?L
Ze† c¨< •²=I LÃ ¾’<³²?¨<” nM uêOõ KT>Ácõ`K c¨< ÑGÉ TÉ[Ñ<
’¨<:: K?L¨< ÅÓV ¾SÚ[h ðnÆ” KUe¡a ÑGÉ TÉ[Ñ< ’¨<::
’<³²? }“³ÿ •¾}“Ñ[
ÃeTTK<:: u•`ÓØ

uK?L

Ze}† c¨< uSéõ

LÃ

¾w²< ›Ña

QÔ

¾}“³ÿ” nM uêOõ uT>Ácõ[¨< c¨< T”’ LÃ M¿’

Ã•ÁM:: ¾† QÓ T”†¨<U K?L c¨< c=M ¾K?KA ›Ña QÔ Ó”  nK<”
uêOõ Teð` ÁKu ¨<M ›ªªÃ ’¨< wK¨< ÃÅ’ÑÒK<:፡ 
u²=I LÃ ›=ÄåÁ ŸK?KA ›Ña ¾}K¾u }Úvß U¡”Á ›K:: Ãኼ¨<U
¾õNwN?` QÒ” u}[kku Ñ>²? ¾¡w` S´Ñw êNð u? ¨ÃU uQÓ ¨<M
•”Ç=Áð^`U ¾}ðkÅK c¨< ›KS„\ ’¨<::
¾›=ÄåÁ QÓ ÓMê ’<³²? u}“³ÿ u^c< K=éõ •”ÅT>MU ÃÅ’ÓÒM:: ÃI



KUdK? ›”É ¾QÓ UG<` ¾ð[”dÃ” QÓ ›eSM¡}¨ < ¾T>Ÿ }K¨<” wKªM:: ... ’<³²?¨ < ^c<
}“³ÿ uT>“Ñ[¨< ¯ Ã’ u¨<M ›ªªÃ Séõ ›Ku:: ÃG<” ”Í= ÃI”” c=ÁÅ[Ó ¨<M
›ªª¿ ¾}“³ÿ” °³´ uQÓ s”s K=k[î“ ›hT> ’Ña” ÓMê KTÉ[Ó Ø Áo ” K=Ö Ãp
ÃLM::
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wU ›ÃÅKU:: }“³ÿ ’<³²?¨<” Ue¡a uK?K<u êö ሉÁekUÖ¨< ÃLM::
¾›=ÄåÁ õNwN?` QÓ lØ` 881/2/ ›Øwq ¾T>ÖÃk¨< Ó” ’<³²?¨< uQÓ
ªÒ •”Ç=„[¨< u}“³ÿ“ u›^ Ue¡a ò S’uw ÁKu SJ’<” ’¨<:: kÅU
c=M ¾}Ökc< ¾QÓ UG<` ÃI” uTeSMŸ ¾T>Ÿ}K¨<” êðªM:¾›=ÄåÁ õNwN?` QÓ lØ` 881 ’<³²?¨< ¾ÓÉ uUe¡a ò Séõ
›Ku ›ÃMU ’<³²?¨< T”U uK?Ku uÓM K=éõ ÃLM:: ÃG<” •”Í= QÑ<
•”Ç=I ÁK¨< ’<³²? u}“³ÿ“ u›^ Ue¡a ò S’uu<” •ÏÓ u×U
›eðLÑ> ›É`Ô ÃqÖ^M::39
u²=I [ÑÉ ¾›=ÄåÁ ¾õNwN?` QÓ Ÿw²< GÑa QÓÒ K¾ ÁK ’¨<:: KUdK?
 ¾ð[”dÃ QÓ }“³ÿ K›ªª¿ unM c=’Ñ[¨< ›ªª¿ ¾’<³²?¨<” c=êõ •“
’<³²?¨<” c=ð`U Ue¡a SÑ‟ ›Kv¨< ÃLM::4® õN ’ÑY •”"D” XÃk`
’<³²? u}“³ÿ u^c< ¾T>éõU u=J” Séõ ÁKu uUe¡a ò ’¨< wKA
ÃÅ’ÓÒM:: **
¾Ÿõ}†¨< õ`É u? ÃI”” Y`¯ ›eSM¡ Ÿõ wK” uÖke’¨< uŸAKA’@M
M®<McÑÉ ’<³²? Ñ<ÇÃ LÃ ¾}dd} ›sU ¨eÇDM:: õ`É u?~ ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ
ÁÅ[Ñ< ’<³²? ÓMê ’<³²? ’¨< "K u%EL ¾²=I ዓÃ’~ ’<³²? SÅ[Ó TKU Séõ
ÁKu uUe¡a ò ’¨< ŸT>M SÅUÅT>Á LÃ Å`dDM:: ¾õ`É u?~ ¨<d’@
•”Ç=I ¾T>M ’u`:u’<³²?¨< u•T‡’ }Öpc¨< ¾ð[S< 4 Ue¡a ucÖ< ¾Ue¡`’ nM
c=“²²< ÁM’u\ SJ“¨<“ ÁKT¾•¨< SU •”ÇÅ[Ñ< •”ÅTÁ¨<l
¾TE ’<³²? ’¨< KTKU ¾ul TE u}KÁ¾ ¨p Ö`}ª¨< ’<³²?
›É`Ñ@›KG< ÁLD¨< eKJ’“ •”Ç=G<U uUe¡`’ eT¨< ¾Ökc< SJ’<”
’Ó[ª¨< u}KÁ¾ Ñ>²? •”Ç=ð`S< ÖÃkª¨< ¾ð[S< SJ’<” uSØke
Se¡[ªM:: Ÿ’²=IU ¾’<³²? •T• ¾U”T[¨< ØpU 22/77 ¯.U uTE
¾}Å[Ñ¨< ’<³²? QÑ< ulØ` 881 uÅ’ÑÑ¨< SW[ ÁK SJ’<” ’¨<:: .. /c[´
¾}ÚS[/
Ÿ²=I

Øpe

¾U”[Ç¨<

Ÿõ}†¨< õ`É u?

¾QÑ<”

É”ÒÑ@

u}dd}

S”ÑÉ

¾}[ÔS¨< SJ’<” ’¨<:: U¡”Á~U ¾õNwN?` QÓ lØ` 881 ’<³²?¨< c=²ÒÏ
TKU c=éõ Ue¡a SÑ‟ ¨ÃU T¾ ›Kv¨< •”ÅT>M }Å`Ô K=’uw
¨ÃU K=}[ÔU ¾T>Mu U”U ¯Ã’ õ”ß ¾KU“::
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’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ u›^ Ue¡a ò S’uw ÁKu SJ’<” w dÃJ” Ãኼ¨<
Y`¯ (ö`TK=+) ¾}ðçSu”U k” TKU ’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ uUe¡a ò
¾}’uuu”

k”

ßU`

TSMŸ

•”ÇKu

¾õNwN?`

Qጉ

lØ`

881(2)

ÃÅ’ÓÒM:: Ÿ²=I É”ÒÑ@ ›”É ¾U”Ñ’²u¨< ’Øw ›K:: Ãኼ¨<U ’<³²?¨< ¾T>éõu
k” ’<³²?¨< ŸT>’uwu k” ¾}K¾ K=J” ¾T>M SJ’<” ’¨<:: G<K~U Y`¯
¾ÓÉ u›”É k” ¨ÃU u›”É Ñ>²? SðçU ÁKv¨< u=J” „a ’<³²?¨< ¾}’uu”
k” wKA KÃ SÓKè ›eðLÑ> vMJ’ ’u`:: U¡”Á~U G<K~U (’<³²?¨<” Séõ“
’<³²?¨<” uUe¡a ò T”uw) ¾ÓÉ u›”É k” ¾T>ðçS< u=J” „a u’<³²?¨< LÃ
¾T>„[¨< k” um ’u`“ ’¨<::
’<³²?¨< }“³ÿ“ ›^ Ue¡a vK<u Ÿ}’uu“ ÃIU SðçS< u’<³²?¨< êOõ
LÃ Ÿcð[ u%EL ¨Ç=Á¨<’< }“³ÿ“ ›^ Ue¡a u’<³²?¨< èOõ LÃ ò`T¨<”
¨ÃU Á¨<^× UM¡•¨<” T„` ›Kv¨<:: "MJ’ ’<³²?¨< õ`e ÃJ“M::
•²=I LÃ ›”É Se}ªM ÁKu ’Øw ›K:: Ãኼ¨<U ’<³²?¨< ¾T>éõu Ñ>²?“
’<³²?¨< ¾T>’uwu Ñ>²? ¾}KÁ¾ K=J” SK<” ’¨<:: ’<³²?¨< uT>éõu Ñ>²? U”U
Ue¡`

›ÁeðMÓU::

Ue¡a

¾T>ÁeðMÑ<

’<³²?¨<

uT>’uwu

Ñ>²?

’¨<::

¨Ç=Á¨<’< ¾T>K¨< nM ¾T>ÁSK¡}¨<U ÃI”’< Ñ>²? ’¨<፡ ፡ ’<³²?¨< ¾}éðu”
dÃJ” ¾}’uuu”፡ ፡

ÃI c=vM Ó” ’<³²?¨< ¾T>éõu“ ¾T>’uwu Ñ>²? ¾ÓÉ

¾}KÁ¾ SJ” ›Ku TK ›ÃÅKU:: ’<³²?¨< ¨Ç=Á¨< }êö ¨Ç=Á¨< }’x ¨Ç=Á¨<
u=ð[U ¾T>ŸK¡M QÓ ¾KU::
Ue¡a” u}SKŸ} ›Ÿ^"] K=J” ¾T>M K?LU ’Øw ›K:: Ã¤¨<U Ue¡a
u’<³²?¨< LÃ Sð[U ÁKv¨< ›^~U u›”É Ñ>²? ’¨< ¨Ãe u}“ÖMU K=ð`S<
ÃLK< ¾T>M ’¨<:: u²=I ’Øw LÃ ¾}KÁ¿ ›sV Ã”çv[nK<:: ›”Æ ›sU QÑ<
¾T>ÖÃk¨<

›^

Ue¡a

•”Ç=„\“

Á”Ç”Ç¨<

u’<³²?¨<

êOõ

LÃ

ŸSð[T¨< uò ’<³²?¨<” •”Ç=Á’u< ¨ÃU •”Ç=’uwL¨< w eKJ’ u}“ÖM
K=ð`S< ¾TÃK<u U¡”Á ›Ã„`U ¾T>M c=J” K?L¨< ÅÓV ›^~U Ue¡a
›”É LÃ u}Ñ‟<u ’<³²?¨< }’x ›^~U Ue¡a ¨Ç=Á¨<’< Sð[U ›Kv¨<
¾T>M ’¨<::



¾ð[”XÃ ¾’<³²? QÓU ... Ue¡a ’<³²?¨ < u}“³ÿ uT>’Ñ`u
uT>éõu “
uTð[Uu Ñ>²? G<K< u›"M SÑ‟ ›Kv¨ < ÃLM:: ¾Q”É ¾’<³²? QÓ Ó” ”i K¾
ÃLM:: ’<³²?¨< uG<K Ue¡a S[ÒÑØ ›Ku:: Ãበ M ” Í=
Ue¡a u’<³²?¨< LÃ
Sð[U ¾T>„`v¨< u›”É Ñ>²? ’¨< ›ÃMU:: ¾T>ðKÑ¨< Ue¡a u’<³²?¨< c’É LÃ
}“³ÿ vKu ”Ç=ð`S< w ’¨<:: ”Ç=Á¨<U Ue¡a ¾’<³²?¨<” Ã² ¨ÃU U”’
LÁ¨ <l ÃLK<:: U¡”Á~U ŸSð[T¨< uò ’<³²?¨ <” ”Ç=Á’u< ¨ ÃU ”Ç=Áe’w u<
›ÃÖ¾lU“::
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¡¡K†¨< ¾%EK†¨< ›sU ’¨<:: u›^ Ue¡a ò ¾T>K¨< N[Ó ›^~U
›”É LÃ u}Ñ‟<u KTK ’¨<:: ¾QÑ< ›ÑLKê ¾T>ÁhT ›ÃÅKU:: Ÿ²=IU K?L
}“³ÿ Ue¡a” u}“ÖM Ö` Teð[U ¾T>M ŸJ’ ›”Æ” Ue¡` "eð[S
u%EL

K?L†¨<”

›eŸ=Áeð`U

U“Mv

’<³²?¨<”

K=ÁhiK¨<

/K=k”e

¨ÃU

K=ÚU`u/ ÃM ÃJ“M:: •”Ç=I ŸJ’ u}hhK¨< ’<³²? LÃ ¾ð[S¨< Ue¡`“
kÅU wKA ¾ð[S¨< Ue¡` Ue¡`’•¨< K›”É ¾’<³²? c’É dÃJ” u}KÁ¿
¾’<³²? c’Ê K=J” ’¨< TK ’¨<::
›^~U Ue¡a /}“³ÿ” ÚUa ›Ue~U/ u’<³²?¨< LÃ Sð[U ÁKv¨< u›”É
Ñ>²? SJ’<ን Ÿ^c< ŸQÑ< É”ÒÑ@ S[Ç ÃLM:: Ã¤¨< Y`¯

/ö`TK=/

SðçS<”“ ¾}ðçSu”U k” ¾T>K¨< ›ÑLKê ¾T>Ád¾¨< Y`¯~ ›”É Ñ>²?
w ¾T>ðçU •”Í= }“³ÿ“ ›^~ Ue¡a u}KÁ¾ Ñ>²? •¾SÖ< ›Ue Y`¯
¾T>ðêS< ›KSJ’<” ’¨<::
uÓMê ’<³²? G<K Ue¡a w um ¾T>J’<u G<’@•U ›K:: G<K ’Ña Ó”
STEL Ã„`vªM:: ›”Å† ŸG<K Ue¡a ›”Æ ¾õ`É u? S´Ñw u? g<U
/_Í=e^`/ ¨ÃU uሕÓ ¨<M KTªªM YM×” ¾}cÖ¨< c¨< SJ” Ã„`u•M::
G<K}†¨< ’<³²?¨< _Í=e^\ ¨ÃU ¨<M ›ªª¿ Y^¨<” uT>ÁŸ“¨<”u ¡õM
¨ÃU u=a ¨<cØ SÅ[Ó Ã„`u•M::
ŸUe¡a u}ÁÁ² ›G<”U ›”É ’Øw •“”d — ¾Ue¡a” lØ` uT>SKŸ:: ሕÑ<
KÓMê ’<³²? ›^ Ue¡a •”ÅT>ÁeðMÑ< ÃÅ’ÓÒM:: ’Ñ` Ó” }“³ÿ u›^
Ue¡a XÃ¨c” u’<³²?¨< c’É LÃ •”uM cv Ue¡a ”Ç=ð`S< u=ÁÅ`Óe
ÃI ’<³²? Y`¯~” ›M}Ÿ}KU uT>M Sõ[e Ã„`u•K” SMc< u›ß\
›Ãð`eU ’¨<:: ሕÑ< u›^ Ue¡a c=M S’h¨<” KTSMŸ •”Í= Ÿ²=Á lØ`
SwKØ ¾KuU KTK ›ÃÅKU:: u=Á”e u=Á”e ›^ Ue¡a ÁeðMÒK< KTK
’¨<::

ŸT>ðKÑ¨<

lØ`

uLÃ

ÁK<

Ue¡a

›Sc"Ÿ^¨<

¾IÑ<”

Y`¯

ÁK}Ÿ}K u=J” •”"D /KUdK? ’<³²?¨<” XÁ’u< ¨ÃU XÁe’wu< u=ð`S</ ’<³²?¨<
›Ãð`eU::
uSÚ[hU KUe¡`’ wl “¨< ¾T>vK< •’T” “¨< ¾T>K¨<” ’Øw
•”SMŸ:: uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 883/1/ SW[ Ue¡a ›"K SÖ” ÁÅ[c<“
uõ`É

¨ÃU

uQÓ

ÁM}ŸKŸK<

SJ”

›Kv¨<::

Ÿ²=I

u}ÚT]

’<³²?¨<

¾}éðu” s”s ¾TÁ¨<l •“ ’<³²?¨<” T”uw ¨ÃU c=’uw SeT ¾TÃK<


¾ð[”XÃ” IÓ ›eSM¡ ¾QÓ UG<^” ¾T>K<” •”eT:: ›eðLÑ>¨< ¨ÃU `õ
/¾}”³³/ ö`TK=” SÖkU u}Ñu=¨< ö`U ¾}ðçS” ’<³²? }kvÃ’ ›Ád×U::
ö`TK= . .
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K’<³²? Ue¡`’ ›ÃulU::

2.2.2 u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²?
u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? nK< ^c< •”ÅT>ÁSK¡}¨<  ’<³²?¨< uS<K<
u}“³ÿ u^c< ¾•Ï êOõ S²ÒË ›Ku:: ²=I LÃ ¾õNwN?` QÓ lØ` 881
/1/

ÓMê

’<³²?U

u}“³ÿ

u^c<

K=éõ

•”ÅT>M

eKT>Å’ÓÓ

M¿’•¨<

U”É”’¨< ¾T>M ØÁo K=’d ÃLM:: ›”É SW[•© M¿’ SØke ÃLM::
Ã¤¨<U  KÓMê ’<³²? ¾’<³²?¨< c’É ¾ÓÉ u}“³ÿ •Ï Séõ ›Ã„`uU::
u}“³ÿ êG<õ KT>Å[Ó ’<³²? Ó” ¾’<³²?¨< c’É uS<K< u}“³ÿ •Ï Séõ ª’†“
›T^ß

¾TÃÑ‡K Y`¯ ’¨<:: u•`ÓØ ÓMê ’<³²?U

u}“³ÿ êG<õ

•”ÅT>Å[Ó ’<³²? u}“³ÿ u^c< K=éõ eKT>M G<K~” ¾’<³²? ›Ã’ KSK¾
›eÒ] ¾T>J”u G<’@• K=„` ÃLM:: u}ÚvßU ¨<´Óx •¾¿ ’¨<::
¾ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ ’<³²? K²=I ›Ã’}† UdK? ’¨<:: ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ ¾’<³²?¨<”
c’É u^X¨< ¾•Ï êሐõ Ÿ›²ÒÌ uኋL ›^ Ue¡a” u}KÁ¾ Ñ>²? uSØ^
’<³²? T²ÒË•¨<” ÑMì¨<L¨< u’<³²?¨< c’É LÃ •”Ç=ð`S<L¨< ›É`ÑªM 
}“³ÿ“ ›^~U Ue¡a u’<³²?¨< c’É G<K~U Ñë LÃ ð`SªM ’<³²?¨<”
Á²ÒÌu k” ¨`“ ¯S} Uሕ[ Ÿ’<³²?¨< êOõ ›“ ›eõ[ªM Ÿ²=I
¾T>Ÿ}K¨<” ’<³²? ›É`Ñ@ÁKG<

uTK  c’Æ ’<³²? SJ’<” uTÁhT G<’@•

›SM¡}ªM::
ÃI ¾ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ ’<³²? ¾G<K~U ¾’<³²? ¯Ã’ TKU ¾ÓMê ’<³²?“
u}“³ÿ èOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? ባ ሕ`Á ›K<:: ŸÓMê ’<³²? ¨eØ u’<³²?¨< c’É
LÃ ›^ Ue¡a •”Ç=ð`S< ¾T>ÖÃk¨<” Y`¯ ›TEMM::
u}“³»

êOõ

¾T>Å[Ó

’<³²?

K=ÁTEL¨<

ŸT>Ñu<

Y`¯

¨<eØ

ÅÓV

¾T>Ÿ}K<” Ã³DM::
¾’<³²?¨< c’É u}“³ÿ ¾•Ï êOõ }²ÒÏM
1. c’Æ ’<³²? SJ’< uÓMê }SM¡M
2. ’<³²?¨< u}Å[Ñv¨< ¨[k uÁ”Ç”Ç¨< LÃ }“³ÿ ð`S¨<vªM::
’<³²?¨<” ŸG<K~ ¾’<³²? ¯Ã’ ¨Å ›”Æ ukLK< SSÅw ›eÒ] ’¨<:: U¡”Á~U


e`¯~” vÃŸ }K< •”"D” ¨<Ö ?~ }SddÃ ’¨ <:: KUdK? QÓ ŸT>Ö Ãk¨ < uLÃ lØ` vL¨<
Ue¡a /ŸòKA KUe¡`’ ¾TÃul u=J’< •” "D”/ u=[ÒÑØ ’<³²?¨ < }kvÃ’~” ›Á×U::
ÃG<” •”Í= KUe¡`’ ¾TÃul c=k’c< KUe¡`’ wl ¾J’< lØ` QÓ ŸT>ÖÃk¨<
u• SJ” ¾KuU::
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’<³²?¨< Ÿ•Á”Ç”Æ ¾’<³²? ¯Ã’ ¾T>ÁTEL¨< Y`¯ ›K<:: ÓMê ’<³²?
•”ÇÃvM :1.

’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“ u›^ Ue¡a ò ›M}’uuU

2.

’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ“
›M}ÖkcU

3.

}“³ÿ“ Ue¡a u’<³²?¨< LÃ ¨Ç=Á¨<’< ›Mð[S<U::

u›^

Ue¡a

ò

S’uu<“

¾}’uuu

k”

u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? •”Ç=ÁTEL¨< ŸT>ðKÑ< Y`¯ ¨<eØ ÅÓV
’<³²?¨< ¾}Å[Ñv¨< ¨[k •Á”Ç”Ç¨< }“³ÿ k” "Méðv¨< ¾T>K¨<”
’<³²?¨< ›ÁTELU::
ÃI”” ’Øw T”d ÁeðKÑ¨< ¾’<³²? ¯Ã’” ukLK< SK¾ ¾T>ÁÇÓu G<’@•
K=„` ¾T>M SJ’<” ÖqU ›É`Ô KTKõ ÁIM w ’¨<:: •”Ç=I ÁK G<’@•
c=ÁÒØU  ¾Ñ<Ç¿” ›"vu= G<’@• ÓU ¨<eØ uTeÑv S¨c” }Ñu= ÃJ“M::
uSJ’<U  Ÿ}K ’<³²?¨<” T”uw ÁKvG< }“µ •”Í= dÃ“²´ VM •”Ç=M
›ÃÅKU  •“ ¾}“³ÿ” ¾SÚ[h U• KT¡u`“ Ów KTÉ[e uTcw eK
’<³²?ዎ Y`¯ ¾}éñ” ¾QÓ É”ÒÑ@ ucò¨< S}`ÔU ¾ð^Ð ÓÈ• ’¨<
¾T>K<” Ó”³u? ¨<eØ TeÑv ÁeðMÒM::
u}“³» êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? u}“³ÿ u^c< Séõ ÁKu ŸSJ’< u}ÚT] Ÿõ
wKA ŸŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ ’<³²? u}ÁÁ² G<’@• ”Å}Ökc¨< c’Æ ’<³²? SJ’<
uÓMê SSMŸ Ã„`u•M:: QÓ ›¨<Ü¨< ÃI”” SÅ”ÑÓ ¾ðKÑ¨< Ÿ}“³ÿ
¾}KÁ¿ c’Ê ¨<eØ ’<³²?¨< ¾†¨< •”ÅJ’ KÃ KT¨p •”Ç=M uTcw ’¨<፡ ፡
Ÿ²=IU uLÃ  u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? uQÓ ªÒ •”Ç=„[¨< u’<³²?¨<
êOõ uÁ”Ç”Æ Ñî LÃ }“³ÿ K=ð`Uu ÃÑvM:: u’<³²?¨< c’É LÃ ¾}“³ÿ”
ò`T ¾Teð\ ›eðLÑ>’ ¾T>ÁŸ^¡` ›ÃÅKU:: w²<U çNò ¾T>eTS<u
’¨<::
›Ÿ^"]¨< uÁ”Ç”Æ Ñê LÃ ¾Sð[S< Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<:: uK?L ›’ÒÑ` QÑ< uÁ”Ç”Æ Ñê
LÃ ¾}“³ÿ ò`T S„` ›Ku wKA u=Å’ÓÓU  ÃI vKSðçS< w ’<³²?¨<
K=ð`e ÃÑvM ¨Ã ¾QÓ ›¨<Ü ¨< ¯LT ÓMê ’¨<:: ¯LT¨< }“³ÿ”
¾SÚ[h

ðnÉ

TeŸu` ’¨<::

M¿ M¿ Y`¯”

¾T>Å’ÓÑ¨<U ’<³²? }wKA

¾k[u¨< c’É ¾TE SJ” ›KSJ’<” KT[ÒÑØ“ ¾TE "MJ’U •”ÇÃðçU
KSŸLŸM ’¨<:: ¾TE KSJ’< •`ÓÖ† SJ” vM}Ku Ñ>²?U ¾’<³²? Y`¯”
uØwp uSŸ}M ’<³²?¨<” Sh` ¾T>ÅÑõ ’¨<:: ’Ñ` Ó” ¾TE ’<³²? KSJ’<
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Ø`×_ dÃ„` ›”Ç”É Y`¯ ›M}TEK<U uT>M ’<³²?¨<” Sh` ¾}“³ÿ”
¾SÚ[h õLÑA ¨ÃU ðnÉ Sé[` ¾T>J”u G<’@• K=„` ÃLM:: ¾ò`T
Ñ<ÇÃ” u}SKŸ}U  ¾TE ’<³²? KSJ’< uK?KA T[ÒÑÝ ²È u¡¡M
T[ÒÑØ Ÿ}K u•Á”Ç”Æ Ñê LÃ }“³» ›Mð[SU uT>M w ’<³²?¨<” Sh`
›Óvw LÃJ” ÃLM::
u}“³» êOõ KT>Å[Ó ’<³²? ›”É K?L }ÚT] Y`¯ ›K:: Ãኼ¨<U u’<³²?
¨[k uÁ”Ç”Æ Ñê LÃ ’<³²?¨< ¾}éðu k” S„\ ›eðLÑ>
’¨<::

u}“³»

êOõ

KT>Å[Ó

’<³²?

u’<³²?¨<

c’É

LÃ

¾SJ’< G<’@•
¾}“³»

ò`T

•”ÅT>ÁeðMÓ G<K< ’<³²?¨< ¾}éðu”U k” K=Ã´ ÃÑvM:: u²=IU ’Øw LÃ w²<
çNò ÃeTTK<:: •²=IU LÃ ›¨³Òu= J„ ¾T>•¾¨< uÁ”Ç”Æ Ñê LÃ ’<³²?¨<
¾}éðu k” SÖke ›Ku ¨Ã ¾T>K¨< ’Øw ’¨<:: u²=I [ÑÉ ¾† QÓ ÓMê
’¨<:: Ãኼ¨<U u’<³²?¨< c’É uÁ”Ç”Æ Ñê LÃ k” Séõ ›Ku wKA ÃÅ’ÓÒM::
¾† QÓ ÓMê w dÃJ” ŸT>Ñv¨< uLÃ ØwpU ’¨<:: ¾w²< ›Ña QÓÒ Ó”
•”Ç=I ÁK Øwp É”ÒÑ@ ¾L¨<U::
Ÿõ wK” ¾Öke“¨< ›=ÄåÁ© ¾QÓ UG<` u’<³²?¨< c’É LÃ k” ¾Teð\”
›eðLÑ>’ uTeSMŸ ¾T>Ÿ}K<” ²`´[ªM:1.

}“³ÿ ’<³²?¨<” vÅ[Ñu Ñ>²? ’<³²? KTÉ[Ó ¾T>ðKÑ¨< KA• ¾’u[¨<
SJ” ›KSJ’<” KS¨c”:- KUdK? ›"K SÖ” ›LÅ[c •”ÅJ’

2.

ŸG<K ’<³²? S"ŸM ¾†¨< }ðéT> SJ” •”ÇKu S¨c” /u}KÁ¿
Ñ>²? Ÿ}Å[Ñ< G<K ¾’<³²? c’Ê S"ŸM ¾%EK †¨< }ðéT> eKT>J”/

3.

’<³²?¨< ¨<Ép SJ” ›KSJ’<” KS¨c” /u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾}Å[Ñ ’<³²?
ucv ¯S Ñ>²? ¨<eØ uõ`É u? S´Ñw u? "M}kSÖ ’<³²?¨<
¨<Ép eKT>J”/

u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? uSW[~ u}“³ÿ •Ï Séõ Ã„`u•M:: ÃG<”
•”Í= ¾õNwN?` QÓ lØ` 885 }“³ÿ u•Ï êG<õ dÃJ” u•Ãý Á²ÒË¨<
’<³²?U }kvÃ’ ¾T>ÁÑ‡u” G<’@• ÃÅ’ÓÒM:: QÑ< ’<³²?¨< u•Ï ”Ç=éõ
¾ðKÑ¨< ¾}“³ÿ ’<³²? SJ’<” KT[ÒÑØ w ’¨<:: uT”†¨<U S”ÑÉ ÃG<”
}“³ÿ Á²ÒË¨< KSJ’< •`ÓÖ† SJ” Ÿ}K ¾ÓÉ u•Ï "M}éð ¾T>vMu
›”ÇU U¡”Á ›Ã„`U:: uSJ’<U lØ` 885 ’<³²?¨< ¾}²ÒË¨< u}“³ÿ u^c<
SJ’< T[ÒÑÝ S”ÑÉ uSõÖ` ’<³²?¨< u•Ãý ”Ç=²ÒÏ ðpÇDM:: T[ÒÑÝ
S”ÑÆU uÁ”Ç”Æ Ñê LÃ ’<³²?¨<” u•Ãý Á²ÒË¨< ^c< }“³ÿ SJ’<” u•Ï
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ÃI "M}ðçS Ó” ’<³²?¨< Ãð`dM::

u}“³» êOõ eKT>Å[Ó ’<³²? ŸTÖnKL” uò ›”É ’Øw •“”d:: u}“³»
êOõ KT>Å[Ó ’<³²? SW[•©

Y`¯ ’<³²?¨< u}“³ÿ u^c< S²ÒË SJ’<

u}ÅÒÒT> }ÑMéDM:: ’<³²?¨<” T”uw“ Séõ ¾TÃM (TÃU) c¨< u=êð¨<e
}kvÃ’ Ã„[ªM” ÃI”” ØÁo QÑ< u›=ÄጵÁ õNwN?` Qግ lØ` 886
›T"Ã’ ÃSMcªM:: u²=I ›”kê SW[ •”Ç=I ÁK c¨< uèOõ Á²ÒË¨<
’<³²? ð^i ’¨<:: U¡”Á~U TÃU ŸJ’ Séõ eKTÃM éð Ÿ}vKU uK?L
fe}† c¨< }êö ¾k[uK” ›eSeKA k`ë K=J” eKT>M u’í ðnÆ ›LÅ[Ñ¨<U
¾T>M Ø`×_ eKT>Áe’d ’¨<:: T”uw“ Séõ ¾T>M u=J” •”"D”  ’<³²?¨<
¾}éðu” s”s ¾TÁ¨<p ŸJ’ ’<³²?¨< ð^i SJ’<” Ãኼ¨< ¾õNwN?` QÓ
lØ` 886 Å”ÓÕM::

2.2.3 ¾nM ’<³²?
¾nM ’<³²? ¾T>vK¨< ›”É c¨< ¾SV¨< Ñ>²? Sn[u< }cU ¾SÚ[h ðnÆ”
u”ÓÓ` KG<K Ue¡a ¾T>ÑMêu ’¨<::
¾²=I ¯Ã’~ ’<³²? u›G<’< ጊ²? uw²< GÑa ¨<eØ ›Ãሠ^uU:: KUdK? ð[”dÃ
¾nM ’<³²?” ”Å .›?.› Ÿ1735 ËUa ›e¨ÓÇK:: uGÑ^” Ó” ¾nM ’<³²? ³_U
u=J”

u}¨c’

Å[Í

}kvÃ’

›Ó‡

•¾}ሠ^u

’¨<::

}kvÃ’

uTÓኘቱ

uõNwN?` QÒ” ¨<eØ }Å”ÓÕM::
ÃG<” ”Í= ¾nM ’<³²? በ õNwN?` QÒ” ¨<eØ }kvÃ’ ÁÑ‟¨< ÁKU”U ÑÅw
›ÃÅKU:: }“³ÿ ¾nM ’<³²? ¾T>ÁÅ`Óu G<’@• ¨<e” “¨<:: u²=IU SW[
unM ’<³²? }“³» K=ÁÅ`Ó ¾T>K¨< ¾T>Ÿ}K<” w ’¨<::
’c<U:-

?



ኑ ዚ ዛ ... በ Ãý K=Å[Ó ÃLM ’Ñ` Ó” •Ãý^Ã}\” /•Ãù”/ SK¾ ¾T>M ŸJ’“
Ÿ}“³ÿ ue}k` K?L c¨< ¾TÃÖ kUu ¾J’ •”Å J’ w ’¨<:: ... uTK ’<³²? u•Ãý
uT²ÒË~ Ñ<ÇÃ LÃ Ÿõ wK” ¾Öke“¨< ¾ð”XÃ ¾QÓ UG<` ÃeTTK<:: ¾Tረ ÒÑÝ
S”ÑÆ” Ó” ulØ ` 885 LÃ Ÿ}Å’ÑÑ¨< ÃKÁM:: u’>I ¾QÓ UG<` ¾}ÖqS¨< ¾T[ÒÑÝ
S”ÑÉ }ðéT>’~ ›ÇÒ ÃSeLM:: KUdK?  •Ãý^Ã}\ }c`q ¾}vK¨< ’<³²?
}²ÒÏue •”Å J’ •Ãý^Ã}\” SK¾ ›eÒ] ¾T>J” u G<’@• u=„`e ›ÇÒ’~
•Ãቷ¨<U ÃSeLM u}“³» êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? uõè U u•Ãý S²ÒË ¾KuU
¾T>K< UG<^” ¾T>Ÿ}K¨<” ¾éñ:- /’<³²?¨</ uT”†¨<U G<’@ K=éõ ÃLM::... u•Ãý
c=k`w  u•Ãý Ÿ }²ÒË ¾’<³²?¨ < c’É ¾}“³ÿ ¾^c< ¾’<³²? nM ¾Á² SJ’<“ u•Ì
uT>Á”kdpc¨< Ti” ›T"Ã’ ^c< ¾éð¨ < SJ‟<” u}“³» ¾•Ï êQð u}²ÒË “ k”“
ò`T vK¨< Te•¨h u=ÑKê ” "D” ’<³²?¨< õ`e ’¨<::
uð[”dÃ QÓ •”Å†¨< ¯ Ã’ ÓMê É” ÒÑ@ vÃ„`U  õ`É u? u²=I SM¡ ¾}²ÒÌ
’<³²?” Ãi^K<::
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1. ¾kw\ ሥ’ - ሥ`¯ ”È ”ÅT>ðçU T²´
2. Á”Ç”Ç¨< Ÿ›Ue S w` ¾TÃuMÖ< ¾}KÁ¿ ¾’<³²? eÙ•” TÉ[Ó
 •“
3. ›"K SÖ” LLÅ[c< MÐ ›e}ÇÇ] ¨ÃU VÓ²= ¾T>J’< c  ¾T>SKŸ~
¨d’@” TÉ[Ó “¨<::
Ÿ²=I uLÃ Ÿ}SKŸ~ ¨<ß ¾T>Å[Ó ¾nM ’<³²? ፈራi ’¨<:: ÃI c=vM Ó”
¾’<³²?¨< nM ”ÇK Ãð`dM TK ›ÃÅKU:: KUdK? }“³ÿ unM ’<³²?
Ÿ›Ue S w` uLÃ ¾J’ ¾’<³²? eÙ• u=ÁÅ[Ó u²=I U¡”Á ’<³²?¨< uS<K<
›Ãð`eU  ¾’<³²?¨< eÙ ¨Å ›Ue S w` ´p }Å`ጎ }Óv^© ÃÅ[ÒM
”Í=:: Ÿ›Ue S w` uLÃ ÁK¨< ¾’<³²? eÙ Ó” ”ÇM}Å[Ñ ÃqÖ^M::
unM ’<³²? LÃ ሕÑ< ›”É }ÚT] ÑÅw ØሎM:: ÑÅu<U uõNwN?` ሕÓ lØ` 892
LÃ ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<“ ¾nM ’<³²? `Ñ<U ›"M ¾J’¨< ’¨<:: ÃIU  ¾nM ’<³²?
KTÉ[Ó }“³ÿ ¾V~ Sn[w K=cT¨< ÃÑvM ¾T>K¨< ’¨<:: ÃI eT@ ሕK=“©
’¨<  ÓU~ ¾}dd} K=J”U ÃLM:: ሟ SVÂ }n`ቧM wKA ’<³²? "Å[Ñ uኋL
K[»U ጊ²? በ ሕÃ¨ K=„` ÃLM:: ¾nM ’<³²? Ÿ}Å[Ñ Ÿfe ¨^ uኋL }“³»
uሕÃ¨ "K Ó” ’<³²?¨< Ãð`dM:: U¡”Á~U ¾nM ’<³²? ÃÖkS<u•M }wKA
¾T>ÑS}¨< በአ ዯጋ፣ uQSU ¨ÃU u`Ï“ U¡”Á ŸV ›óõ LÃ ¾T>Ñ‟< c
“¨<:: unM ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? SV ጊ²? Sn[w c=cT w K=ÖkS<u ¾T>M
¾’<³²? ዓÃ’ uSJ’<  }“³» ufe ¨^ Ñ>²? ¨<eØ "MV} ¾SV ጊ²?
dÃn[w ÁÅ[Ñ¨< uSJ’< ð^i ÃJ“M TK ’¨<:: Ãኼ”” uTeSMŸ ¾}cÖ¨<”
¾ሕÓ ›e}Á¾ ”SMŸ :. . . ¾SV¨< Ñ>²? Sn[u< }cU ¾nM ’<³²? ÁÅ[Ñ¨< c¨< ’<³²?¨<”
"Å[Ñu k” ›”e ufe ¨^

Ñ>²? ¨<eØ uSV ÓU~ ¡¡K†

”Å’u[ Td¾ ›Ku፡ ፡ ’Ñ` Ó” Ÿfe ¨^ u%ELU }“³ÿ uQÃ¨
"K QÑ< Sdd~” uTd¾ ’<³²?¨<” ¨<Ép ÁÅ`ÑªM::
ÃI wU ›ÃÅKU:: ¾nM ’<³²? Ue¡a ¾}“³ÿ” ¾’<³²? nM K[»U Ñ>²? dÃ[c<
”ÇK

Te¨e

K=Áp¨< eKT>M

uÑ>²?

ÑÅw

SŸKK< ›eðLÑ>

ÃJ“M::

U¡”Á~U ¾c¨< ¾Tc¨e KA ¨<c<” ’¨<“:: Ue¡a ’<³²?¨<” dÁ[ÒÓÖ<
”ÇÃV~ uSeÒU ßU` ’¨< QÓ ›¨<Ü¨< ¾nM ’<³²? ¾T>qÃu” ¾Ñ>²? ÑÅw
ÁdÖ[¨<::
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2.2.3 ¾¨M É”ÒÑ@
Ÿõ

wKA

¾fe~” ¾’<³²? ¯Ã’

¾¾ÓM

vሕ`Á KTd¾ }V¡bM:: Ÿ²=I

uSkÖM ÅÓV ¾ÓMê ’<³²?“ u}“³» êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? ¾Ò^ vሕ`Á
ÃÑKéM::
¾ÓMê ’<³²?U J’ u}“³ÿ êOõ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? ¾}éðu” k”  ¨`“ ¯S}
Uሕ[ ¨ÃU ¾SdcK<” SÓKÝ K=Ã´ ÃÑvM  "MÁ² Ó” ’<³²?¨< Ãð`dM::
ÃG<” ”Í= eI}~ u´”Ò U¡”Á ¾}ðçS ŸJ’“

’<³²?¨< ¾}Å[Ñu” ¡¡K†

k” Ÿ^c< Ÿ’<³²?¨< ¨ÃU ŸTE u}Ñ‟< K?KA c’Ê [Ç’ u¡¡M T[ÒÑØ
Ÿ}K u’<³²?¨< ፅ Oõ LÃ u•¾¨< ¾k” Sdd w ’<³²?¨< ›Ãð`eU::
u’<³²?¨< êOõ LÃ ¾T>Ã õk  e`´ ¨ÃU ÉM´ ’<³²?¨<” ªÒ K=Ád×¨<
ÃLM:: ’<³²?¨< ªÒ K=Á× ¾T>K¨< Ó” ÃI õk e`´ ¨ÃU ÉM´ ÁKu
¾’<³²? nM ¾}“³ÿ” ðnÉ ¾SK¨Ø ¨ÃU ¾ThhM ¨<Ö? "K ’¨<:: KUdK?
}“³ÿ S„]Á u? KMÎ K›”}’I }eóÂ ÃG<” ¾T>K¨<” ¾’<³²? nM uSc[´
uUŸ< ÃI”’< S„]Á u?~” KMÎ K›” ’i }eóÂ ÃG<” u=M

ÃI e`´

ÁKu nM ¾“³ÿ” ðnÉ K¨<×DM TK ’¨<:: uSJ’<U u²=I Ñ>²? ÖpLL¨< ’<³²?
ð^i ÃJ“M:: ’Ñ` Ó” }“³ÿ S„]Á u? K›”}’I }eóÂ ÃG<” ¾T>K¨<”“
K?KA”U
¨<cÉ

¾’<³²? eÙ•

dÃ’" u}ÚT] ¾u? SŸ=“Â” ›” ’i

}eóÂ

wKA u=“²´ ÃI ¾’<³²? nM u›ÖnL¿ ’<³²? LÃ U”U K¨<Ø

¾TÁS× ¨ÃU ¾}K¾ uSJ’<  ›ÖnL¿ ’<³²? ”ÇK J„ ÃI õk  e`´
¨ÃU ÉM´ ÁKu ¾’<³²? nM w ð^i ÃJ“M::
ÃG<” ”Í= ÃI õk e`´ ¨ÃU ÉM´ ¾T>ÁÃu ¾’<³²? nM' Ÿ›ÖnL¿
’<³²? ¾}K¾U u=J” /KUdK? ßT] ¾’<³²? eÙ• u=ÁÅ`Ó/  }“³ÿ ÃI”” õk
 e`´ ¨ÃU ÉM´ u^c< u}íð“ u}ð[S Te•¨h uÓMê "ìÅk¨< ¾’<³²?¨<
nM ›Ãð`eU:: õk  e`´ ¨ÃU ÉM´ ÁKu ¾’<³²? nM Ÿ›ÖnL¿ ’<³²?
¾T>Òß ¨ÃU ¾T>n[” u=J” ”"D”  Ÿõ wK” uÖke’¨< ዓÃ’ }“³ÿ
"ìÅk¨< ’<³²?¨< ›Ãð`eU::
በ êሐõ IÇÓ LÃ uSeSa S"ŸM ¨ÃU ŸUe¡a ò`T u%EL }ÚT] ’Ña
u=íñ M¡ ”Å õk e`´ ¨ÃU ÉM²< ¾’<³²?¨< Sõ[e K=Ÿ}M ÃLM::
›”É c¨< ÁÅ[Ò¨< ¾’<³²? ¨<d’@ u›”É ¨ÃU uw²< ¾’<³²? c’Ê ¨<cØ K=Ñ‟<
ÃLK<:: ’²=I u}KÁ¿ ¾’<³²? c’Ê ¨<eØ ¾T>Ñ‟< ¾’<³²? ¨<d’@ uS<K< ›w[¨<
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¾T>ðìS< ¨ÃU ¾TÃóKc< ŸJ’  TKU u›”Å†¨< c’É ¨<eØ ¾T>Ñ‟¨<
¾’<³²? ¨<d’@ uK?L†¨< c’É ¨<eØ ÁK¨<” ¾’<³²? ¨<d’@ ¾TÃi` ŸJ’  ¾’<³²?
¨<d’@ uS<K< ›w[¨< }ðíT> ÃJ“K<:: ÃI "MJ’ Ó”  TKU u}KÁ¿ c’Ê
¨<cØ ¾T>Ñ‟< ¾’<³²? ¨<d’@ ›w[¨< ¾T>ðìS< ¾TÃK< ŸJ’  SÚ[h LÃ
u}²ÒË¨< ¾’<³²? êG<õ LÃ ÁK< ¾’<³²? ¨<d’@ }ðíT> ÃJ“K<::
በ êሐõ ¾}²ÒË¨<” ’<³²?  fe}†¨< c¨< ²”É  u}KÃU KTªªM ሥM×”
Ÿ}cÖ¨< c¨< ²”É  ¨ÃU uõ`É u? S´Ñw u? TekSØ ÃLM:: ¾’<³²?¨<
c’É KTªªM ሥM×” Ÿ}cÖ¨< c¨< ²”É ¨ÃU uõ`É u? S´Ñw u?
¾T>kSØ ŸJ’  ’<³²? ¾T>ÁekUÖ< }“³¼ eU uT>S²Ñwu S´Ñw ¨<eØ
’<³²?¨< ¾}kSÖu k” SÖke ›Ku::
¾’<³²? S„`“ u¨<cÖ< eKcð[¨<U nM Te[Ç ÁKu u’<³²?¨< }ÖnT> ’‡ vÃ
’¨<::

¾’<³²?¨< S„` ¾T>[ÒÑÖ¨<U ¾’<³²?¨<” êሐõ ª“¨<” uTp[w ¨ÃU

KTªªM ሥM×” u}cÖ¨< c¨< ¨ÃU õ`É u? _Ïe^` ¡¡K†’~ }[ÒÓÙ
¾T>cØ ¢ú uTp[w ’¨<::
S”ÑÉ ¾KU::

Ÿ²=I ¨<ß ¾’<³²?¨<ን S„` Te[Ç ¾T>Mu

¾’<³²?U S„` uUe¡a ¨ÃU uK?L uT”†¨<U S”ÑÉ /¾’<³²?

c’É ¨ÃU ¢ú¨<” ŸTp[w K?L/ Te[Ç

¾T>K¨<  uØó ¨ÃU

uM}‡’ ’<³²?¨< ”Ç=Öó "Å[Ñ¨< c¨< ¾Ñ<Ç "X KTÓ‟ ”Í= ’<³²?¨<”
KTeðìU ›ÃÅKU::

3.

’<³²?“ ›Lv ¾SÖkU Sw

’<³²? ¾vKu?’ Sw w XÃJ” u›”É ”w[ LÃ u›Lv ¾SÖkU Sw”U
K=ÁeÑ‡ ÃLM:: u›Lv ¾SÖkU Sw u’<³²? SeÖ •”ÅT>M ¾õNwN?`
QÒ” ÃÖlTM:: ÃI ሕÓ uŸòM c=’uw  . . . ¾›”É ¾}¨c’ Gw” ]U






¾lØ` 891 /3/ ¾›T`†¨< pÍ= ’<³²?¨< ¾}cÖ u ”Í= ¾}kSÖ u k” ›ÃMU::
¾›T`†¨< pÍ= ÃI”” nM ¾}ÖkS¨< ueI} SJ” ›Ku::
U¡”Á~U ’<³²?
¾T>cØu” k” u}SKŸ } uK?KA lØa }¨eM:: ¾²=I ”®<e lØ` ዓLT Ó” ulØ`
903 u}Å’ÑÑ¨< Sሠ[ TKU ’<³²?¨< u}Å[Ñ ucv ¯S Ñ>²? ¨<eØ ¾’<³²?¨ < c’É
›ªªÃ ²”É ¨ÃU õ`É u? S´Ñw u? SkSÖ<” KT[ÒÑØ uSJ’< ¡¡K†¨<
¾}kSÖu ¾T>K¨< nM ’¨<::
uð[”XÃ IÓ  ¾’<³²?¨< c’É u›ÅÒ U¡”Á u=Öó ¨ÃU u=ÅSce ¾’<³²?¨<” Ã²
uUe¡a Te[Ç ÃLM::
u›Lv ¾SÖ kU Sw ¾T>K¨< ሏ[Ó /Usufruct/ ¾T>K¨<” ¾”ÓK=²† nM KS}`ÕU
¾Ñv ’¨<:: ¾õNwN?` IÓ ›Mö ›Mö  ]U wKA Ã}[Ñ<SªM::
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/Usufruct/ ¨ÃU ›”É ¾}¨c’ kKw u’<³²? eÙ ¾}Å[ÑK ÁÑ†M wKA }“³ÿ
KS¨c” ÃLM:: ÃLM::/c[´ ¾}ÚS[/
Ÿõ wKA ”Å}Ökc¨< u›Lv ¾SÖkU Sw u’<³²? K=cØ ÃLM:: ¾›Lv Sw
TK u›”É ”w[ ¨ÃU Gw ¾SÑMÑM ¨ÃU uõ_¨< ¾SÖkU Sw TK
’¨<::

¾›Lv Sw uT>”kdkc<“ uTÃ”kdkc< ”w[ ”Ç=G<U Sw LÃ

K=J” ÃLM:: u›Lv ¾SÖkU Sw Ñ<ÇÄ ¾}KÁ¿ K=J’< ÃLK<:: Ÿ’²=I
¨<eØ ›”Æ u›”É u? ¨<eØ ¾S„` ¨ÃU uK?L ›’ÒÑ` uS„]Á u? ¾SÑMÑM
Sw K=J” ÃLM:: uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 1353 SW[ uu? ¨<eØ ¾S„`
Sw TK u›”É u? ¨<eØ ¾SkSØ ¨ÃU Ÿu?~ ›”Æ” ŸõM ¾SÁ´
Sw TK ’¨<::
¾›=ÄåÁ õNwN?` QÓ u›”É u? LÃ ¾SÖkU Sw ¾}cÖ¨< c¨< uu?~
¨<eØ ›w[¨< K=„\ ¾T>K<” c ¨eኗ M:: u²=G< SW[ ¾’<³²?¨< }ÖnT>
uu?~ ¨<eØ K=„` ¾T>K¨< ŸÇ` ÕÅ†¨< ŸkØ• SeS` ²SÊ“ ŸW^}•
Ò` w ’¨<:: }“³ÿ u’<³²?¨< LÃ ÃI”” K=Áሰ ó¨<U K=ÁÖu¨<U ÃLM:: KUdK?
 }“³ÿ u’<³²?¨< LÃ

u?~

¨<eØ ¾S„`

Sw ¾}cÖ¨< c¨< Kw¨<

”Ç=„`u TKU K?L c¨< ›wa ”ÇÃ„` K=ÑÅÉu¨< ÃLM:: u}n^’>¨<
uu?~ ¨<eØ ŸðKÑ¨< c¨< Ò` S„` ÃLM wKA K=“²´ ÃLM::






u›Lv ¾SÖ kU Sw” ’<³²? SeÖ ”ÅT>M uð[”X Ã ¾’<³²? QÓ LÃ uSS`¢´
¾}cÖ¨<” ›e}Á¾ ”SMŸ፡ ፡
u›Lv ¾SÖ kU Sw u’<³²? SeÖ u}Óv` Ÿõ ÁK
Ó` ÁeŸLM:: ”Ç=I ÁK eÙ ¾}KSÅ ’¨ <  . . .
. . . ¾’<³²? eÙ• ¾T>Áe}LMð¨ < S<K< vKu?’  K?× vKu?’ ¨ ÃU u›Lv SÖkU
Sw ÓU ¨<eØ dÃÑv u}KÁ¿ SÅx K=ŸðM ÃLM::
uu? ¨<eØ ¾S„` Sw ¾’<³²? ScÖ ”ÅT>M“ Ÿ ²=I Ò` u}ÁÁ²< ›”Ç”É Ñ<ÇÄ
›”É ¾QÓ UG<` ”ÅT>Ÿ }K¨< êðªM:uG<ለU ¾]ùwK=¡ QÔ }“³» uu? ¨ ÃU Ÿ u?~ u}¨c’¨< ¡õM eŸ ሕÃ¨ ~ õéT@
”Ç=ÖkUu K›”É K?L c¨< ”Ç=cÖ¨ < u?~ ÁK’<³²? ¾T>}LKõK” ¾QÓ ¨^g<” u’<³²?
T²´ ÃLM:: u?~” /¨ÃU ¾ተ¨c’¨<” ¡õM ¾QÓ ¨^g< KK?L c¨<
u=Áe}LMð¨<U
¾’<³²? }ÖnT>¨< uu?~ ¨ÃU u}¨ c’¨< ¡õM ÁK¨ < ¾SÖ kU Sw ”Å}Ö uk
”ÅT>qÃU ÃÅ’ÓÒK<::
¾\c=Á f{¾ ôÈ^M fhK=e ]ùwK=¡ ¾õNw N?` QÓU ÃI”” c=ÁÖ“¡`:. . . }“³» ¾S„]Á u?~ ¾T>}LKõK ¨^g<” u²=I u? ¨<eØ ¨ÃU u}¨c’¨< ¡õM K?L
c¨< eŸ QÃ¨~ õéT@ ”Ç=ÖkUu ” Ç=ÁÅ `Ó TeÑÅÉ ÃLM:: ¾u?~ ¨ÃU ¾}¨ c’¨<
¡õM vKu?’ KK?L Ze}† c¨< u=}LKõU ÃI eŸ °K} V ¾SÖ kU Sw
”Å}Öuk ÃqÁM ÃLM::
¾›T`† pÍ= ŸT>e~ Ò` ’¨< ¾T>K¨<:: ÃI /spouse/ ¾T>K¨ <” ¾” ÓK=ዜ† nሌ /”Å ›ግvu<
vMU T>eU K=J” ¾T>K¨<”/ KS}`ÔU ¾Ñv nM ’¨<:: T>e ¾T>K¨< nM ›dd
’¨<:: U¡”Á~U u›Lv ¾SÖkU Sw ¾T>„[¨ < ¨”É w ¾J’ ÁeSeLM:: ¾›T`†¨<
pÍ= ÃI”” nM ¾}ÖkS¨< u`Ñ<U eI} ÃSeLM:: U¡” Á~U u?}cx ¾T>K¨ < nM
có ÁK nM ’¨< U”U ›Ã’ ÑÅw ¾KuU::
IÑ< Ó” uu?~ S„` ¾T>K< c” KÃ ¨e“EM :: eK²=I ¡¡K†¨< Ÿc^}• /servants/
¾T>K¨< nM ’¨<:: ¾ð[”XÃ†¨< pÍ=U Ÿ •”ÓK=´†¨< pÍ= ÃeTTM:: u•`ÓØ c^}•
¾T>K¨<” Ÿ}Ÿ }M” u’<³²?¨< }ÖnT> u?~ ¨<eØ ¨”ÉV” •“ I” ›w [¨< •” Ç=„\
TÉ[Ó LÃM ’¨< TK ’¨<:: IÑ< ¾T>K¨ < Ó” Ã¤¨< ’¨<::
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Ÿu?~ ¨<cØ u›”Æ ¨ÃU u}¨c’< ¡õKA w ¾S„` Sw ÁK¨< c¨< KÒ^
›ÑMÓKA u}ssS< ’Ña ”ÅSw^' ¨<H ' i” u? T°É u? uSdcK<
¾SÑMÑM Sw QÓ ÃcÖªM:: Ÿ²=G< Ò` ¾Sw~ }ÖnT> ¾J’¨< c¨< SÅu†
¾J’< ¾SÖÑ† ¨Ü” ¾Sgð” ÓÈ• ›Ku::

Ÿ²=I K?L u’<³²?¨< }ÖnT>¨< LÃ

QÑ< ›”Ç”É ÑÅx” ØKAu•M:: KUdK? ' }ÖnT>¨< Sw~” u¨<`eU J’ uK?L
uT”†¨<U G<’@• KK?L c¨< •”ÇÁe}LLõ' u›Lv uÁ²¨< ’Ñ` LÃ ŸSÖ” uLÃ
•”ÇÃÑKÑMu u›Lv u}cÖ¨< ’Ñ` LÃ Sሠ[•© K¨<Ø •”ÇÁÅ`Ó ¨ÃU ¾’Ñ\”
›ÑMÓKA •”ÇÃK¨<Ø QÓ ÃŸK¡KªM::
u›Lv ¾SÖkU ²S” c=ðìU ¾›Lv }kv¿ u›Lv ¾}cÖ¨<” ”w[ K›Lv cÜ¨<
SMf Te[Ÿw ›Ku:: u›Lv ¾SÖkU Sw ÁÑ‟¨< u’<³²? ŸJ’ ÅÓV ”w[~”
¾T>Áe[¡u¨< u’<³²? ¾vKu?’” Sw LÑ‟¨<“ ¾›Lv }ÖnT>¨<” KT>}"¨<
Kª“¨< ¨^i ’¨<::
¾›Lv Sw ¾T>Áun¨< }kv¿ c=V ¨ÃU ¾›Lv¨< Ñ>²? TKU u›Lv¨<
¾SÖkU Sw •”Ç=qÃ ¾}¨c’¨< Ñ>²? c=Å`e ’¨<::

T Ö n K Á
›”É c¨< Ÿ²=I ¯KU uV uT>KÃu Ñ>²? በ ሕÃ¨ ²S’< Áð^¨< Gw KMÐ
¨ÃU KT>ðMÒ¨< K?KA c •”Ç=}LKõK ÃðMÒM:: ¨LÐ u²=I ¯KU „[¨<
c=ÁMñ ÁL¨<” Gw K•c< •”Å}¨<K G<K<  •c<U u}^¨< c=ÁMõ K}}Ÿ=
¾S}¨< ማሕu^© ¨ÃU cwዓ© ÓÈ• ›Ku:: ¾›v KMÏ ’¨<“::
ÃI uሕÓU }ÅÓ÷M:: TE eKGw~ ÉMÉM U”U ¯Ã’ ’<³²? XÃ}¨< ቢÁMõ
QÑ< Gw~ KTE MÐ ÃŸóðLM ÃLM:: MÏ ŸK?K¨< ÅÓV  TE }“µ u=J” „a
Gw~” Á¨`X¨< ’u` }wKA KT>ÑS~ ¨Å LÃ •“ ¨Å ÑA” ŸT>qÖ\ ¾p`w
²SÊ S"ŸM pÉT>Á ¾T>c×¨< Å[Í uT¨<× QÑ< ¨^j ¾T>J’<” ¨e„
”w[~ •”Ç=ÅKÅM ÁÅ`ÒM:: ÉMÉK<U u•Ÿ<M’ LÃ ¾}Sሠ[} ’¨<:: TE }“µ
u=J” „a Gw~ K¨^j •Ÿ<M •”Ç=ŸóðM ÁÅ`Ó ’u` ŸT>M ÓU uS’X ’¨<
¨^j u•Ÿ<M’ ¾TE” ”w[ •”Ç=ŸóðK< QÑ< ¾Å’ÑÑ¨<::
ÃG<” •”Í= ¾TE õLÑA •“ ¾QÑ< ÓU ß^i ¾TÃÑ“‡u ›Ò×T> K=„`
ÃLM:: TE }“µ u=J” „a Gw~”  uQÓ u¨^i’ KTÃ•¨p ¨ÃU
KTÃÑS c¨< K=Á¨`e ÃLM:: KQÓ ¨^j u=Á¨`eU ÉMÉK<” u}SKŸ}
Ó” QÑ<

•”ÅÑS}¨< u•Ÿ<M’ XÃJ” uTuLKØ LÃ ¾}Sc[} K=ÁÅ`Ñ¨<

ÃLM::
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TE ’<³²? TÉ[Ó ¾T>ðKÑ¨<U u²=I U¡”Á K=J” ÃLM — Gw~” KðKÑ¨<
c¨< KT¨<[e •“ •”ÅðKÑ¨< KTÅLÅM:: uሕÃ¨ XK በ Gw~ T²´“ KðKÑ¨< c¨<
SeÖ •”ÅT>M G<K<  c=VU Ÿ}¨c’ Å[ÍU u=J” uGw~ ›µ SV
ÃLM:: ÃI””U ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ¨< u’<³²? ›T"‡’ ’¨<:: u’<³²? ›T"‡’ TE Ÿ²=I
¯KU uV Ÿ}K¾ u%ELU u=J” uGw~ LÃ Á³M TK ’¨<:: ’<³²? ›”É c¨< Ÿ²=I
¯KU uV uT>KÃu Ñ>²? Gw~” KT”“ •”È SÅLÅM •”ÇKu uT>¨e”u
ሕÒ© É`Ï ’¨<“::
u²=I êሐõ ዓLT TE ”w[~” u’<³²? •”Ç=Áe}LMõ Ø] TÉ[Ó ›ÃÅKU:: ዓLT¨<
”w[~” u’<³²? Te}LKõ ŸS[Ö U`Ý¨< }ðíT> K=J” ¾T>K¨< ’<³²?¨<” QÓ
uT>ðpÅ¨< ¨Ãም uT>Á²¨< SW[ c=ÁÅ`Ó SJ’<” TX¾ w ’¨<::
TE  vKð¨< ’<³²? S’h ¨<´Ów u=’d ¾}“³ÿ ¾SÚ[h ðnÉ }ðíT>’
›Ö^×] ÃJ“M:: ¨ÃU ›ÅÒ LÃ Ã¨ÉnM TK ’¨<:: u’<³²?¨< ØpT¨<
¾T>’"v¨< ¾QÓ ¨^j ’<³²?¨< }ðíT> •”ÇÃJ” ¾}L¨<” G<K< K=ÁÅ`Ñ<
ÃLK<:: ¾’<³²?¨<”

QÒ©’

ŸSð•}” ›”e ¾’<³²?¨<” c’É •eŸTØó

/SÅUce/ ¾T>V¡\ ›Ã•Ö<U::
}“³» uሕÃ¨ vKS„\ ¨<´Ów ÁeŸ}K¨<” ’<³²? ›eSM¡ KTK ¾ðKŸ<
•”Ç=I ’¨<  •”Ç=I eM •”Ç=I TK ’¨<  •ÑK?” KTK ðMÑ@ ’¨<
 ¨²}... uTK ¨<´Óu<” K=Áe¨ÓÉ ›ÃMU:: uSJ’<U }“³» ’<³²?¨<”
c=Á²ÒÏ

}Ñu=¨<”

Ø”no

K=ÁÅ`Ó

ÃÑvM::

Ÿ²=IU

u}ÚT]

’<³²?¨<

QÓ

uT>Á²¨< SW[ ¾}ðìS SJ’<”U KT[ÒÑØ Ø[ TÉ[Ó Ã„`u•M::
¾’<³²?¨< }ÖnT>U u=J’< ØpT¨<” TeŸu` ÃK< ²”É ¾Sw“ ÓÈ•¨<”
Ç` É”u` KÃ}¨< KT¨p ¾uŸ<L¨<” Ø[ u=ÁÅ`Ñ< ÃÖpTªM:: eK²=I Ÿ’<³²?
QÓ É”ÒÑ@ Ò` u}K SÖ” •^e” Te}ª¨l K}“³ÿU K’<³²? }ÖnT>U
¾T>uÏ ’¨<::
ÃI ›’e}† êሐõU u²=I ›p×Ý SÖ’† •Ñ³ •”Å›Å[Ñ ÃS“M::

›v] ›”É
K¨Ã²a êÑ@H“ ›u?~• ¾ÖpLÃ ®nቤ IÑ< ULi
lØ` 4218/Ö/®/78
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ኅ Ç` 14 k” 1981

K¨Ã²a êÑ@H“ Ç‟@
¾› Ç”›?M M®<McÑÉ ¨Ÿ=M
uŸõ}† 21 kuK? ®1 ¾u? lØ` ®54
›Ç=e ›uv
’Nc? 11 k” 198® u}íð TSMŸ  ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u? KA c’@ 3® k” 198®
uõNwN?` ÃÓv‡ S´Ñw lØ` 5®7/8® TE ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ •ÃK? ÁÅ[Ñ<
’<³²? uQÑ< SW[ ¾}Å[Ñ uSJ’< Ãì“M uTK ¾cÖ¨< ¨<d’@ ucu` •”Ç=•Ã
ØÁo Ãp[wM‡ uTK ›u?~• Tp[ብዎ Ã•¨dM::
Ÿ²=I ›u?~• Ò` ¾›Ç=e ›uv ›¨<^Í õ`É u? uõNwN?` S´Ñw lØ`
5741/77 uSËS]Á Å[Í ¾cÖ¨<” ¨<d’@ ¡¡M ÓMvß cv /7/ Ñê  ¾›Ç=e ›uv
Ÿõ}† õ`É u? uõNwN?` ÃÓv‡ S´Ñw lØ` 66®/79 uÃÓv‡ ¾cÖ¨<”
õ`É ›ሥ^ G<K /12/ Ñê ö ¢ú •“ ÖpLÃ õ`É u? uõNwN?` ÃÓv‡
S´Ñw lØ` 5®7/8® ¾cÖ¨<” õ`É /5/ Ñê ö ¢ú ›ÁÃ²ªM::
uuŸ<L” ›u?~•¨<” ŸሕÑ< Ò` ›Ñ“´u” S`U[“M::
ÖpLÃ õ`É u? ucÖ¨< Ÿ²=I uLÃ u}Ökc¨< õ`Æ” •”Ç}}¨< G<K< QÒ©
›ÃÅKU uTK •`ስዎ }n¨<V Ák[u<u ¾TE ¾ŸAKA’@M ሌ®<McÑÉ •ÃK? ’<³²?
1†/ u}“³ÿ ¾•Ï êሐõ ¾}éð  2†/ ’<³²?U SJ’<” uTÁhT S”ÑÉ ¾T>ÑMê
3†/

u›”Å†¨< Ñê ¾}²ÒËu k” ¾}ÑKçu“ 4†/

u›Óvu< ¾}ð[S uSJ’<

uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 884 ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<” u›w³†¨< ¾T>ÁTEL QÒ© ’<³²? ’¨<::
Ÿ›u?~• •”Å•¾¨< u’<³²?¨< p` ¾}c‟< ’<³²?¨< uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 881
/1/ SW[ ¾}ðçS SJ’<” ¾T>ÁSK¡ u=J”U É`Ñ>~ uõNwN?` QÓ lØ`
881/2/ SW[ u›^ Ue¡a

¨Ç=Á¨<’< Sð[S<” ¾TÃÑMØ uSJ’< ð^i

’¨<:: uT>M U¡”Á ’¨<::
uõNwN?` QÓ lØ`

884 SW[ ¾T>Å[Ó ’<³²? ›”ÉU Ue¡` dÁeðMÓ

u}“³ÿ uÓK< ¾T>²ÒÏ ’<³²? ’¨<:: ÃI }“³» ’<³²?¨<” uÓK< êö "„[ u%EL v”É
U¡”Á ¨ÃU uK?L Ue¡a” u}“ÖM ¨ÃU G<K<”U v”É’ Ö` ’<³²?¨<
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¾^c< SJ’<” w •”Ç=Á¨<lK ’Óa •”Ç=ð`S<K u=ÁÅ[Ó ¾T>ŸK¡K¨< QÓ
¾KU::
u’<³²?¨< uÑê G<K LÃ k” ÁM}Ökc u=J”U }“³ÿ ¾ð[S<u SJ’< c=•Ã
¾}dd} k” ¾Á² ’<³²? •”"D u²=I U¡”Á w uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 887 ð^i
•”ÅTÃJ” e”Ñ’²w“ ¾²=I ›ß` ¾’<³²? c’É ¾}²ÒËu °K uÑê ›”É LÃ
uTÁhT S”ÑÉ }kUÙ c=•Ã u²=I U¡”Á ’<³²?¨< ð^i •”ÅTÃJ” ÓMê
’¨<::
’<³²?¨< ÁekS×¨< ÑÅxU u=J’< K=ðçS< ¾TÃK< ÑÅx ›ÃÅK<U:: ¾•`e
¡`¡` •’²=I ÑÅx ›ÃÅK<U:: ¾•`f ¡`¡` ’²=I ÑÅx ³_ uGÑ^” u}Úvß
ŸT>•¾¨< ¾u? Ó` ›"DÁ ›ðéçT¨< ¾TÃM uSJ’< ’<³²?¨< Ãð`dM ¾T>M
’¨<::
’<³²?¨<” ¾}¨< ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ •ÃK? uŸ}T” ÁK¨<” ¾S„]Á u? Ó`
uSSMŸ u?}cx¨< uJ’< u•’ HÃT„ Â LÃ K=Ÿ}M ¾T>K¨<” Ó`
upÉT>Á uTcw K}¨c’ Ñ>²? uu?~ •”Ç=ÑKÑK< TÉ[Ò¨< ›`q ŸTe}ªM“
Ÿ`’ ¾S’Ú ’¨<:: ÁU u=J” K’<³²?¨< }ÖnT>  ¾cÖ<” Sw QÒ©
`Ñ<U u}kÇT> uT>Ñv TÖ?” ÁhM::
T”U

c¨<

”w[~”

¨ÃU

Gw~”

u’<³²?

KK?L

c¨<

Te}LKõ

•”ÅT>M

uõNwN?` QÓ lØ` 1184 }Å”ÓÔ ÃÑ†M:: u²=G< SW[ TE ŸAKA’@M
M®<McÑÉ •ÃK? uS„]Á u?¨< LÃ ¾’u^¨<” ¾vKu?’ Sw KMÍ¨<
KÇ”›?M M®<McÑÉ u’<³²? ›e}LMðªM::
HÃT„ •Â ÅÓV ^dD” L u? •e"Ñ‟ É[e ›G<” ›Ku” ›”É ¡õM
•”ÅÁ² kSØ . . . KK?L Te}LKõ ›ÃMU uTK ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ
uõNwN?` QÓ ŸlØ` 13®9 ËUa u}SK}¨< SM¡  uu?~ ¾SÑMÑM Sw
KÓKcvD cØ}ª•M:: ÃI Sw KK?L K=}LKõ ¾TÃM Ñ>²?Á© Sw c=J”
uÇ”›?M M®<McÑÉ ¾vKu?’ Sw LÃ Ñ>²?Á© ÑÅw ¾T>ØM ’¨<::
u›”í\U HÃT„ •Â Ÿ}c× Sw Ò` ›wa ¾T>H@É ¾}KÁ¾ ÓÈ• ÁKv
c=J” u}KÃU u? ðMÒ

¾S¨<× ÓÈ• ›Kv:: ÃI ÓÈU Ÿ}c× Sw

vI`Ã ¾T>S’ß“ Ÿ’<³²?¨< ¾T>’d ’¨<:: u}ÚT]U QÓ ÓÈ• ÃØMv•M::
KUdK? uõNwN?` IÓ lØ` 13®9 SW[ ÁKu” u? u’u[ SMŸ< ¾Tq¾
ÓÈ•  ulØ` 1313 SW[ ÅÓV u?~” ¾S”ŸvŸw ÓÈ• ›Kv::
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uK?LU uŸ<M  ¾’<³²?¨< S<K< vKSw Ç”›?M M®<McÑÉ •’ HÃT„ Â u?
ðMÑ¨< •”Ç=¨Ö< uQÓ TeÑÅÉ ÃLM:: u? ðMÑA ›Ó‡ •”Ç=¨Ö<K SÖ¾pU
ÃLM:: u}ÚT]U HÃT„ ÁKu u? u•`Ï“ ¨ÃU uK?L U¡”Á Éd
u=ÁeðMÑ¨< ¨ß¨<” •”ÉM SÖ¾p ÃLM::
eK²=I

uŸAKA’@M

M®<McÑÉ

’<³²?

ውeØ

¾}Ökc¨<

KTeðçU ›ÇÒ ÃJ” •”ÅJ” ”Í= uõNwN?ር

ŸLÃ

¾S[S`’¨<

ÑÅw

QÓ ulØ` 879/1/ ›’ÒÑ` 

K=ðçU ¾TÃM  ÑÅw ›ÃÅKU::
eK²=I •`e ucu` •”Ç=•ÃM KSY]Á u?” ›u?~ vk[u<u ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É
u? ¾SÚ[h õ`É ¾QÓ eI} ›Ku KTK ¾T>ÁeM G<’@• ›LÑኘን ም::
u›”é\ ¾›=ÄåÁ Q´v© Ç=V¡^c=Á© ]ùwK=¡ ÖpLÃ ®nu? QÓ uÖpLÃ õ`É
u? TssT>Á ›ªÏ lØ` 9/1980 u›”kê 5/1/ •“ u®nu? QÓ SY]Á u?
TssT>Á ›ªÏ lØ` 11/1980 u›”kê 13/4/ SW[ uT“¨<U Å[Í ¾T>Ñ‡
õ`É u? ¾cÖ¨< ÃÓv‡ ¾TÃvMu ¾SÚ[h õ`É ucu` •”Ç=•Ã }n¨<V¨<”
KÖቅLÃ õ`É u? KTk[w YM×”“ }Óv` ¾T>„[¨< ŸLÃ u}Ökc¨< ÖpLÃ
õ`É u? TssT>Á ›ªÏ lØ` 9/1980 u›”kê 4/4/ uÓMê

•”Å}Å’ÑÑ¨<

¾SÚ[h õ`Æ SW[•© ¾J’ ¾QÓ eI} ÁKu J„ c=ÁÑ‟¨< ’¨<::
uSJ’<U ¾cu` ØÁo” ያ M}kuM ’¨< SJ’<” •”ÑMéK”::

ÓMvß 
KÖpLÃ õ`É u?
›Ç=e ›uv







›v] G<K
¾ŸAKA’@M M®<McÑÉ ’<³²?
¾}éð¨< ›Ç=e ›uv
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¾}éðu k” ØpU 22 k” 77 ¯.U.
•’@ ŸAKA’@M ሌ®<McÑÉ •ÃK? Ÿ²=I ¾T>Ÿ}K¨<” ’<³²? ›Å`Ñ@›KG<፡ ፡ ÁKð¨< ¾’<³²?
c’É G<K< u²=I }ibM::
1.

uŸõ}† 18 ukuK? 18 ¨<eØ lØ` 165 ¾J’¨<” u?” u=uÉK‡U SÖሪ ያ ዬ
 _ ’¨<“ KMÎ KÇ”›?M M®<McÑÉ •ÃK? cØªMG< •eŸ=S× É[e Ku?
Övm“ ›e}ÇÇ] ¨Ÿ=M êÑ@H“ Ç‟@” ›É`Ñ@›KG<::

2.

•ÃT„ •¾ •^ሷ” L u? •e"Ñ‟ É[e ›G<” ÁKu” ›”É ¡õM
•”ÅÁ² kSØ KK?L Te}LKõ ›ÃMU:: u?³’I •¾ É”Ñ u?
¾Ñ[¨< •”ÅG< uò ¾’u[u” ›”É ¡õM u? Y^ Ãµ u? •e"Ñ‟ É[e
ÃkSØu •c<U KK?L c¨< Te}LKõ ›ÃMU::

3.

êÑ@H“ Ç‟@ •u?~ ¨eØ J“ KSÖup wðMÓ dKA’<”“ ¾’@” S‡• u? Ã³
kSØ ¨Øu?~“ TÉu?~ ”Ç=G<U ¾SçÇÍ u?~ ¾Ò^ ÃG<”:: G<K ¡õM
c`y=f uª“¨< u? KT>„\ KêÑ@ Ç‟@“ K•ÃT„ •¾ ÃÖkS<u
uc`y=e’ w ÃÖkS<u፡ ፡

4.

uª“¨< u? ¾u<• Ò´ •”ÇÃ’Éu Ku?~ ÅI”’ Ñ<Ç ÁS×M“ ÃI””
¾TÃðêU u?~” Kq Ã¨<×::

5.

¾¯S~” Ów` u¾ዓS~ Ÿ’i ሏc” ue}k` uu?~ ¨eØ ¾T>„\ G<K<
Ã¡ðK< KS¡ðM ¾TÃ}vu` u?~” Kq Ã¨<×:: ¾T>ð`c< ¨ÃU ¾T>uLg<
’Ña” uu?~ ¾T>„\ ÁeÖÓ’<:: u?³’I“ •ÃT„ ¾¯S~” Ów` KS¡ðM
›pU u=ያ Ö<“ KS¡ðM vÃK< Y^ Ñw}¨< ÅS¨´ ›Ñ‟< É[e Ç”›?M
•¾LŸ ÃክðM፡ ፡ Y^ "Ñ‟< u%EL Ó” •”Å¾Ãµ¨< SÖ” Ã¡ðK<::

6.

•’i ሏc” •”ÅMÎ J“ ›ÑMÓL†K“ u? ›Ó‡• uðnÇD Kn eŸH@Å
¨ÃU Ç”›?M eŸ=S× É[e Ÿc`y=f ›”ÇD” ¡õM ›G<” ÁKu”
kSØu፡ ፡

T”U •”ÇÃÅ`ev u¨<ß¨< TÉu?“ i” u? uÒ^

ÖkU K›”É K^ሷ w፡ ፡
ÖkU •”ÇŸKŸM፡ ፡

u¨` G<K w` •¾ŸðK Sw^“ ¨<H

¾Ò´ UÉÍª”“ ›”É ]TÃ" dI„”“ ›”É

¾¨Ø Tp[u=Á ÑAÉÕÇ XI” ›”É Ÿõ ÁK“ ›”É ›’e}† w[Ée ›”É
¾Guh u=Lª“ ›”É ¾Te•Öu=Á ኒ Ÿ?M XI” ¾w[~” ¢SÇ=„“

›”É w`É

Mwe

w`ßq”

¾S[Ö¨<”

¨<cÉ

¾TÃ"

Ÿ<vÁ”“

S“†

TekSÝ¨<”“ ¾K=Ø Tu<Ÿ=Á¨<” ›”É ÅI“ vሌዲ“ ¾U}†u” ›MÒ“
õ^i ›”É ¾w[ XØ” •’i Gc” ¨<cÉ፡ ፡ ¾Mwe TÖu=Á dó u’i
ሏc” •Ï J„ uÒ^ ÃÖkS<u uÒ^ KSÖkU eUU’ ŸÖó •’i ሏc”
¨cÅ¨<፡ ፡ ”x” uÖpLL¨< u?³’I •Â Ã¨<cÉ፡ ፡
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¾²Ã SßSmÁ¨< }iÙ ÓTg< KpÉe ›ÁK?¨< ÃeØ:: ÓTg<” ›
›Uv¨<“ SpÅL© •¾ KG<K Ã"ðK<፡ ፡

8.

¾dKA” u? U”×õ“ ¾UÓw u? Ö[â?³“ ¨”u` •”Ç=G<U •nu? ÁK¨<”
¾w[ u<ô ¾›?K?¡]Ÿ<” U×É •ÃT„ ¨<cÉ፡ ፡

9.

õ]ጁ” ¾u<•Ò´ Sw^ ŸÑ<Mª ¾dKA” fó ¾•”ÓÇ S‡•¨< ›MÒ
Ÿ’õ^g< H>}\ Ÿ’i ›uu u¨e ¾S× eKJ’ KdD ÃSKe፡ ፡ ›MÒÂ”
Ÿ’õ^g< Ÿ’¢SÇ=„ Ÿc=•]“ ¾}Ñ²<” MMp Ée ›”É ¾ŸaU ]“
vKSe}ª~” ¢V pÉe ›ÁK?¨< ¨<cÉ፡ ፡

¾›?K?¡]"D” UÉÍ ›

²¨<Æ ›ÑA“õ` Ã¨<cÉ፡ ፡
10.

¾kw\ Y’-Y`¯ ukÚ’@ SÉ•’@ዓKU ÃðçU፡ ፡

upKA u? ŸT>vK¨<

cð` ¾u?}cw S[ÇÍ TIu` •É` eLK Ÿ²=Á ¾T>Ñ‟¨” 2000 G<K g=
w`“ Ÿcð` •É^” ¾T>cÖ¨<” ¾•É` Ñ”²w ’i ›uu }kwL K›eðLÑ>
›ðéçU

•¨<M፡ ፡

KÑ”²u<

›cvcw

K}¨[c<

”w[

vh

¯KT¾G<

Ÿ¾x•¨<

•¾}kuK<

Ãe×D፡ ፡
11.

U“Mv

S”ÓY

"d

u=ŸõM

u?³’I

•ÃT„

SpÅL© Ã"ðK< ¾’@¨`pU ÚS`፡ ፡
12.

Ç”›?M ²` dÃ}" u=V u?~ }iÙ c=f¨< KêÑ@H“
¾hKn

•¾

ÃK?

MÐ

u?³’I

¾’@¨`p

Ç‟@ ÃcØ ¾}k[¨<”

ÃT„

›Ç’

Åc

ÃŸóðK<::
ÃI ¾’<³²? ጽሐõ uvh ¯KT¾G< •Ï ÃÑ†M ’<³²?¨< Ÿðcc u%EL KêÑ@H“ Ç‟@ ÃcØ
›”É ÓMvß K› ²¨<Æ ÃcØ::



u’<³²?¨< c’É uG<K~ም Ñë ¾}“³»“ ¾Ú• eU“ ò`T ›K::
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